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THE MONTHLY
SOFTWARE COLLECTION

FOR APPLE® H ONLY $6.65
Two Disks Filled With
Lots of Great Software
Every Month

inCider Magazine
Rates Softdisk • • • •
" ..Softdisk contains impressive variety, quality, menu
interface, and special programs worth the cost of the whole
product. . .Softdisk includes programs on educational topics,
and you can find disk and programming utilities as well as
useful applications. . . Overall, I found programs and
information of interest to both children and adults."

Softdisk'" is a collection of exciting
new Apple II programs, published
monthly on two 51/4 inch diskettes.
Both diskettes contain quality,
ready-to-run software: home and
business, education, music,
graphics, animation, utilities,
tutorials, games, demos, and
bonus programs from popular
software developers.

Every issue of Softdisk contains
ready-to-run software for everyone in
the family. For example, Softdisk
Issue #71 is contained on two disks
and features all of the following
programs:

Softdisk provides an endless number of
things to do with your Apple. Subscribers
enjoy about a hundred programs every year
for pennies each. At only $6.65 per issue,
Softdisk is your best software value.

400 Print Shop TM Graphics Yours FREE
Softdisk will deliver three months of great software, two disks
each month, for a total of $19.95. That's only $6.65 per month.
Order now and we will include 400 exclusive Print Shop graphics
from our Premium Collection absolutely FREE! You can't lose.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

• Double Trouble Simultaneous play
split screen arcade games
• Electric Guitar
• Pixel Puzzler
• Anna's Gram
• Rock and Roll Quiz
• Alfredo's Miserable Moniker
• Print Shop Images
• plus interesting and informative regular
monthly features

As a subscriber, you will get software variety to make your Apple II
investment pay off — plus the convenience of home delivery and
our unconditional money-back guarantee. If you are not 100%
satisfied with your first issue of Softdisk, you may return it for a
full $19.95 refund. The 400 graphics are yours to keep.
Available at Waldenbooks, B. Dalton Booksellers, and fine bookstores everywhere (cover price $9.95) Commodore and IBM PC versions also available,

-• 3-Month Trial
, Subscription plus
'400 FREE Print
Shop TM Graphics
Order your 3-month Softdisk
trial subscription today for just
$19.95 postage-paid. Act now and we will include
400 exclusive graphics from our Print Shop Graphics
Premium Collection ABSOLUTELY FREE with your
first two-disk issue.

City
State
Daytime Telephone Number

1-800-831-2694

Zip

El Visa 0 MasterCard 0 AmEx 0 Payment enclosed (U.S. funds)

Signature

CALL TOLL FREE AND ORDER TODAY

(In Louisiana call 318-221-8718)

YES! Please rush 400 FREE graphics with the
first issue of my 3-month Softdisk trial subscription.
Only $19.95 postage paid! (Overseas $27.95)
Name
Address

DEPT. IA9
P.O. BOX 30008
SHREVEPORT, LA 71130-0008
Circle 292 on Reader Service Card.
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SOftdISK

The best in all creation.
However you express your creativity.
In words. In pictures. Or both. Activision
has the software for you.
Paintworks Plus, Writer's Choice
elite, and Draw Plus. Graphics, paint
and animation, word processing, and
precision drawing for your Apple IIGS.
All three look and work alike, with
pull-down menus and simple, onestep mouse operations. All three work
together, so combining pictures with
text is as simple as cut and paste.
Paintworks Plus — as powerful
and versatile as your imagination.
That's why this paint program is the
top selling software product for the
Apple IIGS. With all the colors and
tools it takes to make a computer
artist's studio.
Choose from the 4096 colors
available to create just the right palette
for every picture.
Cut and paste images. Add titles and
captions with a variety of fonts, styles
and sizes. Bring your painted creations
to life with a thrilling animation
capability.
ith Annual Golden West Convention
May 7-10. 1988
San Francisco

And now every Paintworks Plus package includes

Clip Art Gallery, a library of over 650 vivid color

If you can see it in your mind's
eye, you can picture it on your
Apple IIGS — with Paintworks Plus.
Writer's Choice elite —your words
never looked so good
Go beyond black words on a white
screen. Write and edit in color—for
emphasis, for fun, or to help organize
your ideas.
And when a picture is worth a
thousand words, dress up your text with
graphics from Paintworks Plus, Draw
Plus, or Clip Art Gallery.
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Multiple windows let you work with
several documents at the same time.
Cut and paste lets you move text around
—with a click of the mouse.
Local rulers give you total formatting
freedom and flexibility. 12 different
fonts, in a variety of sizes and styles,
give every word just the look you're
looking for.
Draw Plus. Power and precision
. . . in color.
Forms, graphs and charts. Floor
plans and perspective drawings. Logos,
letterheads and layouts. Graphics for

business or banners for fun. 'Whatever
you want to draw or design, you'll
draw inspiration from Draw Plus.

And you can integrate your Draw
Plus creations with pictures from
Paintworks Plus and words from
Writer's Choice elite.
Use rulers and grids for added
precision and drawing to scale. Add
labels, legends and captions to your
drawings, with 12 fonts in many sizes
and styles.
Draw a variety of perfect shapes —
instantly — and create and save custom
images, too, for instant drawing
any time.
Print what you paint, write and
draw in color with the ImageWriter® II
or in black and white with the
ImageWriter or LaserWriter.®
Ask your retailer about Activision's
great software for the Apple IIGS. Or you
can order by mail: call 1-800-227-6900.

ACTIVISION.

images, FREE.

Circle 125 on Reader Service Card.
Paintworks Plus, Writer's Choice elite, Draw Plus, and Clip Art Gallery are trademarks of Activision, Inc. Apple,

Apple 110, ImageWriter, and LaserWriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Activision, Inc.

BRIGHT IDEAS'
"Over 1/2 Million Ir Satisfied Customers"
095
14%°'

Grappler c/Mac/GS
Universal Parallel Interface

This popular deluxe parallel printer interface works with an Apple
JIGS, Ilc or a Macintosh. It supports over 20 different printers,
including color models. Pull- down menus, graphics screen dumps
and snapshot feature for the Apple JIGS. $99

JuiceBox
GS Surge Suppressor/Fan

Provides the WS with voltage protection and a quiet "whisper" fan
for cooling. Three power outlets for peripherals with automatic
switching for user convenience. Only $79

pQo 'apple,'
Printer Interface

Best selling printer interface in the world for parallel printers and the
Apple He. Pull-down menus provide a variety of screen dumps of
graphics and text. Over 1/2 million units in use. $119

RamPak 4GS
Memory Sub-System

Provides 512K to 4 megabytes add on memory for IIGS. Includes
unique software utilities which gives you up to 350% increased
performance over regular memory cards. Uses state of the art 256K
x 4 one megabit expansion chips. New Low Price $189
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HotLink

lk Mater Interface

This is by far the most economical way to connect a printer to
your Apple He. The HotLink and a parallel printer can save you
up to $200 over the Apple Image Writer II printer. $69

Imagelkdfei
Provides up to 128K buffer (40 pages of text) to turbocharge your
Image Writer II. It makes your computer available for computing
while your printer prints simultaneously. Limited Special $59

+
Interfaces the Apple He with the serial ImageWriter H. Provides over
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ORDER NOW!
1-800-223-8029

VISA

IN CA (714) 779-2772
Or see your local Apple Dealer We offer
only top quality products backed up by a 30
day money back guarantee for direct orders.
Immediate delivery.
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CALFORNIA GAMES:
BRACE YOURSELF FOR A NEW
STATE OF INTENSITY.

11Trt

BMX Where wheelies are the breakfast
of champions. And everyone else eats dirt.
•

Slalom the boardwalk obstacle course
on roller skates.

--,!;It ain't beach blanket bingo.
Surfing A sport t rented bn
half-AkertrBanzais with a fondness for •
ripping. grinding. and shreddins
These are radical games. Games
that take the
honorable
tradition of
Summer
Games' I and
II, Winter Games: and World
Games,- wax it down and load
it on the roof.
Try shredding the face of a
totally tubular wave. Join the
airforce in a BMX bike race.
Screech around on skates
and then rocket off the
skateboard ramp.
You'll be playing
for sponsors like
Ocean Pacific, NHS
Santa Cruz, CASIO, Costa
Laumh «fewvect gipthe-lip with your
Del Mar, Kawasaki, and
skateb,h;rZec,kfiadlicifi,Vt1/7.ed,t;,121.you're
Spinjammer. For trophies
and an overall championship.
So get air. Go crazy. CALIFORNIA GAMES BY
Welcome to the state
of California.
,•••
.'re•o
.
Commodore 64/128. Apple 11 & Compatibles, IBM & Compatibles, Amiga

SEE GAME BOX FOR DETAILS ON INSTANT WINNER CONTEST
Circle 201 on Reader Service Card.
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1987 People's
Choice Awards

We've tallied the votes: inCider
announces our readers' favorite
products in 17 categories, plus 36
winning quotations from the "Picks
& Pits" contest entry forms.
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Keep Your
System Clean

Your disk drives and printer are
particularly vulnerable to dust and
grime—but a little preventive
maintenance will go a long way
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Save Time
with Templates

With predesigned text, database,
and spreadsheet forms on
disk, you'll have a customized
AppleWorks application up and
running in minutes.
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INCIDER'S VIEW

The Price of Quality
by Dan Muse, Editor in Chief

e're pulling the finishing touches on
the December issue of inCider on
the heels of AppleFest—the first
computer show of this decade dedicated
solely to the Apple II.
AppleFest, we're happy to report, was a
success in terms of attendance and new
products, and provided a much-needed
shot in the arm for Apple II users.
We're convinced that Apple as a corporation is committed to the Apple II, something
even Apple will admit wasn't so obvious a
couple of years ago. Bill Larson, group
manager of consumer marketing, told
inCider that Apple will be offering incentives
to encourage sales beyond the Christmas
season. For example, Larson says, you can
expect some type of program to generate
more Apple II sales to coincide with highschool and college graduation season.
Another great thing about AppleFest was
that it reminded us that people use computers. You're not marketing statistics or circulation figures, you're real people with
purchasing decisions to make. And a lot of
you told us you can't afford a IIGs. Many
of you are waiting for a sale at your local
Apple dealer. Some of you are waiting for
a few more paychecks. But millions of people who don't own an Apple II may buy
another system tomorrow because the GS
seems too expensive.
The IIGs is a great computer, but we'd
like to see more people buy it. We'd like
more computer users to know what you
and inCider already know: that Apple Ils
can do just about anything you want them
to do. Maybe the price of the GS hasn't
scared you off because you know the quality and software base you're buying with it.
A new user who's deciding among increasingly affordable MS-DOS machines, Amigas,
and Ataris, however, may balk over the
price and choose another system.
A major software publisher recently told
inCider that MS-DOS is now the first choice
of many home-education, productivity-, and
entertainment-software developers. But the
more Apple Ils—specifically, the more
IIGss—out there, the more new software
and hardware you'll see for it.

W

"The GS isn't
the high-end
Apple ll—it's the
beginner's Apple
II, as well."

8

Apple positions the GS as its high-end
Apple 11 and prices it accordingly. But a
new user who wants an Apple II would be
foolish to buy anything but a GS. The retail
price of a GS with both a 31/2 inch and a
5%-inch disk drive and an RGB monitor is
about $2100. A Ile with two drives and a
color monitor is $1800, and a Ilc with a
UniDisk 3.5 and a color composite monitor
costs $1600.
We think just about everyone will choose
a machine that offers compatibility with the
thousands of existing Apple II programs as
well as new software that takes advantage
of the GS' superior graphics and sound
capabilities.
We're not saying there won't be any new
software or hardware for the Ile and Ilc.
The millions of you who already own Apple
Ils will hold the interest of many Apple II
software publishers. So we're not saying Ilc
or Ile users should necessarily rush out and
buy a GS. We're saying that anyone who's
shopping today for a new system is probably going to want the latest technology.
Our office has four GSs and six Iles. We
love our Iles, but when we need a computer for a new staff member, or find some
extra money hidden in our supply budget,
we'll buy a GS—it only makes sense. The
point is that in reality, despite Apple's elaborate marketing strategy, the IIGs isn't the
high-end Apple II; it's the beginner's Apple
II, the intermediate user's Apple II, and the
advanced user's Apple II. There's no point
in pricing the GS high to help Ile and Ilc
sales.
We don't suggest that Apple slash prices.
We don't want Apples to end up in closets
like so many Commodore 64s—Apple Ils
are simply too good for that. Apple stands
for quality computers; it's just that the
prices of quality computers—as with any
consumer-electronics item—are coming
down.
Apple 11 buyers are IIGs buyers. Apple
has provided a computer that gives you, as
the folks in Cupertino like to say, "the
power to be your best." We'd like to see
you be able to afford to be your best.M

December 1987

A disk each month

PACKED with PROGRAMS
DISCOVER UPTIME. You deserve the best from your
Apple. Have the best and save the most with UPTIME.

Ten programs and more on every disk.
What's the opposite of "downtime"? It's UPTIME, of course. Just imagine ...a disk each
and every month, delivered right to your door
and packed with programs for your Apple.

We make it easy and inexpensive — a disk each month.
You deserve value. At UPTIME we believe in value.
That's why each month 50,000 people like you enjoy a
disk packed full of programs and information.

Subscribe now, with our introductory offer!
Satisfaction guaranteed —or your money back.
Make the very next disk yours! Fill in the coupon and return it to us, or simply call. We'll
start your subscription immediately, in
addition to sending you ...

Make your life easier & get more from your computer.
Organize your life and be more productive
with home management and finance programs. Have fun learning with our
educational programs and fun
relaxing with games and
adventures. You'll find
business, graphics, utilities
& more!

/7
FREE
PROGRAMS

Put work gloves on your Apple with
UTILITY TIME — 17 programs
including Banner Maker, Musical Keys and Graphix Fun.
For immediate service, call
toll-free: 1-800-437-0033
anytime, day or night.
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DeskWorks offers the
software solution.

Does your desktop get in the way of your work? Try ours.
DeskWorks. The first set of desk accessories for the Apple IIGS.
Easy to use, Macintosh-like desk accessories that you can put
on your IIGS desktop when you need them. And put away when
you don't. Just by pointing and clicking.

Our DeskWorks For You. Not Against You.
DeskWorks offers the kind of tools you want to have on hand,
but don't need cluttering up your desk. Like Phone Filer, an
on-line phone/address book, which lets you instantly locate the
name of any person you want to call. A programmable scientific calculator. And a calendar/appointment book, for scheduling and remembering important dates.
And that's just the beginning. DeskWorks also features an
alarm clock (including a snooze button!). A screen saver utility
for automatically dimming the IIGS screen when it's not in
use. Even an on-line code-breaking game, Enigma.
DeskWorks Makes All Your JIGS Programs Work
Better. Together.
But best of all, you can use DeskWorks desk accessories with all

TM

your favorite IIGS-specific software—including MultiScribe GS
lbpDrawTM, DeluxePaint IITM, and PaintWorks PlusTM. And you
can use DeskWorks to make these programs even better.
With desk accessories like keyboard macros, which let you
save frequently repeated text phrases and program command
sequences as single keypresses—making all your IIGS-specific
programs faster and easier to use. And a scrapbook, where both
graphics and text can be stored for use with different applications, so you can use all the best IIGS productivity programs
together.
So put away your phone book. And your adding machine.
Stash your notepad and your calendar and your clock and your
appointment book. Put up your desk accessories. And pull down
ours. DeskWorks by StyleWare.

StyleWare, Inc.
5250 Gulfton Suite 2E
Houston, TX 77081
(713) 668-0743 (800) 233-4088
TopDraw and MultiScribc GS are trademaris of StyleWare, Inc Apple, the Apple logo, and last/Writer are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer Inc. ImageWriM and Apple IIGS are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. DelumPaint II to a trademark of Electronic Arbk Inc
PaintWorks Plus is - trademark of Activision, Inc.

Circle 239 on Reader Service Card.
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Drawing by Dale Crawford of StyleWare

Accept No Limitations.
The picture above, a single lbpDrawTM document displayed on
the fastest, most powerful graphics word processor for the IIGS.
72 Apple® IWGSTM screens, was created to give you an idea of
MultiScribe GS is loaded with special features. Like direct
the sort of power you get with StyleWare's lbpDraw, the IIGS
AppleWorks word processing file compatibility. Built-in drawing
graphics program for serious drawing.
and color editing. Compatibility with all major IIGS graphics
programs, including Deluxe Paint II TM and PaintWorks PlusTM
With enough memory, the same picture could cover 1,000
And power user keyboard commands, for total mouse/keyboard
printed pages. Or more.
Because bpDraw was created to give you access to the true
word processing functionality.
So ask your dealer for the software that delivers on the
graphics power of your IIGS. Without artificial boundaries like
promise of the IIGS. TbpDraw and
8V2" by 11".
MultiScribe GS from StyleWare. And
lbpDraw works hard at making drawing easy,
take your GS where no Apple II has
with professional features like user-selectable
ever been before.
scaling, so you can view and print your drawings at
411011110
any size. Color and pattern editing. Freehand object
Paisitkpo-Uhrsoviontgentv NI
whiarlitomPekiroolkdier.Winiii
smoothing. Brilliant color printing on the ImageStyleWare, Inc.
voletalisiviimirnoi
iffilhodulotain 10001+0
5250 Gulfton Suite 2E
Writer II. And the best LaserWriter output of any
vaitqt,iNtniinitviirtoil
Houston, TX 77081
ii
Plasheillerillinth lk ked el
IIGS graphics program.
YU, 4011101thallgemli-Argill MO WW1
(713) 668-0743
. 1111111thistfill 01111,kktfle Mkt
But best of all, StyleWare lets you break down the
(800) 233-4088
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LETTERS
Not So Great?
I've recently purchased the new,
ultra-powerful Apple llos. Now tell me,
what do I do with it? How can I access super-hi-res graphics? Where
can I find the impressive 15-voice
sound? I bought the GS because of
its great superiority over the other Apple Ils, but as of yet I've seen no
great difference from its older kin. I
do enjoy the Control Panel, the color
text and background, and the "sit in
your lap" keyboard, but these are
modifications only in design, not in
the computer's power. If the new GS
is so great, where's its greatness?
Bryan Colley
5605 Foster
Overland Park, KS 66202
For technical and programming tips,
see our column Mastering the JIGS,
February-November 1987; "Exploring
the World of C," November 1986,
p. 60; and "Delving into Assembly
Language," November 1986, p. 68.
For additional ideas and specific
applications, check out these articles
from the past year: "Back to the
Future: Apple's Amazing GS," "Looking into ROM," "Who Will Buy the
//Gs?" "GS Software: A Sneak Preview," October 1986, pp. 36-64; "Visions of GS Software," November
1986, p. 46; "Apple Its Follow-Up,"
January 1987, p. 79; "The GS Upgrade: Should You Go for It?" May
1987, p. 55; "Making Music," August
1987, p. 38; "More Memory, More
Power" September 1987, p. 44; "GS
in Education: Looking into the Future," September 1987, p. 75; "The
'G' Stands for Graphics," October
1987, p. 46; and "Color My Words,"
November 1987, p. 73.
—eds.

Time and Time Again
I was very interested in Dean
Lane's letter (Letters, June 1987, p. 10)
outlining the procedure for getting
AppleWorks to time-stamp saved files.
After following the steps presented,
I was disappointed to find timestamping still absent. I traced the
problem to the two-line BASIC Startup
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program. Without Basic.system on
disk, which isn't part of AppleWorks,
the program doesn't run. The fix is
easy: Save a copy of Basic.system to
disk, and your files will then be dateand time-stamped.
Anthony Capone
The Nautilus Computer
27 Nautilus Drive
Hampton Bays, NY 11946

Mockingboard Update
We'd like to clear up an inaccuracy in "Making Music" (August
1987, p. 38). The article implies that
Sweet Micro Systems is shipping
music-editing software written by Electronic Realities with its Mockingboard
cards (p. 41). This is incorrect. The
program is called Mockingboard Music Editor; users may obtain it directly
from Electronic Realities for $5.
Paul J. Durand
Electronic Realities, Inc.
1115 Greendale Road
Sheboygan, WI 53081

Data Strips in School
I'm a public-school teacher and
computer co-ordinator with a very limited budget. Our school was recently
awarded a Cauzin Softstrip system
through a proposal I wrote, and
we've found it an excellent source for
obtaining software we otherwise
couldn't afford.
Through my subscription to
inCider, we now have access to new
programs each month. The system is
so easy to use, the students read the
data-strip programs onto disks themselves. Your data strips are a great
way to introduce kids to a new technology. They have a "tool of the future" to use in their classroom today.
Dolores Willoughby Choat
Amber-Pocasset School
Box 254
Verden, OK 73092

Room for Expansion
As the principal designer of Apple
Ilc expanded-memory boards, I'm
glad to see them reviewed in such a

positive light ("Go Beyond the 'lc's
Limit," September 1987, p, 51), but
I'd like to clarify some mistakes pertaining to our Ultra series.
First, Ultra 1 holds a maximum of
512K bytes of memory in increments
of 256K bytes (using 256K-by-1-bit
dynamic-memory chips in sets of
eight). Although your article states that
Ultra 2 and Ultra 3 expand the Ilc to
1.5 megabytes, these boards both
hold a maximum of 1 megabyte of
additional memory (also using 256Kby-1 dynamic chips) in increments of
256K bytes. Neither Ultra 2 nor Ultra
3 holds more than 1 megabyte of memory. Checkmate's MultiRann CX also has
a total capacity of 1 megabyte.
In addition, your article states,
"Checkmate's software also lets you
load printer information into RAM—a
feature not found on Applied's
board." This is incorrect. Since January 1986, Applied Engineering has
been shipping AppleWorks expansion
software that lets you load printer information into RAM.
While the article mentioned the
printer-buffer feature of our AppleWorks expansion software, it omitted
one important characteristic: The
printer-buffer feature uses 15K bytes
of memory per 64K of expanded
memory, which was previously unused;
using the printer buffer doesn't decrease your desktop space in any way.
Also, there was no mention of the
expanded-clipboard feature of Applied's AppleWorks expansion software.
Neal Woodall, Design Engineer
Applied Engineering
P.O. Box 798
Carrollton, TX 75006
I recently upgraded my 1984 Ilc
with Applied.Engineering's Z-RAM
Ultra 3 expansion board. According
to "Go Beyond the Ilc's Limit," some
older Ilcs weren't designed with expansion in mind. You need supports
to protect the motherboard and
"keep the keyboard from touching
the card."
I've found that the small neoporene
studs provided with the Z-RAM board
protect the motherboard adequately,
but not the keyboard. Immediately
December 1987
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You're Werdna.
You're alive.
You want revenge.
a441‘1*PC-Mt

Adventure
on your
Apple II Series

•

I I IL RETURN OF WERDNA

theRETURN
of wERDNA
He and his band of dogooders have stolen your
magical Amulet, drained you
into a coma, and imprisoned
your indestructible body in a convoluted
prison maze. But your seething lust for
revenge reanimates you. You want your
Amulet back!
Your magical powers are as weak as a
babe. Your monster allies are untrust-

* Note: this is an Expert level Scenario!
® Registered trademark of Sir-tech Software, Inc.
© Copyright by Sir-tech Software, Inc.
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worthy. Ultimately, to escape and wreak
revenge you must depend on your wits
and skills as the Grand Master of
Wizardry*.
Only then, with luck, perseverance
and cunning, will you overcome your
jailers - five hundred tough Wizardry
Adventurers who fear but one thing The Return of Werdna!

alr•TECI

Sir-tech Software, Inc.,
P.O. Box 245, Ogdensburg, NY 13669
(315) 393-6633

LE I I ERS
The feature that separates DoReMe
from other programs is its ability to
accept text strings as input and return
them as output in its built-in functions.
Ms. Field also failed to mention DoReMe's many extra functions suited
for educational use, such as @STD,
@LN, @RAND, and @MODULUS.
Regarding DoReMe's word processor, Ms. Field expressed her preference for embedded control-key
commands, such as Control-B, versus
DoReMe's @sb (start boldface). I feel
@sb has a higher coefficient of information than AppleWorks' embedded
caret symbol (A): Its meaning is easy
to remember, and its definition is a
keystroke away, while the caret isn't
identified until you move the cursor
over it.
Also, a user may often need to replace one embedded command with
another, or delete it globally with the
search-and-replace function. Try doing
that with the phantom caret symbol.
Finally, Ms. Field thinks the delete
key "seems to work backward" in
DoReMe, deleting the character under

after installation, I noticed my keyboard had a spongy feel. An Apple
dealer/technician completed the installation, but the problem remained.
Within one month I had to replace
the original keyboard with one of the
recently redesigned rigid keyboards.
Now with the mechanical problems
out of the way, I'm working on converting old CP/M programs to Apple
CP/M with little success. Any advice?
Michael L. Binge
P.O. Box 25287

Denver, CO 80225
Unfortunately, we're not able to
help, but we'd love to hear from
readers with any suggestions for converting CP/M to CP/AM.
—eds.

MultiSoft's Multipackage
Cynthia Field's review of our integrated package, DoReMe (September
1987, p. 30), explains essentially what
DoReMe is all about, but one omission may constitute a disservice to
your readers.

Great Software
for Hanukkah!
(and the rest of the year)
from
Davka Corporation
•NEW! DavkaGraphicsTM III
All-new collection of Judaic graphics
for The Print ShopTM. Stunning
graphics, intricate borders, even Hebrew fonts! Perfect for Hanukkah
cards and all occasions! For Apple
//e, //c, IIGS. $24.95. Requires Print
Shop.
•DavkaGraphics I & H
The original Judaic graphics for The
Print Shop. Holiday scenes, Israel,
much more. Each disk $24.95. For
Apple //e, //c, IIGS . Requires Print
Shop.

•Otz ar Superb treasury of Judaic
wit and wisdom in AppleWorks database form. Perfect for speeches and
reports. For Apple //e, //c, JIGS $29.95
Requires AppleWorksTM .

• 1111111111111111AMIIIIIMII

•NEW! Hebrew CalendarMaker
Ingenious program integrates Hebrew dates, Jewish holidays, and Torah portions into calendar files for
The Print Shop CompanionTM
Create your own personalized family
Jewish calendars! Only $29.95. Requires Print Shop & Print Shop
Companion TM .
•NEW! Shiron—f or Apple IIGS
Electrifying Jewish music for use
with Music Construction SetTM. 25
foot-tapping tunes, from holiday
songs to Hatikvah. Only $24.95.
Requires IIGS and Music Construction Set.

To order call Toll-Free
1-800-621-8227 ext.200

Davka Co oration•Dept. I
845 NMichigan Ave
Chicago, IL 60611
shipping for all orders. Mention you saw
(312) 944-4070
this ad in InCider and save $3!

Major credit cards accepted. Please add $2

the cursor instead of backspacing.
Both the delete and insert keys should
operate on the character under the
cursor, not a character to its left or
maybe five columns in front of it.
Deleting to the left is performed by
the backspace or "rubout" key on
other computers; I promise that if the
Apple II ever gets such a key, DoReMe will support it. At least DoReMe
is consistent in handling the delete
and insert keys by refusing to propagate a double standard—insert at the
cursor, but delete to its left. Doesn't
that make sense?

Stan Kalwinski
Multisoft
120 East 90th Street
Box 5J
New York, NY 10128

Human Error
Your September 1987 company listing ("Call the Information Hot Line,"
p. 79) includes our address, product
line, and local phone number with another company, Information Appliance.
Meanwhile, there was no listing for
Human Systems Dynamics.
Virginia Lawrence, Ph.D.
CEO
Human Systems Dynamics
9010 Reseda Boulevard
Suite 222
Northridge, CA 91324
Information Appliance's correct address is 1014 Hamilton Court, Menlo
Park, CA 94025, (800) 982-5600.
—eds.

Scott on Sequels
While I agree with Scott Mace
(Mace on Games, August 1987, p. 97)
that a more complicated sequel challenges the experienced gamer, I disagree with, his idea that it necessarily
penalizes the novice.
Bard's Tale II is a case in point.
Mr. Mace contends that "novice players spend a lot of time fighting and
dying...to attempt a bare level of
survival." This happens to me each
time I play a new game (or sequel)
until I've leained the game's nuances
and have built characters capable of
surviving.
Further, novices needn't expect to
be destroyed repeatedly before making significant progress, nor does
Bard's Tale II require high-level characters from previous adventures. The
game cleverly includes a beginner's
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scenario designed to develop characters from square one. When finished,
a player should have a dozen or so
high-level characters with which to sojourn through the remainder of the
game.
To ignore this introductory scenario
is to ignore the foresight of the
game's designer, who recognized the
need to nurture new characters and
players while challenging hard-core
hack-and-slayers.
Robert S. Hopkins, III
5248D Broadway
Eielson AFB, AK 99702

Prompt Programming
The letters from Dean Lane (June
1987, p. 10) and Alan Bird (Apple
Clinic, July 1987, p. 22) have improved AppleWorks nicely. I've tried
something similar for Copy II Plus on
my GS. I've eliminated the program's
first prompt, "Enter date or press
ESC to skip," this way:
1) Copy Copy II Plus to a 3%-inch
disk.
2) Delete ProDOS.
3) Copy the P8 file from System Utilities to the 3%-inch disk.
4) Rename P8 ProDOS.
You need a 3%-inch disk because,
even after deleting ProDOS form
Copy II, there isn't enough room on
the 5%-inch for the P8 file. (P8 contains 32 blocks, and Copy II Plus'
ProDOS contains 30 blocks.) The first
prompt is now gone, and the program will use the GS clock.
The program now asks, "Do you
want 80-column catalog display (Y/1\1)?"
Does anyone know what to POKE
where to answer yes to the second
prompt, thereby getting rid of it and
going directly to the menu?
Allan Youberg
3706 May Drive
Gallup, NM 87301
Write to inCider if you know of any
programs designed to skip prompts.
—eds.

Leader of the Band
As a musician/music teacher whose
family owns a GS, I felt that Margaret
Morabito's article ("Making Music,"
August 1987, p. 38) was aimed right
at us. Except for one brief reference,
however, she omitted orchestras and
strings as part of the musical world.
Stringed instruments are an important
inCider
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Davidson's new Read 'N
Roll is the highest
octane reading software
program you can buy for
your kids. Formulated by
teachers to grow with
kids and help them develop
the 5 basic reading comprehension skills.
Read 'N Roll pumps in confidence and love of reading, and
prints out Certificates of
Excellence.
With 320 high-interest reading
passages, exciting graphics and
color, and an action-packed
arcade-style game, Read 'N Roll
makes reading fun. And new pulldown menus are easy to use with
keyboard or mouse.
So pull into your local software
dealer and pick up the highest
. performance
' 00200

reading software around—
Read 'N Roll.
Call us toll-free for
more information and the
name of the Authorized
Davidson Dealer nearest you.
800-556-6141 or 213-534-4070
(California residents)
For grades 3 through 6
Available for Apple® and IBM®
$49.95 suggested retail

Fdrawing
Return this coupon to enter our monthly
for $100 worth of free Davidson
software' We'll also send you more information about all the high grade programs
available from Davidson.
Name
Address
City, State, Zip
Type of Computer
Davidson & Associates, Inc.
3135 Kashiwa St.,Torrance, CA 90505
*NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Offer ends Dec. 31, 1988.
Void wherever prohibited or restricted by law. Odds of
winning will be determined by total number of entries
received.
01987 Davidson & Associates, Inc.

1
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LETTERS
part of a well-balanced school program; a good school system should
have band, chorus, and orchestra activities available.
We use the computer to teach theory and are looking for programs that
utilize the proper clef for viola. We'd
love to have a program like Guitar
Wizard. In addition, we use the GS
for all kinds of written materials—for
writing music and keeping track of
students.
Beverly Williams
808 6th Avenue North
Saint Cloud, MN 56301

Live Wire

Behind every great report card
is a great teacher.
A great teacher teaches basics
—the skills on which other
learning is built. A great teacher
encourages kids when they're
right and is patient when
they're wrong.
Most of all, a great teacher
stimulates a child's natural love
of learning.
Davidson has a whole
school of great teachers that
are special because they are
designed, tested, and applauded
by educators.
Each easy-to-use program
includes a variety of fun-filled
activities to reinforce learning
and keep children challenged
for years.
Like other great teachers,
Davidson software
doesn't just

teach the right answer, but
the concept behind it. So your
children will get more than
good grades. They'll develop a
better attitude towards learning
and increase their self-esteem.
Give your children the
benefit of another great teacher
—Davidson educational software.
Return this coupon to enter our monthly drawing
for $100 worth of free Davidson software! Well
also send you more information about all the
great teachers available from Davidson.
Or call:
800-556-6141
(Outside California)

213-534-4070
(Inside California)

Name
Address

I tried using inCider's BBS, but
couldn't log on. I typed in 'NEW'
when it asked for my user number
and tried a question mark when it
asked for the password. It didn't
work! Is the number still the same?
Natalie Gomillion
P.O. Box 270848
Tampa, FL 33688
The inCider BBS often asks you to
type commands or phrases such as
'NEW' or 'DONE.' Don't type the
quotation marks around the command
or phrase—that confuses the computer completely.
The BBS number is still (603) 9249801, and it's still free, except for an
expensive long-distance call if it's
warm in December where you live.
See "Bulletin-Board Log-On," Apple
Clinic, November 1987, p. 20, for
more information.
—eds.

In the October 1987 feature "Three
Programs in Progress" (p. 72), we
stated that Broderbund software
didn't work with the SoftSwitch program we were previewing. We've
now seen the production version
of SoftSwitch, and it does run with
Broderbund programs.

City, State, Zip
Type of Computer
IC 12/87

Davidson & Associates, Inc.
3135 Kashlwa, Torrance, CA 90505

*NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Offer ends Dec.
31,1988. Void wherever prohibited or restricted
by law. Odds of winning will be
determined by total number
of entries received.

Davidson.

inCider welcomes readers' comments
regarding articles, letters, or other topics of interest. We reserve the right to
edit letters for clarity, style, and
space. Please address your correspondence to Letters, inCider, Elm
Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.

©1987 Davidson & Associates, Inc.
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Free 30-Day Trial!

NOT COPY-PROTECTED.

End Financial Hassles $49:5
4/so
Works with

CRITICS HAIL A
BREAKTHROUGH

111

NeWorfre

—InfoWorld Review Board
"It's more than good—it's indispensable.
Home and small business checking software
used to be too expensive, too hard to use, and too
rigid, and it took too long to use. Quicken has
changed all that:"
—Ken Landis, A+ Magazine

New and Improved!
Now in ProDOS
BEFORE QUICKEN: Who doesn't want to get rid AFTER QUICKEN: Finally, automate your
finances with software so fast and so automatic
of the hassles of paying bills, managing finances,
that time and hassles evaporate.
and keeping records?

If you write checks, you need Quicken!— the
breakthrough software that automates financial management for business and home.
The breakthrough is Quicken's fully
automatic design. Quicken is so automatic it remembers your recurring bills and
pays them —all you do is sign the checks.
Automatic macros cut laborious data entry
down to two keystrokes. Quicken manages
your checkbooks and even finds and fixes
your mistakes. It tracks and totals your expenses by date, payee, and category.
Quicken is so completely automatic it
remembers to save and backup your data,
even if you forget!
And if you use AppleWorks, Quicken will
automatically fill in your spreadsheets with
your financial data!
Quicken does the paperwork for you.
It's bill-paying time. Fire up Quicken and the
screen looks just like a check.Your first bill
is the bank loan, you press two keys and,
zap, Quicken's macros write out the full
check. Next, the American Express bill.It's
a biggee.You're glad Quicken knows exactly
how much cash you have. Macros write the
check, letting you pick how much to pay.
You slip paper checks in the printer. Don't
bother positioning them, Quicken does that
for you? Sign the printed checks and slip
them into Quicken's window envelopes
... you're done.
Compatibility:
Apple. lIgs, He, and lie (He requires extended 80-column
card), with one or two floppy disk drives, or UniDisle
3.5 or hard disk. Any printer. No modem required.
AppleWorks optional.
IBM. PC, XT, AT, PS/2, and compatibles with 256K RAM
and one or two floppy disk drives or hard disk.Any printer.
No modem required. I-2-3 and Symphony optional.
Product names are trademarks of their t
manufacturers.
'Patent Pending

Recordkeeping? That's done for you.
With each bill, Quicken filled out your
records, updated all balances, and saved it
all on disk. Need to record a check you
wrote at the store? No problem, Quicken's
macros update your records in an instant.
Expense tracking, tax reporting, budgeting?
Simple. Say you want to know your charity
spending. Ask Quicken, and you get an
itemized list and dollar total. You'll always
know exactly where your money is going.
Want spending for Job 104 or Account 3072?
The answers are just keystrokes away.
Need customized cost reports, P&L's
or other financial reports? Set up the
report you want in AppleWorks. Quicken's
ingenious Spreadsheet Transfer actually
reads your report format and fills in the
numbers you want, where you want them.
Dread reconciling the checkbook? Quicken
makes it simple. And you can't go wrong: If
there's a mistake, Quicken will pinpoint the
error and automatically correct for it!

Quicken

New Features:
• Works with RAMDisks and hard
disks for even greater speed
— Ra.mWorks®
—ZRarre
—Sider'
— ProFile
—Most other ProDOS-compatible
devices
• Full support of ProDOS
subdirectories
• Multiple accounts on larger capacity
disks
• Convenient built-in file management
tools (format, create directory,
rename, etc.)
• Works with Catalyst' and most other
program directors
• Merges data from multiple accounts
into AppleWorks spreadsheets

For every business and home—for computer experts and total novices. Quicken
handles an unlimited number of transactions
and accounts. Personalized checks are available for any bank; details are in the Quicken
package.
At $49.95, Quicken pays for itself. So
don't waste another moment. Order now!

1

TRY QUICKEN RISK FREE

CALL 800 624-8742 (CA residents call 800 468-8481)
OR send this coupon with payment to:
Intuit, 540 University Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94301(415) 322-0573

copies
Please send me
of Quicken at $49.95 plus $3.00
gipping & handling each, plus
sales tax if in CA.

30 DAY RISK FREE TRIAL:
If not completely satisfied,
return within 30 days
for refund.

Card #

Exp Date

❑ IBM ❑ Apple II
❑ I enclose a check for
Please charge my:
❑ Visa ❑ Mastercard
Daytime Phone.

Name (Print).
Address.

L

Zip.
StateCity.
No P.O. Boxes please. No COD or purchase orders. Authorization Code: 11287
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NEWS LINE
by Paul Statt, Senior Editor

APPLEFEST

THE SHOW
MUST GO ON
Organizing San Francisco's AppleFest show in
September was no easy task, but Andy Calkins'
Apple Ile "made the whole job a lot easier."
Andy was working overtime putting AppleFest
together, with 800-900 potential exhibitors to
contact—companies as large as Newsweek Inc.
(producer of AppleWorks news templates) and as
small as Phil Rosenzweig (LifeGuard and MouseFiler)—and hundreds of conferences to plan, from
Artificial Intelligence to Making Money with Your
Apple.
There were keynote addresses by Del Yocam,
Steve Wozniak, Martin Engel, and Alan Kay; presentations on the Apple Classroom of Tomorrow
and the Apple Museum; and hundreds of
speeches, demonstrations, and exhibits with one
thing in common: the Apple II.
As editorial director of Cambridge Marketing and
conference program director of AppleFest, Calkins
used an Apple Ile with a good supply of extra
memory and the AppleWorks database to keep
track of the hundreds of companies he was in
touch with, and to generate mailings to announce
AppleFest and to "entice" as many vendors as
possible into exhibiting.
The show was a success: Booth space for the
show was sold out, with 125 Apple II developers
showing their wares. Will Calkins use a II to organize AppleFest in Boston next May? "Maybe," was
his answer as he was recovering from San Francisco, "but I'll be organizing the show, whatever
computer I use."
—Late Low and Paul Statt

APPLEFEST
'87 REPORT
Twenty-two thousand
AppleFest attendees
cheered for a couple of accelerated microprocessors
that had Apple Ils racing
along at four times standard speed. The show
itself—the first Apple II-only
show in about ten years,
held in San Francisco's
Civic Auditorium September
18-20—also ran at four
times standard speed.
18

New products you may
have stopped holding your
breath for were on display:
Applied Engineering's PC
Transporter, which puts a
little MS-DOS IBM PCcompatible computer right
inside your Apple Ile or
llos, and Beagle Bros'
TimeOut series, which puts
every enhancement you
could dream of right inside
AppleWorks. Springboard

once again announced
Springboard Publisher, a
quick (if you've got a
TransWarp and a hard-disk
drive, as Springboard did)
and clean desktop-publishing program for the 8-bit
Apple Ile and Ilc.
Just about every one of
those 22,000 Apple II fanatics got a surprise. Maybe it
was SoftSync's Personal
Newsletter, a slick desktoppublishing system for the
Apple Ile and Ilc. Maybe it
was Milliken's GS desktoppublishing program; and
then TimeWorks was offering PublishIt. At press time
it was a race to see who
would publish a publishing
program first.
Competition among GS
stereo boards and video
digitizers is heating up:
Applied Visions, of Lincoln,
Massachusetts, showed us
a clean-looking GS stereo
system that includes software and a microphone;
and Digital Vision, of Dedham, Massachusetts, exhibited ComputerEyes color
video for the GS.
RAM expansion is still
hot. Parallax and Applied
Ingenuity each showed a
low-priced board for the
IIGs, in addition to Checkmate's nifty MemorySaver.
(See Editors' Choice,
p. 176, for details.) And
don't forget that Applied's
PC Transporter also doubles as 768K of RAM for
your Apple II.

Apple II software developers and programmers at
AppleFest in September,
John Sculley, president of
Apple Computer, dared to
challenge the audience to
come up with "HyperCard
for the Apple IIGs."
HyperCard is Apple's newest user environment for
the Mac; it lets you connect
all the information in your
Mac to a single giant database manager you program
yourself.
Sculley also called for integrated applications for the
GS; he appeared to be describing hopes that Claris
Corporation, the independent software company
Apple spun off last summer, will introduce a 16-bit
AppleWorks that will take
full advantage of the GS'
power and its ability to run
menu-driven, icon-clad
programs—what Apple
used to call the Mac interface, but now calls the
"Apple interface."
John Zeisler, the new
vice president of marketing
at Claris, made it clear that
"Claris wants to enhance
AppleWorks as soon as
possible." Claris may even
consider some creative jointmarketing agreements with
companies such as Beagle

SCULLEY TALKS
Apple wants to see at
least three powerful new
tools for the IIGs in 1988.
Perhaps the GS has sold
beyond Apple's expectations; or perhaps Apple
finally has enough confidence in the Macintosh to
risk a more powerful GS.
In a presentation to
December 1987

Bros/Software Touch or
Pinpoint—companies whose
AppleWorks add-ons have
kept the four-year-old program alive and vital.
Claris is reported to have
also talked to Don Williams,
who, with Bob Lissner, originally developed AppleWorks in 1983, and to the
authors of an AppleWorks
work-alike for the Mac
called The Works. Zeisler
didn't say he had convinced Williams to write a
16-bit AppleWorks, but that
was reportedly the point of
their discussion. Apparently
Lissner isn't interested.
Sculley's third plea was

for desktop publishing on
the Apple IIGs—something
of a surprise for veteran
Apple watchers. In a private conversation only a
year ago, Sculley told
inCider that no Apple II
was appropriate for desktop
publishing, because it
wasn't a small-business
computer.
Apple was clearly trying
to protect its Macintosh
market at a time when it
was floundering. With wellearned confidence in the
Macintosh, Sculley can now
acknowledge the place of

the Apple IIGs in desktop
publishing in the home, in
schools, and, yes, even in
small business.

PINPOINT
GOES TO SCHOOL

"Teachers were telling us
that kids using Pinpoint
jumped almost two grade
levels in six months. That's
when we realized Pinpoint
was really in the educational-software business,"
reports -Greg Hastings,
president of Pinpoint Publishing. He wants Pinpoint
in the schools, and the
company is willing to give
away software and hardware to get there.

e0tiorre-374-

■Will Apple ever bundle
GS BASIC with the GS?

■Software developers
promise "more sophisticated sound" for the Apple
IIGs in 1988. Maybe an
Apple MIDI board?
■lf you believe everything
you hear, the GS will soon
have 512K standard, a
faster microprocessor, a
CD-ROM interface, and a
SCSI drive—maybe by next
year. Wow!
■A better VCR-to-GS connection is forthcoming: You
should soon be able to lay
externally generated images
over your programs.

inCider

■We've seen the Finder;
we hear that a new version
of ProDOS 16 will come
out in the fall. When will we
see a true IIGs operating
system?
■John Sculley, president of
Apple, says the GS will be
the "big sleeper" of the
Christmas season. Only
you know for sure.
■Quantum Link, a popular on-line service for Commodore computers, is
watching the Apple II home
market hungrily. One big
advantage: on-line games.
■Apple is using its own
Mac II/Apple II crossdeveloper. The two systems can be compatible=
it's just prohibitively
expensive.

■How much does Apple
know about flat-screen
technology?
■ Caveat emptor. Don't
ever buy a product you
can't see: You may be
paying a lot for zip.
111Central Point Software is
taking some time off from
updating Copy II Plus—
current version 8.0—to rewrite its Universal Disk
Controller for the Apple
IIGs. Note to "Deep
Throat" at CPS: We know it
doesn't work on the GS—
so does Mike Brown.
■UpTime, the magazine
on a disk, is sporting a
new, mouse-based, iconic
interface that looks like the
old TV game Concentration
and works a lot better.
Also, look for a new and
improved ProDOS version
of SoftDisk, Uptime's main
competitor.

111The folks who make the
Bose Roommate stereo
speakers for the GS must
have been smiling at
AppleFest: A pair of tidy
speakers was connected to
practically every GS on the
show floor. They're a
"must-have" peripheral if
you're serious about music.
■SwyftCard fans with
$1495 left over to buy
themselves a present this
holiday season might look
at the Canon Cat, from
Canon Office Machines. It's
a "SwyftMachine," built
around the same 68000 microprocessor the Mac uses.
■Imitation is the sincerest
form of flattery: We saw
Applied Ingenuity at
AppleFest, and Applied
Visions, too. Why doesn't
some entrepreneur grab the
bull by the other end and
call a company Apple
Engineering?
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COMPUTER

Color Video Images for your GS:

TM

$24995

Monochrome for any Apple II: $129 95
Now you can easily and inexpensively digitize high quality
images from any standard video source-videotape, camera,
disk -for display on your Apple. Capture time is less than six
seconds, and you have complete control of displayed
color levels (or gray scales in monochrome).
ComputerEyes has everything you need: Interface hardware,
ce
-4e easy-to-use software support, and owner's manual.
ipports all Apple graphics modes and the images are
It t
c,,.patible with virtually all popular graphics programs.
Think of the possibilities!
ComputerEyes is backed by a one year warranty and the
success of over 10,000 systems sold. Satisfaction guaranteed
or return within ten days for refund. Demo disk available, $3.
See your dealer or order direct. For more information
call 617-329-5400.
To order call 800-346-0090
or mail your order to: Digital Vision, Inc.
66 Eastern Avenue, Dedham, MA 02026
VISA, M/C, or COD accepted. S&H, $4.
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$49.95
($149.95 for
six packs)
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NEWS LINE
Seven lucky teachers will
rdceive collections of
programs—AppleWorks plus
Pinpoint's Desk Accessories, Spell Checker, KeyPlayer, Graphic Edge,
Point-to-Point, and Micro
Cookbook—as well as a
modem for every student
with an Apple at home.
Pinpoint says it will even
pay to install a modem
phone line if necessary.
To apply for a Grade
Point grant, write Pinpoint
Publishing, 5865 Doyle
Street, Emeryville, CA
94608, (415) 654-3050, for
an application and submit it
before December 15, 1987.
Pinpoint will select winning
teachers on January 15,
1988, and bring them to
San Francisco—it's picking
up that tab, too.
Hastings wants to know
how teachers will use their
computers in the community as well as in the classroom: "We want teachers
and students to get out
and do some good—some
kind of community service."
That's also why Hastings
included Micro Cookbook
in the package. "We also
wanted to see some 'real
life' on the computer,"
he said with a laugh.

Careers in AppleWorksTM Database
Find, sort, arrange & print using
any of 22 catagories of concise
details on over 240 careers!

C

5 of
ALL

HOME FOR
CHRISTMAS

Your average Apple II's
Jobs!_.! place seems to be in the
home. It may be keeping
• INCLUDES over 90% of ALL Technical & Professional
the books or teaching the
Occupations classified by U. S. Department of Labor
kids, but chances are it's in
the rec room, not at the
• Job Entry Requirements • Future Job Outlook (thru 1990)
office.
• Starting, Average, Minimum and Maximum Salaries
Apple and SofKat, a na• Number Employed • Stress Level • Hazards
• Hours • Locations • Competition Expected
tional software distributor
• AND MORE!
• What a person "should be" to excel in a career
based in Los Angeles, are
or C.O.D. raiss)
taking notice of Apple's
SEXTANT Please Send Me
strength in the elusive
Cl Six Pack
SOFTWARE with
$5thisFF
coupon
Cl Single Copy w/Manual
"home market" this holi1223 Walnut Street
Name
day season with a HomeLatrobe East Ind. Park
Latrobe, PA 15650
Address
Education Software Showcase: Special racks in comCALL NOW
City
sr.=ZIP
puter stores will be stocked
412-537-3500
Phone
with Ticket to London (Blue
(MON-FRI 8 - 5 E.S.T.)
*(PA Res. Add 6% Sales Tax) Add $3 S/H $8 Overseas.
\
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Lion), GS Print Shop and
Where in the World Is
Carmen Sandiego? (Broderbund), Create with Garfield
(DLM), Mastering the SAT
(Mindscape), Reader Rabbit
GS and Writer Rabbit (The
Learning Company), Typing
Tutor IV (Simon and Schuster), The Newsroom
(Springboard), MultiScribe
GS (StyleWare), and Stickybear Math (Weekly Reader).
As Tom Pavela, Apple's
manager of consumer-software marketing, put it, "We
made sure we had a
variety—some new GS software, some new II software, and some Apple II
'classics.' "

Fri

taatte.r

We're always looking for
news of the Apple world. If
you're making news, send
your press releases and
photographs to News Line,
inCider, Elm Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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Insist on GsRAM'"
When You Buy Your IIGsTh
Expand the Iks RAM and ROM with the GsRAM or GsRAM Plus
with ROM Pak Available now with 256K to 8 MEG!
GsRAM Plus'

With an optional piggyback card, you can
expand GsRAM even higher than 1.5 MEG!
(Other cards are only expandable to 1 MEG.)

Gs RAM Plus—for Growing
byLeaps and Bounds

APFL[C.D.

ENGINEEkIrIGu'co,,

Remember the 16K cards for the II+ and
the 64K cards for the Ile? At the time, that
much memory seemed like a lot But when
the owners of these memory cards came to
us for more memory, many had to throw
away their smaller Apple memory cards or try
to sell them Most of our customers told us
that had they known about Applied Engineering's larger memory cards when they
bought their Apple, they would have purchased them at the same time
GsRAM and GsRAM Plus are available now,
allowing up to 8 MEG of memory expansion.
That's 8 times the memory capacity of
Apple's card and just look at the benefits that
only Gs RAM and GsRAM Plus have over
Apple's card
• Lower cost
• Has 6 RAM banks (Apple's card has 4)
• Has memory expansion port
• Has ROM expansion port
• No configuration blocks to set
• No soldered in RAM chips
• Expandable to 8 MEG
• Expands AppleWorks internal limits
• Built-in Hi-Res self-diagnostic software
• 5 year hassle free warranty (Apple has a 90
day warranty)
• Made in USA.

GsRAM for More
AppleWorks Power
Only GsRAM and GsRAM Plus eliminate
AppleWorks internal memory limits increasing the maximum number of records available from 6,000 to over 25,000 and only GsRAM and GsRAM Plus increase the number
of lines permitted in the word processing
mode from 6,000 to over 15,000. And only
GsRAM and GsRAM Plus offer a built-in
printer buffer so you can continue using
Appleworks while your printer is printing. GSRAM and GsRAM Plus even expand the
number of lines in the dipboard from 255 to
2047 and will auto segment large files so they
can be saved on two or more disks You can

even have Pinpoint or Macroworks and your
favorite spelling checker in RAM for instant
response GsRAM and GsRAM Plus will even
display the time and date right on the
AppleWorks screen N__g comes dose to
enhancing AppleWorks so much

Turn Your EiGs into a Giant
Simply plug GsRAM into the IIGs memory
expansion slot and you've got up to 8 megabytes of RAM at your fingertips—all of it
instandy and automatically recognized by the
IIGs. GsRAM is compatible with all IIGs
software, including AppleWorks, as well as
BASIC®, ProDos, DOS 3.3, PASCAL®, "C" and
CP/Mo.

Grow by Bytes or Megabytes
We offer GSRAM in two configurations so
you can increase your memory 256K at a
time (GsRAM) or a megabyte at a time (GsRAM Plus). Both offer full compatibility, lower
cost than other boards, and easy expandability. And both are extremely low in power
consumption. A fully expanded GsRAM operates at only 375 ma, and GsRAM Plus at only
270 ma (even with 6 megabytes on board!)

GsRAM—for Normal
Memory Requirements
GsRAM is available with 256K, 512K, 1
MEG or 15 MEG of memory already on
board If you don't need the full 1.5 MEG
now, you can choose a osRAM with less
memory and expand it up to 1.5 MEG in the
future or upgrade to GsRAM Plus for a
small charge

a

"In quality,
performance,
compatibility,
expandability and
support Applied
Engineering's osRAM
and osEAM Plus are
number one"

Steve Wozniak the creator
of Apple Computer

GsRAM Plus is the first Apple memory card to
use 1 MEG RAM chips on the main board
It's available with 1 to 6 MEG on board If
you don't need the whole 6 MEG now, you
can buy a GsRAM Plus with less memory and
easily expand it in the future
GsRAM Plus can be expanded up to 8
MEG with an optional piggyback card

Easy Expansion
Both GsRAM and GsRAM Plus use standard
RAM chips that are readily available and just
plug right in. So unlike other cards, you'll find
expanding your GsRAM or GsRAM Plus easy,
convenient and very economical And with
our optional ROM expansion module you
can even increase the IlGs's ROM space and
all in just one slot

Quality and Support of the
Industry Leader
Applied Engineering is the largest supplier
of Apple peripherals in the world We
invented the first large RAM cards for the
Apple With a 5-year "no-hassle" warranty and
outstanding technical support, you can be
sure GsRAM and GsRAM Plus will deliver the
performance you're looking for—or return
them within 15 days for a full refund
GsRAM with 256K
GsRAM with 512K
GsRAM with 1 MEG
GsRAM with 1.5 MEG
GsRAM with 2-8 MEG

$169
$219
$299
$379
CALL

GsRAM PLUS with 1 MEG
GsRAM PLUS with 2 MEG
GsRAM PLUS with 3-8 MEG

$459
$759
CALL

Order today!
See your dealer or call Applied Engineering
today, 9 am to 11 p.m 7 days. Or send
check or money order to Applied Engineering MasterCard, VISA and COD. welcome.
Texas residents add 61/4% sales tax. Add $10.00
outside USA

ideE APPLIED ENGINEERING'
The Apple enhancement experts
(214) 241-6060
P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.

STATTUS REPORT

The Ilc Is Dead, Long Live the Ilc
by Paul Statt, Senior Editor
s the Apple Ilc dead? And if it is, where
can I buy one?
I There isn't much doubt that Apple
plans to stop making its first "portable"
computer soon. (Remember when Apple
pretended the Ilc was portable?) The Ho's
barely four years old, but I can hear the
death rattle. I'm sad, because I was beginning to like the little guy—programming
those ports isn't actually a problem, it's an
opportunity. But the signs are clear:

"Apple is sitting
it out when it
could be the
belle of the
laptop ball."
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*Apple killed Bert last summer. Bert was to
have been a Ilc with 1 megabyte of memory and a 3%-inch drive built into the machine. All that was missing was a good flatpanel display. If the charm of the Ilc was that
everything was built in, Bert would have
been Apple's most charming computer.
*Apple's foreign policy has long been
"Death to the 11c." The Ilc never sold well
anywhere in Europe except France. Apple
has apparently dropped the Ilc altogether in
the United Kingdom; 47th Street Photo, a
large discount electronics dealer in Manhattan, solo two or three hundred English Ilcs,
after adding American power supplies, for
$495 apiece last summer. The dealership
wouldn't tell me where it bought them, but
I hear it could have bought 3000. Who, if
not Apple, would be in a position to sell
that many Ilcs?
•At press introductions for the Apple IIGs,
Mac SE, and Mac II, Apple made a gallant
effort to explain a convoluted marketing
strategy and drew charts and graphs of the
position of each of Apple's six computers in
homes, schools, and business. For the 11c,
the handwriting was on the wall chart. Only
one machine can be the "first machine a
consumer buys." For Apple, it's the IIGs.
•What was Apple's advice last year to
hardware developers who had been working on the advanced Ilc? Bert might have
had a sound synthesizer with a range
greater than the IIGs'—but Apple told that
developer to "forget about the 11c." He did.
The Ilc may be dead, but you Ilc owners
aren't. Will you cry at its funeral? I see no
need for tears. As we've been trying to tell
Ilc users for years now, the Ilc is all but

impossible to expand: What you got is what
you get. Nobody has written an innovative
Ilc program since Luc Barthelet—in France,
where I hear his work still makes best-seller
lists—brought us Mouse Calc.
Prospective Ilc owners shouldn't cry, they
should rush to the nearest store that's selling the Ilc for $495. Would you cry if I told
you you could wear a Rolex on your wrist
for the price of a Timex imitation? If my Ilc
didn't have all the latest parts—read-onlymemory chips that support the UniDisk 3.5,
keyboard posts that allow for memory expansion, and the latest version of the Ilc
System Utilities disk—I'd hurry to my Apple
dealer and get them today. It's a good time
to buy one of those accelerated microprocessor chips that will probably be on the
market by the time you read this.
But I hope Apple's future still includes a
new 11c. Apple could build a computer with
a single 3%-inch disk drive and AppleWorks
in ROM. The AppleWorks machine could be
cheaper than a Ile with a SwyftCard, and
almost as fast.
Apple doesn't need to jump in with both
feet and create a portable GS, a "IIcGS."
A new Ilc could stick a toe into the "Apple
interface" by adding some GS-style graphics tools—the programs that draw the menu
bars and control the mouse—in read-only
memory. It could include a faster 8-bit
65CO2 microprocessor, graphics tools, and
perhaps a small-computer-systems interface
(SCSI) for connection to a LaserWriter. Programs such as Springboard's thriceannounced Publisher emerge from mists of
vapor.
Laptops—especially American ones—are
currently the darlings among computers.
Everybody's flirting with one. But Apple is
sitting it out when it might be the belle of
the ball: Combine the Mega II, the "Apple
II on a chip" that Apple uses in the GS,
and the high-capacity 3%-inch disk drive,
and you've invented two-thirds of a portable
computer. If Sony and Casio can show off
their flat-screen color TVs, why can't Apple?
A portable display, portable memory, and a
tiny microprocessor—that's a truly portable
computer. Remember the promise of the
Ilc? Apple's resurrected Ilc might keep it.•
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THERE'S MORE THAN ONE WAY
TO SCAN A CAT
Because ThunderScan, the best selling scanner for
Macintosh; now works with the entire Apple II
family. All you need is a He, IIc or IIGs and an
ImageWriter" to turn any printed image into a
beautiful, high-resolution Apple II graphic.

If you want to create graphics
with your Apple®II, there's
no reason to pussyfoot
around with anything less
than ThunderScan!

CAT (AKA Kitty)
Start with any original
image that can roll through
your ImageWriter black &
white or color

FEED THE KITTY
Feed it into any ImageWriter (1, II
or wide-carriage). ThunderScan
simply replaces ImageWriter's
ribbon cartridge, so you don't
need a zloleo camera or video
digitizer card.

CAT SCAN
ThunderScan zips back
and forth, digitizing the
image in 16 shades of
gray and with the highest resolution of any
Apple H digitizer. Plus
you can print nearly a
full page of graphics
at ImageWriter's
highest resolution.

CAT'S UP
Or down. When you scan,
ThunderScan lets you
enlarge or reduce. Control
contrast and brightness.
And with an ImageWriter
II or a color monitor, you
can assign colors to all 16
shades of gray for some
really wild effects.

HEP CAT
Use painting software
like DazzleDrawDeluxePaint" H and
Paint Works Plus- to
turn an ordinary house
cat into a hep cat.

CATALOG
Use scanned images with the
new Apple H desktop publishing programs to include
graphics in catalogs, newsletters, reports, correspondence, personalized cards
and more.

CAT PRINTS
Print out your finished
work on your ImageWriter.
Or use PinPoint GraphMerge"
to include professional-looking
graphics in your AppleWorksdocuments.
Whether you use your Apple in business, at home or at school,
there are as many ways to scan a cat as you can imagine. As long as
you have ThunderScan. And at just $219 complete, you'll feel like
the cat who ate the . . . well, you get the picture.

hililatetSealla
FORAPPLE II

Thunderware

21 Orinda Way, Orinda, CA 94563 (415) 254 -6581

ThunderScan, Thunderware and the Thunderware logo are registered trademarks of Thunderware, Inc. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
ImageWriter and AppleWorks are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. PinPoint GraphMerge is a trademark of PinPoint Publishing. DazzleDraw is a trademark
of Broderbund Software, Inc. Paintworks Plus is a trademark of Activision, Inc. DeluxePaint II is a trademark of Electronic Arts.
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NowApple speaks IBM.
Three times faster than IBM.
Introducing
PC Transporter:"`
The Apple® II expansion
board that lets you
run MS®-DOS programs.
Now your Apple II can run
over 10,000 programs you could
never use before. Like Lotus®
1-2-3 MultiMate® dBASE III
PLUS® Even Flight Simulator®
With PC Transporter, MS-DOS
programs run on your Apple II
like they do on IBM® PC's or
compatibles. With one important
difference. PC Transporter runs
most of those programs three
times faster than an IBM PC/XT®
Plus, to speed through numbercrunching tasks, you can use
our optional 8087-2 math coprocessor chip. It plugs into a
socket on the PC Transporter.
Less expensive than an
IBM clone.
Sure, a stripped-down IBM

clone costs about the same as
the PC Transporter. But the peripherals it takes to get the clone
up and running make the clone
cost about three times what our
American-made card costs.
You don't have to buy new
hardware to use PC Transporter.
Works with the hardware you
already own.
With PC Transporter, MS-DOS
programs see your Apple hardware as IBM hardware. You
can use the same hardware you
have now
With IBM software, your Apple
hardware works just like IBM
hardware. Including your drives,
monitors, printers, printer cards,
clock cards and serial clocks.

You can use your IIe® or IIGS TM
keyboard with IBM software. Or
use our optional IBM-style keyboard (required for the II Plus).
You can use your Apple mouse.
Or an IBM compatible serial
mouse.
Plenty of power.
PC Transporter gives you as
much as 640K of user RAM
and 128K of system RAM in the
IBM mode.
PC Transporter also is an Apple
expansion card, adding up to
768K of extra RAM in the Apple
mode. The Apple expansion alone
is a $300 value.
Easy to install.
You can install PC Transporter
in about 15 minutes, even if
you've never added an expansion
board. You don't need special
tools. Simply plug it into an Apple
expansion slot (1 through 7 except 3), connect a few cables and
a disk drive, and go!

PC Transporter taps into the world's largest
software library Now your Apple can
run most of the IBM software you use
at work And it opens a new world of
communications programs games and
bulletin boards

A universal disk drive
controller.
PC Transporter supports 3.5"
and 5.25" MS-DOS and ProDOS
formatted diskettes. You'll shift instantly between Apple ProDOS
and IBM MS-DOS.
You'll need our versatile 5.25"
360K drive system to run IBM
applications from 5.25" floppy
disks. Use your Apple 5.25" drive
for Apple 5.25" disks.
An Apple Disk 3.5 Drive will
support the new 3.5"disks
whether they're IBM MS-DOS
formatted or Apple ProDOS formatted. The PC Transporter acts
like an Apple Disk 3.5 Drive disk
controller for LIGs, He, and II
Plus users.
PC Transporter supports
up to 5 drives in a number of
combinations.
For example, you can connect
a 5.25 Applied Engineering 360K
dual-drive system directly to the
card. Then plug two daisy-chained
Apple 3.5 Drives (not the Apple
UniDisk 3.5) to the dual-drive
system. For a fifth drive, use a
ProDOS file as an IBM hard disk
PC Ikansporter controls Apple and IBM
compatible disk drives It supports 3.5" and
5.25" MS-DOS and ProDOS formatted
diskettes

Versatile data storage.
PC Transporter reads MS-DOS
and translates it into Apple native
ProDOS. You can store IBM programs and data on any ProDOS
storage device including the
Apple 3.5 Drive, Apple UniDisk TM
3.5, Apple 5.25" drive, SCSI or
ProDOS compatible hard drives.
(You can use the Apple UniDisk
3.5 with its own controller card
for storing programs and data, but
not for directly booting an IBM
formatted disk )
You can even use our 360K PC
compatible drive for ProDOS
Make your Apple speak IBM.

PC Transporter produces better IBM graphics
than IBM. Analog is sharper than digital
So with an analog RGB monitor PC
Transporter's CGA graphics and text are
superior to IBM's digital display - even
while running IBM software!
Anc4 you can also use an Apple composite
monitor in IBM text or graphics mode

PC Transporter memory choices.
RAM in
Apple mode:

RAM in
IBM mode:

Price:

384K
512K
640K
768K

256K
384K
512K
640K

$489.00
529.00
569.00
609.00

Note: The IBM mode is 128K less because
the PC 11-ansporter uses 128K for system
memory.

HGs Installation Kit
49.00
He/11 Plus
Installation Kit
39.00
PC Transporter Accessories
5.25" IBM Format 360K
Drive Systems
Single-Drive System
269.00
Dual-Drive System
399.00
Half-Height Drive
135.00
(add to Single-Drive system to make
Dual-Drive)

IBM-Style Keyboard

139.00

(required for Apple II Plus. Requires
IBM Keyboard Cable.)

IBM Keyboard Cable
Sony RGB Monitor
Analog RGB Cable
(for use with Sony monitor)

Digital RGB Cable
(for use with Sony monitor)

Digital RGB Adapter
ColorSwitch

34.00
499.00
39.00
39.00
24.00
44.00

(included with Hos Installation Kit)

128K ZIP
PC Transporter
Memory Expansion
Chip Set
8087-2 Math
Co-processor
Chip
Heavy Duty
Power Supply

40.00
per set

229.00

69.00

(IIe and II Plus only)

See your dealer or call or send
check or money order to Applied
Engineering. MasterCard, VISA and
COD welcome. Texas residents
add 61/4% sales tax.

storage and a 143K Apple 5.25"
drive for MS-DOS storage.
Created by Apple's original
designers.
The brains behind PC Transporter were also behind your
Apple II.
The PC Transporter design
team includes the former project
managers for the creation of the
Apple He and IIc. The co-designer
of the Apple H disk controller.
And the first full-time Apple
programmer and author of the
ProDOS operating system.
So you know the PC Transporter and your Apple were made
for each other.
Support and service from the
leader in Apple add-ons.
Applied Engineering sells more
Apple peripheral boards than anyone else - including Apple
Computer. So you know we'll be
around after the sale.
PC Transporter comes with a
15-day money back guarantee. If
you're not fully satisfied after
using it, return it for a full refund.
PC Transporter also comes with a
1-year warranty.
How to get your PC
Transporter today.
See your dealer. Or call Applied
Engineering any day between
9 am. and 11 p.m. CST at
214-241-6060.

IE Applied Engineering
The Apple enhancement experts.
P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006
214-241-6060
A Division of AE Research Corporation.

Apple II Phis must be FCC Certified_ IBM and PCCCE arc registered trademarks of International Business Machines. Lotus and I-2.3 arc registered trademarks of Lotus Developmmt Corporation MultiMate and dBASE III PLUS arc n..gistered
trademarks of Ashton-Tate, Inc. MS and Flight Simulator are registered trademarks of Microsoft Apple Ile and ProDOS are registered trademarks and IIGS and Unillisk are trademarks of Apple Computer

APPLE CLINIC
by William Kennedy, Ph.D.,
Technical Editor
Apple Clinic is a forum for discussing
Apple II hardware, software, and related subjects. If you have questions
or answers, or want to make a statement, write to Apple Clinic, inCider,
Elm Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.

"computerese" or obscure technicalities if you promise to state your problems in a few simple sentences at the
beginning of your letter. Do include
program listings and printouts: A picture and a program are worth thousands of words. And don't forget to
add your comments and concerns
about the Clinic, inCider, life in general. . . criticisms, too. I can take it.

Changes

Zero In

There've been a few changes recently in the inCider editorial offices.
For one, the powers that be gave me
a desk, an Apple II, and a title—
technical editor. It's about time inCider
employed a real "doctor" to run the
Clinic, don't you think (even though
my Ph.D. is in biochemistry/biophysics)? In any case, I hope you faithful
Clinic readers will be patient with the
epidemic of medical puns that are
sure to infect my prescriptions for
your ailing Apple II hardware and
software.
For another, I'm going to try to respend to every Apple Clinic letter I
receive. Some I'll answer here in the
column—the ones that have general
interest for Clinic "patients." But don't
be shy about writing: I'll also try to
respond to you personally via postcard to solve problems that are amenable to a "quick fix." Or I'll at least
direct you to someone else who can
offer a solution.
And don't forget to use the inCider
BBS as a forum to get quick answers
to your Apple difficulties. It's on line
24 hours a day, seven days a week
at (603) 924-9801. And, best of all,
it's free, except for the toll you pay to
Ma Bell or her children for a longdistance call. We're trying to be as
responsive to your technical needs as
we can so that you can spend your
time productively—enjoying your
Apple II.
Finally, we're adding a new feature
to the Clinic—"Quickies." Got a quick
fix for a simple problem or an interesting but not necessarily useful tip
for the Apple II? Can you explain it in
two sentences or less? Great! Mail it
to me on a postcard. I'll even mention your name if I use your tip.
Now let's make a deal: I promise
not to get you tangled in a lot of
26

I'm using the new version of
AppleWorks, 2.0, and I'm having a
problem setting printer codes. I find
the program doesn't accept the character Control-a. I need that character
to activate the "downloaded font" on
my Epson FX-80.
Sergio Netto
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Readers of this column are acutely
aware of the tortuous route a character has to travel to go from computer
to printer—so many programs, interfaces, and printers—too many to consider in this column. But I just
couldn't pass up the opportunity to
aid that lowliest of characters, Control@—the ASCII zero.
Type in and save the BASIC program in Listing 1. It's a verbatim
copy of Kelly Stim's as published in
the April 1987 issue of The Main
Menu (CW Communications/Peterborough). Then insert a copy (always
use a backup) of your AppleWorks
2.0 disk into the last-used drive and
type RUN.
Line 30 of the program simply
makes sure that the AppleWorks program loaded in line 20 is version 2.0.
If it finds the correct version, line 40
appends the letter "P" for "patched"
to the end of the version number.

Line 50 effects the Control-@ cure;
line 60 makes it permanent by saving
the patched AppleWorks to disk.
It's only fair to warn you, though,
that the cure may not work with other.
desktop accessories.

HPLOT Print Shop
I have an Apple Ile. I'd like to
know how to make graphics screens
such as The Print Shop's appear on
screen from the disks I've made. I've
"broken into" the disks to load the
files, but none works!
Jake Hallman
Claxton, GA
P.S. I'm 10 years old.
I'm afraid, Jake, that the solution to
your problem might be a bigger'pill
than you really want to swallow. The
Print Shop uses different programs to
display the words, pictures, and borders that compose your cards, banners, letterheads, and so on.
To confuse matters further, The
Print Shop optimizes those images for
your printer—not for display on
the Apple screen. Just look at the
"preview" of a greeting card to see
whet I mean. And then each piece of
your work is encoded in a disk file
that doesn't look anything like a
binary picture file with which you
might be familiar from other graphics
programs.
So I'll just give you a small dose—
a short machine-language program
you can use to display those little
Print Shop pictures on your Apple
high-resolution screen. Before you go
on, make sure you've saved some
Print Shop pictures on a handy disk.
Use the Print Shop graphics editor's
LOAD and SAVE options to do that.

Listing 1. Control-0 fix for AppleWorks 2.0.
10
20
30
40
50
60

D$ = CHR$(4)
PRINT D$;"BLOAD /APPLEWORKS/APLWORKS.SYSTEM,A$2000,T6FF"
IF PEEK (13055) < > 46 THEN END
POKE 13057, 112
POKE 11760, 242
PRINT D$;"BSAVE /APPLEWORKS/APLWORKS.SYSTEM,A$2000,
L8531,T$FF"
70 END
December 1987
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THE
SENSIBLE
WAY
TO
WRITE

SENSIBLE WRITER'
Word Processor

SENSIBLE GRAMMAR'"
Proofreading Program

SENSIBLE SPELLER'"
Spelling Checker

Sensible Writer,
for all its sophistication, is easy to learn.
It is Macintosh-like and even a casual user
can quickly pick it up. You can use a mouse,
keyboard, or both. More than that, Sensible
Writer has all the features you want! Pull
down menus! Dialog boxes!The ability to handle
two large documents simultaneously! Built-in
mail merge! Rulers to format your documents!
Automatic envelope addressing! And more!
Sensible Writer
reads and writes Appleworks files directly. You'll
like the way it automatically uses extended memory cards and utilizes up to 512K from them. You'll
appreciate the convenience of a program which
loads completely into memory and installs easily
on hard disks.
Sensible Writer
is designed especially for you, the serious word
processor user who demands effective professional documents. It's fast, powerful, and fullfeatured. Compatible with Sensible Grammar
and Sensible Speller, it is available for Apple
IIGs, i/c or enhanced 128K //e computers on
51/4 and 3.5 UniDisk for $99.95.

This comprehensive program saves you
embarrassment by checking your papers for
grammatical and other writing errors. Featuring
a Macintosh-style user interface, it is easy for
you to use because it is AppleMouse compatible
and also has keyboard commands for speed.

ProDOS Sensible Speller supports the Apple II
Memory Expansion Card and has a huge vocabulary of 81,000 words derived from the official
Random House Dictionaryt. Used in conjunction
with an expansion card, it runs up to three times
faster than before. You can also load everything—
program and dictionaries—onto a hard disk drive.

am" Sensible
v=1)
9 Software;

Inc.

Sensible Grammar
does more than check your writing style. It
also checks capitalization, punctuation, and
abbreviations too. It searches out inconcise,
vague, wordy, repetitive, faulty, informal,
pompous and sexist phrases. It also points
out cliches and slang.
Sensible Grammar
always keeps you in the driver's seat. It never
overrides your judgment. It merely singles out
possible mistakes or improper usage and
suggests corrections. But you are free to
accept or reject them.
Sensible Grammar
is compatible with Appleworks and most ProDOS word processors and is available for
Apple IIGs, i/c and 128K //e computers
on 51/4 and 3.5 UniDisk for $99.95.
Now for Macintosh

Sensible Speller
is easy to use. It shows you misspellings in
context, suggests the correct spelling, and
allows immediate replacement of misspelled
words with correct ones.
Sensible Speller
is compatible with Appleworks and most ProDOS word processors. Supplied on UniDisk
3.5 as well as 51/4" disk, it is available for Apple
II computers including IIGs. A non-ProDOS
version is also available. Each is $125.
Stedman's Medical Dictionary, Sensible
Technical Dictionary" and Black's Law Dictionary" are available separately on diskette
for use with the Sensible Speller. Each is
$39.95. Sensible Speller ProDOS now allows
you to merge the dictionaries together.
Now for Macintosh

'Sensible Writer; Sensible Grammar and Sensible Speller ProDOS work with the following programs. AppleWorks (Apple Computer, Inc.); Catalyst (Quark Inc.); Mouse Desk
(International Solutions). Sensible Grammar and Sensible Speller ProDOS also work with the following word processors. AppleWdter-ProDOS version (Apple Computer, Inc.);
Format II Enhanced-ProDOS (Kensington Microware); MouseWord (International Solutions); Mouse Wnte-text files (Roger Wagner Publishing); PFS:Write-ProDOS (Software
Publishing, Inc.); Sensible Writer (Sensible Software Inc.); Word Juggler (Quark Inc.); Word Pedect (SSI Software); Zardax-ProDOS (Computer Solutions) and others. Sensible
Speller ProDOS also works with HomeWord-ProDOS (Sierra On-Line); MultiScrthe (StyleWare. Inc.); Word-Talk (Computer Ards) and WritingWizard (Scarborough Systems).
Owners of trademarks indicated in parentheses. Slack's Law Dictionary (West Publishing, Inc.)

335 East Big Beaver, Suite 207, Troy, Michigan 48083 • (313) 528-1950
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APPLE CLINIC
They use DOS 3.3 to save Print Shop
pictures to disk, so you'll have to
convert your pictures to ProDOS if
you intend to use ProDOS BASIC.
You're now ready to type in and
save the MAKER program shown in
Listing 2. When you run it, the program POKEs (line 50) a machinelanguage utility I call HPLOT.PRINTSHOP into memory locations 768-858
(hexadecimal $300-$35A). Listing 3
shows the assembly-language form of
the program if you want to edit and
assemble your own. BSAVE HPLOT.PRINTSHOP,A$300,L$5A to disk so
that you can BLOAD and use it anytime later.
Now type in and save the DEMO
program shown in Listing 4. But before you run it, BLOAD one of your
Print Shop pictures; you don't need
parameters—it'll load automatically
starting at location 22528 ($5800).
Now run the demo program. Impressed? Press Control-C when you
want to stop the program. The last
picture drawn will remain on screen.

THE OBSERVATORY°

Listing 2. BASIC program creating HPLOT.PRINTSHOP utility.

10 REM HPLOT.PRINTSHOP MAKER
20 FOR I = 0 TO 89: READ N: POKE 768 + I,N: NEXT I
99 REM PROGRAM DATA FOLLOWS:
100 DATA 56,169,144,144,2,169,176,141,39,3
110 DATA 169,0,141,33,3,169,88,141,34,3
120 DATA 169,52,133,254,169,11,133,253,169,8
130 DATA 133,252,173,255,255,133,255,6,255,176
140 DATA 9,165,226,166,224,164,225,32,87,244
150 DATA 230,224,208,2,230,225,198,252,208,233
160 DATA 238,33,3,208,3,238,34,3,198,253
170 DATA 208,212,165,224,56,233,88,133,224,176
180 DATA 2,198,225,230,226,198,254,208,191,96
While the demo program draws,
erases, and redraws your picture continuously in seven successive colors
and backgrounds, let's sit back and
figure out how the programs work.
First, Print Shop pictures are BSAVEd
as a series of ones and zeros indicating whether a particular pixel is to be
on or off.

The blood of Kings or of Knaves or both.
Family Roots software helps you trace
your bloodlines back through lost generations and the mists of time.
For your Apple, IBM, Commodore, Kaypro, TRS- 80,1' and many others, Family
Roots offers all kinds of genealogical assistance: Individual and group sheets, charts,
name indices, general search and text
capabilities. Adapts
to most disk drives,
printers, and screens.
You get more utility
programs, plus lots
of personal control.
A comprehensive
(new) manual
is included.
All for just $185.
Write or call today
for more information and a
free brochure.

Blood.

Avignon sky with constellations
THE OBSERVATORY is an exciting sky simulator which is easy enough for the beginner, yet
powerful enough for the more experienced
astronomer. It displays hundreds of stars, with
or without constellation lines, and all the
planets as seen from any place on earth and for
any time in 10,000 years. With 9 levels of
magnification THE OBSERVATORY can bring
into high resolution view the phases of the
Moon, eclipses of the Sun, the moons of
Jupiter, and even the rare solar transits by
Mercury and Venus!
APPLE II+ with 64K, Ile, Ile, Ilgs $49.95

LIGHTSPEED SOFTWARE
Suite 185, Dept. C
2124 Kittredge Street
Berkeley, CA 94704

(415) 486-1165

Make Check or Manes' Order Payable to lighnPeed Soft•rofoInternational orders odd 18 for shipping
APPLE is o registered trademark of Apple Composer, Inc

Quinsept, Inc.
P.O. Box 216
Lexington, MA 02173
f617) 641-2930
American Express,
Visa, and MasterCard
gladly accepted.
• 71,ademarlss for Apple
Computer Inc., International
Business Machines, CBM, Inc.,
Digital Research and 'finely Corp.

Sound like the Apple high-resolution
"bit maps" you might have examined
in the past? Well, The Print Shop's
"bit map" data don't specify color
and contain information about only 88
of the Apple's 280 horizontal pixels
for 52 of 192 lines. That's okay,
though: It lets us change the color
easily and put that picture virtually
anywhere on screen.
The demo program shows how to
specify the color and starting location
HPLOT.PRINTSHOP uses to decode
and display the Print Shop picture:
Lines 10-40 simply REMind you to
BLOAD the HPLOT.PRINTSHOP utility
and a Print Shop picture. Line 50
initializes a simple variable and the
Apple II high-resolution graphics
screen.
Line 60 starts a loop whose index,
I, sets the color. Line 70 HPLOTs a
pixel at the upper left-hand corner of
the area where your Print Shop picture is to appear. The CALL to
HPLOT.PRINTSHOP program at location 768 (BC equals zero at first, re
member?) puts the picture on screen.
Line 80 gives pause to the proceedings. Line 90 erases the picture
by "plotting" it in black. Line 100 updates the plotting color and repeats
the loop. The last statements in line
100 start the whole process over
again—except that sneaky Boolean
statement, BC = NOT BC, sets BC
to 1. The CALL statement in line 70
then accesses HPLOT.PRINTSHOP at
address 769 this time. The next time
through, BC will be reset to zero, and
so on.
The CALL to 768 tells the
HPLOT.PRINTSHOP program to plot
your picture in black on a color background. CALL 769 HPLOTs the
picture as a color on a black back-

Circle 16 on Reader Service Card.
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Space Combat Simulation

TP*ASPA(II
•
Operation Copernicus

Deep Space Comes Down To Earth
DATE: 3 JUNE 2123
FROM: COMMAND CENTER TERRA
INTERCEPTOR COMMAND
CODE: EYES ONLY PRIORITY ONE
REPORTED HOSTILE ACTION AGAINST MANNED
INSTALLATIONS CONFIRMED S'IUP
ALL VESSELS PROCEED SOONEST INHABI I ED
SECTORS TROJAN GROUP SIUP
EQUIP MAX WEAPONS IDAD SI.UP
SEEK AND DESTROY ALL UNIDENTIFIED
MILITARY CRAFT saUP
THIS IS NCH REPEAT NOT A DRILL MOP
OPERATION CODE STATUS IS RED SIOP
BEST LUCK 81UP

Acceleration presses you deep into your cushioned seat.
The ship's hull resonates to the throb of your fusion
engines, creating a deep rumble almost below the range of
hearing. Speed climbs swiftly. The rocks of the Asteroid
Belt hurtle past your viewports.

Your apprehension grows....
Until now, a scene like this could take place only in your
imagination. If you wanted to picture what it would be
like to fly — and fight — in deep space, you could only
lean back, close your eyes, and dream.
Until now.
Now there is Deep Space. The space-combat simulator
that puts you in the pilot's seat with advanced 3D graphics
and realistic spaceship behavior, cunningly contrived to
work on your down-to-earth personal computer.
Choose from 3 levels of difficulty on each of 4 different
missions, each in its own separately mapped sector of the
Trojan asteroids. Will you be able to complete your
mission and return to land safely on your base planetoid?
There's only one way to find out.
Deep Space. It's from Sir-Tech, so you know it performs.

Forward Dashboard

Look-left Dashboard

HERCUL IS 111111131114i

Look-right Dashboard

tgOgralftgiVek41

Sample screens
taken from the
Apple II.

Quadrant Map Display

Control Tower View

SIR-TECH
Sir-Tech Software, Inc.
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P.O. Box 245, Ogdensburg Charlestown Mall, Ogdensburg, NY 13669
Look for Deep Space at your favorite Sir-Tech dealer, of call us at (315) 393-6633.
All logos, printed materials, graphic designs and graphic display software copyright 1986 by Sir-Tech Software, Inc. DEEP SPACE Operation Copernicus is a
trademark of Sir-Tech Software, Inc. Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines.
Commodore is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines, Inc.

APPLE CLINIC
for the
Apple II GS

AC/BASIC
Derived from the 32-bit AC/BASIC
(also marketed by Microsoft on the
Mac as MS BASIC compiler)
AC/BASIC for the II GS is
compatible with Microsoft BASIC,
the BASIC dialect found on 90% of
the world's PCs AC/BASIC's
flexibility and features provide a
giant step up from Applesoft and
Apples' GS BASIC interpreter.
High Performance
- Dynamic arrays/32K strings
- Use IEEE or Decimal math
- IF/THEN/ELSE, DO/WHILE/WEND
- Local/Global variables, subprograms
- Alphanumeric labels
- Line numbers not required
- Excellent runtime error reporting
- 3x to 50x faster than interpreters
- Extensive documentation w/editor
- Examples on disk

Graphics Statements
- No toolbox knowledge required
- Full color
- MENU/WINDOW/BUTTON/DIALOG
statements
- PALETTE/CIRCLE/LINE/COLOR
statements.
- Different fonts and styles

Sound Capabilities
- SOUND/WAIT/RESUME/REPEAT
- WAVE statement
- Multi-timbral sound
- Synthesizer type sequencing
- Complex instrumentation effects

16/32 bit Compatibility
- MS Quick Basic, IBM/PC
- MS Macintosh BASIC
- MS Amiga Basic

abaft

Scientific. Engineering Software
2781 Bond Street
Auburn Hills, MI 481)57
Telex 2:15608

'AC BASIC trademark of ADsoft. II GS and Macintosh
trademark of Apple. Amiga Basic trademark of
Commodore Amiga. IBM'PC trademark of IBM. Quick
BASIC and MS trademarks of Microsoft.

Listing 3. Assembly-language source listing of HPLOT. PRINTSHOP.

SOURCE FILE: HPLOT PRINTSHOP.SRC
1 *****************************
0000:
2 * HPLOTS PRINT SHOP GRAPHICS
0000:
3 *
0000:
4 * BILL KENNEDY,1987
0000:
5 *****************************
0000:
6 * ASSUMES HIRES SCREEN
0000:
7 * PAGE 1 ($2000) ENABLED (HGR)
0000:
8 * COLOR PRESET
0000:
9 * UPPER LEFT CORNER HPLOTTED
0000:
10 *****************************
0000:
11 * PROGRAM VARIABLES
0000:
12 HORIZL EQU $E0
00E0:
00E1:
13 HORIZH EQU $E1
14 VERT EQU $E2
00E2:
OOFC:
15 NBITS EQU $FC
16 NHBYTES EQU $FD
00FD:
17 NLINES EQU $FE
00FE:
18 PICSPEC EQU $FF
()OFF:
19 *
0000:
20 PICTURE EQU $5800
5800:
21 HPLOT EQU $F457
F457:
22 *
0000:
NEXT OBJECT FILE NAME IS HPLOT PRINTSHOP.OBJ
23
ORG $300
0300:
24 *
0300:
SEC
;CALL HERE IF BLACK ON COLOR
25
0300:38
;OR HERE IF COLOR ON BLACK
26
LDA #590
0301:A9 90
27
BCC SETCOLOR
0303:90 02
LDA
0305:A9 BO
28
0307:8D 27 03
29 SETCOLOR STA PLOT?
030A:A9 00
30
LDA #>PICTURE ;POINT TO PICTURE'S
31
STA PICPTR+1 ;STARTING ADDRESS
030C:8D 21 03
LDA #<PICTURE
030F:A9 58
32
STA PICPTR+2
0311:8D 22 03
33
34 *
0314:
35
LDA #52
;PRINTSHOP PICTURE
0314:A9 34
0316:85 FE
36
STA NLINES
;FILLS A 52 LINE
37 LOOP1
LDA #11
0318:A9 OB
;BY 11 BYTE RECTANGLE
STA NHBYTES
031A:85 FD
38
031C:A9 08
39 LOOP2
LDA #8
;8 BITS X 11 BYTES
STA NBITS
031E:85 FC
40
;= 88 PIXELS PER LINE
;GET PIXEL PATTERN
0320:AD 00 58 41 PICPTR LDA $5800
STA PICSPEC
0323:85 FF
42
ASL PICSPEC
;PLOT A PIXEL?
43 LOOP3
0325:06 FF
;'BCC' IF WHITE ON BLACK
44 PLOT?
BCS NOPLOT
0327:BO 09
LDA VERT
0329:A5 E2
45
;USE APPLESOFT
46
LDX HORIZL
;ROM PLOT ROUTINE
032B:A6 EO
032D:A4 El
47
LDY HORIZH
;TO PLOT PIXEL
032F:20 57 F4 48
JSR HPLOT
;IN SPECIFIED HCOLOR
0332:E6 EO
49 NOPLOT INC HORIZL
;POINT TO NEXT
0334:DO 02
50
BNE NXTPLOT
;PIXEL IN LINE
INC HORIZH
0336:E6 El
51
52 NXTPLOT DEC NBITS
;FINISHED WITH 8 BITS?
0338:C6 FC
53
BNE LOOP3
033A:D0 E9
INC PICPTR+1 ;YES, UPDATE PICTURE
033C:EE 21 03
54
BNE NXTFLOT2 ;POINTERS
033F:DO 03
55
0341:EE 22 03
56
INC PICPTR+2

0344:C6 FD
0346:DO D4
0348:A5 EO
034A:38

57 NXTPLOT2 DEC NHBYTES
58
BNE LOOP2
59
LDA HORIZL
60
SEC

;FINISHED 11 BYTES PER LINE?
;YES, PUT HORIZONTAL
;POINTER BACK
Listing continued.
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DUNGEON SLIM
NEVER LOOKED
SO GOOD
In most dungeon fantasy
games, you can't really
see the slime on the
dungeon walls. Or watch
monsters coming after
you.
Introducing Legacy of the
Ancients. It's a new fantasy
role-playing adventure
that offers the richest
graphics ever seen in a
fantasy game. And
something more.

,

A dangerous quest at a
furious pace. Dungeons,
castles, and towns to
explore. Puzzles.
Gambling. Fighting.
Magic. In short,
everything you
love about
fantasy games.
And lots of new
things you've
never seen
before.

mor,
CD

GM ESP

MOLD

F
GOLD

13

COLA
OMR

t PRICE MAGIC,
C
1,11 (,HCR

Flickering torchlight on moldy walls.
Blood stains on a monster's teeth.
Incredible graphic detail.

R8

Explore 24 dungeon levels, each with
a different look and challenge.

330

cotarawn xannic

001CR COMAND IOW HOUR

0000 THC 8110009 COSC.

CRIER COMMAND MOW WITH

ENTER 004111880

ENTER COMMAND

The displays in the Time-Space
Museum can be doorways to
new worlds.

Trek through vast wilderness areas.
Talk to the locals. Some will want
to help. Some are good to eat.
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12 different towns. Pick up some
magic spells. Stock up on weapons
and armor. Rob the bank on your
way out.

Master five different action games
to win. Visit casinos for extra gold—
or build up your character points
in the combat-training centers.

HOW TO ORDER. VISIT YOUR RETAILER OR CALL
800-245-4525 FOR DIRECT VISA OR MASTERCARD ORDERS
(IN CA CALL 800-562-1112). The direct price is $29.95 for the C-64
version and $39.95 for the Apple version.To buy by mail, send check or
money order to Electronic Arts Direct
Sales, P.O. Box 7530, San Mateo,
CA 94403. Add $3 for shipping and
handling ($5 Canadian). There is a 14day, money-back guarantee on direct
orders. Screen shots represent the
C-64 version. Other versions may vary. ELECTRON I C ART',

LASER 128EX

WHEN YOU
FEEL THE NEED
FOR SPEED
The Laser 128EX
is expandable!

The Laser
128EX is 3 times
faster than an Apple
He or //c. The Laser 128EX
Apple-compatible computer has all
the built-in features of the popular
Laser 128, plus more. MORE
FEATURES, MORE MEMORY,
MORE SPEED AND MORE EXPANDABILITY. The Laser 128EX is
designed for the serious computer
user, and it's ready-to-run — plug it
in, insert your program and take-off.
This machine is built to race.

The 128EX
has everything
built-in, including
a disk drive and interfaces to
all your peripherals, including

The Laser 128EX performs
like a top-of-the-line
Apple, but is priced like a
Commodore. The 128EX is
mmiiimmin
111111111111111111
11111111111

serial and parallel printers,
a modem and mouse,
joysticks, external 31/2"
and 51/4" drives, and
even a color RGB or
monochrome monitor. Only the
Laser 128EX has these performance features built-in.

Mittatv

Speed through the largest
software library in the world.
The Laser 128EX runs Apple Ile and
//c software at speeds never before
acheived. Its built-in 192K RAM
(128K — User and 64K — Video)
memory and triple speed processor
lets you run programs at a world
class pace. The Laser 128EX is a
machine designed for leading
performance.
INC

IIIILASER 128EX
Central Point Software, Inc.

Boost the internal memory of the
128EX over 1Mb with its fully
socketed AppleWorks-compatible
RAM board. And, it has an expansion
slot to let the computer grow with
your increasing demands.

oz=osito
about half the price of an Apple //c
with three times the performing
power. For more information on
the Laser 128EX and the name of
your nearest dealer, call Central
Point Software at 503/244-5782,
8 - 5, M - F Or order the
128EX direct from
Central Point at 9700
SW Capitol
Highway, Portland,
OR 97219. VISA/
MC/CASHIER'S
CHECK add
$20 shipping
& handling.

Apple, Apple Ile and Apple //c are registered
trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
Commodore is a registered trademark of
Commodore Business Machines, Inc. 51987
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Listing continued.

034B:E9
034D:85
034F:B0
0351:C6
0353:E6
0355:C6
0357:DO
0359:60
03 5A:
03 5A:
035A:

58
EO
02
El
E2
FE
BF

SBC #88
;TO LEFT EDGE
61
62
STA HORIZL
BCS NXTPLOT3
63
64
DEC HORIZH
;& SET NEXT LINE
65 NXTPLOT3 INC VERT
DEC NLINES
;DONE ALL52 LINES?
66
BNE LOOP1
67
RTS
;IF SO, RETURN TO BASIC
68
69 ***************************
LST ON
70
71 ENDOFIT EQU *

*** SUCCESSFUL ASSEMBLY: NO ERRORS
End of listing.

ground. How? That brings us to the
central point of this whole clinical
discussion.
The detailed workings of HPLOT
.PRINTSHOP are explained in the
comments I've provided on the far
right side of the assembly program in
Listing 3. Lines 25-40 initialize the
various pointers, counters, and loops
that keep track of where the picture
data are in memory and count the
number of bits, bytes, and lines
to plot.
Lines 41-48 form the heart of the
matter. First, a byte of the Print Shop
data file is copied to a variable I
call PICSPEC. Then, the 8 bits in
PICSPEC are each examined by
shifting the byte left and testing the
carry flag.
If we enter the program at $300
(768), bits that are ON, or 1, will be
ignored because of the "gate" in line
44. A CALL to 769 ($301) changes
line 44 to read PLOT? BCC NPLOT.
In that case, OFF, or zero, bits are ignored. The bits that pass through are
plotted using the same routine Applesoft uses to HPLOT a point.
Lines 45-47 prepare the registers;
line 48 calls that HPLOT subroutine.
Can you now see why your picture is
plotted as black on color versus color
on black depending on your CALL
address?
Finally, lines 49-69 work to update
all those pointers and counters I men-

Listing 4. BASIC program demonstrating HPLOT.PRINTSHOP.
10 REM HPLOT.PRINTSHOP DEMO
20 REM BLOAD HPLOT.PRINTSHOP &
30 REM A PRINT SHOP PICTURE BEFORE
40 REM RUNNING THIS PROGRAM.
50 BC = 0:HGR
60 FOR I = 1 TO 7: HCOLOR= I
70 HPLOT 95,60: CALL 768 + BC
80 FOR P = 1 TO 1000: NEXT P
90 HCOLOR= 0: HPLOT 95,60: CALL 768
100 NEXT I: BC = NOT BC: GOTO 60

inCider

tioned earlier and to continue the correct loops until the program reads
and displays all the data.
Whew! A lot there? Well, there's
more—but I leave it to you to play
with the programs and make your
own use of HPLOT.PRINTSHOP. In
fact, you really need to remember
only three BASIC statements to use it:
1) HCOLOR = color.
2) HPLOT horizontal, vertical to set the upper left-hand corner of the areas where
you want to start the picture.
3) CALL 768 to plot black on a
color background, or vice versa by
CALLing 769.

The Avalon Hill Game Company
comes crashing into the world of
professional basketball with NBA,
the only statistical basketball
game licensed by the National
Basketball Association.
NBA puts you on the court with
Larry Bird, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar,
Dr. J and the best of pro B-ball.
Play begins with 20 great teams,
including the world champions
from the last five years. Your
brilliant play calling is re-enacted
by all ten players animated on
screen. NBA also comes with an
accelerated Autoplay mode and
stat-keeping programs so that
aspiring league commissioners
can run their own leagues.

And be imaginative. Place the
same picture at several locations
around the screen or BLOAD and
draw several different pictures—even
on top of one another. Finally, don't
forget to save your pictures to disk:
BSAVE picture name,A$2000,L$1FF8.
Drop me a line about any additional
improvements you make in the
programs.
P.S. I wish I were 10 years old again.

GS Overdose
I'm using an Apple IIGs with two
51/4-inch and two 3%-inch disk drives
connected to the SmartPort. I also
have a Ram Factor card with battery
backup plugged into slot 2 and a
1-megabyte GS-RAM card. If I create
a RAM disk, it's labeled /RAM5 and
is accessible from slot 5, drive 2. The
disk drive originally associated with
that slot and drive, however, becomes
inaccessible. What's going on and
how do I fix it?
Roger Rodrigues
Burr Ridge, IL
The solution to your problem is simple, even though the GS SmartPort
firmware has a habit of playing a
mean game of "musical slots."

The fun begins on the
Commodore® 64/128, Apple® II
Family and IBM° PC and MSDOS
compatibles. $39.95.
Available separately is the
1986-1987 Season Disk, which
includes ALL 23 teams. $20.00.
A General Manager Disk will be
available soon.

AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE or
call toll-free: 1(800)638-9292.
Ask for Operator 112

microcomputer games

DIVISION

The Avalon Hill
Game Company
DIVISION OF MONARCH AVALON, INC.
4517 Harford Road • Baltimore, MD 21214
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Re-ink ANY FABRIC RIBBON
automatically for LESS THAN
5 CENTS with

MAC INKERTM
Over 11,000
cartridges and
spools supported!
MAC INKERT"
IMAGEWRITER I AND II
UNIVERSAL (cartridge or spool)
MULTICOLOR IMAGEWRITER
MULTICOLOR ADAPTER ONLY
Shipping (first unit) $3.00

$42.00
$68.50
$80.00
$40.00

MI Lubricated DM INK EXTENDS PRINTHEAD LIFE! Black, blue, brown, red, green,
yellow, purple, orange - 2 oz. bottle $3.00; pint
$18.50. Gold, silver, indelible and OCR inks
available. Heat transfer Mac Inkers and ink
available plus a complete range of accessories for special applications.
• Top quality, GUARANTEED, double density
ribbon cartridges and reloads available.
• DEDICATED MAC INKERS AVAILABLE
FOR EXTRA LARGE OR SPECIAL
CARTRIDGES.

MERCURY MODEM

$149.00
Shipping $4.00
*100% Hayes" compatible!
• 24 month warranty. M Status lights.
• Speaker. • 300/1200 baud. • Call
progress detection.
Quick Link communications software
MS DOS and Macintosh
$29.95
with modem
15.00
Cable
15.00
*Hayes is a trademark of Hayes Microproducts.

Connect up to 4 Peripherals!
to your printer or modem port with

MAC SWITCHES
$50.00
Shipping $4.00
it L"if,' LI

Cable $15.00

8 or 9 pin models available.
CABLES We carry cables for all common
computers and peripherals. Rapid turnaround
on custom orders. Competitively priced.
SPECIAL OFFER: For orders of $100.00 or
more. Say you saw It in INCIDER and get a
free keychaln, beeper and flashlight
combined! A $15.00 value!

ORDER TOLL-FREE
1-800-547-3303
In Oregon (503) 626-2291 (24 hour line)
We are and always will be your

CF--.7-mputer
Friends®
14250 N.W. Science Park Drive
Portland, OR 97229, Telex 4949559
Dealer Inquiries Welcome.
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APPLE CLINIC
According to the technical staff at
Applied Engineering, just-plug your
RamFactor card into slot 7 and make
sure the control-panel selections
are "Port 2: Modem Port" and "Slot
7: Your Card." to access your
peripheral.

RGB for the Ilc
I own an Apple Ilc and recently
purchased Baudville's 816/Paint. The
program is great, but I'd dearly like
to see my creations on an RGB
screen. The only RGB enhancement I
know of for the Ilc is Video-7's Color
Enhancer 11c, but I just found out that
the product has been discontinued for
more than two years! Is there an
RGB alternative for the Ilc?
Robert Holmstedt
Central City, NE
There's no question that the colors
and pixel resolution of an RGB (redgreen-blue) monitor surpass those
available on a standard NTSC
(composite color) monitor. (See "The
Cadillac of Monitors," October 1987,
p. 63, for a general discussion.)
And, yes, there are or will soon be
at least two sources for Ilc RGB
adapters: Telemax (P.O. Box 339,
Warrington, PA 18976, 215-343-3000,
$99) and Applied Engineering (P.O.
Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006,
214-241-6060, available December 1).
The RGB implant operation on a Ilc
might be a bit complicated. So be
careful to read and follow the installation instructions.
Also, be aware that RGB monitors
come in at least two flavors: digital
and analog. A digital adapter works
only with a digital RGB monitor, and
an analog adapter requires an analog
RGB monitor. The GS uses an analog
RGB interface. So think twice about
whether you intend to "move up" to
the GS before buying digital RGB.

Gnarled Roots
Can you tell me why the following
program for the Apple Ile works with
some numbers and not others? Is
there some other way to determine
whether or not a number is a perfect
square?
10 INPUT X
20 SR = SQR (X)
30 I = INT (SR)
40 IF SR = 1 THEN PRINT "Perfect
Square"
50 IF SR < > I THEN PRINT "Not a
perfect square"

60 GOTO 10

Mary Layton
St. Louis, MO
Rounding errors—that's all there is
to it. Incipient rounding errors may
occur when computers perform reiterative binary calculations, such as the
BASIC SQR function.
To see why it's not your program's
fault, take a look at the difference
(SR-1) for those values of X you
know are perfect squares, but aren't
recognized as such as Applesoft.
I looked at the differences for
perfect squares up to 1E38 (138),
Applesoft's real numeric-value limit.
The largest difference was about
3.5E- 7 (3.5-7). When compared to
the root sources, the numeric errors
were never greater than one part in a
billion—not a bad rate of error, but a
shock to those who thought computers were "perfect" calculators.
How do rounding errors happen?
Maybe one of our readers will give
us a good explanation. Until then, 1
can't fix your program except to suggest this simple secondary test for
"perfect" roots:
55 IF (SR — I) < 1E-6 THEN PRINT
Perfect root with rounding error"M

Quickies
Quickies this month are from various sources around the inCider
editorial offices.
Boot the GS /SYSTEM.DISK directly to the Desktop by simply
changing the filename START in
the /SYSTEM subdirectory to
WAS.START.
When LISTing, does your printer
overwrite Applesoft BASIC lines
that exceed 80 columns? Try
going into 40-column mode (ESC
4) before enabling the printer
(PR#1) and LISTing your program.
Speaking of printers, turn your
printer off, then back on when
changing sprocket-feed paper, to
make sure the form-feed position is
at the top of the page.
Don't place a speaker on top of
or near your computer, drives, or
monitor: The speaker's magnet can
distort your system and wipe out
your disks.D
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PrintMaster' or Create
There are two things
almost everyone a Calendar.
On each disk there are
has in common.
An active imag- over 100 unique pictures.
For example, in our School
ination. And
Scrapbook,
a tough
teachers and
time putstudents
mg it on paper.
will find
But now we present
everything
our Graphics Scrapbook'
from cheerseries. A. huge collection
leading to finals.
of pictures that enable
In
the Sports
you to easily bring your
Scrapbook, dozens
creative inspirations
Over a hundred eye-catching
pictures on eve?), disk.
of sports, mascots
to The Print Shopm,

and tro hies. In
the 0 the Wall
Scrapbook, well,
just expect the unexpected. And plenty
more Scrapbooks
are coming. So even if
you can't draw a straight
line, it's okay.
As long as
you make a
straight one 4. 0.
to the offer below.
Apple & Compatibles,
064/128, IBM & compatibles.

ALLOW US TO DRAW
YOUR ATTENTION.
Introducing
Create A
Calendar
t
Our simr,\9,
ple, powerful tool that
Time flies. lets you
look snafzymar:Aswebijlz design daily,
weekly, monthly or yearly
calendars. In moments.
Circle 202 on Reader Service Card.

Among numerous features, it includes graphics,
borders and fonts for just
about every occasion. Or
use your own pictures from
the Graphics Scrapbooks
or Print Shop compatible
graphics disks.
What's more, it lets you
write multiple lines of text
on every date. To make it
easy to keep track of
everything

you're supposed to do. And
everything you've done.
So this year, go ahead and
make your own calendars.
There couldn't be a nicer
way to pass Elm(
the time.
USE OUR PREVIEW DISK TO DRAW YOUR
OWN CONCLUSION. Send your name, address,
phone number, computer type, and a check or money
order for $1.50 to Calendar/Scrapbook Preview,
P.O. Box 3745, Young America, Minnesota 55394.
Be sure to include the Part Number in the box with
your order Canadian orders add 50e postage, 6-8
weeks delivery. Expires 4/30/88. Valid only
in cont. US. and Canada.
The Print Shop is a trademark of Broderbund Software, Inc.
Printmaster is a trademark of Unison World, Inc. Graphics
Scrapbook is a trademark of Epyx, Inc.
©1986 Epyx, Inc.
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REVIEWS
TopDraw, Draw Plus; Think Quick;
Pacesetter; Desk Manager 2.0;
Games Editors Play

Ready, Set, Draw
TOPDRAW
Styleware, Inc., 5250 Gulfton, Suite 2E,
Houston, TX 77081, (713) 668-1360
Drawing program; 512K Apple IIGs
$89.95
Rating: ••••

DRAW PLUS
Activision, P.O. Box 7287, Mountain View,
CA 94039, (415) 960-0410
Drawing program; 512K Apple IIGs
$89.95
Rating: •II.••
Comparing Activision's Draw Plus
with Styleware's TopDraw is like comparing identical twins. Unless you
"live" with both of them, it's almost
impossible to tell them apart. Draw
Plus and TopDraw are only slightly
different in appearance—that is, in
their on-screen work areas and the
procedures they use to create drawings. That's not bad, because Draw
Plus is an excellent program, which
means TopDraw is, too.
TO DRAW OR TO PAINT
Drawing software and painting programs offer a number of similar
features—such as a wide variety of
colors and patterns, the ability to
draw lines, rectangles, and circles,
and a capacity for detailed work—but
they differ in several ways.
Drawing programs treat objects you
create as individual pieces, independent of the page on which they're
placed. Painted images become part
of the page. For instance, if you create a square inside a circle with a
painting program and decide to move
the square, a hole will remain in the
circle where the square was. With a
drawing program, the square and the
cirle are separate, and both would remain complete. Drawing software
makes it easy to reshape, resize,
color, move, or duplicate objects.
Painting programs are analogous to
freehand drawing, while programs
such as TopDraw and Draw Plus are
more comparable to mechanical
drawing. Painting programs are good
for creating artistic sunsets and land36

scapes; drawing software is better
suited to designing two-dimensional
pictures.
IN THE BEGINNING
Draw Plus and TopDraw begin with
the same type of drawing window, a
screen featuring a menu bar, a color
and pattern palette, a set of tool and
line icons, and a drawing space crisscrossed with horizontal and vertical
lines similar to those of graph paper.
Both programs use a Macintosh-like
interface to activate various program
features. If you aren't comfortable using a mouse to pull down windows,
you can also use the keyboard for a
number of program commands.
To begin drawing, choose an icon
from the Tool Palette. TopDraw offers
you a pointer, text tool, straight line,
rectangle, rounded rectangle, oval,
polygon, arc, freehand line, and
horizontal/vertical-line tool. Draw Plus
provides all but the last.
TopDraw's horizontal/vertical (h/v)
line tool may seem superfluous, since
you can perform the same task with
the straight-line tool, but the advantage of h/v is that it prohibits any deviation from a perfect horizontal or
vertical line. If you draw from right to
left, the line will come out horizontal
even if you don't drag the mouse
straight across.
You can do the same thing with
Draw Plus by pressing the shift key
while choosing the straight-line tool.

You can also draw a straight line automatically at a 45-degree angle to
another.
Because of its sensitivity and exactness, Draw Plus' straight-line tool produces oblique lines at the slightest
deviation of the mouse, which is precisely what it should do. It isn't difficult to create a straight line with the
this tool, but TopDraw's h/v makes it
easier.
TopDraw and Draw Plus both let
you place arrows at one or both ends
of a line, which is helpful in charts,
diagrams, and technical drawings.
TopDraw's arrowheads aren't quite as
clear as those in Draw Plus, but TopDraw lets you place them on the
ends of curved lines. Draw Plus allows them only on straight lines.
IT'S OKAY TO POINT
Once you create a picture, you can
manipulate it in a number of ways—
stretching, moving, or reducing it,
placing it in front of or behind other
objects, coloring it, and filling it in
with a pattern. You select and manipulate an object with the pointer; activating this tool is the major
procedural difference between TopDraw and Draw Plus.
You select a tool in TopDraw by using the mouse to move the on-screen
object to the tool palette, where it will

inCider's Ratings
Excellent—remarkable, a must buy
MIN••11
Very good—impressive and recommended M• ■ ■
Good—average, solid performance
El• ■
Fair—flawed but adequate
••
Poor—unacceptable or unusable
■
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Apple Ik, IIE, IIGs Users:

Publish4It!

in ess than an hour.
ing Broderbund's DAZZLE DRAW**.
Then crop and size them to fit.

• Special Typesetting Functions: Kerning,
leading, and more! Add professional
finishing touches that make your
message stand out.

• Automatic Text Flow and Word Wrap:
PUBLISH IT! automatically flows text
from column to column on the same
page, or carries it over to subsequent
pages.

Introducing PUBLISH IT! A full-featured
desktop publishing powerhouse with word
processing, page layout, and graphics.
Even if you have no design skills or publishing experience, you can get results
in less than an hour with PUBLISH IT!
Use our Quick-Start Mini-Manual and
go to press. It's that simple.
Your computer display shows you exactly
how your finished documents will look.
Use the program's built-in layout tools
to reposition and resize elements on
the page. Once it's perfect, just press
a key and print out on your dot matrix
or laser printer.*
For all its state-of-the-art ability, PUBLISH
IT! is incredibly easy to learn—refreshingly
so. PUBLISH IT! combines the familiar
Macintosh User Interface, ourQuick-Start
Mini-Manual, a full complement of Help
Screens, and the practical WYSIWYG
(What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get) display—
all designed to get you up and running
in less than one hour!

SPECIAL FEATURES:
• Macintosh User Interface: It's familiar
and easy. Pull-down menus, icons, scroll
bars and dialogue boxes help you
learn and use the program quickly. Your
display screen shows you exactly what
your final product will look like when
you print—What-You-See-Is-WhatYou-Get.

* Flexible Page Layout: With your mouse
or joystick, and keyboard, you can

overlap, reposition, resize, and reshape
the text, columns, graphics. Change
your layout or experiment—almost
effortlessly!

• Multiple Size Page Views: View, edit
and layout pages at actual, double or
half-size. Or, reduce them so the entire
page fills the screen.

• Sample Document Layouts: Includes
sample formats for newsletters, business reports, brochures, ads, and more.

• Plus, you get worksheets, special timesaving features, and much more!

* Built-in Fonts: Choose from more than
1280 possible type-style combinations!
Opt for bold, italic, underlined, outlined,
shadow, and superscript or subscript
characters. Select your effect with ease!
Type sizes range from 9 point to 72 point.

• Premium Quality Printouts:
PUBLISH IT! uses a special high density
(72 x 120) printout format that gives
you superior quality printouts on your
dot matrix printer.

• Built-in Word Processor: All the features
necessary for everyday word processing,
plus most of the sophisticated ones found
only in more expensive programs.

• Text Importing: Load documents
from APPLEWORKS, BANK STREET
WRITER** or any other word processor
in standard ASCII format directly into
PUBLISH IT!

• Built-in Graphic Toolbox: Draw lines,
boxes, circles, rules and more. Plus,
choose from a wide variety of built-in line
and fill patterns, or create your own.

* Graphics Importing: Directly import
graphics and illustrations from any
standard Apple** double-highresolution drawing program—includ-

*Laser Printer requires Timeworks Accessory Pak. Details inside package. **Registered trademarks of their respective companies.
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Start publishing in less than an hour—
at a price you can afford! PUBLISH IT!
retails for just $99.95.
Find it at your local dealer or order
direct from Timeworks—call:

312/948-9202

Trnewcws

1./U1INUM
SERIES

TN

444 Lake Cook Rd., Deerfield, IL 60015
312/948-9202
©1987 Timeworks, Inc. All rights reserved.

REVIEWS
turn into the pointer icon, if it isn't a
pointer already. Once you select a
tool, it remains active until you
choose a different one. If you've created a green rectangle and want to
change the color to red, go to the tool
palette and click on the pointer icon.
Then return to the drawing area and
select the green rectangle by clicking
on it. Move the pointer to the color
palette and click on the color red.
The advantage of having a tool remain automatically active is that if you

want to make multiple objects of the
same shape, you can do it without
choosing the shape icon again and
again after you create each object.
The disadvantage is that if you want to
manipulate the object you just created,
you must go through the extra steps of
selecting the pointer tool, returning to
the object, and reactivating it.
In Draw Plus, the default tool is always the pointer: After drawing a
shape on the screen, the selected
tool turns into the pointer immediately

Apple IIGsTM
Genuine Software
New GraphicWriter 2.0!

and activates automatically the object
you just created. This method allows
immediate manipulation of the object
without returning to the tool palette to
activate the pointer. If you just want
to create another object of the same
shape without any further modification, though, you must return to the
tool palette and activate the shape
once again.
Draw Plus actually gives you the
best of both environments. Although
tools default initially to the pointer in
Draw Plus, you can override the default and retain control over a given
tool by double clicking when selecting
a tool in the first place.
Your preference will depend on the
individual project you're designing.
For example, if an advertising layout
is well planned before its actual creation, a selected tool remaining active
would be an advantage. If you're using the drawing program to create an
idea from scratch, it's better to be
able to manipulate an object instantly.

HANDLING THINGS

GraphicWriter Features:

APPLE JIGS WORLD

'Multiple Columns
'Desktop Publishing
'Colored Graphics
'Word Processing
•1,100 Typestyles
'Import Files From
Other Programs
'LaserWriter Postscript

APPLEFEST
IS HUGE
SUCCESS!

loarn. imeml•

Sample GraphicWriter
Document

$149.95 So ee 2i.youpraltoacpaalk dteoadlaeyr
DscpFer,'51c

1-800-327-6703

Once you select or activate an
item, small, black, square handles appear around its borders; you use
them to enlarge, reduce, or elongate
a specific item. Clicking on a handle,
then dragging the mouse with the
button depressed, pulls the side of
the object in the direction you drag
the mouse. A "ghost" image, appearing as a dotted outline, indicates the
new shape of the object with which
you're working. Releasing the mouse
button creates the new shape and fills
it in with whatever color or pattern
you've chosen.
You can make other changes without handles once an object becomes
active. For instance, in moving an object to a new location, you click and
drag from any area of the object, not
its handle. Again, the dotted outline
appears and you relocate it wherever
you choose. Releasing the mouse
button moves the object to its new
spot.
Both Draw Plus and TopDraw let
you redefine any number of individual
objects as a group and thereby act
on them as a whole. Both programs
let you break up a group, as well.
Additional options supported by both
programs include flipping objects vertically or horizontally, duplicating objects or groups of objects, rotating
objects in 45-degree increments,
changing the color of an object or its

14011 Ventura Blvd Suite 507 Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
38

Apple, Apple IIGS aid LaserWriter me trademarks of Apple Computer, loc. GraphicWriter is a trademark of DataPak Software, Inc.
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Global communications.
Down-to-earth price.
$219
• WINE f ID f YW_ DATAI_ INN
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Introducing the DataLinkm modem.
Get instant access to networks and databases
— plus network memberships and discounts worth $177.95!
Now you can tap into a world of information — without
The compact design allows Datal ink to fit in any slot —
draining your resources. Our Dotal ink" modem lets your Apple including slots 1 and 2 of the IIGS with a cooling fan
IIGS, IIe or II + communicate with other computers, download
installed. DataLink operates at 1200 or 300 baud. Built-in
free software from networks and bulletin boards, access
diagnostics check for accuracy of data transmission, and
database services and more. For a remarkably low price.
DataLink lets you track the progress of calls either electronically or via an on-board speaker.
The world at your fingertips.
With the Datalink modem, you'll be able to draw informaIntroductory offers from popular networks included.
tion from thousands of databases. Send and receive electronic
When you purchase DataLink, you'll get a fee-waived
mail — even overseas. Join clubs and bulletin boards to
membership to The Source worth $49.95. $60.00 worth of
exchange software or solve computing problems with other
free on-line time from NewsNet. A free $50.00 subscription to
Apple users. Download free public domain software. And
the Official Airline Guide. A free subscription to the GEnie
share files with personal computers and mainframes.
network worth $18.00! And information on MCI Mail.
There's nothing missing
Order today!
Applied
Hayes®
on DataLink.
To order or for more informaEngineering
Smartmodem
Unlike the Smartmodem®,
tion, see your dealer or call
Jat4huk
1200A
L
DataLink comes with its own
.
Applied
Engineering today, 9 a.m.
IIIi
''x
; .la
Price
$219
easy-to-use communications softto 11 p.m. 7 days. Or send check
Max. transmission rate
1200 baud
1200 baud
ware in ROM and on disk that
or money order to Applied
supports macros, file transfers,
Engineering. MasterCard, VISA
Warranty period
5 years
2 years or
on-line time display, data capture
and C.O.D. welcome. Texas resiat no charge
4 years for $75
and datascope mode. The softdents add 61/4% sales tax. Add
Software included
YES
NO
ware also allows you to store
$10.00 outside U.S.A.
Hayes AT
hundreds of phone numbers for
command set
YES
YES
auto dialing and log on.
Help screens
YES
NO
Because DataLink is 100%
On-board
Super Serial Card compatible, you
.1€ Applied Engineering
telephone jacks
YES
NO
can also run virtually all other
The Apple enhancement experts.
communication software, includFits any slot
(even with fan)
YES
NO
ing Point-to-Point, Apple Access
P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006
and ASCII Express, to name a few.
(214) 241-6060
martmodem is a registered trademarkof Hayes Micro Computer Products.

Get the very best in educational software!
Choose classic software for
your child featuring
that lovable adventurer,
Stickybear!
Weekly Reader programs
from Optimum Resource
have been winning awards
and raves from educators,
parents and children since
the day Stickybear first
appeared on the screen.
More than half a million
Stickybear programs are in
use by millions of children.
You can join the fun!

Stickybear ABC is an easy-to-use alphabet program with gorgeous visuals
for children ages 3 to 6. Readers' Choice Award (Best-Education) 1986 and
1987 — A+ Magazine, Best Software of the Year — Learning Magazine,
Parent's Choice Award (Apple, Commodore).
Stickybear Numbers brings the screen to life with hundreds of jolly animated objects. The program teaches numbers, counting and simple arithmetic to children from 3 to 6 years old. Parents' Choice Award, Best Software of
the Year—Learning Magazine (Apple, IBM, Commodore).
Stickybear Reading uses animation to turn sentences into whimsical action on-screen while focusing on reading and vocabulary skills for 5 to
8-year-olds. Best of the Best—Electronic Learning, Parents' Choice Award,
NEA Certified (Apple, IBM, Commodore).
Stickybear Math is a best-seller that makes learning to add and subtract
great fun for 6 to 9-year-olds. "Destined to be a classic ... " — Electronic
Learning, NEA Certified, Software Showcase Award, Parents' Choice Award
(Apple, IBM, Commodore).
Stickybear Math 2 sharpens multiplication and division skills for children
ages 7 and up. "Excellent insight into the needs of the classroom teacher."—
Teaching and Computers, Rated A+ + — Educational Software Report
(Apple, IBM, Commodore).
Look for the complete line of Weekly Reader Family Software for pre-school
through junior high children in finer computer stores everywhere.
Or call toll free 800 327-1473 (in Connecticut, call 542-5553).

A/RS 30-1
® Optimum
Resource, Inc.

REVIEWS
outline, changing line thickness, and
rearranging the perspective of certain
objects.
The latter option is unique to drawing programs, and it's quite useful.
Draw Plus and TopDraw feature
move-to-front and move-to-back commands that let you manipulate objects
beyond the traditional horizontal and
vertical movement. For amateurs like
me, this tool is essential.
For instance, because circles are
easy to draw, I drew two black tires
with white hubcaps. That inspired me
to try to draw the rest of the car with
the polygon tool. Unfortunately, the
red car body covered the top half of
both tires. Then I realized how I
could use the move-to-front command: I selected the tires with the
pointer and pressed Open apple-F
(faster than choosing the same function from a pull-down menu); the tires
immediately "came forward" and
were completely visible.
IN LIVING COLOR
With the full palette of 4096 possible colors, TopDraw and Draw Plus
contain as complete a selection of
colors as any painting program.
TopDraw's on-screen palette displays
19 colors and 19 patterns, while Draw
Plus shows 16 colors and 15 blackand-white patterns. You can use Draw
Plus' Edit Patterns option to add multiple colors to existing patterns or patterns you've created.

A PICTURE WORTH
A THOUSAND WORDS
You can add as many words as
you like to your drawings. The text
tool in TopDraw and Draw Plus lets
you position characters anywhere on
your drawing screen. TopDraw offers
11 fonts, nine text sizes, and six
styles (plain, bold, italic, underlined,
outlined, and shadow); Draw Plus
gives you a choice of 13 fonts, six
text sizes, and six type styles.
You can create text in any color,
pattern, shape, or size you like. Because the programs treat text as an
object, they group together words
you type in sequence. Moving a word
or a group of words is as easy as
moving a shape. If you need to reposition a title or heading, you don't
have to erase it and then retype it.
Simply click on the word to activate it
and move it wherever you like.
One hint: If you're typing text in
color and plan to place it over an object of another color, resist the temptation to type it on a blank portion of
the screen and move it as a group.
Certain color combinations may sound
appealing, but often the text becomes

ZIMCO
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
85 3 9 213 St., Queens Villa. e NY 11427
* * * ALL KINDS OF HARDWARE I * * *
128EX, $449
SER Computers 128, 5365
5799
PPLE IIGS Computer
Applied Engineering Ramworks ill 256k 5161 ...w/512k $190
pp. Eng. RGB Option 599. Timemaster $79. Viewmaster $109
pp. Eng. ZRam ULTRA #1-5148, #2-5197, #3 for Ilc $240
pp.Eng.Ramfactor 256105170; 512K/MS; GS RAM 512K/5161
A PLUS MOUSE-11c, Mac 179
APPLE Ile MOUSE $119
$290
ST Vision Plus for GS
$24
Cooling Fan with surge protector
DISK STORAGE 100..111
DISKETTES (Box of 10).147
Joystick for Ile S19
RAFT 3-Button Joystick 533
IIGS model S79
ENSINGTON System Saver 562
OM Pro-Grappler +,579; Buffered,5115; Serial +,S74; 11c,57 9
Printer Interface Paralie6s540 ... Graphics Printer CarcF•555
Extended 80 col. Ile S29
80 Column Card II + $59
SUPER SERIAL CARD 559
16K RAM CARD 535
524
Surge Surpressor - 6 outlet w/circult breaker
S190
HUNDERSCAN for Imagewriter
* * * MONITORS * * *
RGB 5399
Apple Color Composite 5299
512 9
Apple OR Amber Mono
$240
TOMPSON RGB 540x240 high resolution

NO EXTRA CHARGE
FOR VISA/MASTERCARD

unreadable when applied to the
wrong background. Gray text on a
red background, for example, is difficult to read, especially if it's in a
fancy type style or small type size.

Combinations are virtually unlimited,
but the price you pay for this power
is the time-consuming procedure of
pixel-by-pixel selection. Including a
dozen or so precolored patterns in
Draw Plus would have been more
convenient.

YES, WE HAVE NO ERASER
If you've had any experience with
painting programs, you know that
your one indispensable tool is the
eraser. It may come as a surprise,
then, to find that drawing programs
don't include erasers. Instead, TopDraw and Draw Plus use "undo" and
"clear" commands to remove objects
from your screen. It makes sense: An
eraser eliminates everything it passes
over; in a drawing program, though,
where all items are independent and
one object may overlay another, this
wouldn't be practical.
Undo and Clear produce the same
results, but have different functions.
Undo reverses or cancels the last
change you made in a drawing, such
as repositioning an object, changing
its size, or rotating it. Undo can't reverse any command selected from
the file menu, such as "save." Nor
will it remove an object from the
screen, unless you haven't done anything since creating the object in the
first place.
Clear removes any object or group
of objects from the window without
placing it on the clipboard. The only
way to restore something you've
cleared is to use the undo command

* * * SOFTWARE * * * * * * SOFTWARE * * *
PINPOINT
546
If It's not listed here...call usl
5197 Pinpoint 1105 Starter Pack
APPLEWORKS v2.0
597
570 Pinpoint Spell Checker GS
567
ASCII EXPRESS ProDos
BANK STREET WRITER PLUS Ile/c548 Print Shop COLOR
533
540 Print Shop Compan
523
BAUDVILLE 816 PAINT
515
* * * DRIVES * * *
CLIPART vol.1.... 516, vol.2 ....523 Print Shop Gr. Lib.1/2/3
536 CENTRAL POINT 3.5" Drive 5187
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN... .531 PRINT SHOP IIGS
553 CMS Hard Drives for Ile/IIGS SC2 0 5725
573 Sensible Grammar
DELUXE PAINT IIGS
564 CMS Stack Drive for Ile/IIGS 2 0Mg. 5699
536 Sensible Speller ProDos
FANTAV1SION Broderbund
527 Genuine Apple 31/2" 800K drive
537 SHANGHAI
FONTV/ORKS/AUTOWORKS
App. Eng. 51/4' - 5 yr.warr.5110
Genuine Apple 51/4' drive ile,11c,IIGS

FREE SHIPPING
ON ALL ORDERS

APPLE IMAGEWRITER II $465
IMAGEWRITER LO - CALL!

YOUR SOURCE FOR MIDI
HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
MASTERTRACKS IIGS $170

Controller 569
SC40 5825
40Mg.5799
5299
Contir,S46
5236

* * * PRINTERS * * *
53700
APPLE LASERWRITER
IMAGEWRITER II
5465
CITIZEN 120D 5189
MSP-10 5289
OKIDATA 192 -r p. 5315, 5.5389;
#193 + p.5465, s.5532
PANASONIC 10CP-10801 0169
KXP-10911 5199
Panasonic 10CP-1592 5435
KXP- I 595 $465
STAR NX-I0 Parallel
5190
143 SILVER REED EXP420 Letter Quality S229
*
*
*
MODEMS
*
*
*
150
$160
525 APP. ENG. DATALINK 300/1200bps Int. for II + /e/GS
163 HAYES SmartModem 300 Ilic)
5165
$54 Hayes SmartModem 1200A 5289 Hayes SmartModem 2400 $445
130 Hayes Compatible External 1200bps $119
2400bps $289
2400ErS429
585 US ROBOTICS Courier 2400..0309

GRAPHIC WRITER IIGS
5109 SIDEWAYS Funk Software
Graphics Edge
569 Talking Textwriter IIGS
HACKER IIGS
525 TASS TIME In TONETOWN
HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE Infocom 518 TOP DRAWER IIGS
137 VISUALIZER IIGS
INSTANT MUSIC IIGS
MIndscape KING OF CHICAGO 529 WIZARDRY Sirtech
Managing Your Money MESA. 590 WORDPERFECT IIGS,e c
r or MIDI SOFTWARE
MIGHT 8 MAGIC 1105
534
SONUS Glasstracks IIGS... 075
MUSIC CONSTRUCTION IIGS
149
Sonus
Super Sequencer ..5197
MUSIC STUDIO 11G5
555 Sonus Pers. Musician IIGS .087
NEWSMAKER GS
533
PASSPORT
PolywrIter ....205
NEWSROOM
•RKS P
IIG
54:
u lc
•r ....51 9
PAI

(1-800-227-6647
Inquiries, Tech Support & New Yoi k

Call 718-479-7888

Free shipping offer valid in continental US only. Add insurance to all orders. We carry everything for your Apples, Mac's, or IBM's
We cannot guarantee weather or prices; both do tend to change. Call for current prices & catalogue. Minimum restocking fee 20%.
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immediately afterward; otherwise Clear
removes permanently the object you
selected.

THE CLIPBOARD
Cut and paste commands are no
longer innovative features in application programs; they're necessary standards. Draw Plus and TopDraw use
these commands in much the same
way as a word processor, spreadsheet, or database. You can open
more than one picture at a time, so
you can cut an object or group of
objects to the clipboard, then paste it
into another picture in a different file.
Only one item or group can occupy
the clipboard at any one time.
Clipboards are especially valuable
in drawing programs. If you're doing
floor plans, for example, you can design and save any number of room
sizes. Using cut-and-paste and the
clipboard, you can piece together any
number of room combinations without
redrawing and resizing.
Both TopDraw and Draw Plus allow
interaction with other applications on

the market. TopDraw uses a loadpicture command from the file menu
to use files from Paintworks Plus and
DeluxePaint II. Draw Plus includes a
file command called Create Paint
Files, which exports drawings created
with Draw Plus to its sister program
Paintworks Plus.

PRINTING PICTURES
The Apple ImageWriter and
LaserWriter are the two printers supported by Draw Plus and TopDraw.
As with many programs designed
specifically for the GS, these printers
are the only ones for which Apple
has supplied printer drivers. ImageWriter compatibles should work without a hitch, but other dot-matrix
printers may or may not function correctly. If you aren't certain whether
your printer will work with either of
these programs, contact the respective manufacturers.
Using an ImageWriter, you can select from one of four paper sizes. You
can print your drawing horizontally or

CHART

L

Construct bar, line, pie, scatter, XY, and
area charts or any combination of the
charts shown.

inddd

4d0

titles, labels
labem
l s yd other
o t earn lettering
d
and many sizes
colors.

ETTER A

DRAW
SHOW

Create custom drawings. Modify your
drawings or drawings of others. Move
things around and transfer, merge or
reduce picture sections. "Paint" in
over 100 colors.

Present a "slide show" of up to 32 pictures on monitor or TV screen, Subtitle
pictures. Select "slides" manually or
automatically in a pre-timed presentation.

414*
Aar

It's almost like having
your own graphic artist!
Try the new, improved and
more complete GRAPHICS
DEPARTMENT'm
Available for Apple Computers for 5124.95.

gir
i Sensible
44 Software®, Inc.

335 East Big Beaver,
Suite 207,
Troy MI 48084
(313) 528-1950

vertically, cut the size of the drawing
in half, and eliminate page breaks.
TopDraw and Draw Plus support
these features. Draw Plus also lets
you condense a picture vertically. It
will maintain the dot density, but print
at half height.
LaserWriter options are identical in
both programs: four paper sizes, horizontal or vertical printing, three vertical sizes, reduction and enlargement
from one-quarter to twice normal size,
font substitution for higher-quality
printing, and a technique called
smoothing (whereby the program
adds extra dots to a line to produce
a cleaner graphic or character).
No matter which of the two printers
you use, TopDraw and Draw Plus let
you print only select pages (a must if
your picture is larger than a page in
both directions) and let you choose
print quality, color printing, number of
copies, and automatic, hand, or cassette paper feed.

NOTABLE OTHERS
TopDraw and Draw Plus have a
plethora of other features and techniques, as well. Both programs can
reduce or enlarge the entire screen.
TopDraw sports a pull-down menu;
Draw Plus includes icons on the bottom line of the window frame (near
the horizontal scroll bar).
Both programs feature a sizing
command, called Show Dimensions in
TopDraw and Show Size in Draw
Plus. This toggle is invaluable when
working with precision drawings: It
displays the length and width of any
shape you're drawing.
TopDraw lets you create documents
that range in size from one standard
81/2-by-11-inch page to 64 pages.
Draw Plus can size a drawing from
81/2-by-11 inches to 96-by-80 inches.
Size indicates only the area in which
you draw; it has nothing to do with
the size of the objects or the text in
the drawing.
Draw Plus also includes an editor
that lets you create or modify icons
and cut-and-paste them into a drawing.
The icon editor is like a mini painting
program, facilitating detailed drawings
of these small, but important, pictures.
TopDraw doesn't offer this feature, but
it can import pictures from other
painting programs.

DRAWING A CONCLUSION
For many people, a drawing program is more practical than painting

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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software. Both TopDraw and Draw
Plus are well-designed, versatile, easyto-use packages. So which one is
better? This is one time you'll come
up with a winner no matter which
program you choose.M
James V Trunzo
Leechburg, PA

Ages 7-14

The Learning Conn

Think
Quick.
Quick Thinking
THINK QUICK!
The Learning Company, P.O. Box 2168,
Menlo Park, CA 94026-2168, (800) 852-2255,
(800) 852-2256 (CA)
Logical-thinking game; 64K Apple II Plus, Ile,
11c, Iles, color monitor recommended
$49.95
Rating: • • • •

ACHIEVING KNIGHTHOOD
Beginners learn the rules of Think
Quick! by going to Knight School, an
interactive tutorial game that's one of
the seven options featured on the
program's main menu. Other choices
let insecure players like me turn the
timer off (and encourage accomplished players to play an "expert
game").
Once you've graduated from Knight
School, you can play the beginners'
game and work your way up to the
Golden Tower through three levels of
difficulty. Each level contains increasingly challenging mazes. In the Court-

inCider

Don't Settle for Less

P
i

It'll take more than speedy thinking
to find your way through the maze of
rooms in Mystikar Castle, the setting
for The Learning Company's new
logic game, Think Quick! To find and
dispose of the evil dragon, you'll
need a generous dose of quality
thinking, as well.
Written for children aged 7-14,
Think Quick! is the kind of game that
"fits" the whole family, a consideration that lessens the impact of the
program's $49.95 price tag.

another worm!
Strategic mental maneuvering can
help you get away. You should try to
figure out whether a worm is a Wanderer, a Bouncer, or a Wall-Hugger—
and how quick the worm is. Sometimes you can sneak by a worm or
close a door and corner it. Curiously
enough, Slime Worms nap if you give
them a flower to eat. As luck would
have it, flowers are in short supply (you
may have only three), so you must proceed cautiously and use them sparingly.
Otherwise, a Slime Worm may mistake
you for a begonia.
Slime Worms aren't the only obstacles. Castle Mystikar's rooms have
lots of doors—often with remote doorbell buttons. A door in the middle lefthand part of the room might be operated by a button located two "hallways" up and to the right. You might
even have to go through an adjoining
room to get to the doorbell in the very
room in which you started! Sometimes
you have to open two, three, or more
doors in correct sequence.

yard you wend your way through six
rooms full of twists and turns and
dead ends. The Throne Room and
Golden Tower levels contain seven
and nine rooms, respectively.
You won't believe the circuitous
routes you'll have to negotiate to find
the Secret Passage and Magic Things.
No architect worth his T-square would
design a castle like this. Getting
through Mystikar Castle is like leaving
your bedroom, traipsing down the cellar stairs, trudging up through the
bulkhead into the backyard, circling
the house, and entering through the
garage to arrive in the kitchen.
It gets worse. Mystikar Castle is besieged by Slime Worms, which home
in on you and swallow you. When
you end up in a Slime Worm's belly,
you're chewed up and spit out by
variously colored protozoan creatures.
(A color monitor isn't required, but is
recommended so that you can see
the hue of the protozoan that's gotten
you.) And when you escape, you
often find yourself face to face with
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Actual Screen
Reproductions!

0

Professional, effortless and flexible
charting for your Apple Ere, IIc, or IIGS.
QUICK-CHART Means Serious Graphing Power!
No other business graphics product offers the speed,
flexibility and pictorial quality of QUICK-CHART!
Only QUICK-CHART gives you full control over the
appearance of your charts. Bar, column, line, bar & line
combos, scatter, area, pie charts, and full 3-dimensional
graphs are instantly available from the pull-down graph
menu. You select the size and spacing of the graphing
bars as well as location of the legend and chart title.
You select borders around the legend, chart, or screen.
QUICK-CHART is Very Easy to Use!
QUICK-CHART utilizes Macintosh'"-like pull-down
menus and windows to easily select all graphing options.
The Apple Mouse, keyboard, and joystick can all be
used to pull down menus giving you complete access to
all of QUICK-CHART'S abilities from one straightforward
display screen. Super easy "point & click" manual data
entry or load data from AppleWorks" files.

, •

QUICK-CHART comes with a fine three-ring bound
Owner's Manual and built-in Help screens.
QUICK-CHART utilizes the Double High Resolution
screen of the Apple He, lIc and IIGS for the best possible
looking graphics and even supports color printing on the
ImageWriter II! Over 60 printers and 40 interface cards
are supported.
We believe in customer support and guarantee your satisfaction. Ask your local dealer for QUICK-CHART

ORDER NOW by calling
1-800-233—WAVE
Only $59.95 (add $2.50 S&H U.SA.; all others
Prevailing rate). MC, VISA accepted.
Important Note QUICX-CliAkT 6 supplied on a 5.25" floppy disk. Instnictions
are provided for installation on 3.5" disks and other ProDOS storage de6oes.

.................

=CZ
THIRD WAVE TECHNOLOGY INC'
....—.....,
11934 Lorain Ave • Cleveland OH 44111. (216) 671-8991

QUICK-CILART is a trademark of Third Ware lechnolog Inc Macintosh and AppleWmits are nm o
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When you've de-wormed your path
and opened all the appropriate doors,
you can zero in on a Magic Thing or
a Passage Finder. These game pieces
are disguised by objects that are similar in characteristics such as color
and shape to items displayed at the
beginning of the game.

press the H key to go, to your Hideout. Place the Magic Things you've
found in the cauldron and you'll see
body parts rising out of the stew and
coming together—first a knight's helmet, then a shoulder, then an arm—
like Hangman in reverse.
Besides serving as a storage place
for Enchanted Knight body parts and
flowers, the Hideout has a peephole
so that you can view the room you
were in and spy on the Slime Worms
without fear of being gobbled up. The

RUN AND HIDE
Each time you locate a matching
Magic Thing, pick it up (you can use
the keyboard, joystick, or mouse) and

Unlock Your Programming Potential
with

ORCA/Pascar
ORCA/PascalTM includes all
Partial compiles along with
the sophisticated features a profes- separate compilation provide
sional programmer requires, with quick turnaround during developthe familiarity of a standard Pascal ment. ORCA/Pascal's code
that the beginner needs.
generation is unequaled. Your
ORCA/PascalTM is an ISO programs will run 20 to 200%
Standard compiler with all of to- faster than with any other comday's popular extensions.
piler on the Apple° IIGS.

ORCA/PascalTM Samples disk, include FREE with
ORCA/Pascar, provides a fast and easy way to start programming with the Apple° IIGS toolbox. This disk is filled with
programming samples and complete source code, giving you working
examples of Apple's newest programming tools.
14 File Edit level (lotions
Complete support along with exReversi
Scores_
amples,
is provided for classic desk
White 7
Black 14
accessories, new desk accessories,
, Score 304
Moves
desktop programming and plain
C
text programming.
4
.345
F016Cfe64
Also included is a commercial
14 4
quality Reversi game (shown at left).
8 02
The source code for this will answer
many of your questions concerning
the intricacies of pull down menus, multiple windows, sizing and much
more. Requires an Apple® IIGS with 512K of additional memory and one
3.5" disk drive.
Only $125

Byte Works Inc.
4700 Irving Blvd. NW Suite 207
Albuquerque, NM 87114
(505) 898-8183
Visa, Mastercard, check or COD
44

—Also . .
Pascal Demo Disk
$3.00
Macro Assemblers
ORCA/M 1.0 (IIGS) $69.95
ORCA/M 4.1 (Apple II) $99.95
Support Utilities
Call

Circle 180 on Reader Service Card.

Hideout also has a blueprint of the
castle with clues about the location of
Magic Things.
Passage Finder pieces help you
complete a jigsaw puzzle that tells
you where to find the Secret Passage.
Take the special key (also cooked up
in the cauldron), go to the precise location, and voila—you swoosh
through the Secret Passage and enter
the game's next level. Words of
praise (Great! Super! Expert!) announce your achievement.
At this point, you might want to
save your progress on the "storage
disk" included with the program—or
on another disk you can initialize with
Think Quick!
A Scoreboard in your Hideout
keeps track of your success. You
earn five points each time you find a
Magic Thing or Passage Finder piece
and whenever you drop a Magic
Thing into the cauldron. The less time
you take to play the game and the
fewer wrong moves you make, the
more bonus points you accumulate.
You can add your name to the list of
high scorers, which includes other
Learning Company characters such
as Writer Rabbit, Rocky (of "Rocky's
Boots" fame), and Gertrude the GoGetter Goose. (And you used to wonder what computer-game characters
did on their days off.)
What happens when you make it
through all three game levels? Your
Enchanted Knight—the one you made
from body parts cooked up from the
matching Magic Things—gets to
chase away the flying, fire-breathing
dragon that has taken over the castle.
But before he meets the dragon, the
knight has to make his way through a
rainfall of alarms in the Control Room
to pick up three keys. Every time the
knight happens to touch an alarm,
the Great Owl plucks him off his feet
and deposits him back at the starting
line.
If your eye-hand coordination and
timing are good, your knight can retrieve each key and insert it into its
corresponding lock—and just watch
that dragon take a nosedive.
There are no thinking breaks here.
Besides the beginner and expert levels, the storage disk includes four advanced games designed with Castle
Creator, an easy-to-learn utility for
making your own Think Quick! adventures. You construct a maze by determining the layout of each room's
walls—like CAD for castles. Then it's

December 1987

off to the Slime Worm Editor—an electronic genetic-engineering lab where
you can custom-design critters by
type of movement and speed. You
use other Editor features to alter
game objects, doors, and codes.
If you need a little assistance in the
logical-thinking and problem-solving
departments—or if you just want to
test your frustration level—go to
Knight School. Think Quick—when
was the last time you found logic and
fun in the same box?M
Cynthia E. Field
Wakefield, R.I.

Rocketship
Book Report
ruth
Science
History
Tavernier
Spanish

Keeping the Pace

Upgrade features six options—task
length, disk drives, printer, templates,
create/edit templates, and format Pacesetter data disk.
The default task length is 30 minutes, but you can set it to zero (off),
15, 45, 60, or 90 minutes, two hours,
or three hours. Since I had no idea
how long each task would take, I left
it at the default setting. Pacesetter is
flexible enough to let you schedule
additional blocks of 30 minutes if a

particular step ends up taking more
time than you thought.
Changing the disk-drive default from
one to two drives lets you use your
second drive for a data disk and
eliminates disk swapping while running the program. The standard
printer setting is for an ImageWriter. If
you have an Epson or Silentype
printer with a Pkaso or Grappler Plus
interface card, you can still print your
assignments. There's also an option
to turn the printer off.

The Midnight
Special is
leaving at 12
AM on track
9—from your
Apple II
computer!

Don't Miss
It!

The Train and Transit System Constructionfiet_

All aboard to design
and operate the train,
subway, trolley or
bus layout of your
dreams. Or use it to
modify and test a
layout that you're
already operating.

ESIGN
AND
OPERATE
YOUR OWN
RAIN LAYOUT
• Up to 25 writhes that
oPera• d independently cuntrolable
trains.

PACESETTER
Mindplay/Methods and Solutions, Inc.,
82 Montvale Avenue, Stoneham, MA 02180,
(800) 221-7911, (617) 438-5454 (MA)
Homework-planning tool; 64K Apple Ile, Ilc,
Iles, 80-column card, printer recommended,
backup disk included
$69.99
Rating: 111•IN
Kids can always use a little help organizing their time to get their homework done. That's the idea behind
Pacesetter, an "idea-processing" outline program. It's written for kids in
grades 3-12, but adults who need
practice planning, organizing, and
scheduling independent work would
also do well to try it out. To see how
the program really works, I decided
to let it help me write this review.
THE FIRST STEP
The main menu offers three
choices—Pacesetter, Instructions, and
Challenge Upgrade. Pressing the
spacebar moves the cursor; Return
makes your selection. I picked Challenge Upgrade to get the program in
sync with my hardware setup and tailor its specifications to meet the needs
of my particular assignment. Challenge
inCider

The first transit
system construction
set for all Apple Ils
from the people
who brought you
the Design Your
Own Home series.

• 99 tryout speeds
• Hundreds at straight
ancl curved track; crossings
• Run automate operation sequences
• Budd custom tocomaras en-screen

ALSO CREATE OPERATING
RANSIT SYSTEM (Bus, Train,
ubway, Trolley) SIMULATIONS:

• Up to 26 switches
that really operate
• 4 independently
controllable trains
• 99 layout speeds
• Hundreds of
straight and
curved track;
crossings
• Run automatic
operation
sequences
• Build custom
locomotives onscreen

tAL"' 74\

• easy to use pull-down menus and icons
• operates with keyboard, mouse, paddles,
pad, joystick
• operates with 47 printers and 64 interface
cards (printer optional)
• operates on all Apple II computers with
64K minimum

CAsk us about Welcome!

bracadata
the source of plan-making software

Dept. D
Design Your Own Train, $49.95 at your local
dealer, or order direct. We accept
Visa/MasterCard, money order, checks.

RO. BOX 2440
EUGENE, OR 97402
(503) 342-3030

RUN YOUR OWN TRAIN The "flight simulation" program for down-to-Earth people. Puts you in the engineer's
seat! Design, build, and operate your dream layout. Run from both the top view and the engineer's view. Apple
II+, Ile, 11c, Ilgs, $34.95.
Circle 286 on Reader Service Card.
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5PeCTIal dLAPHIC3
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QUALITY GRAPHICS
SINCE 1983

Apple 11+, Ile, Ilc, Ilgs
Laser 128. Franklin

Create beautiful vertical bar charts in two or three dimensions, stacked or side -by-side. 213/31)
pie charts with exploded slice and floating label capability. Terrific extras include drawing, typesetting, and slide show programs. Style menu permits an unlimited number of chart variations.

► AlphaChart $29.95
(FOREIGN AUTO SALES)

COMPANY SALES
IN PERCENT

HUMBER SOLD
190000
80008

OBARNES
@MTN
OHARUET
OBARTOH
@EDWARDS
RAH..
M ONOA

0 1-01,m 0 HISS.

This progam creates standard, connect-the-points, charts, with up to three curves per chart.
ng.curves with shaded areas), best-fit straight line trend
100- CurveMotter $29.95 cAhlarts
so imalunddedal gaembraa,ceafucnhcat"sion(sptlaocttkied
CLOSING PRICE I

YEARLY PRODUCTIVITY

I ACRES PLANTED

014, AFI FOC 1,,
DOLLARS

32000
20200
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107
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185
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19200
16000
12800
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ymbolChart $29.95

Transform your data into an eye-catching row of symbols or icons. Pick from a library of 84
pre-re
d rar
e nm
ssbhoolsru
.00rnitcaolnbsa,r or
ch aart
dds the br%ryprbcy,
tyhoisu ronoew nan.yw
A Istoreuse
at aynoyurprdi
There us a program like
price.
YEARLY CASH RESERVE

POPULATION BY AGE
0- 24

1983

25- 49

1984

50- 74
1985

75.99
SYMBOL

1,,,8o

i0 MILLION PERSONS'

me DOLLARS"

Provides the freedom to add special notes or comments to your charts, anywhere you want.
nc In 24 different lettering styles. Also great for making presentation quality viewgraphs, certificates,
$29. Ji.1
signs, ads, flyers, invitations, report covers.

OP-Text-Art
AMOUNT OWED
U.S. BANKS
-- BILL IONS OF DOLLARS
BRAZI L
MEXICO
ARGENTINA
VENEZUELA
CHILE

$

0

rtiliCa
Ce of te
Ocryiebenient
—". —
FOR TEN YEARS OF PRODUCTIUE AND
FAITHFUL SERVICE TO THE COMPANY,

22.1
23.7
8 5
9 4
6 5

THIS CERTIFICATE OF MERITORIOUS
ACHIEVER. IS HEREBY AWARDED TO

MAR V. COLSON

3DChart $29.95
STATE RAINFALL

10011:10N111 a Fer 131 23 4
ABCD1234 4OCUE I 23.1i
00601204 ABCDEI 2345
abcd 006103 C,11)01atkii)
dOC123 00C(2aabduf
68C1 23a b c d e REM 23
IIIK 1 2 3cibed ABCD1231
abcd RIM 0lItlibc061
11116(1[1117';44E d nor DI103

Users enter up to 144 numbers on a two-dimensional, 12x12 grid. Each entered number
corresponds to any two labels the user desires. (For example. month and year, or age group
and sex). Numbers are displayed as three dimensional rectangular or square vertical bars.
OIL PRODUCTION
.8

0- Buy any two disks for $39.95.
► Choose three disks for $49.95
► Choose four disks for $59.95
► Get all five disks for $69.95
b. Great demo disk is just $5.00

All disks include the following: Chart printing. in
blac & white, any size, on any one of the 63 most
popular printers. No special hardware needed. Horizontal or vertical magnification. Chart may be screen-drawn in either b&w or color, but color
printing requires additional software (describe in manual). Simple data entry. . . external data
files or spreadsheets am not used. All data may be saved to disk and later changed or added
to. Ease at use. . at of these programs are simple enough for use by a child, but sophisticated
enough to meet the demands of the professional. Go from data entry to printer within 3-5
minutes, the very first time, even without reading the manual. Ninety day guarantee. A no
nonsense, no wait, no questions. full money-back guarantee if you're not satisfied.

i Other Features!
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VISA/MASTERCARD/C.O.D./CHECK
Order by phone or mail. Mon-Fn. 8am-6pm, Sat 8am-12pm, PDT

6333 Pacific Ave Stockton, CA 95207
Information 1.209-473-2862
46

tab

Orders only, Toll Free
Orders only, California
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1-800-826-2989
1-800-231-7316

The templates option toggles between "Pacesetter" and "data disk."
Once you've saved your own templates and assignments on disk, you
can choose "data disk." Since I was
beginning from scratch, I opted for
"Pacesetter." The create/edit-templates
function lets you write, edit, and save
your own templates. Fortunately, I was
able to use one of the 13 ready-made
templates the program provides.
You'll need formatted blank disks.
The program will format the data disk
in the drive you select in option 2.
Luckily, some intelligent person at
Mindplay made it impossible for me
to format the program disk I had left
inserted in the disk drive targeted for
data disks. The Challenge Upgrade
settings you select will remain effective until you modify them. You don't
have to customize them every time
you boot the program.
FURTHER ACTIVITIES
Once you finish with Challenge Upgrade, you can press the escape key
and return to the main menu. Since
this was my first experience with the
program, I picked "Instructions" as
my next activity. Pacesetter comes
with clearly written guides for both
students and teachers, but the easily
accessible on-screen instructions are
always welcome.
The instructions present a tutorial
on Pacesetter's four activities—Things
to Do, When They're Due, When to
Do It, and Where Am I. You get an
overview of program features and practice using the "Rockets" assignment in
the "Special-Projects Category."
Things to Do explains how to divide
the assignment into manageable
steps, such as assignment description, research, experiment, report, and
summary description. The required
steps change each time you use a
different template.
With When They're Due, you type
the start date and end date of the assignment. In When to Do It, you set
up your own weekly schedule and inform the computer when you're free
to do the work. The program then
schedules your assignments automatically, taking into account the number
of minutes you've alotted for each of
the assigned tasks. You can also
schedule your work times manually.
Where Am I lets you look at or print
a variety of assignment progress
reports.
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ORDER
TOLL FREE
1-800-327-7234

Computer Accessories

COD Oa

When Only the Best Will Do!

We only sell proven products that work By selling only the industry best, we can assure you of the highest level of reliability and
performance. Selling large volumes of a smaller product line allows us to have the lowest discount prices and fast same day shipment.
osRAM& osRAM Plus These cards offer

AE APPLIED ENGINEERING"

much greater performance and expansion
capabilities than Apple's memory card and
unlike most others, asRAM and GsRAM
Plus use standard RAM's so further expansion is easy and economical. Only asRAM
and GsRAM Plus can expand Apple Works
2.0 internal limits and include a built-in
printer buffer.
GsRAM 256K
$139
GsRAM 512K
$179
GsRAM 1 MEG
$249
GsRAM 1.5 MEG
$319
GsRAM Plus 1 MEG
$379
GsRAM Plus 2 MEG
$619
Ilc Clock' Clock/Calendar for Ilc $39
Z-RAM Ultra
For all !lc's
Ultra 1:
256K
$169
Memory Only
512K
$209
Ultra 2:
256K
$209
Memory & Clock
512K
$249
1 MEG . . . $319
Ultra 3:
256K
$259
Memory, Clock &
512K
$299
CP/M
1 MEG
$369
DataLink
for Apple Ile, II+, and Hos. Compact design,
fits any slot (except 3 of Ile and Iles) including 1 and 2 of the Iles even with fan. Hayes
AT compatible. Auto-dial, auto-answer and
built-in speaker. Powerful communications
software in ROM and on disk Totally complete with phone cable and manual. $169

RamWorks
If you have a Ile this
card is perfect and if you use Apple Works,
it's an absolute must! Applied Engineering
was the first company to expand AppleWorks and they're always 6-12 months
ahead of the competition. And you can stay
current with our FREE SOFTWARE UPGRADES. Why settle for a partial compatible when you can have a real RamWorks at
a discount price.
$159
RamWorks Ill 256K
$199
RamWorks Ill 512K
$259
RamWorks III 1 MEG
RamWorks III 1.5 MEG
$389
65C816 16 Bit Card Requires Ram$149
Works II or III and Apple Ile.
RamWorks RGB Option Even if you
bought a RamWorks just to use the RGB
option, it would be worth it. Runs both Apple
and IBM RGB monitors, and is compatible
with Apple's standard for RGB, includes
$99
cables.
(See our new RGB monitor ar right.)
Trans Warp'" We tested all the accelerators and Trans Warp was 20-300% faster
$219
than the others. Runs cool too!
Z-80 Plus`" Runs all CP/M® software. Includes operating system and manual, a
great value.
$109
Timemaster H.O." Timemaster H.O. has
the most features and is the easiest to use.
It comes with more software than any other
clock card. It even adds 15 new commands
$79
to BASIC!
Phasor Simply the best sound and speech
$139
synthesizer for the II+, Ile, or Hos
SerialPro A powerful multifunction card
with serial ports and clock/calendar $129
Viewmaster 80- Super resolution 80
column card. Total software compatibility
and everything you need to run Apple Works
$109
on a II+ or Franklin.
RamFactor- If you have a 11+ or would
rather use slots 1-7 in your Ile or !las, RamFactor is for you. It is fully compatible with
Apple's memory card, runs Apple Works on a
Ile, II+ or IlGs and has a battery back-up
option.
RamFactor 256K
$189
RamFactor 512K
$224
RamFactor 1 MEG
S299
Battery Back-up
$149

5-1/4" Disk Controller
$49
16K RAM Card ForApplell and II+ $69
Heavy Duty Apple Power Supply Over

Extended 80 Column Card with 64K
$69

twice the output current of Apple's original
power supply for Ile and 11+
$59

For Ile, with documentation.

More Quality Products
Ultra Hi-Res RGB Monitor/TV This Sony

RGB monitor uses a 13" ultra hi-res CRT for
super sharp 80 column text and great
graphics. Works with the Ile and ! IGs. But in
addition to being the best RGB monitor
available this unit is also a 180 channel
cable-ready television set with remote control. Try it. You WILL like it.
Only $489
($29 Sep.)
($29 Sep.)
Super quiet direct
drive compatible with all Apple software
and Apple controller card. A top quality unit
with 1 year warranty. Add $20.00 for llc/l los
Only $119
Cable.

Order by mail: Send check or money order to Preferred Com-

puting, P.O. Box 815828, Dallas, DC 75381
Order by phone: 1-800-327-7234 Visa MasterCard or COD
Texas, Hawaii and Alaska 1-214-484-5464

Kensington System Saver Fan with 2
power outlets and surge protector. $69
Pinpoint's Apple Works Accessories

The best available and they are written to
fully utilize Applied Engineering's RAM
cards. (Includes RAM enhancement software.) Together a $118 value. Only $59
$39
Spelling Checker, Pinpoint
Macro Works and Super Macro Works
. . the best single Apple Works add-on

available today" Al- Magazine. Add new
word processing power, create your own
Macros and save lots of keystrokes. Use
mouse with AppleWorks. No more pathnames! Just select from a menu. Buy
Macro Works for Apple Works versions 1.0 1.3. BuySuper Macro Works for AppleWorks
version 2.0.
Macro Works (List 34.95)
$29.00
Super Macro Works (List 49.95) . . $39.00
256K RAMS 150ns. 5 year warranty. Set
of 8
$39
VIP Professional Lotus 1-2-3 Workalike. For Ile & Ilc (List $249)
$169
For Iles (List $299)
$199
RamWorks- That's right RamWorks
not RamWorks IL RamWorks is the memory
card that started the revolution. RamWorks
can expand to 512K on the main board and
up to 1 meg with an optional 512K piggyback and can accept Applied Engineering's
new RGB option. A 512K RamWorks gives
Apple Works a 360K desktop. Comes with
Applied Engineering's newest software.
With 512K $139

Why buy from us?
1. Toll free 800 numbers for orders.
2. We almost always ship from OUR stock.
Call us before 3 P.M. and it ships today.
3. All memory cards have factory installed
and tested RAM chips.
4. We're nice guys that want to help. We
want our business to grow because of
repeat customers and word of mouth
5. We handle only the industry's best.
We've tested and used all the products we
sell.
6. 15 day money back satisfaction guarantee on hardware. If you don't like something,
we'll give you your money back No hassles.
7. We'll support service and warranty
everything we sett
8. No surcharge is added for charge cards
and we won't charge your card until we ship.
9. No sales tax is collected on orders outside Texas.
10. All shipments are insured by us.

Orders only call 1-800-327-7234
Questions and Customer Service call 1-214-484-5464

Texas residents add 61/4% sales tax
Prices subject to change without notice

17 Meg Ile/11 Meg Ilc
Want the best & easiest-to-use RAM card on the market - at the best price & most
support? Buy Checkmate Technology's State-Of-The-Art MULTIRAM RGB RAM CARD'" from
us w/BATTERY BACKED-UP RAM options that save programs like AppleWorks for
years! 100% compatible w/all 3rd party software/hardware, 100% socketed (unlike Ramworke 27% soldered chips), 65C816 option ($147), sharp 80 columns/Double Hi-Res, &
FREE RGB! Direct substitute for Apple's 80 column card or Ramworks III. FREE APPLEWORKS EXPANDER SOFTWARE W/EVERY CARD, 5 YR WARRANTY. 15 DAY MULTIRAM
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE & FREE AUTOMATIC SOFTWARE UPDATES ONLY FROM
US!

MultiRam MultiRam
RGB Card
Ile Card
64k MultiRam ...159.
320k MultiRam ...189.
. 219.
576k MultiRam
832k MultiRam ... 244.
1024k MultiRam ... 269. ..

129.
157.
187.
212.

MultiRam-PLUS
Piggyback
256k MultiRam Plus .
512k MultiRam Plus . ..
768k MultiRam Plus . ..
1024k MultiRam Plus . ..
2-17 meg MultiRam Plus .
Battery/AC Kit (for Plus) . ..

219.
269.
316.
359.
Call
36.

...
...
...
. ..
..
...

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

Checkmate Technology's MultiRam CX card easily expands your Ilc to 640k and has a
CX+ Piggyback to add another 512k (1152k total)! It's 100% compatible with all Ilc
software/hardware & upg radable with a 65C816 kit ($85) - all at about 50% less powerthan ZRAW. SAME FREE SOFTWARE/UPDATES & 5 YR WARRANTY AS Ile CARDS.
512k MultiRam CX
512k MultiRam CX+ (req CX)
1024k MultiRam CX/CX+ Combo

184.
199.
349.

1200 Baud Universal Ilc Modem (add $20 for cable)
C-VUE Ilc Flat Panel Display ($287 with MultiRam)
C-VUE for Laser 128
Prairie Power 8 hr. Portable Ilc Battery/case
Ilc System Clock

122.
299.
324.
132.
69.

119.

MemorySaver gs card

(Battery protects most gs RAM cards - even Apples')
148.
Cermetek 1200 internal modem Ile/11+/Ilgs
(+ FREE Source and Compuserve subscriptions/ VT 100 Shareware/ ASCII
Express & ProTERM' Setup Instructions. BEST internal one-card modem!)
64k Q card for Ile (Ext 80 col + more)
256k 0 card for Ile (Ext 80 col + more)
CMS/ProAPP 20/30/40 Meg Hard drives (any comp)
Apple Ile Enhancement Kit
Apple Ilgs & Accessories
Apple 3.5 800k Unidrive (11e/11c/lIgs)
RamPak 512k gs RAM card
Apple Compatible Drive Ile/II+ (1Igs/IIc + $19)
Clockworks Clock (Thunder/Time HOTTM compat)
14" RGB Monitor (11e/lIgs/11c. Cables extra)
Mappler Compat Apple-IBM RGB converter. (11e/11+)
Heavy Duty Power Supply11/11+/Ile
ProTERM Modem Software (Best Modem Software)
Timeout Ultra Macros (AW Macros + More)
Timeout Desk Tools/Filemaster/Sidespread (ea)
Timeout Quickspell (Best AW Spell Checker)
Timeout Super Fonts (AW Fonts + More)
Timeout Graph (AW Graphs + More)
Copy II Plus 7.4 (Best Apple Utility)

84.
99.
Call
62.
Call
319.
168.
142.
75.
298.
42.
69.
79.
49.
39.
58.
67.
74.
29.

Terms: Add $4-Ground or $6-Air shipping & phone # to each U.S. MultiRam card order (foreign orders/FPO/APO extra). Add
3% for MasterCardNisa/Amex (include expir date) & P.O.'s. For fast delivery send Cashier's/Certified check/Money Order.
C.O.D. (add $5) & personal checks accepted (allow 16 days). Tex res add 8% tax.
Ordering: CALL or PRINT name & address, Res & Bus phone, credit card name/number/expir date where appropriate, qty/
description/price/shipping charges if known. Call for questions.
Autoworks, Ramworks M/Timemaster H.O./Z-ram,respectivetrademarksof Software Touch,Applied Engineering. Prices subjecttochange. Software
non-returnable. 20% restocking on non-MultiRam approved returns.

COIT VALLEY COMPUTERS
(214) 234-5047
MCI 2969684
Telex6502969684 MCI UW
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14055 Waterfall Way
Dallas, Texas 75240
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REVIEWS
Having read the instructions, I felt
confident enough to begin working on
my proposed assignment (this review).
I exited to the main menu and loaded
the Pacesetter program. With a formatted data disk ready, you must
type in your name (with a maximum
of 12 characters) and the current date
in month/day/year format. If you decide to change the date after you've
pressed Return, you can't back up.
You have to go back to the main
menu and start all over again.
Once you enter the date, you'll see
the Pacesetter menu screen with the
four options described above. It isn't
necessary to use all the activities sequentially or even use them together;
you can use each one individually.
I chose Things to Do; the program
asked whether I wanted to add,
change, or delete an assignment.
Since I wanted to begin working on
my Pacesetter review, I chose Add.
Then the program asked whether I
wanted to use a template. Not knowing what the templates were, I chose
yes and a list of 13 template options
appeared. (See the accompanying
Table.)

Since I wanted to write a software
review, I chose the book-report template. On-screen prompts then instructed me to enter a name for my
assignment (limited to 12 characters).
After typing in my name, Pacesetter
asked me whether I wanted to write a
description for any of the three assignment steps-read, write, and
edit-and whether I wanted to add,
edit, or delete any of the steps, so I
wrote a general description of the
review.
When I completed the description, I
added Use the Program as an assignment step and wrote a description
for that. Since this was a template, I
couldn't modify the existing description outlines for the work steps. It
took me a while to figure out that
even though the on-screen instructions stated that descriptions were already written for the read, write, and
edit steps (asterisks were placed next
to these tasks), this meant only that I
couldn't modify the template outline.
When I called up each of the steps
to explore them further, I noticed
each step was broken down into
tasks. The read step asked for title,
author, and the number of pages in
my assignment. The write step asked
for an outline of my report and the
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The High Performance Apple IIGS:
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Zero to Finder in 12 seconds-only with MemorySaver!
Finder- in 12 seconds,
Desktop- in 4 seconds,
AppleWorks- in 1.5 seconds!
Now, you don't have to waste time waiting for
disks to boot or programs to run. MemorySaverspeeds up program execution by allowing you to
boot into a lightning-fast ROM disk. You can
also run your favorite programs from a ROM disk
that loads 20 times faster than a floppy!
A solid-state hard drive.
MemorySaver installs into the GS memory slot in
place of your current memory card and your
memory card installs onto MemorySaver. Take a
few seconds to create your new ROM disk using
our special ROM disk software, and you're ready
to go!
The MemorySaver ROM disk system converts
your present GS memory card into a solid-state
hard disk drive that maintains all files, even when
the power is off.
Compatibility? You bet!
MemorySaver can be used with the most popular
memory cards available for
the Apple IIGS. We currently support Apple's 1Mb
card, Orange Micro's
RamPak 4GS-, Applied
Engineering's GSRAMand numerous others. Call
for updated information on
compatibility with your
memory card.

Expandability and flexibility.
Your MemorySaver ROM disk system can be expanded to 8 Mb, giving you room for all of your
favorite programs. You can even put two RAM
cards on MemorySaver. Depending on how much
memory you add to your system, your MemorySaver provides up to 16 times more ROM disk
space than other ROM disk cards. You may
select ROM disk sizes in 32K increments and set
aside only the memory you need for your ROM
disk. Changing programs and data is as easy as
running your favorite copy program-no special
hardware or software is required (copy protected
programs cannot be used on your ROM disk).
For your Apple //e and Apple He...
Checkmate has created a full line of memory
products for the Apple // series, including the
MultiRam Plus, a non-volatile RAM system for
the //e that allows lightning-fast program loading
similar to MemorySaver's. A 2 Mb RAM card
for the Apple IIGS will be available soon. See
your favorite dealer or call us directly for a brochure describing all of Checkmate's products.
MemorySaver - $149.95 (suggested list price)
Checkmate
Technology, Inc.

MemorySaver with the Apple IIGS 1 Mb card (not included)

Circle 123 on Reader Service Card.

509 S. Rockford
Tempe, AZ
85281
(800) 325-7347
(602) 966-5802
Apple //e, //c &IIGS, Desktop, Finder and AppleWorks are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
MemorySaver and MultiRam are trademarks of
Checkmate Technology, Inc.

RamWorks III®
The Best Selling Memory Card for the Apple Just Got Even Better!
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With battery backed RAM por4 RGB poll increased memory capacity, full software
compatibility and more compact design RamWorks III is a generation ahead
RamWorks III is the newest 3rd
generation RAM card for the Apple He. It
incorporates all of the technology and
improvements that years of experience
and over a hundred thousand sales have
given us By selling more memory cards
than anyone else and listening to our
customers, we were able to design a
memory card that has the ultimate in
performance, quality, compatibility and
ease of use We call it RamWorks
you'll call it awesome!

The AppleWorks Amplifier.
While RamWorks III is recognized by
all memory intensive programs, NO
other expansion card comes dose to
offering the multitude of enhancements
to AppleWorks that RamWorks III does
Naturally, you'd expect RamWorks III to
expand the available desktop, after all
Applied Engineering was a year ahead of
everyone else including Apple in offering
more than 55K, and we still provide the
largest AppleWorks desktops available
But a larger desktop is just part of the
story. Look at all the AppleWorks enhancements that even Apple's own card
does not provide and only RamWorks III
does. With a 256K or larger RamWorks
III, all of AppleWorks (including printer
routines) will automatically load itself into
RAM dramatically increasing speed by
eliminating the time required to access
the program disk drive Switch from
word processing to spreadsheet to data
base at the speed of light with no wear
on disk drives.
Only RamWorks eliminates Apple-

Works' internal memory limits, increasing
the maximum number of records available from 1,350 to over 25,000. Only
RamWorks increases the number of lines
permitted in the word processing mode
from 2,250 to over 15,000. And only
RamWorks (256K or larger) offers a builtin printer buffer, so you won't have to
wait for your printer to stop before
returning to AppleWorks. RamWorks
even expands the clipboard And auto
segments large files so they can be saved
on two or more disks You can even
have Pinpoint, MacroWorks or Jeeves
and your favorite spelling checker in
RAM for instant response
RamWorks, nog comes dose to
enhancing AppleWorks so much.

The Most Friendly, Most
Compatible Card Available.
Using RamWorks HI couldn't be easier
because its compatible with more offthe-shelf software than any other RAM
card Popular programs like AppleWorks,
Pinpoint, Catalyst, MouseDesk, Howard
Soft, FlashCalc, The Spread Sheet; Managing Your Money, SuperCalc 3a, and MagiCalc to name a few (and all hardware
add on's like ProFile and Sider hard
disks). RamWorks is even compatible
with software written for Apple cards But
unlike other cards, RamWorks plugs into
the He auxilliary slot providing our super
sharp 80 column text in a completely
integrated system while leaving expansion slots 1 through 7 available for other
peripheral cards.
RamWorks III is compatible with all

Apple He's, enhanced, unenhanced,
American or European versions

Highest Memory Expansion.
Applied Engineering has always offered the largest memory for the He and
RamWorks III continues that tradition by
expanding to 1 full MEG on the main
card using standard RAMs, more than
most will ever need (1 meg is about 500
pages of toct)...but if you do ever need
more than 1 MEG, RamWorks III has the
widest selection of expander cards available Additional 512K, 2 MEG, or 16
MEG cards just snap directly onto RamWorks III by plugging into the industrys
only low profile (no slot 1 interference)
fully decoded memory expansion connector. You can also choose non-volatile,
power independent expanders allowing
permanent storage for up to 20 years.

It Even Corrects Mistakes.
If you've got some other RAM card
that's not being recognized by your
programs, and you want RamWorks III,
you're in luck Because all you have to
do is plug the memory chips from your
current card into the expansion sockets
on RamWorks to recapture most of your
investment!

The Ultimate in RGB Color.
RGB color is an option on RamWorks
and with good reason. Some others
combine RGB color output with their
memory cards, but that's unfair for those
who don't need RGB and for those that
do. Because if you don't need RGB

Applied Engineering doesn't make you
buy it, but if you want RGB output
you're in for a nice surprise because the
RamWorks RGB option offers better
color graphics plus a more readable 80
column text (that blows away any
composite color monitor). For only $129
it can be added to RamWorks giving you
a razor sharp, vivid brilliance that most
claim is the best they have ever seen
You'll also appreciate the multiple text
colors (others only have green) that
come standard But the RamWorks RGB
option is more than just the ultimate in
color output because unlike others, it's
fully compatible with all the Apple
standards for RGB output control, making it more compatible with off-the-shelf
software. With its FCC certified design,
you can use almost any RGB monitor
because only the new RamWorks RGB
option provides both Apple standard and
IBM standard RGB outputs (cables included). The RGB option plugs into the
back of RamWorks with no slot 1 inter-

Endorsed by the Experts.
A+ magazine said "Applied Engineering's RamWorks is a boon to those who
must use large files with AppleWorks...I
like the product so much that I am
buying one for my own system" inCider
magazine said "RamWorks is the most

k

I

7 wanted a
memory card for
my Apple that was
fasi easy to use,
and very compatible,. so I bought
RamWorks"

Steve Wozniak the creator
of Apple Computer
powerful auxiliary slot memory card
available for your Ile, and I rate it four
stars...For my money Applied Engineering's RamWorks is king of the hill"
Apple experts everywhere are impressed by RamWorks's expandability,
versatility, ease of use, and the sheer
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power and speed that it adds to any He
With a RamWorks in your Apple, you'll
make IBM PC's and ATs look like
slowpokes.
ference and remember you can order
the RGB option with your RamWorks or
add it on at a later date.

True 65C816 Bit Power.
RamWorks III has a built-in 65C816
CPU port for direct connection to our
optional 65C816 card. The only one
capable of linearly addressing more than
1 meg of memory for power applications like running the Lotus 1-2-3compatible program, VIP Professional.
Our 65C816 card does not use another
slot but replaces the 65CO2 yet maintains
full 8 bit compatibility.

Quality and Support of the
Industry Leader
RamWorks III is from Applied Engineering the largest, most well supported
manufacturer of Apple peripherals and
the inventor of large RAM cards for the
Apple. With our 5 year no hassle
warranty and outstanding technical support, you're assured of the most trouble
free product you can buy.

coverage no matter where you
purchase
• Built-in super sharp 80 column display
(with or without RGB)
• Expandable to 1 MEG on main card
• Expandable to 16 meg with expander
card, with NO slot 1 interference
• Can rise 64K or 256K RAMs
• Powerful linear addressing 16 bit
coprocessor port
• Automatic AppleWorks expansion up
to 3017K desktop
• Accelerates AppleWorks
• Built-in AppleWorks printer buffer
• The only large RAM card that's 100%
compatible with all He software
• RamDrive the ultimate disk emulation software included free
• Memory is easily partitioned allowing
many programs to be in memory at
once
• Compatible, RGB option featuring ultra
high resolution color graphics and
multiple text colors, with cables for
both Apple and IBM type monitors
• Built-in self diagnostics software
• Lowest power consumption (patent
pending)
• Takes only one slot (auxiliary) even
when fully expanded
• Socketed and user upgradeable
• Software industry standard
• Advanced Computer Aided Design
• Used by Apple Computer, Steve
Wozniak and virtually all software
companies
• Displays date and time on the AppleWorks screen with any PRO-DOS
compatible clock
• Much, much more!
RamWorks III with 64K
RamWorks III with 256K
RamWorks III with 512K
RamWorks III with 1 MEG
RamWorks III with 1.5 MEG
RamWorks III with 2 to 16 MEG
65C816 16 Bit Card
RGB Option
256K Upgrade

$179
$219
$269
$369
$539
CALL
$159
$129
$ 50

RamWorks III. The industry standard
for memory expansion of the Apple He
ORDER YOUR RamWorks HI TODAY.
9 am. to 11 p.m 7 days, or send check
or money order to Applied Engineering
MasterCard, Visa and Can welcome.
Texas residents add 51/8% sales tax Add
$10.00 if outside USA

It's Got R All

idE Applied Engineering

• 15 day money back guarantee
• 5 year hassle free warranty insures

P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006
(214) 241-8060

REVIEWS
Continued from p. 48
report itself. Edit asked me to edit the
paper, write final copy, and add a
cover page.
I chose to defer working on the
write and edit steps until later and returned to the Pacesetter menu to proceed with the other activities. I
entered my start and end dates in
When They're Due. In When to Do It,
I set up my work schedule, making
sure to scroll to the left and right of
the time bar to see all hours of the
day. Students having the same work
schedules every day can copy one
day's work schedule from another.
Moving on to Where Am I, I was
offered the option to post my progress. I could view or print a list of
assignments with their start and due
dates as well as their status of completion, a bar graph to show the percentage of completion of various
assignments, schedule dates for assignments, assignments past due, assignment steps past due, and
assignments for any particular day or
month. I could also view and print a

INTERFACETM
Main System Menu

blank calendar for any month or a
complete year. My progress report
showed that I had completed 50 percent of my assignment.

Category

PACE YOURSELF
The importance of a program like
Pacesetter is that it teaches you how
to break down assignments into logical steps. You tell the program what
the assignment is, when it's due, and
when you have time to work on it;
Pacesetter responds with a work
schedule that divides the assignment
into manageable steps—letting you
know which tasks you should complete at which times. Following the
schedule gets the job done with a
minimum of effort.
Students can enter information on
more than one assignment and Pacesetter will set up a critical path for the
completion of each task. Once the
students have completed the tasks at
hand, you can print a "Pacesetter
Power Certificate," congratulating •

ProDOS PROGRAM SELECTOR
■ RUN ANY PROGRAM

I

■ NOT COPY-PROTECTED

Other Activities

■ AUTO/MANUAL LOAD RAMDisk

Program Library
1. Available Entry
2. Available Entry
3. Available Entry
4. Available Entry
5. Available Entry
6. Available Entry

■ POP-UP CALCULATOR
■ BOOTS ANY SLOT
■ SUPER CATALOGING FEATURE
■ COPIES FILES
(without typing path names)

INTERFACE, the user-friendly ProDos program selector, lets you switch
effortlessly from program to program without typing clumsy pathnames. Unlike
other selector programs , INTERFACE allows you to format each folder by
changing the flap options and placing the target program anywhere within the
frame-based menus. These features, and MORE, give the user total control
over the selector program, and its familiar AppleWorks folder format makes
switching to another program FEEL LIKE YOU NEVER LEFT APPLEWORKS
at all!! Loaded with features, absolutely NO PROGRAMMING KNOWLEDGE
required INTERFACE is a must for hard disk and RAM disk users.
To order call (414)-797-9955 M-F Master Card/VISA welcome
Star Development Co.
P.O. Box 5067 Elm Grove, WI. 53122
Ile, 11c, Ilgs, Laser
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

$48.95
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Table. Pacesetter templates help you
outline specific types of tasks.
Template

1. Homework
Math
2. Homework
Social Studies
3. Homework
Science
4. Homework
English Literature
Grammar
5. Homework
Spelling
6. Homework
7. Homework
Vocabulary
8. Study & Review Study/Review
9. Test Preparation Test Preparation
10.Term Papers Term Paper
11.Book Reports Book Report
12.Music Lessons Music Lesson
13.Sports
Sports
them on their independent-study, planning, and organizational skills.
For students who need additional
templates to complete assignments,
Mindplay offers "Projects I," a Pacesetter-compatible assignment disk with
14 additional ready-to-use templates
($24.99).
Pacesetter is about $20-$30 overpriced for what it has to offer. After
all, it's just a planner, not a tutor, and
it doesn't ask questions. For students
who have difficulty with independentstudy skills, or planning and organizing their assignments, though, Pacesetter offers structure and guidance.
Teachers will find the "create a
template" feature useful in getting students to think about projects in certain ways. Some may find the
program takes too much time and effort away from actually completing the
homework assignment. In the process
of working through the assignment's
"Things to Do," though, students will
complete a big chunk of their required work.■
Carol Holzberg
Shutesbury, MA

A New Business
Accessory
DESK MANAGER 2.0
Softsync, Inc., 162 Madison Avenue, New
York, NY 10016, (212) 685-2080
Desk accessories; 128K Apple Ile, 11c, Iles,
one disk drive
$39.95
Rating: M•111
Desk Manager claims it'll turn your
Apple into a "business workstation you'll
load in the morning and use all day."
December 1987

II &
"adore 64/128,
compatibles.

The pros may
be the best, but
these players are definitely
the baddest.
Presenting the Street
Sports' Series from Epyx.
In Street Sports Basketball,
you'll shoot hoops in dingy
alleys. Playgrounds. Parking
lots. Occasionally, even the

toughest players in
the neighborhood.
There's hot shooters
and slow dribblers.
Team players and
show-offs.There's guys
who can shoot the eye

Sometimes it's best to
take a pass.

score —well, maybe it's
time to take up bridge.
Introducing Street
Sports Baseball.
It's not going to
be as simple as you
thought to be the

TASTE THE THRILL OF VICTORY
AND THE AGONY OF THE STREET.
suburbs (have fun dribbling on the lawn).
You'll pick
your threeperson
team from
the 10

out of a needle at 20 feet. And
guys who couldn't sink one if
they were sitting on the backboard. Pass on the run. Get
that big man on the inside. Let
Joey pop 'em from the corners.
This is
real street
strategy. Take
a hook shot. A tip-in.
Bounce the ball off the chainlink fence, then go for the
basket. Or power through a
slam dunk.
But don't dribble in the oil
slick. And for heavens sake,
watch out for windows.
It's not like any basketball
game you've ever played on
a computer. But just
like every basketball
game you've ever
played for real.

Ndtice that somebody
just ,stole second base. Funny,
it was here a minute ago.

ANOTHER HIT
It's bottom of the ninth.
Batter's 0 and 2. The
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first on your block.
After all, you'll have to cope
with makeshift diamonds,
bases made from spare tires
and trashcans, bushes, rocks,
even squealing cars.
Not to mention 16 neighborhood players. Each with their
own personalities and skills in
pitching, hitting and fielding.
With the right combination,
you could be the champs.
With the wrong combination,
the chumps.
You'll pick the place. The
team. The positions. The strategy. And then, you'll be right
in the middle of it all. With a
split-screen view from above
and up close.
It won't be easy.
But it's right up
your
all
ey CPYX
Apple 11 & compatibles,
Commodore 64/128, IBM
& compatibles.

REVIEWS
selection, opening that -window, then
moving the cursor down to the "open
a file" command.

The program has five componentsan appointment calendar, a notepad, an
easy-to-use letter writer, an index file for
names, phone numbers, and so on,
and a calculator. You probably already
have a Rolodex, a calendar, and a
calculator on your desk, so will you
really leave your Apple on all day
long, just to use this program?
Well, you just might. Perhaps it's
the blend of functions Desk Manager
provides, but other than major accounting, spreadsheet, and database
work, you can do much of what you
often need to do on your Apple without leaving this program.
Desk Manager works in a "desktop" environment: You pull down
menu windows as required with a
mouse or keyboard commands. The
keyboard is functional, but a mouse
makes the whole operation smoother.
If you do use the keyboard, the program's shortcut keys (such as Open
apple-0 to open a file) are faster and
easier than using the arrow keys to
position the cursor over a file-menu

WRITING LETTERS
The program boots up in the letter
writer, a simple word processor you
can use without learning any fancy
commands. It'll handle two or three
pages of text, which is plenty for
most correspondence. You use the arrow keys to move around the page,
and most commands do what you'd
expect. (Open apple-S saves the file,
Open apple-P prints it, and so on.)
You can write in overtype mode (characters you enter will cover up other
text) or insert mode (the letters you
type push preceding characters
ahead). The program saves letters as
standard text files.
It's easy to copy, delete, or move
blocks of text. (Just highlight them
with the cursor.) If you change your
mind about text you deleted, the
"undo" command will restore your
last block of words. Tabs and margins

are easy to set, and a find function
lets you search for text and replace it.
You enter the filename every time
you save or resave a letter; there's
no default. There's also no provision
for sending control codes for bold or
italic type to your printer. The program includes no options for headers
or footers; if you ask for page numbering, it's centered on the bottom of
each page, with no other choice
available.
DAY BY DAY
The appointment calendar is a fullscreen display of any month or year.
Small diamonds indicate days for
which you've entered appointments.
When you look at a specific day, it's
broken into morning (AM) and evening (PM) sections. Once you've entered your appointment data, you can
print all the information for an entire
month, or for a specific day.
Unfortunately, you can't jump from
one day to another when you're entering appointment information: You

SEASONS
APPLEWORKV

TRIAD

FACTWORKS VOL. #1/2/3
(EA) S 21.50
PRINTRIX (2C/E-128K/GS)
45.00
SCHOOLWORKS-TEACHER
35.00
TIMEOUT-DESKTOOLS (AW 2.0)
26.00
TIMEOUT-FILEMASTER (AW 2.0)
26.00
TIMEOUT-GRAPH (AW 2.0)
45.00
TIMEOUT-OUICKSPELL (AW 2.0)
35.00
TIMEOUT-SIDESPREAD (AW 2.0)
26.00
TIMEOUT-SUPERFONTS (AW 2.0)..
40.00
TIMEOUT-ULTRAMACROS (AW 2.0)
30.00

BUSINESS/HOME
BANK ST. WRITER PLUS (128K)
CREATE A CALENDAR
DAC-EASY ACCOUNTING
MOUSEWRITE
MULTISCRIBE FONTPAK 01-5
(EA)
MULTISCRIBE MCI. MGR-2C/E
MULTISCRIBE (2C/E-1280 ENN)
NEWSROOM
NEWSROOM CLIP ART 01/3
(EA)
NEWSROOM CLIP ART 02-BUS
ON BALANCE (UNPROTECTED)
PFS WRITE W/SPELLER (128K)
PINPOINT 2.0 (APPLEWORKS)
PRINT SHOP COMPANION
PRINT SHOP HOLIDAY LIB #4
PRINT SHOP LIB 01/2/3
(EA)
PRINT SHOP ( + /C/E 64K) (swot WM) .
SENSIBLE GRAMMAR (PRO)
SENSIBLE SPELLER (PRODOS)
SIDEWAYS (PRODOS & DOS 3.3)
VISUALIZER (2E/C)
WEBSTER'S SPELLING CHECKER
WORD PERFECT 1.1 (16/SPELL)

49.95
19.95
45.95
89.95
14.95
25.50
43.95
35.00
18.00
23.50
61.95
76.00
51.00
24.95
15,95
15.95
38.95
55.95
68.00
43.50
51.95
37.50
87.00

COMMUNICATION

GREETINGS
TRIAD HOBBY/UTILITIES
TRIAD

DATA LINK-1200 BAUD
MOUSETALK-ASCII ESPRESS
POINT-TO-POINT (C/E/GS)
PROTEAN (C/E/GS)

$170.00
57.95
74.00
79.95

EDUCATION
BANK ST. WRITER III•PRODOS
CROSS COUNTRY, USA (HOME)
CROSSWORD MAGIC(HOME)
EARLY GAMES FOR YNG CHILD (AGE 2-5)
FIRST DRAFT 1646) (SR 7-UP)
J & S GRADEBOOK (PRODOS W/BU)
MATH BLASTER PLUS (128K/GS) 1081-61
MATH RABBIT (AGE 5-7) (HOME)
PRINCIPAL'S ASS'T LIB #1
PRINCIPAL'S ASSISTANT
READER RABBIT (K-2) (HOME)
SCIENCE TOOL KIT (64K)
SCIENCE TOOL KIT MODULE 111/2 ...(EA)
STICKYBEAR ABC/MATH/READING (EA)
THINK QUICK (AGE 7,
14)
WHERE IN THE USA (SCHOOL-W/BU).
WHERE IN THE WORLD (SCHOOL-W/BU)
WRITER RABBIT (13112-4) (HOME)

54.95
26.95
31.50
21.95
46.95
39.50
28.50
24.95
20.95
37.95
24.95
43.50
24.95
23.50
31.50
35.95
32.95
31.50

HARDWARE
JOYSTICKS-MACH 2(2C/E/GS-PLATINUM) 26.95
JOYSTICKS-MACH 3(2C/E/GS-PLATINUM) 35.00
NO-SLOT CLOCK
40.00
RAMFACTOR 256K • 180.00
512K - 215.00
RAMWDRKS III 256X - 155.00
512K • 192.00
SERIAL PRO (APPL ENG)
124.00
SYSTEM SAVER-PLATINUM 2E
62.00
TRANSWARP ACCELERATOR
172.00
Z-RAM ULTRA 2 2566 • 205.00
5126 - 246.00

TERMS
PAYMENT: Checks/VISA/MC/Money Order/PO-Schools Only.
Credit Card (No Charge)-Include Card/. Exp. Dale. and Tel.l.
School Terms-NET 35 Days. Our Shipping Date. No Previews.
Personal Checks-Allow 10-14 Days for Processing Unless
Guaranteed by a VISA/MC /, Expiration Dale, &
Nebraska Residents-Add 4% of Total for Tax Plus Your City Tax.
WARRANTY: Defect-free for 30 Days, Our Shipping Sate.
(Continental U.S. Only. Unless You Pay All Shipping Costs.)
Sorry. We Cannot Guarantee Satisfaction ar Compatibility.
Returns Require Prior Authorization-Write or Call (402) 331-7312

815 PAINT (2C/E/GS)
5 47.00
ANIMATE (C/E•128K)
43.50
BAG OF TRICKS II
30.00
BEAGLE COMPILER (PRODOS)
38.00
BEAGLE GRAPHICS
30.00
BEAGLE SCREENS OR BIG U
18.50
BENEATH APPLE PROMS OR 1108.. (EA) 14.50
COPY II+ (CURRENT VERSION)
21.95
ITCODE / EXTRA-K / POWER PRINT ..(EA) 20.50
DAZZLE DRAW (128K+ DEVICE) ..
37.50
DOTS PERFECT (SPECIFY EPSON MODEL)
58.50
EDD 4
19.95
EDO 4 PLUS (DISK II VERSION)
65.00
BD 4 PLUS-DUODISK/UNIDISK
75.00
FONT MECHANIC (64K)
16.50
FONTRIX 1.5
60.00
FONTRIX FONTPAK #1-15
(EA) 14.00
G.P.L.E. (DOS & PRODOS)
25.50
GRAPHICS SCRAPBOOK #1-3
(EA) 16.95
KYAN ADVANCED GRAPHICS
36.95
KYAN PASCAL 2.0
51.95
KYAN SYSTEM UTILITIES
36.95
LOCKSMITH B.X (CURRENT VER.)
35.00
MASTER DIAGNOSTICS + /C/E
(EA) 45.110
MERLIN PRO (PHOBOS & DOS)
59.95
MINIPIX#1/2/3
(EA) 16.50
ORCA/M ASSEMBLER (+CE 646)..
70.00
ORCA/M SMALL C (+ /C/E)
29.95
PRINT MASTER PLUS
31.50
PRINT SHOP LOVER'S UTILITY
20.00
PRO ATTER
18.50
PROSEL PROGRAM SELECTOR
29.00
RAMUP (RED. RAM CARD)
32.95
TOOLBOXES-ROGER WAGNER
(EA) 24.95
TRIPLE DUMP OR SHAPE MECHANIC (EA) 20.50

TRIAD

Software Products
125 No. Washington St.
Papillion, NEbraska 68046

Daily: 9:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m. / Saturday: 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. CST
Credit Card Ordering Only: 1-800-323-5757
Price Ouotes/Inpulres/Returns/Other: 1-402431-7312

GS-SPECIFIC

TRIAD

GS-BARD'S TALE (5120)
5 33.00
GS-DLX PAINT II (768K MINIMUM)
70.00
GS-OLX PAINT SEASONS/ART01/02 (EA) 21.00
GS-FANTAVISION
37.95
GS-GRAPHICSWRITER (512K)
99.95
GS-HARDBALL OR MEAN-18 (512K)..(EA) 28.50
GS-MULTISCRIBE (256K)
62.95
GS-MUSIC CONSTRUCTION-2151K
32.50
GS-ORCA/M (5126)
47.95
65-ORCA/PASCAL (768K)
85.00
GS-PAINTWORKS + CLIP ART
19.95
GS-PAINTWORKS PLUS (5120)
49.95
GS-PRINT SHOP (512K MINIMUM)
37.95
GS-RAM 256K - 127.00
512K - 170.00
GS-READER RABBIT (256K) (AGE 5-7)
31.50
GS-TOWER OF MYRAGLEN
31.50
GS-SILENT SERVICE (512K)
25.50
GS-VISUALIZER (512K)
59.95
GS-WORD PERFECT (256K MIN)
87.00

RECREATION
BALANCE OF POWER (C/E/08)
31.50
BARD'S TALE II
32.50
CHAMPIONSHIP BASKETBALL
24.95
COMMANDO (+CEGS 64K)
22.95
FLIGHT SIM II
35.00
JET OR PORTAL
(EA) 28.50
LEADER BOARD (GOLF)
25.50
LEADERBOARO FAMOUS CRUM
14.95
MARBLE MADNESS OR PEGASUSTAKNEA)
23.50
SCENERY 01-6(FLTSIM /JET)
(EA) 15,95
SHANGHAI (2C/E) OR WINTER GAMES(EA) 24.95
SILENT SERVICE
21.95
SUMMER GAMES I
14.95
TOP FUEL ELIMINATOR
20.50

SHIPPING: UPS GND (48)-S3+$.50/1tem. Airmail (48)-S5+$1/1tem.
UPS BLUE (48)-55 + $1/item. UPS RED (48)-$14 + $1.50/Item.
School Purchase Order (48 States Only)-Add 4% (Minimum $4.50).
Alaska/APO/Canada/FPO/Guam/Hawaii/P.R.-S6.00+ $1.50/ Item.
Foreign Countries-Actual Shpg. Plus Insur. Plus S4 Handling.
2700 ITEM 'CATWORKS' CATALOG: Requires 128K and Applewarks.
$10.00 w/o Order / 55.00 w/Order / FREE w/$150.00 Order.
FREE CURRENT FLYER: Write or Call (402) 331-7312
IN-STORE PRICES: Slightly Higher-Presently $2.00/11em.
APPLE A APPLEWORKS are reg. tradmarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
PREPARED OCTOBER 1987 PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE (#87.12)
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Create a keepsake they'll
be proud to display.
Introducing Award Maker Plus.

,es cornPute's

Honor and thank people with more than just words — give
them an award they'll keep.
With Award Maker Plus, you can easily print awards,
certificates, licenses, coupons and other documents.
Choose from hundreds of pre-designed award styles,
enter text, select a border style and color, and print.
No matter what the occasion you'll find Award Maker
Plus documents valuable in honoring all the special
people... students, co-workers, volunteers, employees,
family members and friends... in your life.
"... it's (Award Maker Plus) advanced features and
enhancements make it the best general-purpose
certificate-publishing program of the three currently
available."
InCider — June, 1987
Now available for: Apple Ile, Ile and IIGs; Atari
ST; Macintosh; IBM; and Amiga.

Award Maker Plus: A cut above the rest.
286 award styles
to choose from
Sample
parchment paper
enclosed
Professional
looking borders
in B&W or color
Insert your own
graphics
(optional)
Official gold
embossed seals
included

Jennifer Pierce

Use Print
Shop"' graphics
for borders
(optional)

dlc$4.0“),
Iftez!
9iny 30, 1987

High performance software you'll enjoy again and again.
816/Paint
Extraordinary color
palette:
• Full-screen drawing
• Color animation —
neon sign effects
using color cycling
(lIcs only)
• Works with all four
Apple Hi-Res
graphics modes
Apple Ile, 11c, Ilcs

Order today!
See one of our many fine dealers
or call us direct. VISA and
MasterCard accepted for phone
orders. Ask for our free catalog!

Take 1 Deluxe
Version

Video Vegas
Enjoy casino action
at home:
• Blackjack
• Draw Poker
• Slots
• Keno
Apple II series, C64,
IBM Atari XE/XL,
Amiga, IBM,
Atari ST -

Vi 616-957-3036

Let your
creativity soar:
• video animation
studio
• includes FREE
animation
library
• Programmer's
TOOLKIT
available
Apple II series
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Play cards with
Ted Bear:
• Concentration
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1001 Medical Park Drive, S.E., Grand Rapids, MI 49506
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All manufacturers' trademarks are acknowledged.
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`•°.°<f" APPLIED ENGINEERING
&c,v;ce
and the rest of the best
...always for less and in stock!

•

•
APPLIED
ENGINEERING

C-VUE Travel Kit
(protective cover, lens
cleaner, lubricator)
$15

(additional AE items in stock)

GS-RAM, 1.5 Meg
$269

//c Detachable Numeric
Keypad
$99

Z-RAM Ultra 1, 512 K
$189
Z-RAM Ultra 2, 1 Meg
$289

Numeric Keypad (//e, //+)
$89

DECEMBER
SPECIAL

Z-RAM Ultra 3, 1 Meg
$339
GS-RAM PLUS, 1 Meg
$349

//c System Clock (external)
$48

C-VUE
Front Lighting
reg. $139
NOW $99

RamFactor, 1 Meg
$269

Sider 10 Meg (//e, GS)
$450
Sider 20 Meg (//e, GS)
$565

RamWorks III, 1 Meg
$239
Serial Pro
$119

SOFTWARE

RamCharger for RamFactor
$129
TransWarp
$209

SoftSwitch (GS Program
Switcher)
$39
AppleWorks 1.3
$169

TimeMaster H.O.
$74

Locksmith 6.0 (Reduced!)
$49

Phasor
$129

Copy II Plus
$35

ViewMaster 80
$108

Datalink
$169

PORTABLE
SYSTEM

//c or GS Adapter Cable
$15
Apricord Parallel Interface Adapter (//c)
$54

AB Switch Box (Ser/Par)
$29

Pinpoint Spelling Checker

ABCD Switch Box (Ser/Par)
$39
5.25 DSDD (10 pak)
$10

Pinpoint Key Player
$37

3.50 DSDD (10 pak)
$23

Bag of Tricks 2
$44

C-VUE LCD Flat Monitor
$299

HARDWARE

C-VUE LCD for Laser 128
$338

Diconix 150 Printer
$399

Pwr Cigarette Lighter Adptr
$25
World Port 1200 Modem
$169

//e Enhancement Kit
$62

Top Notch Disk Notcher
$13
Mouse Pad
$13
MasterCard and VISA accepted
Paces subject to change without notice

OD

ORDERS ONLY:
1-800438-2883

PRICES QUOTES &
TECHNICAL SUPPORT:
1-619-274-1253

(7days, 8 am - 5 pm PST)
(AK, HI, & outside CA)
All Prices FOB San Diego

56

Meiji 5.25 1/2 Height Drive
$75

Pinpoint Desktop Access.
$63
$49

Prairie Pwr System, Battery
Pack (8 hr, UPS) & Case
$139

Quark 10 Meg Hard Drive
$879

Parallel "Graphic
Interface" Card (//e)
$89

Pinpoint StarterPak
$109

Z-80c
$119

Some items subject to a
15% restocking charge

B Sider 20 Meg Tape B/U
$550

(within CA & outside USA)
P.O. Box 171466

San Diego, CA 92117
Circle 165 on Reader Service Card.

If you don't see it, CALL US!
Next-day delivery available

REVIEWS
have to "scroll" backward or forward
through the month to the particular
day you want, With some disk access
each time. Of course you can also
start the whole process over by retrieving the same month from disk
again and asking to see a different
day. There should be some way to
skip around within a month as you
enter your appointments.

NAMES AND PLACES,
NOTES AND NUMBERS
The Desk Manager index lets you
store the names and addresses of
about 200 people. You can have up
to ten fields, each with as many as
25 characters, and arrange them on
screen in any way you like. Once
you've decided which information you
want to save, Desk Manager makes it
easy to design a label in whatever format you choose. You can print up to
nine labels across a page. Desk Manager can also sort your information—
in any field—in ascending or descending order.
I found a few problems with the index. When you're entering data that
exceed the field length, the program
doesn't beep or otherwise let you
know your entry is too long. Instead,
it lets you continue to type and just
changes the final character that fits to
the last one you entered. Also, when
you edit an entry, you have to blank
out your old data; otherwise, what's
left of the old name will be tacked on
to the new one.
It would be terrific if Desk Manager
could run "in the background," behind your accounting or database
program, ready to be called on when
you need someone's phone number
or want to check your calendar or
write a quick memo, as Pinpoint's
and Fingertips' desk accessories do.
As it stands now, if you want to use
your spreadsheet or whatever, you
have to quit Desk Manager, run the
other program, then reload Desk
Manager when you're finished.
Word wrap is available only in the
letter writer. In the calendar and notepad, it's a pain to have to press Return at the end of each line.
On the whole, though, Desk Manager is an interesting package that's
well designed and easy to work with.
It's a program you'll use often, once
you're comfortable with it. For a reasonable investment, Desk Manager is
a good value.M
Gregory R. Glau
Prescott, AZ
December 1987

"PIRATES! is excellent. . .a great swashbuckling game, enormously good fun... it should keep you playing for months."
(Popular Computing Weekly, U.K.)
. your game has exceeded my wildest expectations...!
have runup more game time on the continuer in 3 days than in the
entire month previous."
(CJ.M., Buffalo, N.Y.)
"This is one of the most magnificent games I have ever had the
pleasure of playing! It has exactly the balance of realism, playability and silliness that I most adore."
San Diego, CA)
"PIRATES! is a big hit in the Dallas area. This game is one of your
best eflbrts. The graphics on all screens are excellent! You have
done it again, Microprase."
(Larry Medlin, DallasGamers, in Game News)

PIRATES! It's anotherwinner from Sid Meier, author
and designer of the award-winning F-15 STRIKE
EAGLE and SILENT SERVICE. His creative genius
has combined the best of simulation, role-playing
and strategy games in this high seas adventure.
You're a 17th century privateer captain in the
thick of the action on the Spanish Main. PIRATES! ,

challenges your reflexes in simulated sailing, sea
and land battles and swordfights. It tests your cunning in bargaining with merchants and negotiating
with government officials. From the romance and
intrigue of more than 50 foreign ports to the thrill
andexcitement of buried treasure, PIRATES! takes
you on an exhilarating quest for power and prestige.
PIRATES! is available at your local "Valued
MicroProse Retailer" (VNfR). Call for locations nearest
you. Get it todayfor Commodore 64/ 128, IBM-PC/
compatibles and the Apple Be and 128K He. Call or
write for MC/VISA orders if product not found
locally.

ay. ICE EV

•
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180 Lakefront Drive • Hunt Valley, MD 21030
information. and Orders: (301) 771-1151

REVIEWS

It's that time again. . . . Murder
and mayhem, sub battles, star
wars, money and romance—
inCider's editors offer their assessment of this month's crop of new
games.

o or more murder plots, all but
one of which will be red herrings.
The suspects are equally compelling, animatedly rolling their eyes
and wringing their hands under
interrogation.
The only drawback is that it's
tempting to cheat, watching suspects' faces and guessing until
you provoke a guilty reaction, instead of narrowing the field logically from clues such as "If
Claudia is the killer, the murder
won't take place in the patio" or
"If the bomb is the weapon, Sydney will be the victim." Even so,
there are a few surprises in store.
Killed Until Dead continues Accolade's tradition of stylish, attractive,
good-humored games.

Eric Grevstad plays. ..
Killed Until Dead, Accolade Inc.,
20813 Stevens Creek Boulevard,
Cupertino, CA 95014. $34.95.
Five famous mystery writers are
gathered at the Gargoyle Hotel:
Agatha Maypole, a lethal little old
lady; fat and sassy Sydney Meanstreet; that terrible twit Lord Peter
Flimsey; Mike Stammer, the hardboiled private eye who's really a
weenie; and Claudia von Bulow,
who "makes Madonna look virginal." They plan all kinds of shenanigans, from surprise parties to
engagements, but mostly they plan
murder. You have until midnight to
discover who's going to kill whom,
in what room, with what weapon,
and why—or your detective career
will come to a fatal end.
Killed Until Dead is a nifty variation on the Clue theme. You have
to read files, answer phone calls,
break into suspects' rooms, and
use eavesdropping bugs and
video monitors to hunt for the
culprit in more than 20 different
adventures. The stories are often
witty and sometimes truly tricky.
For instance, you may stumble onto
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Silent Service (Apple IIGS version), Microprose, 120 Lakefront
Drive, Hunt Valley, MD 21030.
$39.95.
Captain's Log, U.S.S. Wahoo,
August 22nd, 1944, 0350 hours.
Lookouts have sighted an enemy
convoy heading straight toward our
ship at ten knots. It looks like four,
maybe five cargo ships guarded
by at least two Kaibokan destroyers. We're moving into attack position. They'll be in our sights just
before dawn.
In Silent Service, you're at the
command of a United States Fleet
submarine operating in the Pacific
Ocean during World War II. The
GS version of this popular Apple II
game is an amazingly realistic simulation of submarine warfare, with
target practice for novice skippers,
convoy action scenarios that are
historically accurate re-creations of
actual World War II encounters, and
war patrols of various submarines.
At the helm of your submarine,
you'll be able to check navigation

maps, look through the periscope,
check your vital gages, go to the
bridge, check your damage, and
look at the quartermaster's log. On
a war patrol, you cruise along on
a map of the South Pacific. You're
alerted when lookouts sight enemy
ships; you'll give the order to man
the battle stations. Through your
periscope, you'll be able to identify
targets and track their speed and
heading. When they're in range,
fire away! If you score a hit, you'll
see your target erupt into flames
and sink.
Silent Service incorporates so
many factors and "reality levels,"
the only thing missing is the smell
of salt air and diesel fuel. At any
level, you can activate as many
conditions as you like, such as
convoy zigzags, limited visibility,
dud torpedoes, "expert" destroyers, and repairs in port. And just
as the American submarine improved over the course of the war,
so do the submarines re-created in
Silent Service. War patrols in the
later years feature more sophisticated submarines with greater operating depth and the more reliable
and stealthier electric torpedo.
The destroyers are still running
sweep patterns across the convoy's path. They haven't sighted
our conning tower or picked us up
on sonar yet. The first target is coming into range. Fire one! Fire two!
Right rudder, turn 247 degrees.
Next targets are identified as
three cargo ships. Unload another
salvo of torpedoes and swing full
left rudder. Sonarman reports two
explosions, hits on the first target.
Lookouts have sighted us—
destroyers bearing down on us at
32 degrees. Dive! Dive! Level out
at 350 feet, rig for silent running,
and get ready to wait it out.
Aliens, Activision, 2350 Bayshore
Frontage Parkway, Mountain View,
CA 94039. $34.95.
Aliens are everywhere! Just as in
the movie, you can't walk 20
December 1987

paces without your motion tracker
alerting you to the presence of
these grisly creatures. If you saw
the movie, you'll be amazed at
how closely this game re-creates
various scenes. Even if you didn't,
these six different games are more
than enough to keep you on your
toes.
In the first scenario, you'll pilot
the drop ship down to the surface
of LV-426, the alien-infested planet.
Then you'll have to rescue four colonial marines from the labyrinth of
the atmosphere processor, fend off
rampaging aliens with your flamethrower while your cohorts cut
through a steel door (if you let an
alien get by, it takes one of the remaining marines for chow), negotiate the maze of passgeways in the
air duct to get back to the drop
ship, and guide Ripley back into
the corridors of the atmosphere
processor to find Newt and get
them both out safely.
If you survive these harrowing
escapades, you'll have a final confrontation with the alien queen,
pounding her with the arms of a
power loader, then grabbing her
and dropping her through an airlock out into space.
The graphics screens in all six
games are superb. Grotesque little
aliens come at you from all sides
while you're navigating the four
marines throughout the atmosphere
processor; they reach for you and
grab at you with lobster-like claws.
When you're holding off the aliens
outside the operations room, your
flamethrower bursts with colorful
streaks of fire, turning the onslaught of aliens into ashes.
Preceding the first game, there's
a whole series of text and graphics
screens that lead you right up to
where you should be in the movie
before the first game. Between
scenes, screens of text with actual
lines from the movie "set the
stage" for the next encounter.
Having seen the movie recently,
I'd say Activision's series is the
most accurate re-creation of its
inCider

kind I've ever seen. Besides that,
it's a blast. Not many games get
me to come to work an hour early.

on the oil industry. It's easy for
kids to play, and it's informative for
grownups.

C
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Millionaire II, Blue Chip Software,
185 Berry Street, Suite 185, San
Francisco, CA 94107. $59.95.

Plundered Hearts, Infocom, 125
CambridgePark Drive, Cambridge,
MA 02140. $39.95.

I like the look of The Wall Street
Journal—it looks serious, as important as money. USA Today, on the
other hand, reminds me of a
check with geese flying into a sunset printed on it. Money's too
sober for bright colors.
Playing Millionaire II is like reading The Wall Street Journal. It's
fun, it's instructional, and it overwhelms me just a bit—although I
play at the novice level. Millionaire
II is agressively black-and-white.
So's the Journal.
At the novice level, the game
gives you $10,000 to spend in 52
weeks. Your bankroll grows as
your play improves. You can invest
in one of 15 stocks; the companies on which you gamble have
real names such as Digital Equipment Corporation and Beatrice
Foods. To a novice, the information
about these firms seems realistic.
Once a week you watch the
news: "Lockheed Gets Star Wars
Contract," or "Ford Fires Henry."
Then you place your bets—I
mean, invest your $10,000—
accordingly. You can also see a
graph of the recent performance of
Texaco stock, the oil and gas industry, or the overall stock market.
As Chris Crawford said of Balance of Power, "It's a game, not a
simulation." Millionaire II isn't designed to tell you whether you
should invest in Chrysler or GM. It
leaves out a number of details. But
the result is that Millionaire II is
more fun than a stock-market simulation that tracks, say, the price of
jade in Afghanistan and its effect

Dear Diary,
The hour of anguish is at hand.
Here I am, alone on a ship heading off to rescue dearest Father in
the West Indies. The dangers are
horrifying—sinister pirates, rocky
passageways, and, most of all,
him—Captain Nicholas Jamison.
Yes, the Falcon himself!
As the story began, dear diary, I
thought we were destined to become another Rhett and Scarlett,
Heathcliff and Catherine, Gatsby
and Daisy—yes, a classic romance! The words in this interactivefiction game filled my heart with
passion and rapture.
I can't deny that Amy Briggs
has written a story with a keen
sense of adventure and romance. I
never felt the absence of graphics.
No, never did my eyes. yearn for
exciting pictures and images, for
the game's text painted a heartthrobbing scenario in my mind. So
why the anguish, why this torture?
I should be brimming with excitement and, dare I say it, lust.
As the blood rushes to my
cheeks and I beg for one more
moment with the lean and captivating captain, how does the program
answer my entreaties? "I don't
know the word ...." or "That
sentence isn't one I recognize."
Alas, as it spurned my responses
continually, my feverish emotions
began quickly to wane. What
could have been another Anthony
and Cleopatra turned out to be
just a quick trip on the Love
Boat. ❑
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Programs, Peripherals,
Apple Compatible Computers
Central Point Software
Laser 128 Computer
The Laser 128 includes an Expansion Slot,
RGB Video Output, Parallel Printer Port,
and a 10 Key Numeric Keypad!
Laser 128 EX Computer
RAM
The Laser EX includes a

379.

479.

Expansion Board, Universal Disk
Controller, Built-In Expansion Slot,
and Ports for all Peripherals!
Laser 128 2nd Disk Drive (5 ,/,': ,/2 height)
Laser 128 800K 3.5" Drive w/Controller
Laser 128 2-Slot Expansion Box
Laser 128 Cables (Parallel, Serial, or RGB)

139.
269.
49.
22.

Backup Utilities & Boards
Alpha Logic Locksmith 6.0
36.
Central Point Software Copy II Plus Version 6 21.
Utilico Software E.D.D. IV
21.

E.D.D. IV Plus (II, II+, Ile wIDIsk II)
E.D.D. IV Plus (Ile wIDuoDisk or
UniDisk 5.25")

79.
89.

Entertainment Software
Access Software
World Class Leader Board Golf
Accolade Mean 18 (IIGS) or Hardball (IIGS)
Dam Busters, Fight Night,
Accolade Comics or Hard Ball
Killed Until Dead
Activision
GBA Championship Basketball (JIGS)
GFL Championship Football
Hacker II
Might & Magic
Portal, Hacker II (IIGS) or Shanghai (IIGS)
Toss Times In Tonetown (IIGS)
or Maniac Mansion
Artworx Artworx Bridge 5.0
Broderbund Airheart or Wings of Fury
Championship Lode Runner or Karateka
Ultima IV or Ultima V
Autoduel
Moebius
Data East Karate Champ or Kung Fu Master
Tag Team Wrestling or Commando
DataSoft/Electronic Arts
Alternate Reality "The City"
Bruce Lee, The Goonies, or Zorro
Electronic Arts
Bard's Tale (11GS), Instant Music (JIGS),
or Music Construction Set (IIGS) (each)
Bard's Tale II, Carriers At War,
Europe Ablaze or Starfleet I (each)
Amnesia, Bard's Tale, or Robot Rascals (each)
Arctic Fox, Battlefront, Battles in Normandy,
ChessMaster 2000, Russia The Great War,
Scrabble or PHM Pegasus (each)
EOS: Earth Orbit Station or
Marble Madness
Adventure Construction Set, Lords
of Conquest, or Make Your Own
Murder Party (each)
EPYX Word Karate Championship
California Games (Ile or IIGS Version)
Championship Wrestling or Destroyer
Summer Games II or Winter Games
Sub Battle Simulator or
Omnicron Conspiracy
Street Sports: Basketball or
Street Sports: Baseball
Temple of Apshai Trilogy
World Games, World Games (11GS)
or Destroyer (IIGS)
Sub Battle Simulator (JIGS)
or Winter Games (11GS)
The Movie Monster Game
World's Greatest Baseball Game
or Football Game
Firebird Licensees, Inc. Elite

28.
27.
22.
22.
31.
27.
27.
34.
30.
24.
21.
24.
24.
42.
34.
42.
15.
24.
22.
18.
39.
34.
32.
29.
25.
12.
21.
26.
26.
26.
26.
26.
15.
26.
26.
15.
15.
24.

Guild of Thieves
28.
The Pawn
31.
32.
Hayden Software Sargon III
Infocom
Ballyhoo, Beyond Zork, Bureaucracy,
Fooblitzky, Hitchhiker's Guide, Hollywood
Hyjinx, Leather Goddesses Of Phobos, Moon
Mist, Nord & Bert, Planetfall, Plundered
Hearts, Seastalker, Stationfall, The Lurking
Horror, Trinity, or Zork I (each)
27.
Sorceror, Suspect, Zork II, or Zork III (each) 30.
46.
The Zork Trilogy
Micro League Sports Micro League Baseball 27.
General Manager/Owner Disk
27.
Microprose
F-I5 Strike Eagle or Silent Service
23.
Mindscape
Defender of the Crown (Apple IIGS)
32.
32.
Balance of Power
27.
Sub Mission
Sinbad, S.D.I. or King of Chicago
31
(Apple IIGS)
Infiltrator or Bop 'n' Wrestle
21.
The American Challenge Sailing
27.
One Step Software
Golf's Best Pinehurst or St. Andrews
15.
PBI Software The Tower Of Myraglen (IIGS) 34.
31.
Strategic Conquest II (IIGS)
Randam House APBA Major League Baseball 41.
Sierra On-Line
Space Quest or Space Quest (11GS)
34.
Championship Boxing
24.
Kings Quest 1, II, or Kings Quest II (JIGS)
34.
Leisure Suit Larry (11GS)
27.
Thexder (IIGS)
34.
27.
The Black Cauldron
34.
3-D Helicopter Simulation (11GS)
Simon & Schuster
27.
Star Trek (Kobayashi Alternative)
Star Trek (The Promethean Prophesy)
27.
Sir-Tech Wizardry
32.
Knight of Diamonds
23.
Legacy of Llylgamyn
26.
27.
Deep Space-Operation Copernicus
12.
Spectrum Holobyte Gato
25.
Gato (IIGS)
Intrigue
18.
Orbiter (IIGS)
31.
Strategic Simulations
Battle For Normandy, Broadsides, Colonial
Conquest, Gemstone Warrior, Geopolitique
1990, Imperium Galactum, NAM, North
Atlantic '86, Phantasie II, Phantasie III,
Rails West, Ring's of Zilfin, Roadwar 2000,
Shard of Spring, The Eternal Dagger, or
Wizard's Crown (each)
28.

Customer Service (203) 378-3662
Mon. thru Fri. 9 A.M. to 9 P. M.
Sat. 10 A.M. to 6 P. M. (Eastern Time)

800/832-3201
OUR POLICIES
•
•
•
•

We accept MASTERCARD and VISA with no added surcharge.
Your credit card is not charged until we ship.
If we must ship a partial order the shipment that completes the order is sent freight free.
If you are ordering by mail, we accept private and company checks. With MASTERCARD and VISA orders include card number and expiration date. Connecticut residents
add 7.5% sales tax.
• Locations more than I day away shipped via Federal Express Rush-Air-Delivery.
• Sorry, we cannot accept COD orders.

SHIPPING
• Software Only- Continental US: $4.00 (Minimum) charge per order to cover Federal
Express Rush-Air-Delivery. APO/FPO orders shipped 1st Class Mail (add 3%85.00 Min
charge). Alaska, Hawaii and Outside Continental US: call or write for information.
• Hardware Items: Please call for shipping charges.

RETURNS
• All goods are new and guaranteed by the manufacturer, but we cannot guarantee machine
compatibility. Due to software copyright laws, all sales are final. Defective software will be
replaced immediately by the same item. Defective hardware will be replaced or repaired at
our own discretion. Call customer service at (203) 378-3662 to obtain a Return Authorization Number before returning goods for replacement. Products purchased in error
subject to a 20% restocking fee.
All items subject to availability. Prices subject to change without notice.

Now Shipping Rush-Air-Delivery by M7
.

Battle Cruiser, Battle Group, Kampfgruppe,
Mech Brigade, U.S.A.A.F., Warship, or
War in the South Pacific (each)
Battle of Antientam or Chickamunga
Gemstone Healer
War in Russia

40.
34.
21.
55.

Sublogic Flight Simulator II
Jet
Scenery Disks 1-3 (ea)
Scenery Disk #7
Baseball
Football

36.
30.
16.
19.
38.
31.

Turbo Tutor
Funk Software Sideways Prodos & Dos 3.3
Roger Wagner SoftSwitch (11GS)
Merlin ProDos
Merlin Assembler
Merlin Combo Pack
The Byte Works ORCA/ Pascal (JIGS)
ORCA/M 4.1
ORCA/M GS
The Software Touch AutoWorks or Fontworks
Program Writer
Font Disk #1 for FontWorks
TML Systems TML Pascal for the GS
TML Source Code Library for the GS
TML Speech Toolkit

23.
47.
40.
67.

Utilities & Languages
Apple Computer Apple II Instant Pascal
Apple Pascal VI.3
Beagle Brothers Beagle Basic,
Beagle Screens, Big U, Double Take,
MacroWorks, or Pro-Byter (each)
Beagle Compiler
Beagle G.P.L.E. or Super MacroWorks
D-Code, Extra K, Power Print or
Triple Dump (each)
Disk Quick, Fat Cat, or 1.0. Silver
Dos Bos or Silicon Salad
Pronto Dos or Utility City
Tip Disk #1
Borland Turbo Pascal 3.0
Turbo Database Tool Box

119.
215.
20.
42.
28.
23.
17.
14.
17.
13.
47.
47.

44.

69.
89.
72.
49.
34.
34.
20.
89.
35.
49.

Graphics Packages
Accolade Graphics Studio (JIGS)
Activision Draw Plus (JIGS)
Clip Art Gallery (IIGS)
Gary Kitchen's Game Maker
GameMaker "Designer's Library" Sports
GameMaker "Designer's Library" Sci-Fi
PaintWorks Plus (11GS)
Postcards (IIGS)
Music Studio (JIGS)
Greeting Card Maker
Bantam Software
Walt Disney Card & Party Shop
Walt Disney Comic Strip Maker
Baudville 816/ Paint (11GS, Ile, & 11c)
Award Maker Plus
Take 1 Deluxe
Beagle Brothers Alpha Plot
Apple Mechanic
Beagle Graphics
Flex Type, Font Mechanic or Frame Up
Minion( Disk #1, #2 or #3 (each)
Shape Mechanic
Broderbund Toy Shop
Toy Shop Refill
Animate
Dazzle Draw
Drawing Table (11GS)
Print Shop Enhanced or Fantavision
Print Shop (IIGS) or Fantavision (IIGS)
NewsMaker (11GS)
Print Shop Companion
Print Shop Graphics Library I, II, Ill
or Holiday Ed.

42.

54.

21.
34.
18.
18.
54.
24.
54.
28.
27.
27.
46.
24.
36.
22.
17.
32.
17.
17.
22.
30.
18.
45.
39.
62.
32.
42.
62.
25.
16.

4111111111111MIN!INIMIIIMI1110661119116111fRIPINI
14.
Print Shop Paper Refill
99.
DataPak Graphicwriter IIGS
62.
Data Transforms Fontrix L5
47.
Printrix 1.0
14.
Font Paks 1-15 ea.
Electronic Arts
28.
Movie Maker
79.
Deluxe Paint II (IIGS)
23.
Video Title Shop
Art Parts I, Art Parts II or
26.
Seasons & Holidays (IIGS)
41.
EPYX Printmagic
17.
Graphics Scrapbook Chapter #I, #2, or #3
21.
Create a Calendar
36.
Intracorp Business Card Maker
The Video Wizard
36.
PBI Software Visualizer IIGS
59.
55.
Visualizer Ile
32.
Spinnaker T-Shirt Shop
15.
T-Shirt Shop Graphics
Springboard
79.
Springboard Publisher (lle, 11c, 11GS)
35.
Newsroom
30.
Certificate Maker
21.
Certificate Maker Library #1
18.
Newsroom Clip Art Collection Vol. I or 3
25.
Newsroom Clip Art Collection Vol. 2
25.
Graphics Expander Vol. I or Laser Drivers
19.
Style Sheets
26.
Works of Art
59.
StyleWare, Inc. TopDraw (11GS)
31.
Unison World Printmaster Plus
Art Gallery I or Art Gallery II
19.

Communication Software
Checkmate Technology
ProTerm (JIGS. Ile. 11c)
Compuserve Compuserve Starter Kit
PBI Software
Commworks (He & 11c)

79.
24.
65.

Softronics
Softerm 2
United Software Industries
ASCII: Express Pro: Prodos or Dos 3.3
ASCII: Express Mousetalk

159.
75.
59.

Business Software
Activision Writer's Choice Elite (IIGS)
List Manager (Merges w/ Writer's Choice)
Advanced Logic Systems Spell Works
Apple Apple Works (11e, lk, IIGS)
Apple Writer 112.0 ProDos (Ile, 11c)
Beagle Brothers Timeout Graph
Timeout SuperFonts
Timeout QuickSpell
Timeout UltraMacros
Timeout SideSpread, FileMaster, or DeskTools
BPI Systems
(Accounting Systems for the Ile, Ile & JIGS)
BPI General Accounting ProDos
BPI AR/AP or Inventory ProDos (ea.)
BPI Payroll ProDos
Broderbund On Balance
Bank Street Writer Plus
Computer Associates SuperCalc 3a
Dac Software Dac-Easy Accounting
Datapak Notes & Files (JIGS)
DHA Systems Software FastPak Mail
Intuit Quicken
Manzanita BusinessWorks
System Manager (Required)
GL/AR /AP/ or Inventory Control
Payroll Module
MECA
Managing Your Money (Ile, 11c, IIGS)
Monogram Dollars and Sense (II+, Ile or 11c)
Nolo Press Will Writer (Version 2.0)
Peachtree Back To Basics
Accounting System: GL/AR/AP
Pinpoint Publishing
Pinpoint IIGS Starter Kit
Pinpoint
PinPoint Spelling Checker
PinPoint Document Checker
PinPoint Speller/ Document Checker Combo

55.
62.
31.
215.
125.
59.
52.
45.
39.
32.
159.
159.
159.
65.
54.
129.
48.
79.
42.
35.
65.
239.
239.
99.
75.
32.
135.
89.
49.
45.
45.
61.

PinPoint Toolkit
Point To Point
lnfomerge
Key Player
RunRun
Command.Com
Graphics Edge
Pinpoint Ile Upgrade Kit
PinPoint Ram Enhancement
PinPoint Modem Enhancement
ProFILER 3.0
Random House //Write (Ile, 11c, IIGS)
Roger Wagner Publishing
Mouse Write (Ile, 11c, IIGS)
Scholastic Talking Text Writer (11GS)
Sensible Software
Sensible Grammar ProDos (3.5" & 5.25")
Sensible Speller-Dos or ProDos
w/3.5 & 5.25"
Sensible Writer (3.5" & 5.25")
Sierra On-Line Smart Money
Homeword Plus (128K) w/Speller
Simon & Schuster
Real Estate Investment Management
Webster's Spelling Checker (ProDos)
Sir-Tech Software, Inc.
The Clan Practical Accountant
Software Publishing
All Programs for Ile with 128K or lk
PFS: Workmates (File/Report/Plan/Write)
PFS: Graph
PFS: File/Report Bundle
PFS: Write w/Speller
Softwood GS File
StyleWare, Inc.
Multiscribe 2.0 (128K Ile or 11c)
Multiscribe GS (Apple IIGS)
Picture Manager or Desk Accessories

39.
79.
49.
31.
31.
39.
69.
19.
19.
19.
74.
54.
89.
149.
59.
69.
59.
54.
45.
69.
39.
55.
129.
66.
66.
66.
62.
46.
65.
27.

Phenomenal Prices...
Multiscribe Spell Checker
Multiscribe Fontpaks 1-5 (each)
VIP Software VIP Professional
(Apple He or Enhanced Ile)

27.
15.
159.

VIP Professional (IIGS Version)
Word Perfect Corporation
WordPerfect V1.1 w/ Speller (Ile &
WordPerfect (Apple IIGS)

179.
89.
89.

Educational Software
Activision Term Paper Writer
34.
Barron's Computer SAT Revised Version
34.
Baudville Guitar Wizard
19.
Ted Bear Discovers...Rainy Day Games
19.
Broderbund
Science Tool Kit Master Module
45.
Science Tool Kit Module 1 or II
26.
Type!
30.
Variable Feasts
35.
Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego?
26.
Where in the USA is Carmen Sandiego?
29.
Davidson & Associates
Alge-Blaster, Classmate or Math Blaster Plus 29.
Grammar Gremlins or Read 'N' Roll
29.
Homeworker
54.
40.
Speed Reader It
Spell-It or Word Attack!
29.
Designware Grammar Examiner
29.
Remember/SAT Bundle or
wo.R.K. At Home
31.
25.
Spellicopter
States & Traits or Mission Algebra
31.
The Body Transparent
31.
First Byte/Electronic Arts
Mathtalk, Kidtalk, First Shapes, Speller
Bee, or Smoothtalker (IIGS) (each)
36.
Mathtalk Fractions or First
Letters & Words (IIGS)
36.
Great Wave Kidstime II (IIGS)
24.
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich Computer SAT 27.
Hesware Project Space Station
24.
Learning Company Reader Rabbit (IIGS)
32.
Think Quick (IIGS) or Writer Rabbit
32.
Bumble Plot, Reader Rabbit or Magic Spells 26.
Gertrude's Puzzles or Secrets
30.
Juggle's Rainbow
20.
Word Spinner
23.
Math Rabbit
26.
Moptown Hotel, Parade, or Number Stumper 26.
Robot Odyssey I or Rocky's Boots
32.

Mindscape Crossword Magic,
Drug Alert, or Brainstorms
34.
Perfect Score SAT
48.
Principal's Assistant
42.
Multibotk Robotic Workshop
119.
Peachtree/Eduware Algebra I, 2, 3, or 4
25.
Algebra 5 & 6
31.
Decimals or Fractions
25.
Compu-Read (V3.0)
18.
Introduction to Counting
25.
PSAT or SAT Word Attack Skills
19.
Writing Skills I, 2, 3,4 or 5
25.
PinPoint Micro Cookbook (Ile or Ile)
29.
Bon Appetit
48.
Randam House Charlie Brown's ABC's
21.
Charlie Brown Typing is a Ball
21.
Garfield Double Dares
21.
Garfield Eat Your Words
21.
Snoopy Writer
21.
Simon & Schuster
Lovejoy's Preparation for SAT
41.
Speed Reading Tutor IV
27.
Typing Tutor IV (Ile, lie, or IIGS)
34.
Spinnaker Kindercomp Gold
29.
Homework Helpers Writing or Math (JIGS)
32.
Typing Made Easy
32.
Facemaker: Golden Edition
27.
Kidwriter
27.
Kindercomp, Kids on Keys or Alphabet Zoo 21.
Terrapin Enhanced Terrapin Logo V3.0
69.
Logo Data Toolkit
32.
Weekly Reader
Stickybear Series: Sticky Bear ABC, Car
Builder, Codes & Cyphers, Basic, Drawing,
Math, Math II, Math Word Problems,
Music, Music Library, Numbers, Opposites,
Parts of Speech, Picture Printer Library I,
Printer, Reading, Reading Comprehension,
Shapes, Spellgrabber, Typing, Townbuilder,
or Writer (each)
25.

Modems
Anchor Automation
Signalman Express 1200
Signalman Lightning 2400
Applied Engineering DataLink Modem
(300/1200 Baud Internal 111., Ile, 110$)
Hayes Hayes Micromodem Ile (Internal)
Hayes Smartmodem 1200A (Internal)
Hayes 300 Baud Smartmodem
Ile w/Smartcom 1
Hayes 300 Baud Smartmodem
Hayes 1200 Baud Smartmodem
Hayes 2400 Baud Smartmodem

185.
299.
179.
159.
275.
189.
159.
299.
449.

Prometheus Pro Modem 1200 (External)
ProModem 1200G (Non Expandable)
Pro Modem 2400 (External)
Pro Modem 24000 (Non Expandable)
Pro Modem 1200A (Single Card)
Pro Modem 300c
Communications Buffer (2K Exp. to 512K)
Alphanumeric Display
U.S. Robotics U.S. Robotics Courier 1200
U.S. Robotics Courier 2400
U.S. Robotics Courier 2400E
U.S. Robotics Courier HST 9600

239.
169.
309.
239.
199.
89.
105.
72.
199.
349.
409.
689.

Accelerators/Ramcards/Z-80/80 Column Cards
Advanced Logic Systems Add-Ram 80/64
Apple Computer
Apple Ile Extended 80 Col. Card
Apple Ile Enhancement Kit
Applied Engineering
RamWorks III (64K to 3 MB)
RamWorks Expander 512K or 2M Ver.
2 Meg Plus RamWorks Expander (I or 2M)
RamFactor (256K to I MB)
Z-RAM Ultra 1 (256K or 512K)
Z-RAM Ultra 2 or 3 (256K to !Meg)
GS-RAM (256K to 1.5 Meg)
GS-Ram Plus (1 MB to 6MB)
Phasor
Ile. and IIGS)
TransWarp Accelerator (Ile and Ile)
ViewMaster 80 ON
Z-80 Plus (II+, Ile, JIGS)
AST Research Ramstack Plus IIGS (256K)
Checkmate Technology
MultiRam CX (256K)
MultiRam CX (512K)
MultiRam CX+ Piggyback (512K)
MultiRam Plus (256K)
MultiRam Plus (512K)
MultiRam Plus (768K)
MultiRam Plus (1024K)

54.
89.
49.
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
139.
219.
119.
119.
105.
139.
175.
199.
209.
259.
289.
329.

MultiRam Ile (320K)
MultiRam Ile (576K)
MultiRam Ile (832K)
MultiRam RGB (320K)
MultiRam RGB (576K)
MultiRam ROB (832K)
MultiRam RGB (1024K)
Zee-80A
MDldeas, Inc.
OctoRam 256k (8Mb Ram Card
w1256k Installed)
OctoRam I Meg (8Mb Ram Card
wl I MB Installed)
OctoRam 2 Meg (8Mb Ram Card
wI2 MB Installed)
OctoRam SIMM Module Upgrade
(256k SIMMs)
OctoRam ESP 128K (Extended
Static Ram w1256k)
OctoRam ESP 512K (Extended
Static Ram w/512k)
OctoRam ESP Upgrade 64k
(64k Static Ram)
Micro Sci Micro Sci 80/64e
Orange Micro Rampak 4GS
(512k Exp. to 4MB w/ Utilities)

149.
179.
199.
179.
215.
239.
269.
55.

Accessories
Kensington System Saver
(Platinum or Beige)
Kensington System Saver IIGS
Conserver (IIGS Switched Surge
Suppressor w/ Fan)
Juice Box (IIGS Switched Surge
Suppressor wl Fan)
Curtis Diamond
Curtis Emerald
Curtis Ruby
Curtis Sapphire
Apple Mouse Ile
Apple Mouse Ile
Thunderscan Apple (IIGS, Ile, and 11c)

65.
69.
119.
67.
29.
36.
54.
47.
125.
89.
179.

AST-VisionPlus Digitizer (IIGS)
269.
SuperSonic (Stereo Card for IIGS)
52.
SuperSonic Digitizer (JIGS)
52.
Hayes Mach II Joystick (Beige or Platinum)
29.
Hayes Mach III Joystick (Beige or Platinum)
37.
Kraft Universal 3 Button
Joystick (11* Ile, 11c)
34.
84.
Koala Pad Plus w/Graphics Exhibitor
Echo IIB Speech Synthesizer (11+, Ile, IIGS) 109.
The Cricket lie
129.
ImageWriter Ribbon-Black
4.50
ImageWriter Ribbon-Color
5.
ImageWriter 11- 4 Color Ribbon
12.
ImageWriter Rainbow Pk. (6 Colors)
27.

Blank Media
NA" Blank Diskettes

BASF 5.25" SS/ DD (box of 10)
Verbatim 5.25" SS/DD (box of 10)
Sony 5.25" SS/DD (box of 10)
Maze!' 5.25" SS/ DD (box of 10)
3M 5.25- SS/DD (box of 10)

8.
10.
9.
10.
II.

3W' Blank Diskettes

BASF 3.5" DS/DD (box of 5)
Bulk (Sony)31/2"DS/DD (box of 10)

9.
16.

Centech 31/2' DS/DD Color Disks
(box of 10)
Sony 3.5" DS/ DD (box of 10)
Fuji 3.5" DS/DD (box of 10)
Motel' 3.5" DS/DD (box of 10)
Verbatim DS/ DD (box of 10)
3M 3.5" DS/DD (box of 10)
C. Itoh 3.5- DS/DD Color Disks
(box of 10)

119.
135.
59.
79.
75.

Serial Grappler Plus
Grappler C/Mac/GS
Hot Link
Thirdware
Choice of Parallel, Serial, ImageWriter I
(Serial), or ImageWriter II (Serial)
Finger Print Plus II+, Ile, Ile
Finger Print G+ (IIGS)

Brother M-1109AP ImageWriter Comp.
M-1409 (180cps Dot Matrix NLQ) 10"
M-I509 (180cps Dot Matrix NLQ)15"
HR-20 (20cps) Daisywheel
HR-40 (35cps) Daisywheel
TwinWriter 5
Epson LX-86/LX-800
FX-86e
Call For
FX-286e
Most
LQ-800/ 1000
Recent
EX-800/ 1000
Low! Low!
LQ-2500
Prices
Okidata Okimate 20 Color Printer
Microline 182P (120cps Dot Matrix 10")
Microline 192Plus (200cps Dot Matrix 10")
Microline 193Plus (200cps Dot Matrix 15")

269.
349.
389.
359.
599.
799.
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
139.
249.
339.
489.

Microline 292P (240eps Dot Matrix 10")
Microline 293P (240cps Dot Matrix 15")
Panasonic
KXP-1080AP (100 cps)
ImageWriter Compatible
KXP-1080i (120 cps) NLQ Mode
KXP-1091i (160 cps) NLQ Mode
KXP-1092i (180 cps) NLQ Mode
KXP-1592 (160 cps) NLQ Mode
KXP-1595 (240 cps) NLQ Mode
KXP-313I (16 cps) Daisywheel
KXP-315I (23 cps) Daisywheel
Star Micronics
NX-10 (I20cps Dot Matrix! NLQ 10")
NX-15 (120eps Dot Matrix' NLQ 15")
NP-10 (100eps Dot Matrix' NLQ 10")

79.
55.

American Micro Research (Micro Sci)
A5 D Half Height 51/2" Drive (1105)
A2 Full Height
A5 Slimline Ile
A5 Slimline Ilc
Micro Sci C2 Controller
Central Point Software
Mix and Match 51/4" & 31/2" Drives:
Universal Disk Controller
Universal Disk Controller/800KB
Drive Bundle
First Class Peripherals
Sider II 20MB Hard Drive
Sider 40MB Hard Drive
B-Sider 20MB Tape Backup
Blank Tape 5 Pack
Revision D

159.
149.
139.
139.
49.
79.
269.
569.
939.
569.
59.
49.

Hi-Tech Peripherals
Full Height 51/4" Drive for Apple Ile (Beige)
Half Height 51/4" Drive for
Apple Ile or Ile (Beige)
Half Height 51/2" Drive for
Apple Ile or Ilc (Platinum)
Half Height 51/2" Drive Platinum for IIGS
Apple Ilc Drive Adaptor
Mitac AD-3C Slimline Ile
Pico Products
Apple Half-Height II+, Ile, Ile
ProAPP
ProAPP 20 MB Hard Disk
System (lk, Ile, & Ile)
Video Technology Computers, Inc.
Laser FD 100c (Apple He)
Laser FD 100 (Apple II Series)

Positively A Plus!

129.
279.
479.
69.
149.
299.
35.
49.
139.

61.
65.
49.

89.
55.

©Copyright 1987 Programs Plus, Inc.

C Drive
75 Research
Stratford, onn. 06497
Monday-Friday 9-9
Telephone Hours:
Saturday 10-6
Orders Only TOLL-FREE

SMT No Slot Clock (119 & Ile)
Thunderware Thunderclock Plus

539.
639.
199.
179.
199.
309.
419.
439.
259.
409.
189.
339.
189.

Disk Drives & Hard Disk SubSystems

Clock/Calendar Peripherals
Applied Engineering TimeMaster H.O.
I lc System Clock

25.

Printers

Printer Interface Cards
Apple
Apple Super Serial Card
Applied Engineering
Serial Pro (1k, Ile, JIGS)
Apricorn Apricord Ilc
Super Serial Card
Orange Micro
Pro Grappler (Apple He or IIGS)

19.
19.
20.
20.
20.
21.

42.
119.

Circle 128 on Reader Service Card.

1-800-832-3 201

139.
139.
149.
169.
15.
129.
139.
799.
139.
139.
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P OPILE'S
CHOIC
The votes are in—inCider presents its
second annual People's Choice
Awards in 16 categories of Apple ll
products, plus our readers' overall
favorite for 1987.

by Eric Grevstad

W

e know what you like. You like the new
Apple IIGs and the leading brands in disk
utilities and memory cards. You like an ancient Chinese puzzle and a glamorous international criminal, and you're just crazy about a
certain integrated software package.
You told us what you like when you entered
inCider's Picks and Pits Contest, the second annual
edition our People's Choice Awards. This year, we
asked readers to choose their favorite Apple II products in a number of categories, as well as an overall favorite of the year and a least favorite.
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The several hundred ballots brought some surprises,
some predictable victories for popular items, and a lot of
articulate and interesting opinions from the world's most
informed Apple II users. (That's you.) Let's list the easy
and not-so-easy winners in the individual categories before
analyzing your overall picks and pits.

THE BIG WINNERS
We won't pretend to be surprised that AppleWorks won
the productivity-software sweepstakes, but we didn't think

Winning Quotes
First prize is a trip to a trade
show, plus a year's subscription and
an official inCider T-shirt; second
prize is a year's subscription and
a T-shirt; third-place winners
receive T-shirts.
FIRST PRIZE
AppleWorks
"It's like a baseball player who can hit like Don Mattingly, run like Rickey Henderson, and throw like Roger
Clemens."
—Bob Varettoni, Bergenfield, NJ
SECOND PRIZE
Shanghai
"I like the graphics on the GS. To me, I find it the best
GS game to date. A civilized game for a handgun
society."
—J.R. Macy, Webster, TX
"I'm a 40-year-old user who can finally beat the kids at
a computer game." —Chuck Person, Belle Mead, NJ
"It's addicting and yet it's legal and nonfattening."
—Robert W. Wildblood, Harper Woods, MI
AppleWorks
"In computers, as in nature, only the fittest survive!
AppleWorks is so flexible and adaptive, and possesses
such excellent growth potential (e.g., MacroWorks,
FontWorks, etc.) that it's tough to beat. Perfection is its
own reward."
—Jack Eppard, FPO Miami, FL
"For me it is, quite simply, a business tool of no less
importance than the telephone. Ease of use, integration,
no bugs—it's the greatest!"
—L. Black Baldwin, Campbell, CA
RamWorks 111
"It turned our toy into a business machine. I just wish
the printer buffer was universal and not tied to only
AppleWorks."
—Charles N. Oakes, Thief River Falls, MN

Apple IIGS
"Since I purchased my GS, what I've been able to do
has been limited only by the amount of money I have."
—John E. Speck, Bath, ME
UniDisk 3.5
"Why take a Piper Cub when you can have the
Concorde?" —Mark A. Hochstetler, Indianapolis, IN
THIRD PRIZE
AppleWorks
"AppleWorks is the core of Apple II computing. It's the
most useful, most popular, most written about, and
most added-to program ever written for the Apple II.
It's productive. It's easy to use. It's a winner."
—Robert F. Moore, Newport News, VA
"This program will be my all-time favorite because of its
versatility, and because so many people keep coming
out with new ideas for its uses."
—Fara Wilson, Prospect, OR
"It's all I need to do all my home needs, from letter
writing through indexing my video and music cassettes.
My home is run on my Apple."
—John Samples, Alameda, CA
"AppleWorks combines simplicity and dynamic capabilities with a professionally developed integrated software
package designed to support users from the novice to
the professional level."
—F.R. Maffei, Colorado Springs, CO
"I do free-lance writing and public-relations work. The
greatest tool at my disposal is AppleWorks. I also keep
financial records, lists, letters, etc., all on AppleWorks. A
day without AppleWorks would be a lost day for me."
—Jan Catherwood, Shelby, OH
Apple IIGS
"Brings the Apple II up to date. Makes it a more powerful and useful machine. Justifies my decision to go
with Apple three years ago when I bought my first
—Michael Barton, Tucson, AZ
computer."
"It's my first computer and at 39 years old, it's
changed many things for me. My family loves it also."
—Vicki Ebertz, Woodbury, MN

Super MacroWorks

"It makes me feel all warm and fuzzy inside!"
—D.J. Lane, Wyoming, NY

"Adds a programming language to everybody's favorite
application."
—Mark Zieg, Kissimmee, FL

MultiScribe

AST Vision Plus
"I can take pictures of my brother and mail them to
my grandmother—she thinks he's cute!"
—Justin Robins, Chicago, IL
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Apple's (now Claris Corporation's) integrated package
would destroy other word processors, spreadsheets, and
databases so thoroughly. In the spreadsheet race,
AppleWorks racked up the biggest percentage of the overall vote for any product in any category (71.2 percent);
SuperCalc3a and VIP Professional trailed with 5.1 and
3.1 percent, respectively.
Among database contenders, AppleWorks was the
choice of 69.6 percent. PFS:File collected 4.3 percent,
but no other program—Nine to Five, Notes 'n' Files,

"It's really easy to use, and I opened the manual only
to make sure I didn't miss any features. All those letters I said I was going to write in the past I actually do
now, and the output is beautiful. Click, click, and I
have the best letterhead around. Click, click, off goes a
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ProFiler, SoftWood GSFile, DB Master, you name
it—got more than a handful of votes.
AppleWorks was less dominant in the word-processing
arena, but still won with 58 percent of the total. MultiScribe took second place (10.1 percent), while WordPerfect finished third (6.2 percent). Apple Writer,
MouseWrite, Bank Street Writer Plus, and PFS:Write
split the remaining votes.
Two other winners rank with AppleWorks as runaway
successes, though nothing got votes in as many cate-

letter I'm so proud to send! Me, my Apple, and MultiScribe—what a team!" —Ron DeCostro, Monaca, PA
"It allows the average Apple user to produce documents that were previously impossible to do on an 8-bit
machine. MultiScribe makes Apple users feel as though
anything is possible." —Jim S. Hart, Jacksonville, NC

The Print Shop
"Who could ask for more? I personalize my cards and
save money at the same time! Yes, this program has
paid for itself ten times over and it's really fun to use!"

—Florence Dolan, Creamery, PA
"Sends love to my family and friends. . .. Each one is
personalized, making it very special to the person re—Erik DeHennis, Placerville, CA
ceiving it."

gories. (One reader even listed AppleWorks under "Communications.") Among disk/file utilities, Central Point
Software's Copy Plus wiped, reformatted, and deleted
its competition with 43.6 percent to 5.1 for Apple's own
System Utilities. ProDOS buffs' favorite unadvertised program selector and utility package, Glen Bredon's ProSel,
was the only other major vote getter.
In the voting for hardware add-on cards, you can inscribe the trophy and ship it to Applied Engineering.
The firm's Ile, IIGs, and Ilc memory cards, RamWorks III,

price, but only $40. Throw away Filer, Copy II Plus,
System Utilities, etc. ProSel does it all!"

—Rick Glisson, Atlanta, GA
Smart Money
"This program is so useful that I can justify the cost of
buying my computer. Easy to use and does everything
I need financially both for personal and business use."

—Pat Strasburg, Palmdale, CA
TransWarp
"Time saved is like a gift of life."

—Luci Giglio, Tampa, FL
The Other Side

Managing Your Money

"A fine program for the development of young minds
and attitudes. Simply super! Older minds will benefit
—Dr. Merle Marsh, Frankford, DE
also—maybe."

"Easy to use. Haven't bounced a check since I got it."

Quicken

—Leonard Wheedy III, Seminole, FL
Auto Works
"Fulfills a great deal of the promise of AppleWorks. Allows you to increase speed with your increased competency with AppleWorks. Truly makes AppleWorks the
best program to date."

—Jerry Thomas, San Gabriel, CA

"Quicken has made my bank and me friends again.
My statement always balances—I have great records to
refer to. It makes a boring task tolerable and an exacting task accurate. Yeah!"

—M.C. Graber, Highland Falls, NY
MasterType

Beagle Compiler

"Keeps our children at the keyboard to type reports
and essays for school; the parents get some rest time."

"It gives new life to an old language. It's also extremely easy to use."

inCider

—Steve Reed, Lake Elsinore, CA
UniDisk 3.5
"Cannot afford a hard disk, nor would I use it enough.
This drive allows mass storage of related files and programs. Single-drive operation is possible."

—Clifford Kolber, Miami, FL
"Without inCider I wouldn't even know about all these
other fine products, never mind which is the best one.
This is the age of information, and, as far as the Apple
II goes, inCider supplies all the information."

—Peter J. Navarro, Woburn, MA

—Keith Ford, Madison, AL
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Carmen Sandiego
"I love Carmen because kids love Carmen—both my
daughter at home and my students at school. Unlike
other programs that are no fun once you've seen the
'solutions,' Carmen keeps changing, making it fun
every time you play. All that fun and educational, too!"

a? Pi

—Mary Rice, Greenville, IL
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RamFactor
"It's great to turn on the computer and have everything immediately available and selectable from a
custom-made menu. Reasonably priced, easy to use,
and super technical support from AE."

—Charles A. Hanson, Brooklyn Park, MN
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GS-RAM, and Z-RAM Ultra, swept the top three places;
Applied's RamFactor finished fifth, behind the Apple
Memory Expansion Card, and its TransWarp accelerator
was seventh, just after Checkmate Technology's MultiRam
RGB. If you count the generic votes for "Applied Engi-

neering" (no card specified), the Carrollton, Texas, company took six of the top eight places.
CLOSE COMPETITION

Although its memory cards leave you cold, Apple
walked away with the other hardware category, external
peripherals. The UniDisk 3.5 and Apple 3.5 Drive took
first and third places (10.5 and 5.4 percent respectively),
with the ImageWriter II a close second (9.3 percent). The
Sider hard disk edged the AppleMouse for fourth place.
Also attracting attention were AST's VisionPlus digitizer,
the inexpensive Laser 3.5 Drive, SMT's No-Slot Clock,
Bose RoomMate speakers for GS sound, and Thunderware's Thunderscan—which earned almost as many
mentions as Applied's PC Transporter ("Little Blue")
MS-DOS card, proving that some of you will vote for any
vaporware that's rumored or advertised for six months
before shipping.
In the contest for creativity (art and music) programs,
Electronic Arts' and Activision's new GS packages slugged
it out with Broderbund's 8-bit favorites. When the dust settled, DeluxePaint II for the GS had 8.9 percent of the
vote, barely edging Dazzle Draw for the Ile and Ilc,
Paintworks Plus for the GS, The Print Shop, Music
Construction Set, Fantavision, and The Music Studio.

Another photo finish involved programming languages
and development aids. An inCider Editors' Choice turned
out to be the people's choice, too, as Program Writer
won with 5.4 percent of the vote, but GS programmers
pulled TML Pascal into second place with 4.3 percent.
Educators boosted Apple Logo II into third, followed by a
crowd including ZBASIC, Apple Pascal, Instant Pascal,
The Beagle Compiler, Applesoft BASIC, GPLE, and
Turbo Pascal, the last refuge of CP/M users.
FROM MACROS TO MODEMS

Beagle Bros' merger with The Software Touch means
the company will have two winners to brag about—
Program Writer and Randy Brandt's Super MacroWorks,
chosen by 26.5 percent of all voters as their favorite
AppleWorks add-on. The popular desk-accessory package
Pinpoint was runner-up (17.1 percent), while Alan Bird's
macro enhancement AutoWorks was third (12.1 percent).
FontWorks was fourth; Pinpoint's Spelling Checker and
macro program KeyPlayer tied for fifth.
Although it's a bridesmaid in the AppleWorks aftermarket, Pinpoint Publishing can cheer about Point-to-Point's
selection as readers' favorite communications program—
with 11.7 percent of the total vote, ahead of ASCII Express
Pro's 8.2 percent. Inertia propelled Apple Access II to third
place, while Checkmate Technology's ProTerm and ASCII
Express MouseTalk followed.
In the budget-and-finance category, you prefer Monogram's Dollars and Sense (13.2 percent) to the checkbook manager Quicken (10.1). On Balance finished third,
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ahead of AppleWorks and Managing Your Money. Also
in the black were BusinessWorks, Back to Basics,
Smart Money, and Clan Practical Accountant.
A SUCCESSFUL COMPANY
There'll be swelled heads at Broderbund Software. Dazzle Draw held its own against swank GS paint programs;
On Balance joined DeluxePaint II and ProTerm among the
year's most popular newcomers; and that hardy perennial,
The Print Shop, scored 29.2 percent of the vote to win
the publishing-and-printing category. Springboard's The
Newsroom trailed with 16 percent, while loyal MultiScribe voters put their word processor in third place.
Data Transforms' Fontrix and DataPak Software's GS
GraphicWriter tied for fourth.
One of the swelled heads at Broderbund has an ego
that's positively criminal. The geographic gangster Carmen
Sandiego, antiheroine of Where in the World Is Carmen
Sandiego? and its sequel Where in the U.S.A. Is Carmen Sandiego?, stole our "Classroom Education" category by 5.8 to 3.5 percent over Broderbund's Science
Toolkit series. (The judges ended up merging Sandiego's
two titles into one total, since some voters specified
"World" or "U.S.A.," but many simply wrote the villain's
name.)
The teachers' gradebook Grade Busters 11213 finished
third in the classroom race; Davidson & Associates' Math
Blaster was fourth, with The Print Shop and AppleWorks tied for fifth.

Carmen Sandiego struck again in the "Home Education"
balloting, earning 9.7 percent of the widely scattered vote to
5.8 percent for Weekly Reader Software's Stickybear series
and 3.9 percent for The Learning Company's Reader Rabbit.
Typing Tutor III, MasterType, and AppleWorks tied for
fourth place.
Just when it seemed that Sandiego would score a hat
trick, she faltered—earning 7.4 percent of the vote in the
game and entertainment election—not bad in a tremendously fragmented contest, but second to Activision's
Shanghai (13.2 percent), the solitaire strategy game inspired by the old Chinese pastime of mah-jongg.
Shanghai's GS graphics and adult appeal made it your
favorite game, beating not only Carmen Sandiego but
Flight Simulator II, the Bard's Tale series, F-15 Strike
Eagle, and the GS adventure Tass Times in Tonetown.
No other game earned more than two percent of the total
vote, though dozens were nominated, from classics such
as Karateka and Chessmaster 2000 to Leather Goddesses of Phobos and "Laugh if you will, but I like
Skyfox."
THE COMPLAINT DEPARTMENT
Before the next few companies mentioned take offense,
we should say that the "Least Favorite" category was the
most fragmented of all. It's also true that the most widely
used programs are most likely to have some unhappy
users—perhaps the reason AppleWorks, specifically the
2.0 upgrade ("$50 just for mail merge"), got six thumbs
down and Pinpoint and The Newsroom each got five.

And the winners are. . .
Left to right, Central Point's Copy II
Plus, tops in the utilities category;
Program Writer from The Software
Touch, first place among developmen
aids; DeluxePaint II from Electronic
Arts, first place for creativity software;
Pinpoint's Point-to-Point, readers'
favorite communications program;
Beagle Bros' Macro Works, top
AppleWorks add-on; Broderbund's
Print Shop, winner in the printingand-publishing category; the Apple
UniDisk 3.5 drive, first place among
external peripherals; Dollars and
$ense from Monogram, tops in
budget and finance; Ram Works Ill
from Applied Engineering, winner
among memory cards; Activision's
Shanghai, readers' favorite game;
Broderbund's Carmen Sandiego, tops
in home and classroom education.
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Four of you dislike ASCII Express Pro ("Very bad manual," remarked one reader), making it as unpopular as
copy protection. The disk magazine UpTime got three
bad reviews, while CompuServe got two ("a waste of a
lot of money"), as did VIP Professional ("overrated...
what a letdown") and fuzzy mouse covers.

Five Apple II Heroes
The history of the world is but the
biography of great men, Thomas
Carlyle said, and the history of the
Apple II is biography, too. "Apple ll
Hero" isn't a memorial for past
achievements; it's a living honor for
people who continue to support the
Apple II in 1987 as strongly as they
did in 1977.
1) Bert and Sharon Kersey
Beagle Bros Micro Software was Bert Kersey's idea.
In 1979, who knew that he and Sharon would become
famous years later for inexpensive high-quality software
support for the Apple II? Beagle Bros software is neve
copy-protected and always witty. In the early years,
Bert learned that the way to a customer's heart is to
give him or her something for nothing. You can always
count on Beagle Bros giving you more than you paid
for. The colorful PEEKs and POKEs chart taught a lot
of us how easy programming could be.
Famous for utilities, Beagle Bros recently was acquired by Mark Simonsen, a former employee and himself something of an Apple II hero. Mark and his
partner Alan Bird may broaden the Beagle Bros software base to include more "application" programs, but
we bet no Beagle Bros software will ever be copyprotected. Thanks, Sharon and Bert, for your trust.

2) Tom Weishaar
Tom's our ideal Apple II user. He wrote a couple of
programs for Beagle Bros, in the days when you were
a programmer if you were an Apple II user. He also
proved to be literate, writing the popular "DOSTaIk"
column in the venerable magazine Softalk. Tom's wit
and style represented Softalk at its best.
In January 1985 Tom founded Open-Apple. His news-I.
letter is a bit of a competitor, so we'll spread the praise
thin. It's enough to say it's devoted exclusively to the
Apple II, meticulous, timely, witty, informative, and outspoken. It's hard to keep the praise thin.
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Many products drew the wrath of individual readers,
from Locksmith ("promotes pirating") and Flight Simulator Scenery Disks ("continues copy-protection scheme
for overpriced products") to Fantavision ("can't do anything with it"), Applesoft BASIC ("the pits"), and Family
Computing magazine. One reader gave the raspberry to
the Apple IIGS, "because it's all you write about lately."

3 'Rdpell "Bob" Lissner
Bob created AppleWorks, the most popularApple
software—maybe the most popular software, if you
count stolen copies.
An inCider editorial in January 1984 worried that the
Apple II would be left behind, because "16-bit machines are needed for integrated software." inCider
covered the Apple III in those days, when "integrated"
software was as hot as "windows" are today. An Apple
III marketing manager hinted to inCider that Haba Systems would introduce an integrated package for the
Apple III, one that would boast "cut-and-paste and
three concurrent applications in RAM, which is what
everyone these days seems to be asking for."
In June 1984 Don Field of Apple wrote to inCider
that "you don't need 16 bits for integration," and he
offered a new product, AppleWorks, to prove it.
AppleWorks was III E-Z Pieces, the Apple III integrated
program, scaled down to II size.
Lissner's program continues to amaze, four years
later. Try running it on an unenhanced 128K Apple II
, with a single disk drive—sure, it's a lot of disk-swapping, but it is, believe it or not, integrated. Try to find
an integrated productivity package for the Commodore
64, and you'll learn why the Apple II is, despite Apple
marketing, the only 8-bit business machine, thanks to
R.J. Lissner.

4) Steve Wozniak
Steve Wozniak created the Apple II computer. You
might argue that he created the personal computer: His
Apple was, after all, the first computer most of us ever
saw advertised, read about, or purchased. A number
of Steve's innovative ideas made the Apple II truly a
"computer for the rest of us," at a time when only
professionals were programmers, with an easy-to-use
BASIC in ROM, expansion slots, color graphics, video
output, monitor-ROM listings, and a disk drive.
Apple II owners take these features for granted, but
they're not givens. If we say less about the "Woz" than
some of these other heroes, it's only because his was
a simple heroic innovation. Woz created the computer
as we know it—even IBM PCs and Macs take advantage of some of Woz's ideas. We owe Woz everything.
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INNOVATIONS AND FAVORITES
We were disappointed by the low turnout in the "Most
Innovative Idea" category. The winner, the Apple IIGS, received only 8.1 percent of the total vote. The GS-inspired
trend of video digitizers scored 2.7 percent, and twice
that if you count votes for a particular digitizer (AST's
Vision Plus).

AppleWorks Signs On
with Rotisserie League

5) Dan P
Dan Pote is the mind behind Applied Engineering,
the creator of memory expansion for the Apple II, responsible for making the Apple II a serious business
alternative. It's true that Peter Baum developed RamWorks at Apple, true that Saturn, Legend, and who
knows how many other board makers might have
made an auxiliary-slot memory card that could go beyond the 64K limit of the 6502 or the 128K limit of
Applesoft.
But Dan Pote noticed that nobody uses hardware by
itself. Nobody uses software that way, either: Users get
work done with hardware and software working together. The software was AppleWorks, the hardware
Applied's MemoryMaster memory board. The result was
a business tool that's working today: RamWorks and
Applied Engineering's AppleWorks expansion software.
It wasn't long after the introduction of AppleWorks—
October 1984—before Applied stopped bragging that
MemoryMaster souped up VisiCalc and started telling
us that it increased the AppleWorks desktop to 101K.
And that's made all the difference.

Heroes Are Everywhere . . .
That's five heroes; there are more. Apple II heroes
are everywhere: Don Lancaster printing on a LaserWriter with an Apple Ile and Apple Writer—a feat Apple
seems to consider impossible; Luc Barthelet hacking
out innovative programs for the Ilc when Apple seemed
ready to dump it; Roger Wagner bringing assembly language to the masses; Jim Sather drawing a simple
map of Apple II hardware that anyone can understand;
Jean-Louis Gassee at Apple keeping the company behind its greatest product; Mike Brown at Central Point
Software, whose Copy II Plus frees us from the
ProDOS Filer, and whose Laser 128 is truly a computer
for "the rest of us"; Bill Basham showing us new
power for all the Ils with Diversi-Copy, Diversi-DOS, and
Diversi-Key; Michael Wilks at Applied Engineering, who
wrote the code that expanded Applworks. We could go
on and on.
But we won't, because the Apple II really was, and
is, a computer for the rest of us, not a mystery machine open only to an elite corps of hackers who can
understand it, or an appliance for wealthy people who
can afford the latest 32-bit wonder.
Call them "first among equals," then, and leave the
heroes to the Macintosh. You're probably an Apple II
hero yourself; your name's just not as familiar as
—Paul Statt
these. 0
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Hundreds of you wrote to tell inCider why AppleWorks is your favorite program, but the reader who
best expressed the triple-threat power of AppleWorks is
Bob Varettoni of Bergenfield, New Jersey: "It's like a
baseball player who can hit like Don Mattingly, run like
Rickey Henderson, and throw like Roger Clemens."
Bob says he uses AppleWorks at home to write stories and free-lance articles, and to keep statistics for his
"rotisserie" baseball league (a.k.a. a fantasy league).
Bob says he and nine other players/owners named it the
Eastern Shuttle League, because five of the guys are
from New York and five are from Boston.
The owners draft teams of 23 players each-13 hitters and ten pitchers. Bob takes the players' real-life
weekly statistics and types them into the AppleWorks
spreadsheet. He also uses the AppleWorks database to
rank players in various categories—home runs, batting
average, RBIs, and stolen bases. The owner who has
assembled the best statistical team at season's end
wins the league.
A dedicated Ilc owner, Varettoni has put together an
Apple II system consisting of a UniDisk 3.5, the Ilc
Mouse, an ImageWriter I, Super MacroWorks from Beagle Bros ("Anything from Beagle Bros is good"), an
AppleModem, and a Checkmate MultiRam memoryexpansion card that boosts his Ilc's RAM to 512K.
And, of course, there's AppleWorks. "AppleWorks is so
simple and so intuitive, and it's not copy-protected,"
Bob says. "I can't stand copy-protected software; I
won't buy it. The manual is excellent, although I didn't
need it.
"I've done a lot with AppleWorks," he adds. "You
hear a lot about $1000 MS-DOS databases and what
they can do, but I've never hit a limitation with
AppleWorks." We're with you, Bob. We can even for—Dan Muse
give you for being a Yankees fan.D
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All-Time Best Apple II Products
inCider's editors present their choices
for the ten best-designed, most
innovative products ever introduced
into the Apple II market.
databases; perhaps there'd even
be a few personal computers from
small manufacturers, with do-ityourself BASIC programs and a few
games. But the way the world's
businesses do business, and the
whole concept of computing, would
be different if not for Dan Bricklin's
pioneering spreadsheet.

1) IMAGEWRITER I

3) APPLEWORKS

The ImageWriter II deserves credit
for its color printing, not for its extra speed—ours jams five times
faster than the old ImageWriter—
or NLQ mode, since no 9-pin dotmatrix printer comes anywhere
near letter quality. But for heavyduty, readable, reliable text printing, the original ImageWriter's still
our pick.

Can you name any other 8-bit,
128K program that's a daily, dominant fixture in today's computing
world? VisiCalc and educational
programs got the Apple II started;
AppleWorks keeps it going strong,
and supports an entire add-on industry, as well. The sophisticated
notion of integrated software is still
the subject of user debate and
magazine tutorials elsewhere (IBM
owners use Lotus 1-2-3 just as a
spreadsheet), but it's become second nature to Apple owners.
AppleWorks implements the integrated concept as well as any program ever has, probably as well
as anything ever will.

2) VISICALC
Where would any of us be without
VisiCalc? Secretaries might have
Wang machines or some other
dedicated word processor, and office workers could use terminals to
search their companies' mainframe

4) APPLE DISK II
Sure you've got the latest RAM
card and fancy AppleWorks
macros, but when it's time to save
files, many Apple II users save
them on a trusty Disk II—the drive
that brought personal computing
out of the cassette age, the one
with a big "Drive 1" sticker on the
front and a sturdy hinged door
that's more secure than the flimsy
push-and-pop latch of Apple's later
5y,-inch drives. It's bulky, it's
heavy, it's adorable.

5) APPLE IIGs
Yes, it's expensive, the 256K standard memory is skimpy, and Apple
seems decidedly slow in fixing minor bugs or delivering system software that lives up to the machine's
potential. But the GS is a sensational computer, the most successful, newly powerful-yet-compatible
upgrade of an older model in
computing history. It already deserves to run PC clones out of the
home and school market, though
Apple's price will keep it from

Another 2.7 percent went to the PC Transporter
MS-DOS coprocessor board, which narrowly surpassed
MacroWorks, AutoWorks, the No-Slot Clock, Springboard's Certificate Maker, and the Cauzin Softstrip

Reader.
A couple of voters thought Apple Computer Inc. had
innovative ideas, from "Apple not giving up on the II
series" to the left- or right-handed GS keyboard and

mouse cable.
Two savvy voters nominated individual program features:
the use of picture areas as brushes in DeluxePaint II and
the use of fonts to display graphics in MultiScribe Pic-

ture Manager.
AND THE WINNERS ARE . . .
Last year, you told us your overall favorites, ranked first
through fourth, were AppleWorks, The Print Shop,
MacroWorks, and MultiScribe. This year, with more ballots
and more candidates, things are a little different.
But not much. AppleWorks remains inCider readers'
best-loved, most-used product, winning by a three-to-two
margin over the new runnerup, the Apple IIGs. Whether

Left, Apple IIGs, runnerup in the overall-favorite
category.
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doing that; with a real ProDOS
Finder and maybe a speedup
card, it's going to be the poor
man's Macintosh II.

6) APPLE WRITER
A programming language within an
application? You might compare it
to the landmark database program
and report generator dBase II;
years later, Lotus 1-2-3 users might
speak of glamorous things called
"macros" and Microsoft Word
buffs might struggle with things
called "style sheets." Hardly any
of these hotshots would think of
Apple Writer and WPL.

7) RAMWORKS
AppleWorks deserves its place on
this list in its own right, but how
popular would the program be
without Applied Engineering's
RamWorks memory-expansion
card, which lets users go way beyond the original 55K desktop limits of AppleWorks? Let's face it,
AppleWorks wouldn't really be integrated without RamWorks—it would
be a desktop in RAM with lots of
disk access. RamWorks even convinced Apple that extra memory
was a good idea—at a time when
every opinion that mattered in
Cupertino was that the Apple II
was dead. It may have helped

convince Apple that an Apple II
with extra memory might sell.
Thanks for the IIGs.

8) APPLESOFT BASIC
BASIC in ROM: It was an afterthought, actually, for Wozniak—he
didn't mind typing in BASIC in machine code every time he turned
the computer on—but it was a godsend for everybody else. Applesoft
is slow, it stores graphics pages
right in the middle of programs, and
it never heard of a disk drive. But
it's been standard equipment in
every Apple II ever since, and it's
the language thousands of programmers cut their teeth on.

9) 3'/ INCH DISK DRIVES

If you were lucky enough to buy
an Apple II in 1981, you also got
the Apple II Reference Manual,
which, in addition to telling you all
about the hardware you just
bought (you could unfold a schematic diagram in the back), included the monitor-ROM listings, a
list of special locations (call them
PEEKs and POKEs), an ASCII
chart, the 6502 microprocessor instruction codes, and a clear explanation of the Apple II's baroque
memory management. To buy all
that information about your Apple
IIGs, you'll need to write a check
for about $100 to Addison-Wesley
for four or more excellent reference manuals. Nothing's free any

Few Apple II owners need a harddisk drive, but just about everyone
could benefit from the extra storage offered by the UniDisk 3.5 or
Apple 3.5 disk drive. Eight
hundred kilobytes is a big disk for
someone used to 143K. It's quiet,
it's quick, it's quite expensive.
Nothing's perfect, but cheap
clones are available. The Apple
3.5 drive even stands in as an
IBM drive if you splurge on PC
Transporter.

managing a Girl Scout camp in Turkey or church work in
Virginia, AppleWorks is your program of choice—"a business tool of no less importance than the telephone," according to L. Blake Baldwin of Campbell, California.
Several of you wrote about AppleWorks as an ongoing
institution, "a program that has become a standard to
measure other programs against" (Gustave Banks, Mount
Holly, New Jersey), or agreed with Bob Joseph of Moline,
Illinois: "It remains my most used and productive program." That doesn't seem likely to change anytime soon.
Your new second favorite, the Apple IIGs, produced a
lot of ballots that were little more than lists of specifications
or components—"2.8-MHz speed," "Ensoniq chip,"
"AppleTalk network." (If you're using it, let us know.)
But what really made the GS a shoo-in is its status as a
high-tech new machine that runs familiar old programs, a
computer that "brings the Apple II up to date," according
to Michael Barton of Tucson, Arizona. New user Donna
Steinhorn of Rumson, New Jersey, likes "the graphics, the
sound, the keyboard, the mouse—everything!" Meanwhile,
John Speck of Bath, Maine, looks to the future: "Since I
purchased my GS, what I've been able to do has been

Right, Styleware's MultiScribe, reader's third-favorite
product overall.
inCider

10) ORIGINAL APPLE II
REFERENCE MANUAL
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limited only by the amount of money I have." We agree
on both counts.
Readers' third-favorite product, judging from the last two
years' ballots, has perhaps the most loyal, ardent followers
of any Apple program. In the words of Perry Honaker of
Alliance, Ohio, MultiScribe "beautifully brings Mac-like capabilities to the Apple II, offering several fonts and creative
options."
We've grumbled about Styleware's slow delivery of
promised 8-bit accessories and what even an enthusiastic
user calls the "not fully implemented" status of MultiScribe
GS, but fans agree with Lynda Meenan of Newton, Massachusetts, who chooses the adjectives "attractive,"

All-Time Worst
Apple II Ideas
The following is a list of, in
inCider's opinion, the ten clumsiest,
most annoying, or just plain most
useless products and notions Apple
ll users have ever had to put
up with.

I

ti,K7-t

"easy," and "fun": "Since I can't afford a Mac, I can pretend to have one!"
The fourth overall vote getter was Grade Busters,
which our impartial reviewer in the October 1987 issue
(p. 77) agreed is a first-class gradebook program; nevertheless, we're tempted to skip all those ballots that are
blank except for a scribbled "Grade Busters" under
"Overall Favorite." The next mainstream favorites are two
updated classics, Super MacroWorks narrowly beating
The Print Shop this year.
M.A. Coffey of Florissant, New Jersey, sounded a little
sarcastic—"What did I do to deserve such an easy-to-setup program that saves me bits of time every few min-

though, are still holding us back for the sake of a
dying practice that (except for games) causes
more pain for the consumer than benefit for the
publisher.

2) COLOR WORD PROCESSING
Okay, it's nice to be able to merge graphics with
text, and different fonts and type styles are fine
for newsletters, cards, or certificates. But in a
word processor—a program you use to write
term papers, reports, or letters—why on earth
would you want to print different words in a document in different colors? To begin with, nothing
from an ImageWriter II is going to dazzle the recipient with its print quality anyway. Publishers of
GS word processors would serve users better by
making programs that can keep up with a halfway-decent typist.

3) SEX SOFTWARE
Computers and software are great tools for writing, calculating your finances, and storing and
sorting volumes of information, but the one room
in which a computer has no place is the bedroom. If you feel you need a piece of software to
improve your love life, it's probably too late for
you already.

4) THE Ile-T0-11Gs UPGRADE
The GS is great computer, but the thought of
gutting your trusty workhorse, the Ile, seems foolish. If you want a GS, buy the complete system.
You can always sell that Ile yourself, or, better
yet, give it to your kids.

5) FLAT-SCREEN MONITOR (LCD)
1) COPY
COPY PROTECTION
We've got a powerful operating system (ProDOS);
we're getting sophisticated RAM disks, ROM
disks, and competitively priced hard disks; we've
even got AppleTalk, ready to give school networking a boost. Some software companies,
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We like the idea of a high-quality readable LCD
(liquid-crystal display) screen, but the technology
just isn't ready yet to make the Ilc portable.

6) 16-BIT COPROCESSOR FOR THE Ilc
We like the 11c, and we like 16-bit microprocessors. But we don't like 16-bit processors on the
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utes?"—but other Super MacroWorkers are ecstatic about
a utility that "makes AppleWorks three times as useful"
(Bob O'Lary, Tallahassee, Florida) and, in its latest version,
"adds a programming language to everybody's favorite
application" (Mark Zieg, Kissimmee, Florida).
As for The Print Shop, Marlene Carr of Akron, Ohio,
writes that Broderbund's best seller "allows me to be extremely creative. . . .What was once work for me is now
lots of fun." Chez Calhoun of Tomah, Wisconsin, agrees
that the program "lets you become an instant hero to
your friends who want signs, banners, cards, [and other
materials] as well as doing them for yourself."
We could go on listing more favorites; AutoWorks and
Carmen Sandiego come next, with Shanghai close be-

Ilc. The GS has now made the 65C816 respectable, but when the 16-bit chip first became available in November 1985, there was only one 16bit program on the market—a spreadsheet called
VIP Professional. And remember, plugging a
650816 into your Ilc does not make it a IIGs—it
makes it a Ilc with a microprocessor that's too
big.

hind. When the last vote is tallied, though, it's clear you're
devoted to one thing above all others: the longevity, versatility, and just plain fun of Apple II computing. We could
have predicted that before the polls closed.•
Eric Grevstad has been writing about personal computers
since 1982. He's inCider's former review editor and was
editor of Begin Computing, our special issue published
this past fall. Eric is currently a free-lance journalist specializing in computer-industry reporting, and is a regular contributor to a number of computer magazines. His own
favorite Apple II products are the Laser 128EX, Bank
Street Writer Plus, and AutoWorks. Write to him clo inCider, 80 Elm Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.

gories) your insurance company needs to know
about every item of furniture in your home. But if
you need a template to write a letter to the editor,
please keep your opinions to yourself. Writing is
dear to us; everything you write should show that
you put some thought into it, not that you
copied it.

9) MOUSE-BASED WORD PROCESSORS
We all touch type, with varying degrees of success. Touch typing makes keying in easy because you keep your hands on the same area of
the keyboard at all times. At all times—not in between pushing a mouse around the desk to pull
down a menu to load a new file. Give us
AppleWorks.

10) "APPLE-STANDARD" CABLES

7) DISK-BASED MAGAZINES
To us, the phrase "disk-based magazine" is almost a contradiction in terms. The great thing
about magazines is that you can read them
anywhere—airplanes, buses, the couch, the bathroom. There's a place for monthly disks, but it's
not in the magazine rack.

8) WORD-PROCESSOR TEMPLATES
Templates are great. They save you the work of
typing all the formulas into a spreadsheet model of
your mortgage payments, or keying in—and
remembering— those 32 facts (call them cate-

inCider

Apple had a great idea about cables: Make them
all the same. Make the cable that attaches the
Personal Modem to
the GS the same as
the cable that connects it to the Ilc.
Make Ile cables
identical to Mac cables. The trouble is
Apple's had this
great idea several
times. There was
the 25-pin DIN connector, the big
round 9-pin DIN,
the small round
9-pin. Even the
ImageWriter I and II
are completely different. Standards
are a good idea,
Apple, but standard
means "used regularly," not everchanging. E
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Apple Access II, $75
Apple Pascal, $140
AppleWorks, $249
Apple Writer, $149
Instant Pascal, $140
Claris Corporation
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 973-4583
Reader Service Number 318
Apple Logo I, $59
Apple Logo II, $99
Logo Computer Systems
121 Mount Vernon Street
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 742-4042
Reader Service Number 319
Apple Memory Expansion
Card, $229
Apple Mouse, $149
Apple 3.5 drive, $399
Apple Ilcs, $999
ImageWriter II, $595
UniDisk, $429
Apple Computer
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
Reader Service Number 320
ASCII Express MouseTalk,
$99.95
ASCII Express Pro,
$129.95
United Software Industries
8399 Topanga Canyon Blvd.
Suite 200
Canoga Park, CA 91304
(818) 887-5800
Reader Service Number 321
AutoWorks, $49.95
Beagle Compiler, $74.95
MacroWorks, $34.95
Program Writer, $49.95
SuperFonts, $69.95
Super MacroWorks, $49.95
Beagle Bros
3990 Old Town Avenue
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 296-6400
Reader Service Number 322

Bank Street Writer Plus,
$79.95
Dazzle Draw, $59.95
Fantavision, $49.95
Karateka, $34.95
On Balance, $59.95
The Print Shop, $49.95
Science Toolkit, $69.95
Where in the USA Is
Carmen Sandiego? $44.95
Where in the World Is
Carmen Sandiego? $39.95
Broderbund Software
17 Paul Drive
San Rafael, CA 94903-2101
(415) 492-3200

Bard's Tale I, $44.95
Bard's Tale II: The
Destiny Knight, $49.95
Chessmaster 2000, $39.95
DeluxePaint II, $99.95
Music Construction Set,
$49.95
SkyFox, $14.95
Electronic Arts
1820 Gateway Drive
San Mateo, CA 94404
(415) 571-7171
Reader Service Number 324
Bose RoomMate
Speakers
Bose Corporation
The Mountain
Framingham, MA 01701
(617) 879-7330
$229-$279 per pair
Reader Service Number 325

Cauzin Softstrip Reader
Cauzin Systems
835 South Main Street
Waterbury, CT 06706
(203) 573-0150
$199.95 hardware
$19.95 software
Reader Service Number 327
Certificate Maker
Springboard Software
7808 Creekridge Circle
Minneapolis, MN 55435
(612) 944-3915
$39.95
Reader Service Number 328
Clan Practical Accountant
Sir-Tech Software
P.O. Box 245
Ogdensburg, NY 13669
(315) 393-6633
$59.95
Reader Service Number 329
CompuServe
CompuServe Information
Services
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.
Columbus, OH 43220
(800) 848-8199
$39.95 registration fee
Reader Service Number 330
Copy II Plus, $39.95
Laser 3.5 drive, $199
Central Point Software
9700 Southwest Capitol
Highway
Suite 100
Portland, OR 97219
(503) 244-5782
Reader Service Number 331

BusinessWorks
System Manager. $95
Accounts Payable,
Accounts Receivable,
General Ledger,
Inventory, $395 each
BusinessWorks Bundle,
$995
Manzanita
One SierraGate Plaza
Suite 200-A
Roseville, CA 95678
(916) 781-3880
Reader Service Number 326

DB Master
Stone Edge Technologies
P.O. Box 200
Maple Glen, PA 19002
(215) 641-1825
$179 Standard
$295 Professional
Reader Service Number 332

F-15 Strike Eagle
Microprose
120 Lakefront Drive
Hunt Valley, MD 21030
(301) 771-1151
$34.95
Reader Service Number 334
Fontrix
Data Transforms
616 Washington Street
Denver, CO 80203
(303) 832-1501
$95
Reader Service Number 335
Global Program Line
Editor (GPLE)
Nibble/MicroSparc
52 Domino Drive
Concord, MA 01742
(617) 371-1660
$14.95
Reader Service Number 336
Gradebusters 11213
Gradebusters
36-10 Queen Anne Way
Colorado Springs, CO 80917
(303) 591-9815
$79.95
volume discounts available
Reader Service Number 337
GraphicWriter, $149.95
Notes 'n' Files, $129.95
DataPak Software
14011 Ventura Blvd. #507
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
(818) 905-6419
Reader Service Number 338
GS-RAM (256K), $169
PC Transporter, $489
RamFactor
$239 256K, $369 1MB
RamWorks III
$179 64K, $329 1MB
Z-RAM Ultra 1
$199 256K, $249 512K
Applied Engineering
P.O. Box 798
Carrollton, TX 75006
(214) 241-6060
Reader Service Number 339

Dollars and sense
Monogram Software
367 Van Ness Way
Torrance, CA 90501
(213) 533-5120
$119.95
Reader Service Number 333
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KeyPlayer, $49.95
Pinpoint, $89
Point-to-Point, $129
Profiler, $129
Spelling Checker, $69
Pinpoint Publishing
5865 Doyle Street
Suite 112
Emeryville, CA 94608
(800) 633-2252
(415) 654-3050
Reader Service Number 340
Leather Goddesses of
Phobos, $39.95
Music Studio, $89.95
Paintworks Plus, $89.95
Shanghai, $44.95
Tass Times in Tonetown,
$34.95
Activision Inc.
2350 Bayshore Parkway
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 960-0410
Reader Service Number 341
Locksmith
Alpha Logic Business
Systems
4119 North Union Road
Woodstock, IL 60098
(815) 568-5166
$49.95 plus $4 shipping
Reader Service Number 342
Managing Your Money
M ECA
285 Riverside Avenue
Westport, CT 06880
(203) 222-1000
$199.95
Reader Service Number 343
MasterType
Mindscape
3444 Dundee Road
Northbrook, IL 60062
(312) 480-7667
$39.95
Reader Service Number 344
Math Blaster
Davidson and Associates
3135 Kashiwa Street
Torrance, CA 90505
(213) 534-4070
$49.95
Reader Service Number 345
Mouse Write
Roger Wagner Publishing
1050 Pioneer Way
Suite P
El Cajon, CA 92020
(619) 442-0524
$149.95
Reader Service Number 346

inCider

MultiRam RGB,
$189.95-$339.95
ProTerm, $109.95
Checkmate Technology
509 South Rockford Drive
Tempe, AZ 85281
(602) 966-5802
Reader Service Number 347
MultiScribe, $69.95
MultiScribe Picture
Manager, $39.95
Styleware
5250 Gulfton
Suite 2E
Houston, TX 77081
(713) 668-1360
Reader Service Number 348
The Newsroom
Scholastic Software
730 Broadway
New York, NY 10003
(212) 505-3000
$74.95
Reader Service Number 349
9 to 5
Nine to Five Software
P.O. Box 915
Greenwood, IN 46412
(317) 887-2154
$199.95

Reader Rabbit, $39.95
Talking Reader Rabbit,
$59.95
The Learning Company
545 Middlefield Road
Menlo Park, CA 90425
(800) 852-2255

Turbo Pascal 3.0
Borland International
4585 Scotts Valley Drive
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-8400
$69.95
Reader Service Number 375

Reader Service Number 367
The Sider
First Class Peripherals
3579 Highway 50 East
Carson City, NV 89701
(702) 883-4000
$795 20MB, $1295 40MB

Typing Tutor
Simon & Schuster
One Gulf & Western Plaza
New York, NY 10023
(212) 373-8882
$49.95
Reader Service Number 376

Reader Service Number 368
Smart Money
Sierra On-Line
P.O. Box 485
Coarsegold, CA 93614
(209) 683-6858
$79.95

UpTime
Viking Technologies
P.O. Box 299
Newport, RI 02840
401-849-4925
$11.95 single issue
Reader Service Number 377

Reader Service Number 369
SoftWood GS File
SoftWood Company
P.O. Box 90331
Santa Barbara, CA 931900331
(805) 966-4662
$99.95
Reader Service Number 370

VIP Professional
ISD Marketing
Unit #3
2651 John Street
Markham, Ontario
Canada L3R2W5
$249.95 Ile/lIc
$299.95 IIGs
Reader Service Number 378

Reader Service Number 362
No-Slot Clock
SMT, Inc.
1145 Linda Vista Drive
San Marcos, CA 92069
(619) 744-3590
$59

Stickybear Series
Optimum Resources, Inc.
10 Station Place
Norfolk, CT 06058
(203) 542-5553
$39.95 each
Reader Service Number 371

Vision Plus
AST Research
2121 Alton Avenue
Irvine, CA 92714-4992
(714) 553-0340
$399
Reader Service Number 379

Reader Service Number 363
PFS: File/Report, $125
PFS: Write, $125
Software Publishing Corp.
1901 Landings Drive
Mountain View, CA 940397210
(415) 962-8910
Reader Service Number 364
ProSel 2.5
Glen Bredon
521 State Road
Princeton, NJ 08540
$40

SuperCalc3a
Computer Associates
2195 Fortune Drive
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 432-1764
$195
Reader Service Number 372
Thunderscan
Thunderware
21 Orinda Way
Orinda, CA 94563
(415) 254-6581
$219
Reader Service Number 373

Reader Service Number 366

Reader Service Number 380
ZBASIC
Zedcor
4500 East Speedway
Suite 22
Tuscon, AZ 85712
(602) 795-3996
$49.95 plus $5 shipping
Reader Service Number 381

Reader Service Number 365
Quicken
Intuit
540 University Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 322-0573
$49.95

Word Perfect
Word Perfect Corporation
288 West Center Street
Orem, UT 84057
(801) 225-5000
$179

TML Pascal
TML Systems
4241 Baymeadows Road
Suite 23
Jacksonville, FL 32217
(904) 636-8592
$125
Reader Service Number 374
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TIMEOUT QUICKSPELL
$s9.95
Our new lightning
fast spell checker
works taster than
any spell checker
on the market.
It allows you to
easily correct your
words in context or in
a separate list.
QUICKSPELL comes
with an 80,000 word dictionary
and the ability to add an unlimited
number of words to your own custom dictionary.

TI1VIEOUTI
GetPii $89.95
Creates graphs directly from spreadsheets or databases in
any of 9 graph types: Bar, Line, Pie, XY (scatter), Stacked
Bar Area, Hi-Lo, Exploded Pie, and Point. It features automatic
or manual scaling of the X and Y axes, graph and axes titles,
legends, grid lines, and a
variety of sizes on most
dot-matrix printers.

T.M.

TIMEOUT SUPERFONTS
$79.95
Prints your AppleWorks word processor files with great looking
Macintosh fonts (6 to 127 points in size). Select from a variety
of styles like bold, italic, underline, shadow, outline, subscript,
superscript and negative. SUPERFONTS lets you put graphics
into your documents and includes a page preview feature. It
works on most dot-matrix printers.

superFonts
tin
Super FOnTs 2)* -a I'

T

TIMEOUT ULTRAMACROS
$59.95
More powerful than ANY
macro program available
for Appleworks. Includes
many special features that
let you have complete control
over Timeout and
Appleworks all at the touch
of one keystroke. You can also
define up to 500 different macros
at one time.

Beagle Bros , 3990 Old lbwn Avenue, Suite 102C, San Diego, CA 92110 619-296-6400

iM

7 NEW APPLEWORKS enhancements
that are more advanced, more powerful,
f ter and easier to use ti -in any other
TIMEOUT SIDESPREAD $49.95
Rotates your spreadsheets 90 degrees enabling you to print
sideways with no limit on the size of the file to be printed.
It offers you a wide choice of font sizes. It allows printing

of the entire spreadsheet or any portion. Works on most dot
matrix printers.

TIMEOUT FILEMAS 1LE
$49.95

TIMED UT DESKTOOLS
$49.95

Lets you master all your file and disk handling needs inside
Appleworks. Our easy-to-follow menus allow you to copy,
compare, rename, lock, unlock, and delete files. You can even
once and write out multiple
read an entire disk at
re-reading the original disk.
copies without

Comes equipped with a Clock, Calendar, Appointment
Scheduler, Task List, Calculator, Notepad, Dialer, Envelope
Addresser, Puzzle and more.

TM

For Phone Orders, 1-800-345-1750, From CA 1-800-992-4022
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KEEP YOUR SYSTEM

Have you cleaned your computer
system lately? Your disk drives and
printer are especially susceptible to
dust, dirt, and grime—but a little
preventive maintenance can go a
long way toward keeping your Apple
II working efficiently.
by Gary McCallum
---)
o you wonder what makes your computer system purr? If so, this article will provide you with
. some simple advice that will help you keep your
Apple II happy.
Disk drives and printers are the only parts of your computer system that are mechanical and should be cleaned
and lubricated. You'll need just a few simple tools and
some common chemicals and applicators: a small
common-blade screwdriver, a Phillips-head screwdriver,
and a pair of needle-nose pliers; isopropyl alcohol (rubbing alcohol), some "Rubber Renue" (a chemical that
cleans the printer's platen and texturizes it), and a small
container of lightweight lubricating oil. (Sewing-machine oil
is perfect.)
You can purchase the alcohol at any corner drugstore;
the Rubber Renue, however, will usually come from an
electronics wholesaler or equivalent. (One supplier is M.G.
Chemicals catalogue #408.) Applicators include things like
cotton swabs (such as Q-Tips), cleaning rags, or paper
towels.
PRINTERS
The areas on which you need to concentrate are the
printhead, the "rails" on which the printhead travels, and
the platen (or roller) assembly. (See photo.)
The following discussion applies only to dot-matrix print-
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ers. If you have a daisywheel, skip to the next section on
cleaning the rails.
Cleaning a dot-matrix printer isn't a neat job. Be prepared with a good supply of paper towels and isopropyl
alcohol (rubbing alcohol) on hand. Begin by removing the
printhead from the printer. Depending on the type of
printer you have, you may need to remove sliding clips or
plug-in connectors. Check your owner's manual for instructions on removing your printhead.
Once it's out of the printer, pour about half an inch of
alcohol into a glass or some type of container. Put the
printhead in the container so that the entire surface of the
head is submerged. (This is the area where those little
pins protrude from the head assembly and strike the ribbon.) Leave the head soaking in the alcohol and move on
to the next steps.
Cleaning the rails is simple. Using the isopropyl again,
soak a small portion of a paper towel and clean the entire
surface of the rails. Don't forget to clean the lower half of
the print rail, too. Under normal circumstances, you don't
need to remove the rail guides. Make sure you remove all
lubricant buildup. If your printer has more than one guide
rail, make sure you clean this one. Don't apply any lubricant yet. Proceed to the next step.
The last section you have to clean is the platen—the
black roller over which the paper feeds, directly behind
the printhead. If possible, your best bet is to totally remove the platen from the printer. If you can't, be careful
that none of the chemical compound comes in contact
with any of the printer's plastic parts.
Using a small amount of Rubber Renue on a paper
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ARE YOU PREPARED
FOR TOMORROW?
ON TOP OF THE TRENDS
inCider kiVit.that your world of
computing is as ever-changing as the
lifestyles of the '80s. What's "in"
today may be "out" tomorrow.
And if you're an Apple II* user, not
being ready for tomorrow's changes
and challenges can mean less productivity and efficiency.
That's why an inCider subscription can be the best investment you make for all your tomorrow's. The "Apple II magazine" will keep
you informed about every current event, as
well as ideas that are still on the
drawing board.

THE BEST REVIEWS AND FEATURES IN
THE INDUSTRY
And to know what's hot and what's not,
you need to read APPLE CLINIC—the popular
monthly feature that answers your hardware
and software questions. You'll also discover
the latest programming tips.

Hundreds of thousands of
Apple owners use APPLEWORKS.
inCider's APPLEWORKS IN
ACTION column tells you how to
get the most out of this integrated
program.
For insight into Apple's new
IIgs, turn to MASTERING THE IIgs.
It will teach you all about this
exciting new computer inside and
out.

THE PROGRESSIVE "APPLE II
MAGAZINE"
inCider is today's Apple II magazine
dedicated to meeting the challenges you'll
face tomorrow.
Subscribe now and you'll get 12 issues of
inCider for just $24.97—a 30% savings off
the cover price! To order, just return the
coupon, or call

1-800-258-5473.
-01:.• (In NH,

call 1-924-9471.)

inCider

SHOWING YOU THE FUTURE THAT'S TAKING SHAPE TODAY.
THE APPLE II MAGAZINE

THE APPLE II MAGAZINE

Yes! I

want to be a well-informed Apple II user! Please
send me 12 issues of inCider for $24.97. I'll save 30% off the
newsstand price.

E Payment enclosed

Bill me

Name

P 4

State

The New

Zip

Canada $47.97 (Canadian Funds). Mexico $29.97, Foreign Surface $44.97 (US Funds drawn on
S Bank). Foreign Airmail please Inquire. All rates are 1 year only. Allow 6-8 weeks for
delivery.

inCider
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CU L0
SOON'
COMPATro,Limy

Address
City

Sneak Prvt ,ew
:' It ar. SotNare
.4ffito Pg or

IIGS

37785

P.O. Box 911, Farmingdale, NY 11737
*Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Cleaning Your Drive Heads
How often do you clean your drive heads? While I
confess I don't clean them as often as I should, one of
the reasons (or should I say excuses?) has been that
it's something of a pain to get the drive heads to engage for the 30 seconds my head cleaner calls for.
Finally, I got smart and wrote a little program to do it for
me. I still may not clean my disk-drive heads as often as I
should, but at least it's less frustrating when I do.
In the past, to engage the drive heads on the cleaning disk, I entered the following command in direct
mode:
LOAD program.name, D(1 or 2)
Of course, it doesn't matter what you use for a program name, since the drive contains only a cleaning
disk anyway. If the drive tries to load a program that
isn't there, though, it makes a terrible chattering noise,
and stops with an error message after about six seconds. To get 30 seconds' worth of engage time, you
have to repeat this process five times for each drive.
That wasn't what I wanted to do with my computer, so
I looked for a better method.
There may be many other ways to do this, but I
haven't read or heard about any. The documentation I
got with my disk drive didn't tell me how to do it,
either. (It didn't even tell me how to save a BASIC
program—I had to call the dealer.)
The program listed here (see the Program listing;

data strip on p. 157), DiskClean, will step you through
the process, engage the drive heads for approximately
30 seconds on each drive, and run the PRODOS
STARTUP program when it's finished. The whole process takes about a minute and a half.
Once you type in the program, save it, and run it, MIII
the computer will lead you through the cleaning process. Let's go over just a couple of things. First, the
program engages each drive head for about 30 seconds. If it runs differently on your system (if you have a
faster clock, for example) or if you want to engage the
heads for a longer or shorter period, simply change the
value of the variable T in lines 620 and 750. To get the
desired time, the following formula is helpful:
NEW T = INT ((ACTUAL TIME/OLD T * DESIRED T) + .9)
This will give you a T that will engage the heads for at
least the time you want.
Second, if you have only one disk drive, simply delete lines 660-780. If you have more than two drives,
add lines similar to lines 660-780, changing the values
for Bs and Cs appropriately.0
—Paul Hamilton

Program listing. DiskClean.
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
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SET ERROR TRAPPING ROUTINE
ONERR GOTO 960: REM
D$ = CHR$ (4)
HOME
REM
REM
*** CLEAN DRIVE 1 SECTION ***
REM
REM
PRINT : PRINT
C$ = "INSERT THE PREPARED CLEANING DISK IN DRIVE
GOSUB 1030: REM
LINE CENTERING ROUTINE
HTAB C: PRINT C$
C$
"PRESS RETURN WHEN READY."
LINE CENTERING ROUTINE
GOSUB 1030: REM
HTAB C: PRINT C$;: INPUT "":A$
B$ = "01":T = 18
GOSUB 930: REM
DISK ACCESS ROUTINE, DRIVE 1
REM
REM
REM
*** CLEAN DRIVE 2 SECTION
REM
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
C$ = "INSERT THE PREPARED CLEANING DISK IN DRIVE 2."
GOSUB 1030: REM
LINE CENTERING ROUTINE
HTAB C: PRINT C$
C$
"PRESS RETURN WHEN READY."
LINE CENTERING ROUTINE
GOSUB 1030: REM
HTAB Cs PRINT C$;: INPUT "";A$
B$ = "D2":T = 39
DISK ACCESS ROUTINE, DRIVE 2
GOSUB 930: REM

770 REM
780 REM
*** RETURN TO MENU
790 REM
800 REM
810 PRINT : PRINT s PRINT
820 C$ = "INSERT THE PRODOS DISK IN DRIVE 1"
LINE CENTERING ROUTINE
830 GOSUB 1030; REM
840 HTAB C, PRINT C$
C$
=
"PRESS
RETURN
WHEN
READY."
850
LINE CENTERING ROUTINE
860 GOSUB 1030: REM
870 HTAB C: PRINT C$;: INPUT "";A$
880 PRINT D$;"—STARTUP,D1"
890 REM
900 REM
910 REM
*
DISK ACCESS ROUTINE
920 REM
930 REM
940 I = 1
950 PRINT D$;"—MENU,":B$
960 I = I + 1
970 IF I = T THEN CALL — 3288: RETURN
980 RESUME
990 REM
1000 REM
1010 REM
**** LINE CENTERING ROUTINE * * *
1020 REM
1030 REM
1040 C = 80 — INT ( LEN (C$) / 2 + .5)
1050 RETURN
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NEW in
USA

BUILD YOUR
HARD DRIVE SYSTEM

with MEGABOARD
The only ST506 Hard disk controller for Apple slots
Runs ProDOS, DOS 3.3, CP/M 2.2 and UCSD Pascal
MEGABOARD with ST506
Each operating system is bootable
Change operating systems by keystroke
Freely adjustable partitions
Supports hard disks up to 64 Megabyte
Standard interface works with low-cost
PC hard disks.
Runs on Apple II+, Ile, Ilas
MEGABOARD is available three ways:
MEGABOARD + cable, software and manual
--- $195 + $5*
--- $495 + $15*
MEGABOARD + 3.5 20 MByte harddrive
MEGABOARD + 20 MByte system ready to use --- $595 + $15*
shipping and handling USA.

PERLIN
ELECTRONICS

order now toll free: 800 223 9443
pay by COD or check with order
CA residents add 6% tax
hotline: 805-968-6089

$ 595
20 MB

7394 CALLE REAL
GOLETA CA, 93117

plug and play'
Circle 268 on Reader Service Card.

"THE FLOATING SHELF"

$2 9• s&
5 H Included
* High-quality monitor/printer stand
* 5" clearance for CPU or paper supply
* Generous 12" x 22" shelf space
* Extra heavy guage formed steel legs
* All hardware included
* Works great with any Apple II or
laser computer

ComputerWorks
4544 Memorial Dr., Suite 302
Decatur, Georgia 30032
(404) 299-1865

towel, rub the platen completely. Your cleaning towel or
rag will blacken quickly as the compound removes the
surface layer of the rubber, along with any glossy buildup.
The chemical will evaporate quickly, so you may have to
place more of it onto the towel. Use a fresh piece if necessary. Caution: This chemical can be dangerous. Use
only in a well-ventilated area, and take care not to spill
too much onto your hands. Wash your hands immediately
after use.
Before mounting the platen back into the printer, apply
a small amount of lubricating oil to the rails, then replace
the platen. Remove the printhead from the solution and
shake any excess buildup of ink from the head. Do this
with a paper towel wrapped around the head, otherwise
your wall may become the same color as the ribbon. Use
a Q-Tip to remove any foreign material that's left. Put the
head back into the printer and clamp the head back
down. Don't forget to plug any connectors back in.
The amount of time you use your printer and the type
of work you do with it determine how often you need to
clean it. Generally speaking, you need to "renue" your
platen when single-sheet paper slips through the printer
rather being pulled evenly and cleanly. The platen becomes glossy quickly if you run tractor-feed paper through
the printer and have the mechanism set for pinch feed or
single feed. Use pinch feed only with single sheets and
your printer will be happier for a much longer period of
time. Lubricate your printer every six months or so; clean
your printhead about every three months.

DISK DRIVES
Concentrate on the head guides and the head itself. Removing the cover normally involves taking out four Phillips
screws, although this may vary with the type of drive you
have. Once the cover is off, you may have to remove a
circuit board from the top of the drive mechanical. Once
again, this usually involves removing two Phillips-head
screws.
Carefully unplug the cable that goes to the read/write
head, and remove the card. Using a 0-Tip soaked in isopropyl alcohol, rub the surface of the rail guides on which
the head travels. Let the rails dry, then buff with the dry
end of a 0-Tip to remove any particles left over from
evaporation. Grab another fresh Q-Tip and apply a generous amount of sewing-machine oil to the end (not so
much that it drips off, but enough to soak the end) and
run the swab from end to end over the top, bottom, and
sides of the guide rails, taking care not to place any oil
on the read/write head.
Use a fresh Q-Tip soaked in alcohol and rub the glass
surface of the read/write head to remove any smudges,
dirt, or other foreign material. Use another fresh 0-Tip to
clean the head immediately and polish it gently to a clean
shine. It's important to remove any of the leftover tarnish
that remains when the alcohol evaporates. Remount any
cards you removed and reconnect the read/write head to
the card. Replace the drive's cover, and you're done.

THINGS TO WATCH OUT FOR. . .
1) Connecting or disconnecting power devices while
the computer's power is on. Power devices are items
that get their operating electricity from the computer itself.

Visa, Master Card & Amex Accepted
Personal checks allow 4 week delivery

Dealer Inquiries Accepted
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Circle 183 on Reader Service Card.
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After removing the cover
of the Apple
Image Writer
printer, clean
the printhead
(bottom), the
metal rails
(middle), and
the rubber
roller platen
(top).
After removing the Apple Disk II's
outer plastic
cover and
the inner
metal cover,
oil the metal
guide rails
(sides) and
clean the
glass read/
write head.
(The most common of these are disk drives.) Don't under
any circumstances plug or unplug any card or drive while
the power is on. Take the extra minute or so to make
sure the switch is off, but make sure you leave the power
cord plugged in.
2) Misaligned drive cables and controller cards. This
happens when you plug the drive cable into the connector and miss a row of pins either from front to back or left
to right. Take an extra few seconds to check the controller
card visually before plugging it back into the computer. If
you fail to do this, you'll surely blow some chips on the
drive, and you may also damage the card and the computer itself. Don't be lazy and try to plug in that second
drive while your card is still in the computer—take it out
first.
3) Inserting your disks too quickly. Don't hurry. Take
your time and make sure the disk is level with the drive
opening. Place the disk into the drive slowly. If you rush,
you can bend the medium that stores your information,
causing the disk to become unreadable; you may never
recover your data. (You did have backups, didn't you?)
4) Using "flippies" (double-sided disks). This involves
cutting a notch on the other side of the disk.
Consider the following: The actual recording surface of a
standard 51/4-inch disk drive with one head is on the bottom of the disk. Inside the drive itself is a small "pressure
pad" made of a felt-like material. When you insert a standard disk into the drive and close the door, the pad
makes contact with the top of the disk medium and exerts
pressure so that the read/write head makes proper contact
with the bottom of the medium.

Serial Pro°
The intelligent
multifunction card from
Applied Engineering.

11111111111f
Serial Pro is a powerful multifunction card for the Apple Be,
II+, IIGs and compatible computers. Serial Pro combines a
powerful serial port for interfacing to a printer, modem or other
serial device, with a full function dock/calendar. Serial Pro's serial
port is compatible with virtually all letter quality and dot matrix
printers, including Apple's Imagewriter and Imagewriter II, and
can communicate with the fastest external modems at baud rates
from 50 to 19,200.
Set up is easy, because unlike other cards, there are no switches
to program serial parameters or disks to use. Serial Pro has a
built-in setup screen that allows all parameters to be set And onscreen help that makes it super-easy. An on-board battery stores
your selections for over 20 years, but you can change them at
any time. Serial Pro is the perfect upgrade for Super Serial card
owners looking for more performance or a built-in dock.
Serial Port Features • Fully Super Serial Card compatible but
more versatile and easier to use
• Compatible with printers
• Compatible with modems • Prints graphics to printer (without
software) in normal mode, 90° rotation, double size, side by side,
and black/white inversion • Variable word length, number of
stop bits and parity selection • Crystal controlled circuits are
used to provide ultra accurate baud rates
Clock Calendar Features • ProDos, DOS and AppleWorks
compatible. Displays time and date on the AppleWorks screen
• Automatically time and date stamps AppleWorks files • 20
year auto recharging nickel-cadmium battery • Realtime interrupts • Built-in on screen time and date settings (no software
needed) • Does not use phantom slots
Serial Pro is perfect for Apple Be, II+, 11Gs or compatible
owners in need of a serial port or clock/calendar or both. But
unlike other multifunction cards on the market, Serial Pro does
not use phantom slots, so all the slots in your computer are
useable.
Serial Pro comes complete with manual, cable and instructions
for connecting to all the leading printers and modems.
Serial Pro
$139
Order Today! See your dealer or call Applied Engineering, 9 am.
to 11 p.m. 7 days. Or send check or money order to Applied
Engineering MasterCard, VISA and C.O.D. welcome. Texas
residents add 7% sales tax Add $10.00 outside U.S.A.

AE APPLIED ENGINEERING''
The Apple enhancement experts

(214) 241-6060
P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, IX 75006
inCider
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Insuring Your Computer
David Johnston, founder and chairman of Safeware,
an Ohio-based computer-insurance company, tells the
story of a Pasadena, California, couple whose cat became "disoriented" after moving to their new home
and used a carton of software as a "litter box." Safeware covered the $500 loss resulting from "acid and
water damage."
While such cat-astrophic experiences are rare,
others—such as electrocuted motherboards following
power surges—aren't. According to Johnston, another
increasingly common loss occurs when crossed circuits
or lightning causes modem lines to backfeed power
into the computer—even when the computer itself is
turned off.
Your regular homeowner's or renter's insurance policy
may not cover you for losses like those mentioned
above. According to Gene Garvey, an agent for Wheelock Insurance Agency in Warwick, Rhode Island, "It's
about 50/50. Some homeowner's policies do cover
computer systems; others don't."
One thing is clear, though. If you use your home
computer for business—either part-time or full-time—you
probably aren't covered, at least not for everything.
Julie Heath, Manager of Data Security Insurance in
Boulder, Colorado, emphasizes the importance of special computer insurance because of the unique nature
of computer systems. A standard Data Security Insurance policy covers you not just for loss of hardware
and media—but for software, data, and dishonest use
by others. (Safeware offers computer-fraud insurance
separately from its basic policy.)
Heath points out that Data Security Insurance has
had "zero" claims so far for computer fraud. But if
you're an accountant, for example, and you depend on
an employee to prepare payroll checks for clients, what
happens if your employee decides to print a check or
two for himself?
A loss for which we are all potentially at risk is loss
of data. Data-recovery insurance even protects you
against accidental erasure of files. With Safeware this
coverage costs an extra $99 per year. The standard
Data Security Insurance policy has you covered, but
you'll have to keep good records regarding the amount
of data lost, the hours it took to reconstruct those data,
and the hourly rate you paid someone to reenter the information. An investigator from St. Paul Fire and Marine, the
insurer who backs Data Security Insurance, works with the
insured to achieve a reasonable settlement.
Nevertheless, both Johnston of Safeware and Heath
of Data Security Insurance caution that the best insurance against data loss costs next to nothing: making
backups of all your programs and data. According to
Johnston, the real loss when you wipe out a hard
drive, say, isn't the data themselves or the cost of
having someone reenter the information. The real damage is to your business, which may be effectively shut
down, even if only temporarily.
Both Safeware and Data Security Insurance policies
cover your complete system, up to the amount of the
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policy, for losses of hardware, purchased software, and
media owing to fire, theft, power surge, vandalism,
natural disaster, and accidental damage.
Neither policy covers wear and tear or manufacturing
defects. According to Johnston, such "losses" are covered
by warranties and service contracts—not insurance.
If you travel with your computer system (or move to
a new home with your cat), both Safeware and Data
Security Insurance policies cover the system in transit,
at least throughout the continental United States and
Canada.
Safeware doesn't cover systems left in unattended
vehicles, but Heath at Data Security Insurance responds, "No one is going to steal your computer while
you're sifting in your car." With the rise in popularity of
portable computers, she believes there's a need to
cover such systems. After all, you shouldn't have to
take your computer into a restaurant at lunchtime.
Both Safeware and Data Security Insurance policies
are reasonably priced. And, if you use your computer
for business, at least part of the cost of coverage might
be tax deductible. Both policies provide for actual replacement value, not depreciated value. If your Ilc is
stolen, for example, you'd be able to purchase a new
Ilc (but not a GS), up to the limit of your policy.
Yearly coverage for systems valued at $2000 costs
$39 from Safeware and $35 from Data Security Insurance. A $5000 or $8000 system (increasingly more typical, according to Johnston) would cost $69 and $89,
respectively, at Safeware. Data Security Insurance's
$5000 policy costs $75; its $10,000 policy costs $100.
Data Security Insurance's deductible is $100. Safeware's is only $50.
Before you purchase a special policy for your Apple
II system, assess the risk you can absorb. Call your
insurance agent to see if your homeowner's or renter's
policy covers your Apple II. If it doesn't, find out
whether you can purchase a rider (an add-on to your
policy).
If your regular insurance company can't cover your
computer system, consider purchasing one of these
reasonably priced, separate policies from Safeware,
Data Security Insurance, or another specialty insurer.
You can buy surge protectors, make backups
aplenty, and unplug your modem. But you never know
what your cat—or a cat burglar—might do. ❑
—Cynthia E. Field

Product Information
Data Security Insurance
4800 Riverbend Road
P.O. Box 9003
Boulder, CO 80301
(800) 822-0901
(303) 442-0900
Contact: Julie Heath,
manager

Safeware:
The Insurance
Agency, Inc.
2929 North High Street
P.O. Box 02211
Columbus, OH 43202
(800) 848-3469
(614) 262-0559 (OH)
Contact: David Johnston,
founder and chairman
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When you "flip" the disk, you're doing two bad things
to it. First of all, the "good" certified side of the recording
medium is now coming in contact with the pressure pad.
If the pad is dirty or contaminated, you're transferring this
grime to the good side, and possibly destroying the good
side along with all your data.
The second item is that the "flip" side (the one that
normally rides on the pressure pad) is now the recording
surface. It has probably been under the pressure pad for
some time, and no longer has the ability to maintain a
good copy of your data or program. Under normal circumstances, this disk will probably work for you. But then
after you've spent six hours composing your company's
data—just before you try to make a backup—it'll come up
with read errors, or won't even be recognized as a formatted disk. Don't use flippies—save yourself the aggravation, and spend the extra $2 or so to buy another disk.

With the
Z-80 Plus; run
over 5000 new
CP/M® programs.

OTHER GOTCHAS!
Some electronic failures are caused by static, power
surges, lightning strikes, and so. You can prevent these by
using a bit of common sense. For example, a good-quality
surge suppressor can prevent power spikes and surges
from entering your system and destroying the integrated
circuits.
These same "spikes" can also be caused by a static
discharge. Some of the chips inside your computer are
very sensitive to static, and can be totally destroyed by as
little as 30 volts.
To explain exactly what happens is difficult, but to understand a static discharge, remember this: The smallest
static charge a person can feel is around 3000 volts. (If
you walk up to a light switch or touch a door knob and
see a small flash, you've just "created" about 3000 volts.)
A static charge of one one-hundredth of what you felt can
cause damage. It may not show up immediately—your
Apple may even seem to run properly for weeks.
Before you touch your computer, it's a good rule of
thumb to touch something else first—such as a metal table
leg or the metal case of your power bar. If you have the
top of your Ile off, just touch the power supply to discharge static electricity. Of course, the best solution is to
install a static mat or touch bar under or near your computer, and another static mat under your chair.
Also make sure that loose clothing (such as a tie)
doesn't accidentally "swing" into the computer while you
have the cover off. Tuck your tie into your shirt or remove
it before working on your system.
Computer safety and regular maintenance involve just a
few basic rules—if you observe them, your Apple will reward you with reliable service for many years to come. 111
Write to Gary McCallum at 3420 48th Street, Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada T6L3R2.

Now, get two computers
in ong and all the
advantages of both
nter the CP/M world with the new Z-80 Plus card from
Applied Engineering and introduce your Apple Ile, IIGs or
E
II+ to thousands of CP/M programs Only the Z-80 Plus comes
standard with the new 5.1 software, the most advanced system
ever for running CP/M programs
The new 5.1 boasts advanced features like built-in disk
emulation for popular memory expansion boards, boosting both
system speed and storage capacity. And menu-driven utilities that
let you get to work faster. The Z-80 Plus also lets you run older
CP/M programs—all the way down to Version 1.6 (2.2 is the
most popular).
The Z-80 Plus is the only card on the market capable of
accessing more than 64K If you have an extended 80-column
card, all 128K is usable. And if you have RamWorks, RamFactor,
GsRam, GsRam Plus, or an Apple memory card in your He, IIGs or
II+, up to 1088K is available.
Each Z-80 Plus comes with our CP/M Ram Drive software,
enabling most memory cards to work as a high-speed Ram disk
so CP/M software can run up to twenty times faster So packages
like WordStar, dBASE IL Turbo Pascal and most others run at
blinding speed
Simply plug the Z-80 Plus into any slot in your Apple. You'll
get the benefits of two computers in one—all at an unbelievably
low price (only $149!).
• Fully compatible with ALL CP/M software • Fully compatible
with 51/4" and 31/2" disk drives as well as most hard disks including the Sider • Fully compatible with Microsoft disks (no preboot required) • Specifically designed for high speed operation • Runs WordStar, dBASE II, Turbo Pascal, and ALL other
CP/M software with no pre-boot
• Semi-custom I.C. and low
parts count allows Z-80 Plus to fly through CP/M programs with
extremely low power consumption (we use the Z-80B) • Does
EVERYTHING other Z-80 boards do, plus Z-80 interrupts
• Five-year warranty
To get your Z-80 Plus or for more information see your
dealer, or call 214-241-6060 9 am. to 11 p.m. seven days or send
check or money order to Applied Engineering MasterCard, VISA
and C.O.D. welcome. Texas residents add 51/2% sales tax. Add
$10.00 outside U.S.A.

}E Applied EngineeringP.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006
(214) 241-6060
(PM is a registered trademark of Digital Research
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Call our new
MS, for Tech
help, info &
opinions!
603-924-7527

"1987 marks the 7th year of doing business. There have been changes,
yet much has remained the same. Our commitment to quality products
and to provide 100% satisfaction in all customer contacts and dealings
is stronger than ever. We hope you will continue to regard BCP as an
old friend for many years to come."
William F. Gallen
President

SOFTWARE.
HARDWARE
Apple
Imagewriter II
Mouse IIE w/Int
Mouse IIC w/Cbl.
Super Serial Card
Applied Engineering
Transwarp
PC Transporter
Phasor
Applied Visions
Future Sound (GS)
Bose
Roomate Speakers (GS)
Video Roomate Speakers (GS)
Central Point
Laser 128
Laser EX

499.95
124.95
88.95
119.95
179.95
CALL
138.95
229.95
CALL
CALL
378.95
47895

Applied Engineering
gs Ram
w/256k
w/512k
w/1mb
w/1.5mb
Ramfactor (11+, E, GS)
w/256k
w/512k
w/1mb
Ramworks III (11E)
w/64k
w/256k
w/512k
w/1mb
ZRam Ultra I (Ram only)
w/256k
w/512k
ZRam Ultra 2 (Ram, clock)
w/256k
w/512k
w/1mb

129.95
168.95
238.95
288.95
188.95
224.95
288.95
14.4.95
168.95
198.95
268.95
158.95
198.95
208.95
248.95
298.95

ZRam Ultra 3 (Ram, clock, cpm)
w/256k
254.95
w/512k
294.95
w/1mb
358.95

Disk Drive 51/4 " 1
138.95
Disk Drive 31/2" 800k
198.95
Disk Drive 31/2" 800k w/Cont.
268.95
Curtis Surge Protectors
Diamond
28.95
Emerald
35.95
53.95
Ruby
Disks & Ribbons
9.95
Maxell/Fuji 51/4 " SS/DD (ea)
Maxell/Futi 31/2 " 800k (ea)
19.95
Ribbons 6 Pac's
Apple lmagewriter & Scribe
I or II (Black)
23.95
I or II (Color)
26.95
II Rainbow (Color)
69.95
34.95
Scribe (Black)
Digital Vision
CALL
Computer Eyes
Hayes Joystick
Mach 3's 11E, C, GS
36.95
4a95
Mach 4's 11E, C
Kensington
64.95
System Saver (II+, 11E)
69.95
System Saver (GS)
Koala Tech
Pad w/Software
82.95
MDldeas
117.95
Conserver (GS)
Supersonic Digitizer (GS)
51.95
51.95
Supersonic Stereo (GS)
Orange Micro
Buffered Grappler w/16k
98.95
118.95
Buffered Grappler w/64k
Grappler+ Serial
60.95
Grappler C/Mac/(GS)
64.95
66.95
Juice Box (GS)
74.95
Prograppler 11E. (GS)
Textprint
Print-it (Parallel or Serial)
127.95
Third ward
Fingerprint + (Parallel or Serial)
88.95
Fingerprint G or SS
49.95
Fingerprint GSI (GS)
74.95
Thunderware
Thunderscan
178 9
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Checkmate
Memory Saver (GS)
124.95
Multiram IIE & 80 (upgrades to 1mb)
w/64k
109.95
Multiram CX
256
126.95
MDIdeas
Octo Ram
w/256k
w/tmb

128.95
278.95

Orange
RamPak (GS) w/512k

139.95

MODEMS
BCP
30 day money back
& 5 year warranty
Hayes compatible,
auto answer,

-auto-dial, II+,
IIE & GS.
Outsells all
others combined!
• PG-1200A-(CALL) single slot, 1200
baud, Pro Comm software and Free
Online Services!
• PG-2400A-($189.95) single slot, 2400
baud.
• JG-1200-($129.95) External 1200 baud.
• JG-2400-($219.95) External 2400 baud.
Prometheus
New Lower Prices

BUSINESS
Activision
Writers Choice (GS)
Apple
Appleworks
Arrays
Home Accountant
BPI
AR, GL, PR, AP, IC (ea)
Broderund/Bankstreet
Bank St. Writer Plus
On Balance
Brown Wagh
Softwood's GS File (GS)
Datapak
Notes & Files (GS)

ORDERS ONLY
"NO ORD
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A

54.95
214,95
45.95
158.95
51.95
63.95
61.95
78.95

Double Eagle
Tax Advantage 1987
Intuit
Quicken
Meca
Managing your $ V 2.0
Megahaus
Mega,Think & Reportworks (ea)
Monogram
$ & Cents
Quark
Word Juggler
Roger Wagner
Mouse Write V 2.6
Sensible Software
Bookends-Ext.
Sensible Grammar
Sensible Writer
Speller IV
Simon & Schuster
Websters Speller Ck.
Software Publishing
PFS:WR, GR, PL (ea)
PFS:File/Report
Styleware
Desk Accessories
Multiscribe V 2.0
Multiscribe Fontpaks 1-5 (ea)
Multiscribe (GS)
Multiscribe Spellchecker
Picture Manager
Word Perfect
WordPerfect V 1.1
WordPerfect V 1,1 (GS)

45.95
34.95
98.95
44.95
73.95
71.95
88.95

Print Shop Enh.
Print Shop GL 1,2,3 (ea)
Print Shop GL Holidays
Print Shop (GS)
Show Off (GS)
Central Point
Copy II +
Compuserve
Subscription Kit
Datapak
Graphic Writer (GS)
Electronic
Deluxe Paint II (GS)
Deluxe Art V1, V2 (GS)
Epyx
Create a Calendar
Graphic's Scrapbooks (ea)
Print Magic
Funk
Sideways V 2.0
Harbor
Lifeguard (GS)
PSI
Visualizer IIE
Visualizer (GS)

31.95
15.95
15.95
40.95
40.95
20.95
23.95
97.95
74.95
25.95
20.95
16.95
40.95
44.95
49.95
54.95
58.95

81.95
57.95
57.95
68.95
38.95
69.95
69.95
26.95
45.95
14.95
64.95
26.95
26.95
87.95
87.95

GRAPHICS/UTILITIES
Accolade
41.95
Graphics Studio (GS)
Activision
Clip Art (GS)
20.95
Draw (GS)
52.95
Greeting Card Maker
26.95
Music Studio (GS)
52.95
Paint, Write, Draw Combo (GS)
CALL
Paintworks Plus (GS)
52.95
Postcards (GS)
CALL
Alpha Logic
35.95
Locksmith V 6.0
Baudville
Award Maker Plus
23.95
816 Paint
45.95
Beagle Brothers
Alpha Plot, D-Code, Extra-K,
21.95
Triple Dump (ea)
Apple Mech., Bag, Diskquick, FlexText, Font Mech., Frame-Up, 10
Silver, Pronto Dos,
Util. City (ea)
16.95
Basic, Big U., Dbl. Take, Fat Cat,
Macro Works, Probyter,
Screens (ea)
18.95
Compiler
41.95
DOS B., Silicon S., Tip D. #1 (ea) 13.95
Graphics
31.95
GPLE, SuperMacroWorks (ea)
25.95
Mini Pix #1, 2, 3 (ea)
16.95
Shape Mech., Power Print (ea)
21.95
CALL
Timeout Series
Borland International
Turbo Pascal 3.0 (Reg. cpm)
46.95
Broderbund
Animal
43.95
Dazzle Draw
37.95
Fantavision
31.95
Fantavision (GS)
40.95
v Print Shop Companion
24.95 V

Pinpoint
Document Checker
Document & Spellchecker
Graphic Edge V 1.0
Keyplayer
Pinpoint Starter Kit (GS)
Pinpoint
Pinpoint Spellchecker
Pinpoint Toolkit
Point to Point
ProFiler V3.0
Roger Wagner
Merlin Combo
Softswitch (GS)
Software Touch
Autoworks, FontWorks (ea)
Program Writer
Springboard
Certificate Maker
Certificate Maker Lib #1
Newsroom
Newsroom Clip Art V1, V3 (ea)
Newsroom Clip Art V2
Newsroom Graphic Exp V1
Publisher
Styleware
Topdraw (GS)
TML Systems
Basic (GS)
Pascal (GS)
Source Code Library (GS)
Speech Tool Kit (GS)
Unison World
Art Gallery 1, 2 (ea)
Print Master Plus
United
Ascii Express Pro DOS or DOS
Mouse Talk

44.95
60.95
51.95
30.95
88.95
48.95
44,95
38.95
78.95
73.95
68.95
39.95
33.95
33.95
29.95
20.95
34.95
17.95
24.95
24.95
CALL
58.95
88.95
88.95
34.95
48.95
18,95
30.95
74.95
58.95

IEDUCATIONAL/PERSONAL
Barrons
Computer SAT
Broderbund
Geometry (GS)
Science Tool Kit Mast.
Took Kit Earthquake
Took Kit Speed
Type

33.95
69.95
44.95
25.95
25.95
29.95

BUSINESS COMPUTERS
OF PETERBOROUGH, INC.
UPPER UNION ST. • PO BOX 94 • W. PETERBOROUGH, NH 03468-0094
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Dear Sir,
Where in World
Where in the USA
Davidson Associates
Alge Blaster, Classmate, Grammar
Gremlin, Math Blaster, Math
Blaster +, Spell-It, Word Attack
(ea)
Homeworker
Read 'n Roll
Speed Reader II

25.95
28.95

28.95
52.95
CALL
39.95

Electronic
Instant Music (GS)
38.95
Music Const. (GS)
38.95
Music Const. Set
10.95
Fisher Price
Man on Moon Math, Jungle Reading,
Peter Reading Rabbit, Peter &
Wolf Music (ea)
29.95
SAT

Wings of Fury
CALL
Electronic Art
Age of Adv., Super B. Dash, 1 on 1,
Pinball Const. Set, 7 Cities Gold,
Archon, Archon II, Tim Leary's,
Movie Maker (ea)
11.95
Adv. Const. Set, Carriers At War,
Bards Tale II, Starfleet, (ea)
33.95
Amnesia, Robot Ras., Bards T. (ea) 31.95
Artic Fox, Battlefront, Chess 2000, Lords
Conquest, Make Your Murder, Russia,
Scrabble, Pegasus (ea)
28.95
Bards Tale (GS)
38.95
Ex
Sub Battle (GS), Destroyer (GS), World
Games (GS), Cali. Games (GS),
Winter Games (GS) (ea)
24.95
Summer Games, Summer Games II,
Destroyer, Champ. Wrestling, Winter
Games, Sub Battle (ea)
24.95
World's Greatest Base., Foot.,
Movie Monster (ea)
14.95
Hayden
Sargon III
19.95
Micro Lge. Sports
Baseball
26.95
Microprose
F-15, Silent Serv., Solo Flight (ea) 21.95
Silent Service (GS)
24.95
Mindscape
Balance Power, Defender Crown (GS)
King Chicago (GS) (ea)
31.95
One Step Golf's Best
Pinehurst, ST A's (ea)
14.95
Origin
Autoduel
33.95
Moebius, Ultima 3, 4 (ea)
41.95
Sierra On Line
GS Products
CALL
33.95
Kings Quest 1,2,3 (ea)
Simon & Schuster
Star Trek 1,2 (ea)
25.95
Sir Tech
Wizardry 1
31.95
Wizardry 2
22.95
Wizardry 3
25.95
Spectrum
Gato (GS)
24.95
Orbitor (GS), Tellstar (GS),
Wilderness (GS) (ea)
30.95
Strategic Simulations
Broadsides, Colonial Conquest,
Gem. Warrior, Geo. 1990,
Phantasie 2, Phantasie 3, Rails W.,
Roadwar 2000, Shard of Spring,
Wiz. Crown, Realms of D.,
Pro Golf,
(ea)
27.95
Battle Cruiser, Kampfgruppe,
War South P., Gettysburg (ea) 39.95
Battle Antiem
31.95
War in Russia
53.95
Sublogic
Flight Simulator II
34.95
Jet
29.95

Harcourt-Brace
26.95

Hayden
SAT Math, Verbal (ea)
SAT Math / Verbal Combo

19.95
36.95

Learning Company
Bumble Plot, Magic Spells, Think
Quick, Word Spinner (ea)
Gertrudes Secret, Puzzle (ea)
Juggles Rainbow
Number Stumper
Rocky's B., Robot Od. (ea)
Rabbit's
Reader, Math (ea)
Writer, Reader (GS) (ea)

24.95
29.95
19.95
25.95
31.95

Mindscape
Mastertype Improved
Perfect Score SAT

24.95
47.95

25.95
31.95

Pinpoint
Bon Appetit
Micro Cookbook

46.95
27.95

Simon & Schuster
LoveJoy's SAT
Speed Reading
Typing Tutor IV

40.95
43.95
32.95

Spinnaker
Alpha Z., Kids on K., Math B. (ea) 20.95
Fraction F., Easy W., Rhymes and
R., Easy F., Alphabuild, Counting
P., Grandma's H., Logic L., Up &
Add, Sea Speller, Easy P., Adv.
Creator (ea)
8.95
Homework Helpers: Word, Word (GS),
Writing, Writing (GS) (ea)
31.95
Typing Made Easy
31.95
Wizard Oz, Treasure Island, Swiss
Family Robinson
20.95
Springboard
Easy ABC, Games, Mask Parade,
Fractions, Piece of Cake Math
(ea)
25.95
Weekly Reader
Sticky Bear Series (ea)
24.95

GAMES SOFTWARE
Accolade
Fight N., Hard B. (ea)
Mean 18 (GS), Hard B. (GS) (ea)
Activision
Champ. Baseball, Hacker II,
Shanghai (ea)
Hacker II (GS), Shanghai (GS),
Basketball (GS) (ea)
Might & Magic
Tass Times in Tonetown (GS)
Blue Lion
RSVP
Ticket to London, Paris, or
Spain (ea)
Broderbund
Airheart, Champ. Lode R.,
Karateka (ea)
Captain Goodnight

"I would like to take a moment to commend your operation
for the fine service you deliver. I have dealt with many
$7.95
computer suppliers, but
when
few of them deliver the
purchased
with other
service they all tout. Your
items,
S9.95 alone!
personnel are extremely
cordial and helpful in
solving the many
problems a novice
user may encounter.
I salute your fine
efforts! "

21.95
24.95
25.95
29.95
31.95
21.95

HEMENWAY
ASSOCIATES
Bill Fishbourne,
Massachusetts

SPECML
Apple Computer

Appleworks & Apple Mouse bundle,
special holiday offers. Purchase either
the Apple Mouse IIE or IIC with
Appleworks 2.0 & you'll receive a
free mug!
Appleworks V2.0 & Mouse IIE
Appleworks V2.0 & Mouse IIC

339.90
303.90

SPECML

First Class ...1 Year

FCP's Sider systems come
complete, simple installation a
setup. Supports DOS 3.3, Pro
DOS, CPM & Pascal!
20mb Sider System
$568.95
40mb Sider System
$939.95

pECML
emory Boards

Now's the time to upgrade! Buy the
best from the best, upgrade now
with a board from BCP. (Offer
applies to all boards with at least
lmb, see memory board sect. for
prices.)

CALL

OUR TERMS

27.95
22.95
12.95

Buy any product
featured as a special
and receive a porcelain
safety mug, free!

Customer Service (603) 924-9406

Payment: MCNisa with no surcharge. Personal checks require 21 day clearing period.
Misc.: Prices subject to change. 1 mug per order, while supply lasts.

V

V

*1Shipping: All software orders will ship 2nd day UPS airfreight, $4.00 min.;
backorders UPS ground. Hardware: Call.

800-845-3003
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OFFICIAL LICENSEE
1984 MLBPA

The only strategy
computer game licensed
by Major League Baseball
". . . it's like being
in the dugout."

See action unfold on
istic color
• 2 7N
•3
41_

would you do managing your favorite real team against any
challenger? Take on the '27 Yanks, with Ruth & Gehrig, the
'75 Cincy Big Red Machine, the '86 World Champion Mets,
or any current powerhouse team!
Manage any team, past or present, in the MicroLeagues!
• Not a pretend,- joystick game! MicroLeague is a computer
simulation game using real players and their performance—
with stats licensed by the Players Asociation.
• You manage a real team, with all the strategies of big league
managers! Pick your lineups, choose your spots for steals,
pinchhitters, relief pitchers, bunts, and much more!
• For 2 players, or if no one's around play against the "Baseball
Buddha,- the computer's built-in manager,
Other Microteague Disks—World Series teams, All-Star Rosters,
Season Disks with all 26 teams ($19.95)
"Franchise History" Team Disks for any club ($24.95)
GM/Owner Disk —to update roster, trades & more ($29.95)
Box score/stat compiler Disk — Box scores compile automatically

2 3
3

. . when I played
MicroLeague—it
was like being in
my own dugout!"

Manager. Detroit Tige

for teams you store ($24.95)

Coming Soon

MLB II— Great new features, park effects,
injuries etc. For the Atari St., Amiga, and MAC

Disks for
Apple II series, IBM PC/PC jr., Commodore 64/128,
Atari 65/130XE (soon).
Check with your retailer, or for direct VISA/MC orders,
Call toll-free 1-800-PLAYBAL or (302) 368-9990.

Circle 224 on Reader Service

MICRO LEAGUE
SPORTS ASSOCIATION
2201 Drummond Plaza,

Newark, DE 19711-5711

logos and insignias depicted are the exclusive property of Maior League Baseball. the American League, the National League.
and the re-WOO MAW League Clubs, and may not be reproduced without their written consent
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SAVE TIME
with
TEMPLATES
With AppleWorks and a wordprocessor, spreadsheet, or database
template, you'll have a customdesigned application up and running
in minutes.
by Cynthia E. Field

•l1
ant to push AppleWorks to the limit—without pushing yourself too
hard? Then consider purchasing predesigned document, database,
and spreadsheet templates. These files are like blank forms with the
hard work—layouts and formulas—already done. Often all you have to do is type
in your data.
We'll take a look at about three dozen commercially available disks—each containing up to two dozen or more individual files—that can coax AppleWorks to do
things you may never have imagined: start a new career, feed a horse, study the
Bible, and much more. Adding these artful touches to AppleWorks won't send
you to the poorhouse, either. Most template disks are priced at less than $50.
WHY SO CHEAP?
Boilerplate documents, predesigned databases, and preset spreadsheets are inexpensive for two reasons. First of all, the developers of these applications didn't
have to spend long hours designing a master program like AppleWorks—Bob
Lissner had already executed that stroke of genius.
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Instead, people such as Phineas Fiske, Bill Bernardi,
Ernest Stefanik, and Dr. Robert Flaherty concentrate on
developing special files that use the AppleWorks word
processor, database, and spreadsheet, or, in some cases,
all three, to perform custom tasks. As you can imagine,
setting up a spreadsheet template takes a lot less time
than designing a whole program from scratch.
The second reason such products are so affordable is
that with few exceptions, you purchase these AppleWorks
add-ons directly from the people who designed them—
often out of their own business or personal needs.
Template disks aren't copy protected, a feature that encourages you to play with a template's basic structure and
test its premises, without fear of losing the original form.
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
If you're a novice AppleWorks user, or an experienced
one who wants to learn new tricks, take a look at
HelpWorks. This compendium of files resulted from the
more than 1000 hours Bobby Turner and Bobby Mimlitch
have spent teaching people how to use AppleWorks. According to this dynamic duo, "[We wrote] HelpWorks by
drawing on the many questions and situations we've encountered over the last four years."
Would you believe a well-written, illustrated, 200-page
manual and more than 100 AppleWorks files for just
$39.95? The package includes interactive tutorial files to
teach you how to use AppleWorks' spreadsheet functions
and special-purpose files such as those for livestock owners, including Horse Data (a database) and Daily Feed
Rations (a spreadsheet).
HelpWorks has files for individuals (Recipe Box), business professionals (Payroll, Shipping Costs Table), and educators (Chemical Elements, Science-Test Layout). (See the
accompanying sidebar, "AppleWorks Goes to School," for
more templates for teachers, school administrators, and
athletic directors.) In short, HelpWorks includes something
for just about everyone.
Mary Kay DeLeo and Cheryll Schomber, another team
of AppleWorks aficionados, have created Nonnie's File
Box, a "Cook's" Tour of AppleWorks featuring two
double-sided disks packed with word-processing documents, databases, and spreadsheets for the kitchen.
Open Nonnie's File Box and savor its 75 recipes for
everything from soup to nuts, organized into categories
such as appetizers, salads, side dishes, main dishes, and
desserts. File Box database information includes each
item's method of cooking, major characteristic (such as
economical, quick, or low-calorie), and appropriate presentation (company party, lunch, brunch, or buffet).
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Nonnie's File Box
features 75 recipes, plus related
information and instructions organized into
databases and
spreadsheets.

The package also contains a spreadsheet template for
creating your own recipe collection. Just load the template, change its name (Open apple-N), and enter ingredients and cooking instructions. Because these recipes are
spreadsheets, AppleWorks can resize them automatically
and recalculate amounts of ingredients quickly.
Nonnie's File Box adds spice to food-related tasks in still
other ways. You can check off items you need in Nonnie's
grocery-store database so that you'll have a neatly printed
list to take shopping. (The program includes ingredients
for a specific recipe automatically.) If you're already using
AppleWorks in your home office, it makes sense to assign
it some KP duty, too.
HOME FINANCE
Although it's a major category, food isn't the only item in a
family budget. An AppleWorks add-on such as Accountant,
a general ledger for the home, may be just what you need to
get a grip on family finances without spending an arm and
a leg.
Like most other products highlighted in this article,
Accountant's documentation comes on disk in a wordprocessing file. A second word-processing file contains
predefined income and expense categories. Two preconfigured databases contain the program's bookkeeping file
and another file with sample data. Two spreadsheets determine your net worth and reconcile your checking account with bank statements (you hope).
Unlike full-featured, stand-alone home-accounting programs, such as Broderbund's On Balance, Accountant
doesn't print checks or keep track of automatic transactions. But if your home-accounting needs are modest and
you want to get more mileage from AppleWorks, Accountant may be the place to start.
Two other AppleWorks disks from Applied Scientific are
Financial Calculator and Investment Portfolio. The former includes spreadsheet templates for calculating amortization schedules and other financial facts of life, such as
compound interest, straight-line depreciation, loan payments, and effective yield on Treasury bills.
Portfolio keeps track of stocks and bonds. Organizing
investment information this way can help you make more
timely decisions about buying and selling, and can simplify
the process of preparing your tax return.
SPEAKING OF THE IRS . . .
Not only can you use AppleWorks to organize your finances and investments, you can really maximize this program's potential when April 15th rolls around.
SKY Computer Resources (Federal Tax Forms) and
Personal Financial Services (1040Works) take different approaches to accomplish the same end: the efficient (and
almost painless) preparation of your federal income-tax
return.
Federal Tax Forms offers the schedules most people
need. Less common ones are available for an additional
$5 each. Nicholas Sky's templates are well designed with
clearly marked entry areas—you don't have to wonder
where to type in data. Each template replicates a separate
form or schedule.
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MANAGE YOUR MONEY
WHILE YOU STILL HAVE SOME
MON TOMANAGE.
"
"".."'"'"•••
7:11..
•••
• • • .1

anaging Your Money' is the
most comprehensive, easy
to use, personal financial
software tool available today.
It's everything you'll ever
need, it's all you'll ever need,
o master your own personal
•nances:

Let Andrew Tobias
financial advisor whilecomputer
yourur personal
helPs You manage your money effectivellf

EyTM

PERSONAL BUDGETING
CHECK WRITING
NEW TAX LAWS
TAX PLANNING
INSURANCE PLANNING
FINANCIAL CALCULATOR
PORTFOLIO MANAGER
• NET WORTH
• AND MUCH, MUCH MORE.

4

"NOTHING BEATS MANAGING YOUR MONEY."

PC Magazine,1987

Software that makes your personal computer worth having.
MCA
(q) 1987. MECA • 355 RIVERSIDE AVENUE, WESTPORT, CT 06880
For 256K IBM PC, XT, AT, PCjr, PS/2, TANDY 3000, 1200HD, 1000, APPLE Ile (128K, Two Drives) Ilc, IIGS. Available in 31/2" and 51/4" diskettes.
Circle 105 on Reader Service Card.

Phineas Fiske's 1040Works takes a broader approach.
Available in two versions, 1040Works prepares a complete
return including pertinent forms and schedules on one
(the 256K edition) or two (128K) templates. According to
Fiske, "Nearly half of last season's orders were for the
expanded version."
Both tax-preparation programs are easy to use and, like
all other AppleWorks templates mentioned, make use of
commands you already know, such as Open apple-K for
calculation, Open apple-S for saving, and Open apple-P
for printing.
Fiske's program goes even further in helping alleviate
the tedium of tax preparation. Both editions of 1040Works
come with files containing predefined macros—short series
of keystrokes that take the place of longer sequences—that
work with MacroWorks, Super MacroWorks, AutoWorks, and
KeyPlayer, saving you typing time. (See "Macros: Faster than
a...," July 1987, p. 50, for more information.)

In addition, 1040Works can import financial data from
Broderbund's On Balance, Intuit's Quicken, and Monogram's Dollars & $ense, as well as from your own
AppleWorks spreadsheets.

ACCOUNTANTS, TAKE NOTE
For professional tax preparers and accountants, SKY
Computer Resources offers templates to prepare certain
subtypes of Form 1099, including 1099-INT, 1099-A,
1099-DIV, and 1099-MISC. With the separate Converter
program (also available from SKY), you can format client
files in IRS-acceptable format for magnetic-media reporting.
There's one hitch, though. According to Nicholas Sky,
the IRS requires that disks submitted to that agency be
formatted with the MS-DOS operating system. You'll need
to find a service (a friend with a modem and an IBM PC
perhaps) to transfer your ProDOS ASCII files to an MS-DOSformatted disk.

AppleWorks Goes to School
Not surprisingly, AppleWorks' popularity is spreading
from home and office to school. Not only teachers, but
administrators and coaches as well, are finding applications for this versatile integrated program.
The first, and perhaps most obvious, use of AppleWorks in schools was for teachers' gradebooks. Educators discovered quickly that setting up a simple
gradebook in the AppleWorks spreadsheet is easy. But
things get progressively more difficult if you want a
template that deletes the lowest grade automatically or
gives variable weight to specific assignments.
Enter Jim Crawford. Crawford sells AppleWorks
spreadsheet templates called Customized Gradebooks
for a mere $21.95. With information you provide about
your classes and your gradebook requirements, Crawford designs templates just for you—an advantage over
gradebooks that try to be all things to all teachers.
Three products from K-12 MicroMedia Publishing
prove that AppleWorks isn't just for gradebooks anymore. Collectively known as SchoolWorks, these template collections come on separate double-sided disks
called Teacher (templates include a gradesheet, progress report, lesson plan, and seating chart), Office
(templates include a bill, bid list, daily bulletin, and
school menu), and Athletic Director (templates include
a club roster, trainer's report, football inventory, plus
others for sports statistics).
MECC, a leading publisher of educational software,
also sells sports-related templates for AppleWorks.
SportsWorks is series of ten double-sided floppies,
with separate disks for baseball, basketball, football,
soccer, softball, swimming and diving, track and field,
and volleyball. Each disk includes sport-specific templates. Templates on the baseball disk, for instance,
keep track of home runs, hits, RBIs, and other baseball
stats. Scouting, inventory, and awards templates are
also included.
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Two general-purpose administrative disks (Athletic
Director and Club/League Organizer) include templates for keeping track of budgets, fee payments, injuries, schedules, and facilities, as well as for generating
sign-up sheets, mailing labels, and a master schedule.
AppleWorks is finding its way into the traditional academic curriculum, too. Scholastic Software publishes
two hefty database packages—one for social studies
(The U.S. Constitution Then and Now) and another
for science (Weather and Climate Lab).
In U.S. Constitution, students assume the roles of the
delegates to the Constitutional Convention. Using the
three disks of data that come with the package, students research information about the convention, study
biographies of the delegates, and explore controversial
issues involving the Bill of Rights.
Weather and Climate Lab lets students search
through database files containing actual U.S. Weather
Service information provided by NOAA, the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, to
learn about wind chill, humidity, daily temperature fluctuations, cloud cover, and precipitation.
Each package comes with a voluminous teacher's
guide chock full of suggested activities that teach not
only history and science, but computer literacy, as well.
Helping teachers record grades, tracking stats for
coaches, and showing kids how to forecast weather are
just all in a day's work for AppleWorks, the hardest—C.F.
working Apple II program of
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HELPWORKSTM
For the Beginner to the Expert
INCLUDES:
APPLEWORKS IN SMALL BUSINESS
Applied Scientific, the company that markets the homefinance templates described above, also sells Accounts
Payable, Accounts Receivable, and Payroll templates
for small businesses. These programs aren't integrated
and don't cover all functions, but they do use standard
forms from business stationers such as NEBS to print purchase orders, invoices, and shipping labels. These templates provide an economical way to begin automating
some business functions.
If you need general-purpose business templates, take a
look at inCider's Success with AppleWorks I and II.
These disks contain an assortment of word-processing, database, and spreadsheet files that serve as patterns for
personalized form letters, price quotes, mailing lists, customer databases, company newsletters, and annual expense summaries, among other things.
Most of these documents, databases, and spreadsheets
are simple enough that even an inexperienced AppleWorks user could probably set one up within a couple of
hours starting from scratch. But at a cost of about $3 per
template, these disks give you an overview and a leg up
on the kinds of business projects AppleWorks can handle.
FOR SURGEONS AND ANESTHESIOLOGISTS
Dr. Robert Flaherty, of Applied Scientific, has designed two
medical-accounting templates for AppleWorks: Surgery
Billing and Anesthesia Billing. According to company literature, these products (priced at $100 each) are "procedure
oriented" and therefore probably not useful for other types of
practices.
Each template fills out billing statements and medical
claim forms, including HCFA-1500 (1-84, 9-85, 11-85),
Champus 501, and Blue Cross/Blue Shield-4C1. In addition, these AppleWorks add-ons can generate reports of
overdue accounts for speeding up collections.
FOR ASPIRING SURGEONS AND OTHER ARTISTS
One of the newest kids on the AppleWorks block is
CareerWorks, a database stuffed with 27 categories of information about nearly 300 occupations. CareerWorks can
tell you which jobs offer low stress and high pay (there
aren't many) and the personal and educational qualifications you need for any of the listed careers.
It provides job-outlook data, too, to help you determine
which occupations will be hot in the next few years and
where the competition will be. It's a snap to use the
AppleWorks search function (Open apple-R) to look for
jobs that fit whatever criteria are important to you.
Clearly useful for school guidance counselors and highschool students, CareerWorks is also the kind of reference
you can use at home if you're considering a career
change or if your children, like most, don't know what
they want to be when they grow up.
It was Bill Bernardi's teenagers who provided the impetus for designing CareerWorks. Bernardi, with a big assist
from students working in the Career Development Center
at St. Vincent College in Latrobe, Pennsylvania, gathered
and compiled data from U.S. Department of Labor publications and other handbooks. CareerWorks contains a file
listing these and more than 100 other occupational refer- ences. (See the accompanying sidebar, "An AppleWorks
Entrepreneur," for more on Bernardi.)

COMPREHENSIVE HELPWORKS BOOK
• Covers all aspects of APPLEWORKS
• Quick references and detailed instructions
• Working sample files with explanation
ON LINE HELP
• Answers to common APPLEWORKS
questions in a database
• Data Base explaining all open Apple Key
Commands
• Over 100 sample files on disk (5.25 and
3.5 disks available)
• Specific Templates for business, sports,
education, & more
• Sample files to help all users
TIPS & TRICKS AND MUCH MORE
*ONLY $39.95
*Introductory offer will expire 12-31-87

co

(Plus $3.00 for shipping and handling. In Texas add 6% tax)

806-796-8495
HELPWORKS SOFTWARE CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 2913
LUBBOCK, TX. 79408
Circle 216 on Reader Service Card.
••••

Three Great Values
For Your Apple II
Labels, Labels, Labels... Mix graphics, borders
and different text fonts to dress up your mailing
labels. You can use any Print Shop graphics,
borders or fonts. You can use three different
sizes of labels. Retail price $39.95 for product
number PS03. Available November 1987.
P.L.U.S.: Do you love Print ShopTM? We do!
That's why we've created P.L.U.S., a set of ten
"Print ShopTM" related utility programs that are so
useful, you'll wonder how you got along without
them. Retail price is $24.95 for product number
PS01.
Big Red Computer Club: An international
AppleTM II user group with over 8000 members.
Members receive a monthly newsletter called
Scarlet, a large catalog of public domain
software and group discounts on software
products. Membership is only $12.00 a year.

Big Red Computer Club
423 Norfolk Avenue
Norfolk, NE 68701
Phone orders welcome! Call 402-379-4680.
Information packets are available on request.

inCider

Circle 151 on Reader Service Card.
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An AppleWorks Entrepreneur
"We bought the books and couldn't get the kids to
read them," says Bill Bernardi, creator of Careerworks,
the AppleWorks database that offers detailed descriptions of nearly 300 occupations. Instead of becoming
exasperated or lamenting his teenagers' lack of motivation, Bernardi—in true entrepreneurial spirit—seized the
opportunity and launched his second company, Sextant
Software: "After looking at everything available [for career counseling], we could see there was real potential
for developing a product that showed students, teachers, and parents a variety of careers in detail."
Software publishing is new to Bernardi. His primary
business, United States ThermoAmp Inc., makes
swimming-pool heaters. U.S. ThermoAmp computerized
in 1983 when Bernardi purchased his first Apple Ile.
Since then, he has added a second Ile, which is
"wired up to run our Heat Siphon test," and a Laser
128, "which I bring home."
You might expect Bernardi's office Ile to run AppleWorks, and it does—continuously. U.S. ThermoAmp
uses the popular integrated program for printing the
company's purchase orders, invoices, and packing
slips, and storing its database of 3000 swimming-pool
dealers. "We have Pinpoint [desk accessories for
AppleWorks] installed, so we have it dial up a sales
lead," Bernardi explains. "Then we pop into the database and ask the dealer questions."
When the time was ripe to approach his banker for a
business loan, Bernardi booted up AppleWorks, transferred data from BPI General Accounting (the company uses the general-ledger, receivables, payables,

MORE THAN MONEY
While home finances, Uncle Sam, and job prospects are
necessary distractions, most people would agree there's
more to life. If you enjoy studying the Bible or if your
career involves writing sermons or other religious material,
take a look at BibleWorks. Ernest Stefanik is a modernday Bible scholar whose translations of both Old and New
Testaments don't involve Greek or Arabic—Stefanik works
in ProDOS!
Each of the Bible's nearly 1200 chapters is a separate
AppleWorks word-processing file on the BibleWorks disks.
This "Bible-on-Disk" makes it easy to use the move-toclipboard command (Open apple-M) to keep an inspirational thought for the day on your AppleWorks desktop, or
to include it on your appointment calendar or "to do" list.
Use the AppleWorks find command (Open apple-F) to
search for particular theme words such as "peace,"
"love," or "Jesus."
Stefanik also prepares Bible Exchange Disks containing study aids (charts, outlines, notes, or bibliographies)
submitted to him by AppleWorks users. The first disk in
the series contains an informational chart of the 12 Apos-
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and payroll modules), and quickly generated the necessary reports, including a comparison of 1986 and 1987
balance sheets.
Pleased as he is with AppleWorks, two things remain
on Bernardi's wish list: a relational database and a
more powerful spreadsheet. For complex reporting
needs, Bernardi considered ReportWorks, but found it
too slow.
And AppleWorks can't handle the scientific spreadsheets U.S. ThermoAmp creates to predict energy savings for pool owners who use the firm's Heat Siphon
instead of propane-fired, natural-gas-fired, or electricalresistance-driven pool heaters. Currently, the company
prepares this spreadsheet with the now-discontinued
VisiCalc Advanced, which includes built-in trigonometric functions and other sophisticated mathematical
operations.
To accommodate the requirements of a growing business where, typically, time is money, Bernardi has installed
Applied Engineering's RamWorks and TransWarp cards
to beef up his Ile's RAM with a speedy 1 MB. Two daisychained Sider hard drives (10- and 20-megabyte) are
tethered to the office Ile.
Bernardi's current software project? He's designing
CareerWorks II, a self-test to help you find an occupation that suits your personality, interests, and ambition.
Whether he's heating swimming pools or publishing
career-guidance software, Bill Bernardi owes a lot to
AppleWorks. He's living testimony to his own philosophy that everyone should be able to find satisfaction
and monetary reward as they embark on their "lifelong
journey to retirement."111

tles, with cross-references from the books of Matthew,
Mark, Luke, and the Acts of the Apostles. Another file
contains a list of about 600 Biblical names from Aaron to
Zorobabel, complete with derivation and pronunciation.
CUSTOM TEMPLATES
BibleWorks won't help your church or parish organize its
more down-to-earth activities, though. For that, you'd have
to adapt one of the finance programs mentioned above or
hire someone like Bill Robinson, of Paradise Custom
Programs for Computer. Robinson designs tailor-made
templates for AppleWorks.
A retired aerospace engineer who enjoys programming
on the Apple II, Robinson admits his prices are "unrealistically low" (generally $10-$100). He's designed templates
for a church accounting system, for kindergarteners, even
for people who want to know "when and where to fish for
bass." Current projects include templates for sales asso-
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ciates affiliated with Mary Kay Cosmetics, AmWay, and
Shaklee.
GET THE PICTURE
Using word-processing, database, and spreadsheet templates with AppleWorks is like dabbing paint on a blank
canvas. With the right tools and enough inspiration, the
possibilities are limitless. If you haven't the time or inclination to create your own templates, investigate some cre-

ated by other AppleWorks users. Don't be surprised if you
discover that AppleWorks is the only program you'll ever
need. •
Cynthia E. Field is the author of Field Trip, inCider's column
on educational software. She teaches botany at the University of Rhode Island and is a free-lance journalist specializing in computer-related topics. Write to her at 60 Border
Drive, Wakefield, RI 02879. Enclose a self-addressed,
stamped envelope if you'd like a personal reply.

Product Information
Accountant, $29.95
Accounts Payable, $29.95
Accounts Receivable,
$29.95
Anesthesia Billing, $100
Financial Calculator,
$29.95
Investment Portfolio,
$29.95
Payroll, $29.95
Surgery Billing, $100
Applied Scientific
416 Arnold
Bozeman, MT 59715
(406) 586-1157
Reader Service Number 300
Bible Exchange Disks
Lists, $2 plus $2.50
shipping
Sermons, $2 plus $2.50
shipping
BibleWorks
Old Testament,
$36 plus $2.50 shipping
New Testament,
$12 plus $2.50 shipping
Complete Bible, $49.95
Fax Plus
P.O. Box 206
Derry, PA 15627
(412) 694-8602
Reader Service Number 301
BPI General Accounting
Computer Associates
International
2195 Fortune Drive
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 432-1727
$249 per module
(Accounts Payable, Accounts
Receivable, Payroll,
General Ledger, Inventory)
Reader Service Number 302
CareerWorks
Sextant Software
1223 Walnut Street
Latrobe East Industrial Park
Latrobe, PA 15650
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(412) 537-3500
$49.95 plus $3 shipping
$149.95 six-pack
Reader Service Number 303
Converter,
$150 first template
$50 each additional
template
Federal Tax Forms, $39.95
$5 plus $2.50 shipping per
additional form
Form 1099 Templates,
$25 each
SKY Computer Resources
P.O. Box 204
Portland, OR 97207
(503) 234-7291
Reader Service Number 304
Customized Gradebooks
Jim Crawford
5048 Springtree Court
Lithonia, GA 30058
(404) 987-0324
$21.95
Reader Service Number 305
HelpWorks
HelpWorks Software
P.O. Box 2913
Lubbock, TX 79408
(806) 796-8495
$39.95

Paradise Custom
Programs for Computer
Bill Robinson
14133 Racine Circle
Magalia, CA 95954
(916) 873-3677
Reader Service Number 308

Reader Service Number 313
Pinpoint
Pinpoint Publishing
5865 Doyle Street
Suite 112
Emeryville, CA 94608
(800) 633-2252
(415) 654-3050

$89
Reader Service Number 309
RamWorks Ill, $199-$329
TransWarp, $279
Applied Engineering
P.O. Box 798
Carrollton, TX 75006
(214) 241-6060
Reader Service Number 310
ReportWorks
Megahaus
6215 Ferris Square
San Diego, CA 92121
(800) 345-8112
(619) 450-1230
$49.95
Reader Service Number 311

Reader Service Number 306
Nonnie's File Box
Plume Software
P.O. Box 2209
Altoona, PA 16603
(814) 942-7058
$24.95 plus $3 shipping
Reader Service Number 307

The Sider
First Class Peripherals
3579 Highway 50 East
Carson City, NV 89701
(702) 883-4000
$795 (20M)
$1295 (40M)

School Works
Athletic Director,
Office,
Teacher, $55 each
$99 two, $125 three
plus 5% shipping
K-12 MicroMedia Publishing
6 Arrow Road
Ramsey, NJ 07446
(201) 825-8888
Reader Service Number 312

SportsWorks
MECC
3490 Lexington Ave. North
St. Paul, MN 55126-8097
(800) 228-3504
(612) 481-3500
$35 per program
$390 (14 programs)
Reader Service Number 314
Success with AppleWorks
I and II
CW Communications/
Peterborough
80 Elm Street
Peterborough, NH 03458
(800) 441-4403
(603) 924-9471
$29.97 each
Reader Service Number 315
1040Works, $21.95 (128K)
plus $3 shipping
1040Works-X, $24.95
plus $3 shipping
Personal Financial Services
P.O. Box 1401
Melville, NY 11747
(516) 261-8652
Reader Service Number 316
The U.S. Constitution
Then and Now
Weather and Climate Lab
Scholastic Software
730 Broadway
New York, NY 10003
(212) 505-3000
$74.95 each
Reader Service Number 317
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It's
Christmas
and Apples are
in Se on.
inCider takes the
difficulty out of
learning about Applesoft, graphics programming, assembly
language, games,
business and educational applications.
inCider makes
computing easier
and more fun.
Isn't that what
gift giving is all
about? So, this
year, give
inCider.

Happy Holidays! If a relative or friend owns an Apple
II computer, you ought to
start thinking about
what to give them
this year.
Why not give
them the
most useful
of all,
user-friendly
information. Information like
that found
only in
inCider, the
Apple II Magazine.

gift
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I want to give the right gift to my Apple
friends. 12 issues for $24.97.

CI Payment enclosed

CI Bill me after the holidays

(Please make checks payable to inCider)
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State

Zip

Please enter a one year gift subscription for:
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Canada $47.97 /Canadian Funds), Mexico $29.97, Foreign Surface $44.97, 1 year only, US Funds draw,,
on US Bank. Foreign Airmail, please inquire. All gift subscriptions will begin with the first available issue
in 1988.
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The Power Of

SPEECH

Voice systems are helping Apple users communicate
with their computers easily and naturally.

by Joseph J. Lazzaro

A

nything you can do with the video screen you
can do more efficiently with voice," flatly declares Brian Charlson, a speech consultant in
Watertown, Massachusetts. Since our most natural mode
of communication is verbal, it makes sense to own a corn*6**

puter that can listen—and talk back. It's not just science
fiction anymore: Speech synthesis and recognition on the
Apple II are a simple matter of off-the-shelf hardware and
software. For surprisingly little cash, you can make your
Apple talk and respond to your spoken commands.

With a voice-synthesizer card and appropriate software,
you can give your Apple an unlimited vocabulary that will
help you write, keep records and spreadsheets, telecommunicate, adapt systems for the disabled, and add pizzazz
to your games; a recognition board gives your Apple the
power to respond to voice commands, verbal macros, and
spoken lists of alphanumeric data, and to participate in
voice-based security and remote control, telemarketing
procedures, data collection, drill-and-practice training, and
computer operation by the disabled.
SPEECH SMARTS
Any Apple II computer can produce sound by itself—
that is, without any additional hardware. The Apple's builtin speaker is fairly crude and generates only simple clicks
when electric current stimulates it. You can play music on
an unmodified Apple simply by writing Applesoft BASIC or
machine-language programs. Type this short BASIC program into your Apple and run it—you'll generate a buzzing sound:
10 A = PEEK (49200)
20 GOTO 10
This is probably the simplest example of Apple sound
production. Loops and other intermediate steps produce
more sophisticated sound—variations in pitch and rhythm
that we perceive as music—as they vary the frequency of
the speaker's vibration.
Here's an example of a program that employs only one
more line of code. It produces a slow clicking sound; you
can vary the span between clicks by making n larger (n
here stands for any decimal number):
10 A = PEEK (49200)
20 FOR I = 1 TO n : NEXT I
30 GOTO 10
You can even produce crude speech with this method,
but you'd need long, complex BASIC programs. You'd
generate only a few words or phrases, since the program
would use only your Apple's memory to store sound
information.
If you're the lucky owner of an Apple IIGs, you have
more sophisticated speech and sound-effects options. The
GS has a built-in voice synthesizer, a special Ensoniq
sound chip capable of producing full-bodied speech and
music.
With an Apple Ile or 11c, you'll want to add an internal
voice card or external speech box to your system. The
GS is the clear-cut winner among Apples in terms of
speech and music generation, but voice hardware can
give your Ile or Ilc many of those audio features.
Most voice cards come with a variety of utility programs,
such as sound-effects editors, on disk. All voice-hardware
systems, however, need text-to-speech drivers. The brain
behind your Apple's voicebox is a set of text-to-speech
algorithms—rules encoded in disk software or ROM-chip
firmware that read your screen, group the incoming
stream of characters into basic word sounds called
phonemes, and route them to the voice chip. This chip
and your Apple's speaker turn the flow of bits and bytes
into sound waves—recognizable speech.
Once you've connected a voice board or box to your
Apple, you'll need special applications to make the most
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of it. You can write your own talking software, of course
in Applesoft BASIC or another language, or you can pu.
chase some of the intriguing voice-compatible software or
the commercial market. We'll take a look at some of them
in the section called "Talking Software," below.
Ordinary off-the-shelf programs can't work with most
synthesizers: The average voice card or box can't read
the video screen without special software assistance, and
programs that force you to cold-boot give you no opportunity to load your text-to-speech algorithms. If you want to
adapt off-the-shelf software for voice output, be prepared for
some serious programming. You'll have to fiddle with memory
allocations and operating-system input/output vectors.
Some systems let you change pronunciation or add
words to an auxiliary dictionary; it's usually as simple as
typing a list of words into a text editor. If you're a hardcore hacker, you can obtain source code from developers
and create your own text-to-speech programs. But if you
want your Apple to talk with little fuss, a board such as
Echo Plus or Slot Buster II is for you. The text-to-speech

Slot Buster II, a multifunction card from RC Systems, incorporates speech synthesis and can use your Apple's
built-in speaker.
programming is done for you at the hardware or software
factory, and a large number of preprogrammed talking applications compatible with those algorithms are available.
Echo Plus is an unlimited-vocabulary text-to-speech synthesizer card made especially for the Apple II line. It
comes bundled with an external speaker and several disks
of speech and music software, with text-to-speech algorithms also residing on disk and consuming about 16K of
random-access memory. Echo makes it easy to add
speech or special effects to almost any standard Applesoft
BASIC program, and can even work with machinelanguage programs. Echo won't make standard off-theshelf applications talk, however.
The heart of the Echo board is a Texas Instruments
5220 voice chip, which provides an unlimited English vocabulary. Two General Instruments chips control music
and sound effects. In Echo's standard text-to-speech
mode, you add Applesoft BASIC PRINT commands to
your home-grown software to make it talk. Just load
Textalker, Echo's text-to-speech software, into memory
from disk, then add appropriate PRINT and INPUT statements. Here's an example:
10 PRINT CHR$(4)"BRUN TEXTALKER"
20 REM Line 10 loads in the text-to-speech algorithm
30 PRINT "WELCOME TO TALKING MATH DRILLS"
40 REM Line 30 is an ordinary Applesoft PRINT command
50 INPUT "HOW MANY MATH PROBLEMS DO YOU WANT? ";X
In this example, Echo would speak the messages "Welcome to Talking Math Drills" and "How many math problems do you want?" Textalker (loaded into memory in line
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A Comparison Between the #1 Maker
of Apple Memory Cards (Applied Engineering)
and the #2 Maker (Apple Computer)
FOR THE He

FOR THE He

FOR THE LIGS

11111111111111111M
RamWorks Apple's'
HI®
Card

Z-RAM
Ultra-

Apple's'
Card

Compatible with
All IIc's

YES

NO

Maximum Desktop

727K

1012K

7250

Maximum Number of
Records in Database

22,600

6350

GsRAM- Apple's'
GSRAM
Card

Plus"
Maximum Desktop

3017K

1012K

Maximum Desktop

8000K

1012K

Maximum Number of
Records in Database

22,600

6350

Maximum Number of
Records in Database

22,600

6350

Maximum Number of 22,600
Lines in Word Processor

7250

Maximum Number of 22,600
Lines in Word Processor

Maximum Clipboard
Lines

2042

255

Maximum Clipboard
Lines

2042

255

Maximum Number of 22,600
Lines in Word Processor

7250

Autoloads All of
AppleWorks

YES

NO

Autoloads All of
AppleWorks

YES

NO

Autoloads All of
AppleWorks

YES

NO

Multiple Disk Save

YES

NO

Multiple Disk Save

YES

NO

Multiple Disk Save

YES

NO

Built-in Printer Buffer

YES

NO

Built-in Printer Buffer

YES

NO

Built-in Printer Buffer

YES

NO

Compatible with All
YES
Versions of AppleWorks

NO

Displays Time & Date
on AppleWorks Screen

YES

NO

Compatible with All
YES
Versions of AppleWorks

NO

Displays Time & Date
on AppleWorks Screen

YES

NO

Time and Date
Macros

YES

NO

Displays Time & Date
on AppleWorks Screen

YES

NO

RGB Option

YES

NO

3.5 Disk Cache

YES

NO

YES

NO

16 Bit Co-Processor
Port

YES

NO

Built-in Hi-Res
Diagnostics

YES

NO

16 Bit Co-Processor
Port

YES

NO

Built-in Hi-Res
Diagnostics

YES

Memory Expansion
Port

YES

Built-in Hi-Res
Diagnostics

YES 1

NO

Memory Expansion
Port

YES

NO

ROM Expansion Port

YES

NO

Built-in ProDos,
DOS 3.3 Clock

6

4

NO

YES

NO

Built-in CP/M
Capability

YES 2

80 Columns Built-in

Number of RAM
Banks

6

1

Maximum Memory
on Main Card

1.5 or
6 MEG

1 MEG

5

1

Software Standard

YES

YES

Software Standard

YES

YES

Software Standard

YES

YES

Made in

USA

USA

Singapore

Made in

USA

Singapore

Warranty

5 years

5 years

90 days

Warranty

5 years

90 days

Maximum
Total Functions

NO

Singapore Made in
90 days

Warranty

pple makes good peripherals for their computers. Perhaps
A
that's why they sell more monitors, printers, disk drives and
other accessories for their computers than anyone else. Well,
almost anyone else. You see, Applied Engineering is the only
company to outsell Apple in the peripheral business. In fact,
according to several independent studies we outsell them 2 to
1. Why? Are Apple's memory cards not up to par? No, actually
they're just as good as their other peripherals, ifs just that ours
are a generation ahead. And we outperform all other memory
cards in a similar way.
One look at the chart above will tell you why most
Apple owners choose Applied Engineering when they want to

NO

Maximum
Total Functions

expand their Apple's performance.
You can find the number 1 memory cards for the
Apple at over 2,000 Applied Engineering dealers worldwide. Call
214-241-6060 for the dealer nearest you or to place an order.

AE APPLIED ENGINEERING'
The Apple enhancement experts
P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006
1) Only on Ultra 2 or 3, 2) only on Ultra 3

(214) 241-6060

10) automatically intercepts all Applesoft PRINT commands
and speaks them while your program prints them to
screen.
Echo for the the Ilc is called Cricket; it's the same
hardware enclosed in a plastic case. Cricket interfaces to
the Ilc via a standard 5-pin DIN plug. If you have an Apple IIGs, you can use Echo lib.
Echo's a flexible system, but it's not the only game in
town. Slot Buster II, based on the SSI-263 voice chip, is
another unlimited-vocabulary text-to-speech synthesizer
board for the Apple II. Slot Buster can make almost any

The Echo lib synthesizer for the GS makes adding speech
to your BASIC programs easy
of your Applesoft BASIC programs talk. Its algorithms are
burned into a ROM chip.
Slot Buster is actually a multifunction card, incorporating
a speech synthesizer, serial port, parallel port, and BSR
remote-control port. Just like Echo, Slot Buster plugs into
any Apple expansion slot and uses the Apple's built-in
speaker. (You can also purchase an external speaker and
special cable.) Slot Buster also automatically intercepts
BASIC PRINT commands and looks like a printer to most
applications. Slot Buster verbalizes all operating-system
commands and error messages, as does Echo.
Slot Buster II has been teamed up with the most popular Apple II program, as well: AppleWorks. AppleWorks
Companion can make the entire program speak interactively. For example, when you press the up- or downarrow key, Companion speaks that menu selection aloud.
When you type a document into the word processor,
Companion verbalizes each keystroke and cursor move.
In the spreadsheet, Companion speaks all labels and
cell values. When you type text into the database, it
echoes back your information. Companion reads aloud
every menu in all three modules at the press of an arrow
key; you can also "print" a file to the synthesizer for
proofreading.
TALKING SOFTWARE
If you do a lot of work with your computer, you might
find a talking word processor, database, spreadsheet, or
communications program an interesting change of
pace—and just as efficient as a standard application.
One such package is Word-Talk, a ProDOS-based
talking word processor for the 128K Apple Ile, 11c, and
Iles. Word-Talk boots up speaking through your voice
synthesizer—Echo Plus, Slot Buster II, Votrax Personal
Speech System or Type 'n' Talk, Intex-Talker, or
DecTalk, which produces the highest-quality speech available with current technology.
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After the talking welcome screen, Word-Talk presents its
main menu. The program doesn't, however, read every
item on its menus unless you ask it to, but instead announces just the titles. This "audio screening" saves lots
of time, since going through just one menu may take up
to 15 seconds.
Pressing Return from the main menu takes you to the
workspace, an area of about 40K. Your synthesizer announces, "Space," as your cursor lands in an empty work
buffer. When you begin typing, the program calls out each
keystroke. If you get tired of this constant companion, you
can silence the program by hitting Control-V, then restore
speech with the same key combination.
Word-Talk is easy to run and emulates standard screenoriented software. When you use your arrow keys to move
the cursor, the program automatically speaks the character
under the cursor. Pressing left- and right-arrow keys lets
the program read back your text letter by letter; for wordby-word recitation, hold down the open-apple key and
press the arrow keys. To hear the current screen, press
Control-S; type Open apple-P to print your whole file to
the synthesizer.
If you're a telecommuter, you'll love the convenience of
a talking terminal program. Proterm Plus is a verbal
communications package for the Ile, Ilc, and Iles. Currently, it's compatible with only the Echo Plus, Echo 1lb,
and Cricket synthesizers. The program boots up talking
automatically and announces the main menu. As in
AppleWorks, you use the up- and down-arrow keys to
scroll through menu selections. As you track up and
down, the program speaks the choices aloud; just press
Return when you hear the item you want.
Proterm uses simple open-apple commands; the software works with you interactively as you type. For example, press Open apple-A to receive a file; the program
says, "Enter pathname." As you type in the filename, the
software calls it out letter by letter. If you want to go on
line, type ATDT and the appropriate telephone number.
Proterm speaks these keystrokes and also verbalizes incoming text and data. When you contact a remote computer, the program announces, "Connect."
You can toggle speech on and off with a singlekeystroke command. With speech turned off, you can
watch incoming data flow across the screen; if your vision
is impaired, Proterm's data clicker generates a sharp tick
for every incoming byte. At 300 baud, it comes across as
a low hum; at 1200 baud, it's raised to a rasping whine;
as you approach 9600 baud, the sound becomes a highpitched whistle.
If you need to keep extensive records, you're probably
using a database. File-Talk, from Computer Aids Corporation, is a companion program to Word-Talk; it lets you create databases, add and delete records, search, sort,
merge, and so on, all with verbal output. It's compatible
with a wide range of voice devices, inlcuding Echo,
Votrax, DecTalk, and Slot Buster 11.
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Multiply memory — Add up to
1 MEG with Z-RAM Ultra.

Multiply value — Get Pinpoint's
AppleWorks accessories with
RAM enhancement software, a
$118 value, for only $79 if
ordered with Z-RAM Ultra.

Multiply speed — Run and load
programs up to 30 times faster.

Multiply efficiency — Optional
65C816 16-bit processor plugs in
easily with no other component
changes.

Multiply production — Printer
buffer lets you keep working
while the system prints
AppleWorks files.

Multiply applications — Run
CP/M programs with built-in
Z-80B microprocessor.

IIc multiplied.
Imagine multiplying your AppleWorks
word processor capacity over threefold
to 22,600 lines from its present 7,250.
Multiplying your maximum number
of records to 22,600 from the current
6,350. And available desktop memory
rockets to over 700K with all of
AppleWorks loaded into RAM.
You can do all of that and more with
the Z-RAM Ultra expansion board for
Apple IIc's.
2-RAM Ultra completely loads programs into RAM, then runs them up to
30 times faster. And the included RAM
disk is compatible with Applesoft, PRODOS, DOS 3.3, PASCAL and CP/M®.
Z-RAM Ultra even expands the clipboard and autosegments large files so
they can be saved on two or more
disks. Nothing else even comes close to
enhancing AppleWorks like this!
There's lots more.
Memory and speed just begin the
story. Z-RAM Ultra 3 has a built-in
Z-80B microprocessor so it can run
CP/M programs. That's the largest body
of software in existence and includes
WordStar, dBase II, Turbo PASCAL,
Microsoft BASIC and more.

With Ultra 2 & 3, there's a PRO-DOS
Prices
compatible, battery-backed up clock
Z-RAM Ultra 3 (with memory, clock
that displays time and date on
and CP/M)
AppleWorks screens and time and date
265K — $329.00
512K — $379.00
1 MEG — $459.00
stamps any PRO-DOS file.
There's an AppleWorks printer buffer so Z-RAM Ultra 2 (with memory and
you keep working while files are printed. clock)
256K — $269.00
512K — $319.00
With its patented technology and
1 MEG — $399.00
computer aided design, Z-RAM Ultra
runs with less than half the power drain
Z-RAM Ultra 1 (Memory only — expandable to 512K)
of other memory cards.
256K — $199.00
512K — $249.00
Easy to install.
It's easy to get all that performance.
Pinpoint with RAM enhancement
software
$79.00
Z-RAM Ultra installs in just a few min(List
price,
$118.00)
utes with a screwdriver — no jumper
wires, no clips, no drive removal.
16-bit 65C816 Upgrade
$79.00
A complete package.
Z-80C Card to run CP/M software (no
Z-RAM Ultra comes with simple,
memory upgrade)
$159.00
easy-to-follow instructions, RAM disk
MasterCard, Visa and C.O.D. welcome.
software, Z-80 operating system, CP/M
Texas residents add 6'A% sales tax. Add
manual, a five-year "hassle-free" war$10.00 outside U.S.A.
ranty, and all the AppleWorks enhanceCP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc,
ments we're famous for.
See your dealer or call today.
For more information or to order
AE Applied Engineering
your Z-RAM Ultra, see your dealer or
The Apple enhancement experts.
call 214-241-6060 between 9 am and
11 pm, 7 days. Or send check or money
P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006
order to Applied Engineering.
(214) 241-6060.

The first clock
card to add time
and date to
AppleWorks' '
screens and files.

Timemaster H.O. So many
features it's become the world's
best selling clock card.
is the smart way to put the time and date on your Apple Be®
.I. or II + ®. Because only the Timemaster H.O. packs ALL the
important features of all the competition combined, including
leap year, year (not just in PRO-DOS), month, date, day of week,
hours, minutes, seconds and milliseconds. It's totally PRO-DOS,
DOS 3.3, PASCAL and CP/M compatible. And, of course, it
works better than any other clock with AppleWorks.
With the Timemaster H.O. you're assured of reliable, troublefree operation along with simple, built-in, one-command time
setting, accuracy through leap years, and a firmware maintained
interrupt setting.
If you're using or writing software for other clock cards,
you're still covered. Because the H.O. will automatically emulate them. And only the Timemaster H.O. adds 15 new commands to BASIC. The H.O. even comes complete with two disks
full of sample programs, including a computerized appointment book, a DOS dating program, interrupt programs, and
over 30 programs that others charge you extra for — or don't
even offer. As a low-cost option, you can add true BSR remote
control to the H.O., giving you remote control of up to 16 lights
and appliances in your home or office.
• Time in hours, minutes, seconds and milliseconds; date with
year, month, day of week and leap year • 24-hour military
format or 12-hour AM/PM format • Eight software controlled
interrupts so you can run two programs at the same time
(many examples included) • Can be set precisely to the exact
second • Digital I/O port for advanced applications • Allows
AppleWorks to time and date stamp all data automatically •
Displays time and date on AppleWorks screens and files • Fiveyear warranty
Timemaster H.O.
$99.00
$29.00
BSR option (may be added later)
Order Timemaster today ... with 15-day money back guarantee and our "no hassle" five-year warranty. See your dealer or
call (214) 241-6060, 9 a.m. to 11 p.m., 7 days, or send check or
money order to Applied Engineering. MasterCard, Visa and
C.O.D. welcome. Texas residents add 61/4% sales tax. Add $10.00
if outside U.S.A.

AE Applied Engineering
The Apple enhancement experts.
P 0. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006 (214) 241-6060

File-Talk comes up talking and only partially verbalizes
its main menu. This saves valuable running time, but you
can also hear the full contents of any menu by just pressing the spacebar. When you create a database, the program asks you for each field name: "Field #1: Name:"
and so on. The program can speak every keystroke, including letters, numbers, punctuation marks, and spaces.
File-Talk's master configuration menu lets you choose
speech options such as level of punctuation, voice speed,
and so on. You can even configure File-Talk to speak
spaces as you enter them, but not as it reads the data
back. File-Talk also has interruptibility, a valuable timesaving feature. For example, if you're listening to a field
and want to go ahead to the next one, just hit the downarrow key to interrupt speech for the current field and
drop you down to the next one.
File-Talk represents a high level of quality among talking
programs—and among databases in general. It stores all
records in RAM, which makes it lightning fast. The average search speed for a medium-sized database works out
to around 500 records per second.
Five years ago there were only a handful of talking programs for the Apple. The market has expanded now to
dozens of programs; thanks to consumers' interest in
speech technology, companies are producing more
speech products—and better ones. In the next five years,
we'll see increasingly humanlike speech on low-cost expansion cards.

TALK—DON'T TYPE
Ever had the urge to talk to your computer? You're not
losing your mind. With current technology, it's perfectly acceptable to converse with your Apple. Speech recognizers
are now part of home-control systems, special-needs classrooms, telephone-ordering systems, assembly lines, and
other work settings.
Computers match patterns stored in memory quickly:
That's what computers are best at, after all, and it doesn't
matter whether the pattern the machine is matching is a
typed name in a database or an incoming verbal signal.
The speech-recognition process is simple, on paper at
least. The recognizer first converts incoming sound waves
to a pattern of digital signals (a stream of ones and zeros); in technical terms, this is known as analog-to-digital
conversion.
Once the recognition card has reduced incoming signals
to a numerical pattern, the computer compares the incoming slice of sound against a programmed pattern in memory, called a template. Templates are stored on disk until
the computer needs them; they let a computer with limited
memory recognize a larger vocabulary than it could ordinarily. If the incoming sound approximates closely one of
the stored templates, the system "recognizes" the spoken
command. If the incoming command isn't close enough to
the stored template, the system fails to "recognize" the
command, or confuses it with another template.
There are two types of templates: speaker-dependent
and speaker-independent. If your system is speakerdependent, you must use a microphone and special software supplied with the card to train it to recognize your
voice. Speaker-independent units comes pretrained from
the factory and can recognize voice commands from any
user. The drawback is that independent cards recognize
only a limited vocabulary.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
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Speed of recognition also distinguishes systems. A
discrete-utterance unit recognizes only short words or
phrases, punctuated by pauses. A continuous-utterance
package can recognize any verbal input and doesn't require pauses between commands. Discrete-utterance systems are simpler and less expensive; if your work requires
you to speak only short commands, a lack of natural
expression won't affect you.
Micromint's Lis'ner 1000 is a speaker-dependent
discrete-utterance recognition board based on a General
Instruments SP-1000 chip. It also incorporates a speech
synthesizer with SSI-262 voice chip. The Lis'ner comes
bundled with two standard Apple-format floppy disks with
voice-to-text template builders, linkers, loaders, and editors,
and an unlimited-vocabulary text-to-speech algorithm for
synthesis. Its headset-style microphone is specially designed to block out external sounds and makes controlling
the unit in a hands-on environment easy.

Your Apple IIc
deserves the
time of day.

Our I& System Clock offers
automatic time and date stamping
puts time, year, month, date and day
of week right on your screen!

A
The Lis'ner 1000 includes both recognition and synthesis,
and comes with utilities, editors, and text-to-speech
algorithms.
If you can type it on the Apple keyboard, you can command it verbally through the Lis'ner 1000. You can merge
the factory-selected templates of operating-system and Applesoft commands with your own voice, or you can create
your own templates from scratch for use with standard offthe-shelf application programs—word processors, databases, spreadsheets, communications packages, and
games. (If the software is copy-protected, however, Lis'ner
won't work with it.)
Lis'ner comes in kit or factory-tested format. Just plug
the board into any Apple expansion slot (except 3). Plug
the headphones and a standard 8-ohm speaker into the
board, then boot up the supplied software.
Voice Trainer is the first option on the Lis'ner main
menu. Before you try to use the Lis'ner 1000 the first
time, you must select this option to let it "hear" your
voice and store your vocal patterns on disk as templates.
The software then recalls templates into RAM when the
system tries to make a voice match.
Trainer presents words one at a time on your Apple's
screen. You must speak each one carefully into the microphone; the more precisely you pronounce the words, the
more accurate will be the recognition process. This dependency on voice templates means Lis'ner will recognize
only the particular voices stored in the current series of
templates. You'll have to initialize the system for every new
person who'll use it; each user should have a template
disk configured to his or her own voice.
In simple terms, an analog-to-digital converter transforms
the microphone input—sound waves created by your

inCider

pplied Engineering's revolutionary IIc System
Clock plugs into either your modem
or printer serial port ... and displays the time
and date right on the AppleWorks screen.
The time feature includes hours, minutes and
seconds, and the date includes year, month, date
and day of week.
All your work is automatically time and
date stamped to give you a complete record of
your work history. And since it's from Applied
Engineering, you'll get our famous no-hassle five
year warranty and a price that will persuade you.
FOR JUST $79, you can give your IIc the
time of day, plus much more.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully PRO-DOS compatible
Automatic time and date stamping
Easy to use from BASIC
Date includes year, month, date and
day of week
Time includes hours, minutes, seconds
Time and date stamps AppleWorks files
Auto-access from AppleWorks database
No-hassle five year warranty

Call 214-241-6060 TO ORDER TODAY 9 a.m.
to 11 p.m. seven days, or send check or money
order to Applied Engineering. MasterCard, Visa
and C.O.D. welcome. Texas residents add 5'/s%
sales tax. Add $10.00 outside U.S.A.

AE Applied Engineering
P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006
(214) 241-6060
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voice—into discrete signals, which are then passed
through filters to get rid of unwanted room noise and
other frequencies that would confuse the system. It splits
your voice into several frequency components, which it
then compares to the current series of templates in memory. If it finds a close match, Lis'ner tells your Apple to
print your words on screen or act on your command. If
the attempted match is off the mark, Lis'ner won't "recognize" the word, or it may confuse it with a similarsounding word in the template. You must be careful to
pronounce each word the same way you did when you
initialized the system.
Voice Master is an external voice-recognition unit for
the Apple Ile and Ilc. It's a speaker-dependent discreteutterance system; those who will be using the system
must train it. Voice Master can also synthesize speech with
the aid of the optional Sound Master board, which can
digitize speech from microphone input, then play it back
through the Apple's built-in speaker.
Voice Master comes complete with Apple-format floppy
disks containing a voice-activated calculator, a talking
clock, verbal blackjack, and utilities for music generation.
The system is equipped with a headset microphone,
which plugs directly into the main unit.
Currently, Voice Master won't work with off-the-shelf programs, but you can use it with applications you write
yourself. You must link Voice Master's driver software to
your code, and that's impossible with programs you have
to cold-boot. You can easily adapt public-domain Applesoft
programs, however, to run with Voice Master.
Voice-recognition technology has earned respect from
many corners of the computer industry, but is gaining
ground only slowly in the mainstream Apple market. Recognition won't replace the keyboard, but it has become an important alternative interface for specialized applications.
For instance, combination synthesis and recognition systems have been adapted to perform many tasks over the
phone. In the Midwest, one major financial institution uses
voice technology in a telephone-based banking system
called Bill. The customer calls the bank and types a code
number into the remote computer via a touch-tone phone.
(That's still "voice" recognition, even though the system
responds to tones instead of human speech.) Bill uses a
voice synthesizer to repeat the total transaction aloud, report final balances, and so on.
The University of Massachusetts uses a voice-recognition
system in its adaptive-computing program; motor-disabled
students command the system verbally. Voice-recogntion
systems are also popular options for home security and

'
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Voice Master's external recognition unit comes with a
speech-activated calculator, utilities, and blackjack on disk,
and can be linked to applications you write yourself.

Product Information
AppleWorks Companion,
$39
talking patch for AppleWorks
Slot Buster II, $149.95
unlimited-vocabulary voice
card/serial port/parallel port/
BSR port
RC Systems Inc.
121 West Winesap Road
Bothell, WA 98012
(206) 672-6909
Reader Service Number 382
BEX (Braille-Edit
Express), $400
talking, brailling, largeprinting word processor
QTC, $15 (shareware)
talking DOS/ProDOS text-file
converter
TranscrIBEX, $500
Library of Congressstandard braille-transcription
program
Raised Dot Computing, Inc.
408 South Baldwin St.
Madison, WI 53703
(608) 257-9595
Reader Service Number 383
Braille-Bars, $65
talking braille-graphics
generator for Ohtsuki
braille printer and Apple II
Braille-Talk, $195
talking grades I and II
program
Calc-Talk, $75
talking scientific-calculator
program
File-Talk, $195
talking databasemanagement system
Rapsheet, $65
talking spreadsheet program
Word-Talk, $195
talking screen-oriented
word-processing program
Computer Aids Corporation
124 West Washington
Suite 220
Fort Wayne, IN 46802
(800) 647-8255
Reader Service Number 384
Cricket, $179.95
unlimited-vocabulary voice/
music syntheci Pr for Apple Ilc
Echo GP, $249.95
unlimited-vocabulary voice
synthesizer for serial
interfaces
Echo Plus, $179.95
unlimited-vocabulary
voice/music card

Echo ilb, $129.95
Unlimited vocabulary voice
card for Apple llos
Street Electronics Corp.
P.O. Box 50220
Santa Barbara, CA 93150
(805) 565-1612
Reader Service Number 385
DecTalk
Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main Street
Maynard, MA 01754-2571
(800) DEC-INFO
$4200
speech synthesizer
Reader Service Number 386
Echo Commander, $209.10
modified Echo Ilb with
volume and rate controls
for Apple IIGs
Elementary Volume Five
Prefixes
talking drill, practice, and
spelling games for Echo synthesizers
Elementary Volume One
Mathematics, $18.39
talking tutorials/games for
Echo synthesizers
Food Facts
talking nutritional-information
disk for Echo synthesizers
PocketBraille
portable talking notebook ml
and voice-output device
Speaking Speller, $14.79
talking spelling program for ml
Echo synthesizers
Talking Apple
Literacy Kit, $83.31
talking introduction to the
Apple Ile for teachers and
students
Talking DOS 3.3 Utilities
talking DOS 3.3 copy, FID,
and other utilities for Echo
and Slot Buster
Talking ProDOS Utilities,
$22.78
adapted ProDOS Filer and
Convert for Echo and Slot
Buster
Textalker, $15.81
unlimited-vocabulary text-tospeech algorithm for Echo
synthesizers
American Printing House
P.O. Box 6085
Louisville, KY 40206
(502) 895-2405
Reader Service Number 387
Continued
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RamFactor
Boot any II+, He, or IIGS and be up and running your
favorite software in less than 1 second.

N

ow anyone with an Apple 1.1+, Franklin, Laser 128, Apple IIe or IlGs preferring to use
slots 1 through 7 can now enjoy the speed and performance that they've been waiting for.
With RamFactor, you'll be able to instantly add another 256K, 512K, or a full 1 MEG on
the main board and an expansion connector can address an additional 16 MEG of
memory for possible future expansion Since virtually all software is automatically
compatible with RamFactor, you'll immediately be able to load programs into RamFactor
for instantaneous access to information You'll also be able to store more data for larger
word processing documents, bigger data bases, and expanded spreadsheets And with the
battery back-up option, you can switch on your Apple and your favorite software will
be up and running in less than 1 second!

Very Compatible
All the leading software is already compatible with RamFactor. Programs like AppleWorks, Pinpoint BPI, Managing Your Money
Dollars and Sense, SuperCalc 3A, PFS, MouseWrite, MouseDesk, MouseCalc, Sensible
Speller, Applewriter Re, Business Works,
ReportWorks, Catalyst 3.0 and more. And
RamFactor is fully ProDos, DOS 33, Pascal 1.3
and CP/M compatible In fact, no other slot
1-7 memory card is more compatible with
commercial software.

AppleWorks Power
There are other slot 1-7 cards that give
AppleWorks a larger desktop, but that's the
end of their story. But RamFactor is the only
slot 1-7 card that increases AppleWorks
internal memory limits, increasing the maximum number of records in the database and
lines permitted in the word processor, and
RamFactor is the only standard slot card that
will automatically load all of AppleWorks into
RAM dramatically increasing speed and
eliminating the time required to access the
program disk, it will even display the time
and date on the AppleWorks screen with
any ProDos dock RamFactor will automatically segment large files so they can be
saved on 51/4", 31/2", and hard disks All this
performance is available on the Apple II+,

Features:

• 256K to 1 MEG on main board Expansion
connector for possible further expansion to
16 MEG.
• Fully Apple II Memory Expansion
compatible
• Compatible with Apple Ile, II+, IIGs,
Franklin and Laser 128
• Battery back-up option allows you to turn
on your Apple and run your favorite
programs in less than 1 second!
• Automatically recognized by ProDos, DOS
3.3, Pascal, and standard CP/M
• Built-in RamDrive" software (a true RAM
disk not disk caching)
• Systems are directly bootable from RamFactor if desired
• Built-in self diagnostic software
• Automatic expansion with AppleWorks 1.3
or 2.0
0,1.!
riC1111(,(3 IN(
0,1,0,111
• Allows Apple II+ and Ile to run your
AppleWorks without buying any
additional software
• Accelerates AppleWorks
Re, Franklin, or Laser 128 when used with an
• Displays time and date on the AppleWorks
80 column display. RamFactor, no other
screen with any ProDos clock
standard slot card comes close to enhancing
• Fits any I/O slot except slot 3
AppleWorks so much.
• Fully socketed and user upgradeable
• Much, much more
The "Instant On" Apple.
With the RamCharger
battery backup option, RamFactor
will retain programs and data
during power
failures or even
your computer off And
when yo
because RamFactor plugs into slots 1-7, ifs
the only memory card that can cold boot
an Apple without using slow floppy or hard
disks An available "Y' cable allows one
RamCharger to power two RamFactors.

Powerful Program Switcher
With RamFactor, you can organize
memory into multiple work areas and switch
between them. Each work area can contain
different programs and even different operating systems Now you can switch from one
program to another or even switch from
AppleWorks to DOS 3.3 to CP/M to Pascal to
ProDos in under a second And with our
battery back-up option, you can have
permanent storage for up to 20 years

RamFactor with 256K
RamFactor with 512K
RamFactor with 1 MEG
RamFactor with 2-16 MEG
RamCharger backup option
"Y" cable

$239
$289
$369
CALL
$179
$24

(Allows one RamCharger to power two RamFactors.)

Order RamFactor today . . . with 15 day
money back guarantee and our "no hassle"
five year warranty See your dealer or call
(214) 241-6060, 9 am. to 11 pm., 7 days, or
send check or money order to Applied
Engineering MasterCard, Visa and C.O.D.
welcome. Texas residents add 61/4% sales tax
Add $10.00 if outside U.S.A.

E Applied Engineering's
The Apple enhancement experts
(214) 241-6060
P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006

FREE mspieW ofILS TEST
Get a FREE test of your AppleWorks knowledge. Just write us
for a quick response, or check the reader service number and we
will send it when we get your address from this magazine.
Continued

Intex-Talker
Intex Microsystems
725 South Adams Road
Suite L8
Birmingham, MI 48011
(313) 540-7601
$345
speech synthesizer
Reader Service Number

388

Lis'ner 100
Micromint
4 Park Street
Vernon, CT 06066
(800) 635-3355
(800) 645-3479
$189 and up
speech-synthesis and
-recognition board
Reader Service Number 389

Sound Master, $34.95
speech-synthesis board
Voice Master, $89.95
speech-recognition unit
Covox
675-D Conger Street
Eugene, OR 97402
(503) 342-1271
Reader Service Number 391

ProBASIC, $95
talking Applesoft program
editor
ProBraille, $150
talking grades I and II translator for Echo synthesizers

ProTerm Plus, $195
talking terminal program for
Echo synthesizers
ProWords, $195
talking word processor for
Echo synthesizers
MicroTalk Software
P.O. Box 6959
Louisville, KY 40206
(502) 955-8255

We developed the questions to use as a part of our comprehensive
AppleWorks training program which, we believe, is the most complete AppleWorks course currently available.
.
.

The course consists of 14 half-hour audio cassettes, a 148-page
manual, a unprotected data diskette with lesson files, and the full
set of our AppleWorks keyboard reference TipStrips.
It begins with startup procedures and gradually moves through each .ft
of the important features of AppleWorks.
it

it
You learn to word process all major types of documents. You use
model data bases and spread sheets for analyzing information and
making reports. You create new data bases and spread sheets also.

it

Reader Service Number 390

Talking Reader Rabbit
The Learning Company
545 Middlefield Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(800) 852-2255
(415) 328-5410
$59.95

Reader Service Number 393

home control, turning lights, appliances, garage doors,
heat, air conditioning, and alarm systems on and off. Verbal drill-and-practice lessons in the classroom are also
popular; and in the office, voice synthesis speeds up data
entry and enhances accuracy as the computer's voice verifies all keystrokes immediately.
Many hardware companies have produced quality voice
boxes and boards, but few software firms have written basic applications for this technology. If recognition/synthesis
is to be more than a fringe application, the mainstream
must adopt it. The president of one widely known manufacturer of voice hardware reports, "The voice marketplace
has flattened out over the past two years, and it's very
disappointing." Is there a future for voice technology? The
answer is up to us, as computers become a more integral
part of our lives, as we "rethink" the way we use our
computers and increasingly demand a more natural
interface. II
Write to Joseph J. Lazzaro at 8 Riverside Street, Suite 3-1,
Watertown, MA 02172.

It

The course, APPLEWORKS SIMPLIFIED, is currently used by many
individuals, Apple user groups, schools, colleges, and businesses *
The complete course is only $161 postpaid *
for training purposes.
in the US, Canada & Mexico.

it

ANOTHER BARGAIN ....Yes!
NOTE: Since you read this far, we are going to give you a sizable 4,
discount on our AppleWorks TipStrip Set which sells regularly for 4,
Just put this ad in your envelope
$7.95 plus $2 postage.
with a check for $6 and we will send you one along with the Free
(Offer good until January 30, 1988)
Test.

tt

Reader Service Number 392

Type 'n' Talk, $299
external voice synthesizer
with external speaker
Votalker, $179
external voice/music
synthesizer
Votrax Personal Speech
System, $449
speech synthesizer
Votrax Corporation
1394 Rankin
Troy, MI 48083
(313) 588-2050

it

-It

Software Simplified
tt

it

1765 Knoxville Street
San Diego.CA 92110-3548

InC 12.87
*

*

*

*

*

*

Circle 47 on Reader Service Card.

EMS software:
More than just a choice
of BBS programs
Up to 15 public message areas
Electronic Mail with Individual box numbers
Mail forwarding and registered mail
FastScan feature shows only what's new
Library area for files and articles
• EMS 2.0: ($74.95)
a powerful Bulletin
Board and Electronic
Mail host with
customizable
prompts, menus and
commands; full
remote operation and
more! DOS 3.3
Coming

• MMS 1.0: ($279.95) • MicroMall.: ($279.95)
EMS 3.0: ($179.95)
Customize everything! "Matchmaking System"- "Computerized Shopping
the EMS with a built-in Network" - the ideal way
online resumes, HLS
database tree, individual computer dating service, to start your own retail
user options, security
Answer a questionairre business- By joining
MallNet , you don't even
levels, optional caller
and find your perfect
verification, member
match! Try it by calling keep inventory or handle
shipping! Call for details.
configurable FastScan. (714) 779-7205.
•
ProDOS, 20 mb required.
ProDOS.
ProDOS.
Soon- InfoWorksTMl Presentation Videotex Host

Everything you need to get Online
CMS 20mb Hard Disk w/SCSI interface card - $750
or
60mb w/SCSI - $1100
1200 baud modem w/cable - $135 • 2400 baud w/cable - $235
SeriALL RS-232 interface - $99 • ProClock $ 99

nL rP

Systems
Educators- We accept School and
Goverment Institution purchase orders.
Apple* and ProDOS® are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

800-53-SnAPP
Order Via Modem 24hrs.- (714) 998-5400
EMS Demo Line (714) 921-2255 (300/1200 baud)
Outside US - (714) 532-6800 • Fax (714) 921-8038
1588-1 N. Batavia St. Orange, CA 92667
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$39.95
RAMUP/}am-ap/noun: The latest RAM utility memory expansion
software that lets RamCard owners easily load and manage
several software applications at one time.
COMPATIBLE WITH YOUR HARDWARE

In plain English, RAMUP means you can get
all your favorite programs to team up and
work together.

When utn haerrit

RAMUP automatically configures itself to run
on an Apple Ile, 11c, IIGS and Laser computers.
It will load just about any ProDOS software,
and it lets you boot other software then
instantly return to programs on your RamCard.
We're talking about these major advantages:

11,)! di)
Wt..v• gt,t. the ,irmvur!

In even plainer English, RAMUP means you're
the boss. With RAMUP, you'll never hear your
computer say "Just a minute" to you. With
RAMUP, it's either "Right now" or "You got it."

• Elimination of disk access
• End of the floppy shuffle
• Increases productivity
• Moving from program to program — at will
• Simplicity
• Speed
• INSTANT ACCESS!

INSTANT ACCESS
You can stop disk swapping. RAMUP can turn
Control-Open-Apple-Reset into Control-OpenApple-ACCESS. RAMUP lets you boot from
your RamCard and it allows you to flip —
at will — from one program to another.
In a flash.
COMPATIBLE WITH YOU
Talk about friendly! You don't
need to know about programming
or even about pathnames to use
RamCards. These powerful
accessories pay the returns on
your RAM hardware investment.

If you are looking for a source that
really knows, sells, stocks and
supports AE, call us — Quality
Computers.

RAMUP *39.95
RAMUP
Time Trial
AppleWorks to Sensible Speller
Sensible Speller to Grammer
Power on to AppleWorks
. Control A- Reset to AppleWorks

Ramworks III
Ramfactor
Ultra II
Ultra III
GSram
GSram +

1mg
1mg
1mg
1mg
1 mg
1mg

2.6 Sec.
1.3 Sec.
2.8 Sec.
2.9 Sec.

30 Sec.
29 Sec.
22 Sec.
28 Sec.

Dealer, government and school
P.O.'s are welcome, so are Visa,
MasterCard, C.O.D. or personal
check orders.

*Requires Battery backup option

OTHER ITEMS
Item

Price

Item

Price

$249
$278
$293
$364
$234
$349

Ramcharger
Transwarp
Datalink
Serial pro
Parrell Pro
256KPC Transporter

$133
$169
$175
$11-9
$119
$ 33
call

Circle 136 on Reader Service Card.

Without

— Requires Ramfactor lor apple [slot] compatible) Memory Expansion

Applied Engineering
Item

With Ramup

Price

CMS 40 meg - Network!
$945
Midideas
call
Pinpoint
call
Beagle Bros - TIME OUT
call
Deluxe Paint
$ 69
We stock over 200 software/hardware items for the Apple — Give us a
call for availability — You'll like the
price!!

1-800-443-6697

We stand behind the products we
sell and promise quick delivery, low
prices, excellent service and 30-day,
money back guarantee.

•

Quality Computers

Quality Computers
1365 Berkshire
Grosse Pointe Park, MI 48230

Michigan and Foreign Orders — 313-885-4270
BBS-313-885-4248

CURVE ANALYSIS
This easy-to-operate, menu- driven
program plots your data on screen.
by Mark Murphy

A

t a major center for biological research, a team
of botanists has spent years putting together a
synthetic growth hormone they hope will revolutionize U.S. agriculture. In a controlled environment, experimenters will now measure the growth of ten groups of
genetically identical corn plants. Nine groups receive different amounts of the new substance daily; one group receives nothing extra.
At the end of the growing season, technicians record
the plants' growth in the lab's log. If x equals the amount
of hormone introduced and y equals adult height of the
corn plants, do the data appear to be related? Having
controlled other factors, such as genetic makeup and
amounts of heat, light, and moisture, we may conclude
that the new hormone promotes growth in a predictable
manner, and thus plan further research, if we can demonstrate that the data are significant: They fit a pattern, an
equation we can graph. How do we analyze these important data? What statistical tools do we use?
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
Scientists and business professionals in any number of
fields rely on regression (finding the equation that fits the
data) and interpolation (determining values of a function
that lie between known values) to plot curves that represent data visually. Mathematicians, especially those working in statistics or actuarial science, favor interpolation;
scientists plug experimental data into regression formulae
to help them determine how a particular process works.
Analysts use interpolation and regression to explain and
predict economic trends. Some people use these techniques to play the stock market.
Curve Analysis (see Listing 1 and the corresponding
data strip on page 157) makes it easy to enter, edit, save,
and print data and helps you find, graph, and plot relationships. Curve Analysis should work on any Apple II with
64K of RAM. One or more disk drives and a printer are
optional.
Curve Analysis uses regression and interpolation to draw
a curve that best approximates a set of x- and y-coordinate points. The program's regression analysis compares
x and y coordinates, such as experimental data, to four
general types of curves to find the one that fits your data
best:
linear
geometric
exponential
polynomial

Y=a+bx, or Y=a+b*x
Y=(ax)°, or Y=a*x"ED
Y=(ae)bt, or Y=a"e"(b*x), where e
equals 2.71828...
Y=a+bx+cx2 +dx3 +..., or
Y=a+ b*x+c*x^2 +d*x^3+

To determine how closely a predetermined curve
matches your data, the program finds the correlation, a
number ranging from -1 to 1. A 1 shows that the curve
matches the data exactly, while -1 indicates a curve that
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matches the opposite of the data. Accuracy of fit diminishes as the correlation approaches zero.
Interpolation approximates values between known points
by connecting the points with lines or curves. Instead of
plugging a given x value into a regression formula that
states the relationship between x and y, you look at the
line or curve connecting the nearest points on each side
of your new x, and calculate y from a special formula derived from differences between known points.
The interpolator in this program, derived from a set of
equations by Russell W. Stineman (see "A Consistently
Well-Behaved Method of Interpolation," Creative Computing, July 1980), first approximates the derivative (slope) of
the curve at known points, then uses these derivatives to
create the interpolated curve. Although this method creates a somewhat wavy curve, it keeps the curve simple.
Note that interpolation doesn't work for x values outside
the range of the given data.
USING CURVE ANALYSIS
Type in and save the program in Listing 1. (REMark
statements are optional.) To load Curve Analysis faster,
type in and save the program in Listing 2. (See details
below, under "Using the Startup Program.")
Curve Analysis is menu-based. All program menus work
the same way: You'll use the same keys to move the cursor (the highlighted bar) and to choose among program
options. (See Table 1.) Note that Escape works from any
prompt in the program to return you to the previous
menu. The following sections describe each main-menu
option in detail.
INPUT DATA
The Input Data selection lets you enter information you'll
use later in the program. The program erases previously
entered data only if you reply yes to the prompt asking
whether you want to clear the data. Answer no to return
to the main menu.
Curve Analysis asks you to type the number of points
you want to enter (as x,y pairs) and headings for your x
and y values. (See Figure 1.) You can enter 2-150 points

Figure 1. Sample data used to plot the curves in
Figures 2 and 3.
#

Year

1
2
3
4
5

1
1650
1700
1750
1800

Population
300000000
510000000
625000000
710000000
910000000

#

Year

Population

6
7
8
9
10

1850
1900
1950
1970
1982

1.13E+09
1.6E+09
2.51E + 09
3.575E+09
4.6E+09
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and headings up to 15 characters long. (The program
cuts off extra characters.)
A data-entry screen appears, with the cursor resting on a
line below the heading, where you'll enter the first coordinate. A number below the pound sign (#) shows the point
on which the program is working currently. You can enter
positive or negative numbers or use scientific notation. Press
Return to accept numeric entries. The data in Figure 1 produced the curves shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2. Data in Figure 1 plotted using polynomial
regression.

Option 2 lets you edit the points in your table, displaying the first 20 (fewer if you didn't enter that many). Table
2 lists the keys you'll use in this screen, along with their
functions. Note that cursor refers to the highlighted bar.
The delete function prompts you to make sure you want
to erase that point. Entering any numeral changes the
highlighted coordinate of that number.
Select option 3 to correct your headings if you make a
mistake or want to change them. Option 3 first shows you
the current x-value heading. If you want to leave it as is,
just press Return. To make changes, backspace the cursor, edit, and press Return. You can do the same with the
y-value heading.

YEAR VS POPULATION

able 1. Menu-selection keys.

X-RANGE=1E-08 TO 2000
Y-RANGE=6E+09 TO 1E-08
X-TICKS=100
Y-TIGKS.16,09

Key
up arrow or I
down arrow or M
Return
Escape
number keys

Function
moves cursor up one choice
moves cursor down one choice
selects choice
returns to previous menu
move cursor to corresponding
choice

Table. 2. Keys used in the Edit Data option.
I

11

11

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Figure 3. Same data plotted using the interpolator.
[

YEAR VS POPULATION
POLYNOMIAL.
A=6235102E4
S--324395659
0=5813e0.66
DR-360.913704
ER.0689292524

Y-F,
E.X 4 C+X

X-RANGE-1E-08 TO 2000
Y-EANGE=6E+09 10 1E-08
X-IICKS=100
Y-TICES-1E+09

The Input Data section uses some special keys. As always, the escape key returns you to the previous menu,
in this case the main menu. The delete key moves the
cursor back one point. When you've entered all your
points, Curve Analysis returns you to the main menu.

Key
right arrow or K
left arrow or J
up arrow or I
down arrow or M
F
B
0-9, -

Function
deletes highlighted point
moves cursor to right column
moves cursor to left column
moves cursor up one point
moves cursor down one point
displays next 20 points
displays previous 20 points
change coordinate to number
entered

DISK I/O
An input/output function lets you save or load data and
includes other disk-housekeeping options. The submenu
for this section shows the six functions available.
Four (Load, Save, Delete, and Verify Files) require you
to enter a filename, following the more restrictive ProDOS
standard—no more than 15 characters and only letters,
numerals, and periods. If you enter a filename incorrectly,
Curve Analysis beeps and lets you try again.
The six options are simple: Load Data loads a data file
saved by Curve Analysis under the filename you entered.
Save Data saves a data file to disk under the same filename. View Catalog displays the disk's directory. Delete
File erases the named file. (A second prompt lets you
confirm the deletion.) Verify File compares a data list in
memory against the named file to check whether the pro-

EDIT DATA
Curve Analysis' editing function lets you rewrite entries
in the previous module, add new points, and change
points or headings. To add new points, choose option 1
from the submenu. After telling Curve Analysis the number
of additional points you want to enter, the program returns
to the data-entry screen in the Input Data section. When
you finish entering the new data, the program returns you
to the main menu.
inCider
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gram saved the file correctly. Finally, Change Slot/Drive
lets you configure Curve Analysis to use any peripheral
slot and disk drive containing your data.
PRINT DATA
Before printing, note that Curve Analysis assumes it's
connected to a Grappler Plus parallel-interface card in slot
1 (Orange Micro, 1400 North Lakeview Avenue, Anaheim,
CA 92807, 714-779-2772). See the section below on
"Configuring Curve Analysis for Your System" for methods
of changing interfaces or slots.
Curve Analysis first asks whether you want to print all
data points. If you're printing the points at the bottom of a
plotted curve, you may not have room for all of them.
Responding no to this prompt lets you enter starting and
ending points for printing. Answer yes to print all points.
Another prompt asks the number of lines per page you
want to print, letting you vary the top and bottom margins.
If you don't want margins, specify 65 as the number of
lines per page. To set margins, enter any other number
greater than zero and less than 66. Curve Analysis informs you if your data need more than one page. One
last prompt lets you prepare your printer.
REGRESSION
This module performs the regression analysis. With its
two submenus, you choose the operation or function you
want, then specify the type of curve.
The first option from the first submenu lets you compute
regression values, fitting your data to the specified curve.
This may take some time if you're using several data
points. If you choose to fit a polynomial curve, first tell
Curve Analysis to what degree (the highest power). Two
physical restrictions apply here: The degree can't be more
than seven or more than the number of data points minus
one (DP- 1). Note that curves may not be as accurate for
higher-power polynomials.
Once the program fits the curve, it displays the equation
of the curve along with the correlation, unless you plot the
curve with polynomial regression, which has no significant
equivalent to the correlation value. You can determine the
accuracy of a curve only by plotting it.
The second option, comparing regression values, displays the equations of all curves you've generated so far
and their correlations. (See Figure 4.) Pressing any key
returns you to the submenu.
Choose the third option to plot the curve on the display,
or the fourth to plot it on both screen and printer. First
enter the range over which you want to plot the curve,
(Note that the program may reject negative x and y values, depending on the type of curve you're using.) Curve
Analysis then plots the curve on screen. Pressing Escape
during plotting returns you to the second submenu. Option
4 plots the curve on screen, then prompts you to prepare
your printer. Again note that Curve Analysis expects a
Grappler Plus interface card in slot 1. Figure 2 shows a
graph plotted from the regression module.
The final option lets you extrapolate values for your
data—you can find the x value for a corresponding y
value, or vice versa. (See Figure 5.) After you choose a
curve type, a prompt asks you to enter a value for x.
Type in a number and press Return for the corresponding
y value.
Pressing Escape returns you to the second submenu.
Pressing any other nonnumeric key brings up a prompt
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Figure 4. Screen dump from the option to compare
regression values.
LINEAR
CORBEL. =. 478171587
Y=A+E(*X
8=1173443.24
A=-295400603
EXPONENTIAL
Y=Aiires' (.8*X )
A=213594447

CORREL. =. 686013481
8=1.02489973E-03

GEOMETRIC
Y=A*X .'Et
A=284499192

CORREL. =. 559863602
8=.20845013

POLYNOMIAL
A=623510264
8=-324395659
C=581380.66
D=-346. 913704
E=. 0689292884

Figure 5. Extrapolated values using the data from
Figure 1 and geometric regression.
Y = 1.38733444E + 09
X VALUE?1982
Y =1.38472241E + 09
X VALUE?-10
X VALUE??

Y VALUE?4600000000
X = 628634.057
Y VALUE?10000000
X = 1.05760072E - 07
Y VALUE??
X VALUE?P

asking you to enter a value for y. This works the same
way the previous prompt does, but yields an x value for
an input y value. Please note that zeros and negative
numbers are illegal for some curves, and that finding an x
value for a given y value isn't possible with polynomial
regression.
INTERPOLATION
The program's interpolation section is almost identical to
the regression module, but has only one submenu, similar
to Regression's first submenu. The five options work similarly, as well:
Compute interpolation values: prepares the interpolated
curve for later use
Graph curve: plots the interpolated curve on screen
Graph and plot curve: plots the curve on screen and
printer
Interpolate values: finds only y values for given x values
In all other respects, this module operates like the previous one.
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QUIT
This "module" lets you exit the program without resorting to a break command. A double-check prompt lets you
leave this section if you entered it accidentally. If you
haven't yet saved your data to disk, a prompt asks
whether you want to save them. Answering yes takes you
to the disk-I/O submenu. If you've already saved your current data, the program ends.
USING THE STARTUP PROGRAM
Curve Analysis is a long program, occupying 61 disk
sectors. Since it uses hi-res page 1, it must load above
this area of the Apple's memory. Line 10 in Listing 1
loads the program above page 1, as does the startup
program in Listing 2.
STARTUP.CA (Listing 2) speeds up Curve Analysis
loading. Running the startup program, which then runs
Curve Analysis, loads a total of 63 sectors. If you run
Curve Analysis itself, the program loads, runs line 10, and
reloads, using 122 sectors before the program runs—a
significant time increase in either DOS 3.3 or ProDOS.
CONFIGURING CURVE ANALYSIS FOR YOUR SYSTEM
Curve Analysis uses two system-specific routines involving your printer, but you can change them easily to fit
your own system. The program assumes your Apple has
an interface card in slot 1 that can dump a hi-res screen
to a dot-matrix printer. If your card is in a different slot,
change the value for the variable PS, initialized to one in
line 70.
The program also assumes, as noted above, that this
card is a Grappler Plus parallel interface. The variable
GC$ holds the string telling the card to dump hi-res page
1. If your code for dumping page 1 is different, you must
change this string (also in line 70) to match your card.
Make other appropriate changes in line 4590, which performs the dump.
PROGRAM MODULES:
NOTES ON EXPANDING ANALYSIS
Curve Analysis is divided into several distinct modules to
make adding features easier. In Listing 1, REM-statement
titles denoting main-menu options are in boxes formed
with asterisks. Submenu options are boxed in pound
signs, while other modules not directly available from a
menu are boxed in percent signs.
Table 3 lists the major variables and their contents. The
program's Setup module (lines 10-90) initializes many of
these variables.
Line 10 reloads Curve Analysis above hi-res page 1.
The Setup module sets the error trap, defines a function
to keep the Input Data and Edit Data screens intact, initializes all arrays, sets various constants, and calls the Menu
module to display the main menu.
The Input Data section (lines 100-350) is straightforward.
Lines 260-350 contain the Input Data screen, which
handles incoming information, including function keys.
The Edit Points section of the Edit Data module (lines
360-990) has its own screen (lines 600-940).
The Disk I/O module (lines 1000-1700) contains a filename checker (lines 1600-1650) hidden in the Read File
section, to ensure that filenames you enter meet the
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Table 3. Program variables.
Variable

Function

A( )
B())
BP$
CF( )
D$
DD
DP
DS
EC
GC$
M( )
N$( )
P( )
PP
PS
R( )
RV( )
SD

regression value A
regression value B
beep code
coefficients for polynomial regression
DOS-command code (CHR$(4))
disk-drive number
number of data points
disk slot number
error code
printer hi-res dump code
matrix for polynomial regression
menu options
derivative values for interpolation
flag (point or not)
printer slot number
correlation values
flag (has program done regression?)
flag (have you saved data?)
sum of x values (regression)
sum of y values (regression)
sum of x^2 (regression)
sum of y^2 (regression)
sum of x*y (regression)
total usable points (regression)
x-coordinate values
x-value graphing range
x-value heading
x sums for polynomial regression
x-axis location
y-coordinate values
y-value graphing range
y-value heading
y sums for polynomial regression
y-axis location

S2
S3
S4
S5
TP
X( )
XA, XB
XH$
XS( )
XO
Y( )
YA, YB
YH$
YS( )
YO

ProDOS standard. If you use only DOS 3.3 or some other
operating system, you might want to edit this section to
merely call the Input module and place the filename in
variable Z$.
You can expand the Print Data module (lines 1710-1950)
to include multicolumn output, for example, or to permit an
80-column board—printing the entire paper width without requiring an intelligent printer interface. As it stands, Curve
Analysis prints only one column of data. This can be a
problem, especially when printing many points at the bottom
of a plotted graph.
The Regression module (lines 1960-2920) is broken up
into smaller sections to let you add modules for other
types of regression, such as logarithmic or multilinear, with
relative ease. The REMark statements in this module identify these sections.
The Interpolation module (lines 2930-3430) leaves no
room for internal expansion. You can add another interpolator to the system, but this requires extensive programming.
The Menu module (lines 3570-3870) is self-contained,
with options included in data statements. The program
sends this module the starting and ending elements to be
used in each menu. The module displays the options and
uses the keys listed in Table 1 to move the cursor among
the menu choices. When you select an option, the Menu
module returns the number of your choice to the calling
section. Pressing the escape key returns a value of one
higher than the maximum.
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Announcing the Second in a Popular Series . . .

ADD POWER TO
APPLEWORKS!
fr FIGURE YOUR PERSONAL
AND FAMILY INCOME.
DETERMINE THE BREAKEVEN
AND PROFIT POINTS OF
YOUR PRODUCT OR SERVICE.
00- DECIDE IF IT MAKES MORE
SENSE TO BUY OR RENT A HOME.
PROTECT YOURSELF WITH A
CREDIT CARD AND DOCUMENT
REGISTRY.
10- TRACK YOUR NET WORTH FROM YEAR
TO YEAR.

CALCULATE YOUR MONTHLY PAYMENTS WHEN YOU SHOP FOR A
CAR.
No- MAKE LARGE MAILINGS A SNAP
WITH THREE-ACROSS LABELS.
OD* KEEP YOUR BUSINESS IN THE
BLACK WITH A HANDY CASHFLOW SPREADSHEET.
10- GET THE JOB YOU WANT WITH A
PROFESSIONAL-LOOKING COVER
LETTER FOR YOUR RESUME.
00- TURN A HUMDRUM DOCUMENT
INTO A WINNER WITH FANCY
FORMATTING.

All 10 ready-to-run templates conveniently packaged on one disk
PLUS handbook—only $29.97!

et 10 time-saving, easy-to-use applications for the spreadsheet, database, and word
processor. Another exclusive collection with a detailed documentation handbook created by Ruth K. Witkin, inCido's APPLEWORKS IN ACTION columnist. Great
templates to figure your finances, boost your business, speed your mailings, refresh your
resume, and more. Anyone—beginner to expert— can use these programs immediately
and efficiently.

G

Order today. Complete and mail the coupon or attached
order card or CALL TOLL FREE 24 hours a day.

1-800-258-5473
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WITH APPLEWORKS II for only
$29.97.
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around. Send SUCCESS
WITH APPLEWORKS I for
$29.97.
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"I use Success with AppleWorks I
at school and at home. Ruth did a
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Computer Science Teacher
St, Vincent Pallotti High School
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Mary L. Henry
Blackburn 8 Co. Real Estate
Mountain Home, AR
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"Ruth Witkin's programs and handbook are an unbeatable combination. They're practical, easy to
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Mail to: Success with AppleWorks II
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Peterborough, NH 03458
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Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. Foreign air mail add $1.50 per disk. US funds on US banks only.
'AppleWorks is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc

The Input module (lines 3880-4030) is a simple enteranything routine, and lets you use the escape key to return from an input statement.
The Graph/Plot module (lines 4040-4700) determines the
boundaries of the curve to be graphed, then sets up the
axes and places the tick marks. It then plots the curve
and highlights the known points; it polls the keyboard constantly to see whether you pressed the escape key. If you
did, it ends the plot. If you requested a hardcopy, the
program dumps hi-res page 1 to your printer.
The Error Trap module (lines 4710-4860) recognizes
various mistakes and jumps to line 4760 when it encounters one. Most errors involve the disk; the program re-

sumes output at the Disk I/O menu. Other recognized
errors return you to the main menu. Any other typos and
mistakes display an error code and halt the program.
Other program editing you can do might include adding
80-column and hard-disk-drive compatibility, and appending modules that label axes, set tick marks, draw curves
on a pen plotter, and plot multiple curves on a single graph.
With a little ingenuity and some clever programming, you can
expand the code to fit any Apple II system and any data you
need to graph. As it stands, Curve Analysis simplifies radically
what was once a time-consuming task.•

Listing 1. Curve Analysis.
10

IF PEEK (104) < > 64 THEN POKE 103,1: POKE 104,64: POKE
16384,0: PRINT CHR$ (4);"RUN CURVE ANALYSIS"
20 REM ACTUAL START OF CURVE ANALYSIS
30 ONERR GOTO 4760
40 BP$ = CHR$ (7)
(W > 21) - ST
50 DEF FN RL(W) = 2 + W * (W < 22) + 22
60 DIM X(150),Y(150),A(4),B(4),11(4),N$(7),P(150),RV(4),M(8,9
),XS(14),YS(8),CF(7):D$ = CHAS (4)
70 DS = 6:DD = 1:PS = 1.GC$ = CHR$ (9) + "GD"
80 F = 1,L = 7:N = 7: GOSUB 3620
90 ON L GOTO 150,410,1040,1760,2020,2980,3490,80
100 REM
110 REM ********************
120 REM *
INPUT DATA
*
130 REM ************** ******
140 REM
150 GOSUB 3640
160 IF DP = 0 THEN 190
170 PRINT "IS CURRENT DATA TO BE ERASED (Y/N)?".: GOSUB 3930
IF Z$ = CHR$ (27) OR Z$ = "N" THEN 80
180 IF Z$ < > "Y" THEN CLEAR : PRINT : GOTO 170
190 SD = 0: PRINT
200 PRINT "NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE ENTERED?".: GOSUB 3930: IF
Z$ = CHR$ (27) THEN 80
210 DP = VAL (Z$): IF DP < 2 OR DP > 150 OR DP < > INT (DP
) THEN PRINT CHR$ (7): GOTO 200
220 PRINT : PRINT "X VALUE HEADING?".: GOSUB 3930:XH$ = Z$: IF
/$ = CHR$ (27) THEN 80
230 PRINT : PRINT "Y VALUE HEADING7";, GOSUB 3930.YH$ = 2$: IF
Y11$ = CHR$ (27) THEN 80
240 IF LEN (XH$) > 15 THEN XH$
LEFT$ (XH5,15)
250 IF LEN (YH$) > 15 THEN YH$
LEFT$ (YH$,15)
260 ST = 1
270 HOME : INVERSE
PRINT "8"; TAB( 6);XH$; TAB( 24): PRINT
YES: NORMAL
280 FOR I = ST TO DP
290 Z = FN RL(I): VTAB Z: HTAB 1: PRINT I.: HTAB 6: GOSUB 39
30: IF Z5 = CHR$ (27) THEN 80
300 IF Z$ = CHR$ (127) THEN I = I - 1
(I > 1):Z = FN RL(
I): VTAB Z. PRINT SPC( 39);: VTAB Z. GOTO 290
310 X(I) = VAL (Z$): IF X(1) = 0 AND LEFTS (Z$,1) < > "0" THEN
PRINT CHR$ (7): GOTO 290
320 Z = FN RL(I): VTAB Z: HTAB 24: GOSUB 3930: IF Z$= CURS
(27) THEN 80
330 IF Z$ = CHAS (127) THEN Z = FN RL(I): VTAB 2:.PRINT SPC(
39):: VTAB Z: GOTO 290
340 Y(I) = VAL (Z$): IF Y(I) = 0 AND LEFTS (Z$,1) < > "0" THEN
PRINT CHR$ (7): GOTO 320
350 NEXT
GOTO 80
360 REM
370 REM ********************
*
380 REM
EDIT DATA
390 REM ********************
400 REM
410 IF DP = 0 THEN 80
420 F = 27:L = 29:N = 3: GOSUB 3620: PRINT
ON L GOTO 490,69
0,570,80
430 REM
440 REM #444444
450 REM 4 ADD NEW POINTS
460 REM #444444#441444444444
470 REM
480 SD = 0
490 GOSUB 3640: PRINT "NUMBER OF NEW POINTS?".: GOSUB 3930. IF
Z$ = CHR$ (27) THEN 410
500 z = VAL (2$): IF Z < 1 OR Z + DP > 150 THEN PRINT CHR$
(7): COTO 490
510 GORED 3640:ST = DP + 1:DP = DP + Z. GOTO 270
520 REM
530 REM #4444444444444#4444h
540 REM # EDIT HEADINGS 4
550 REM 444;4440440444444444
560 REM
570 GOSUB 3640: PRINT "MAKE CHANGES AND PRESS <RETURN>": PRINT
580

PRINT "X-HEADING=";XH$;:2$ = XH$:LL = LEN (Z$): GOSUB 3
940: IF Z$ = CHR$ (27) THEN 410
590 IF LEN (Z$) > 15 THEN Z$ = LEFT$ (Z5,15)
600 XH$ = IS, PRINT : PRINT "Y-HEADING="7YH$;:Z$ = YII$:LL = LEN
(Z$): GOSUB 3940: IF Z$ = CHR$ (27) THEN 410
610 IF LEN (Z$) > 15 THEN Z$ = LEFTS (Z5,15)

620 YH$ = Z$: GOTO 410
630 REM
640 REM 44444444444444444444
650 REM #
EDIT POINTS
#
660 REM ###$######8888444444
670 REM
680 SD = 0
690 F = INT (DP / 20).1 = 0:FR = DP - 20 * F
700 GOSUB 3640: FOR J = 1 TO 20:0 = J + (I * 20): PRINT Q. TAB(
6);X(0); TAB( 24);Y(Q)
710 NEXT J
720 L = I:C = 1:CL = L + (I * 20). GOTO 860
730 Q = PEEK ( - 16384): POKE - 16368,0: IF Q = 155 THEN 41
0
740 IF Q < 128 THEN 730
750 CL = L + (I
20)
760 VTAB 2 + L. HTAB 6 + 18 * (C = 2): NORMAL
IF C = 1 THEN
PRINT X(CL);
770 IF C = 2 THEN PRINT Y(CL);
780 IF Q < > 196 THEN 830
790 VTAB 23: PRINT
VTAB 24: PRINT "ARE YOU SURE (Y/N)7":: GET
Z$ IF Z$ = CHR$ (27) THEN 410
800 IF Z$ = "N" THEN VTAB 24: HTAB 1: PRINT SPC( 35): GOTO
930
810 IF Z$ < > "y" THEN PRINT BP$: GOTO 790
820 FOR K = CL TO DP:X(K) = X(K + 1).Y(K) = Y(K + 1): NEXT K
:DP = DP - 1, GOTO 700
830 IF Q = 198 THEN I = I + 1 * (I < F): GOTO 700
840 IF Q = 194 THEN I = I - 1 * (I > 0): GOTO 700
850 IF Q > 172 AND Q < 186 AND Q < > 175 THEN 950
860 VTAB 2 + L: HTAB 6 + 18
(C = 2): NORMAL
IF C = 1 THEN
PRINT X(CL);
870 IF C = 2 THEN PRINT Y(CL);
880 IF Q = 149 OR Q = 203 THEN C = 2: GOTO 930
890 IF Q = 136 OR Q = 202 THEN C = 1: GOTO 930
900 IF (0 = 138 OR Q = 205) AND L + (I * 20) < DP THEN L = L
+ 1: IF L = 21 THEN L = 1
L - 1: IF L = 0 THEN L
910 IF Q = 139 OR Q = 201 THEN L
20 + (FR - 20) * (I = F)
920 CL = L + (I * 20)
930 INVERSE : VTAB 2 + L: HTAB 6 + 18 * (C = 2): IF C = 1 THEN
PRINT X(CL).: GOTO 730
940 PRINT Y(CL);: GOTO 730
950 VTAB 2 + L: HTAB 6 + 18 * (C = 2): PRINT "
960 VTAB 2 + L: HTAB 6 + 18 * (C = 2):Z$ = CHR$ (Q - 128): PRINT
Z$;:LL = 1: GOSUB 3940: IF Z$ = CHR$ (27) THEN 410
970 IF C = 1 THEN X(CL) = VAL (Z$): GOTO 930
980 Y(CL) = VAL (Z$): GOTO 930
990 REM
1000 REM ********************
1010 REM
DISK I/O
1020 REM ********************
1030 REM
1040 F = 12,L = 17.N = 6: GOSUB 3620: IF L < > 7 THEN GOSUB
3640: ON L GOTO 1260,1610,1110,1170,1450,1340
1050 GOTO 80
1060 REM
1070 REM ####4444444#444#4444
1080 REM #
VIEW CATALOG
4
1090 REM 44444444444444444444
1100 REM
1110 PRINT D$;"CATALOG ,S":DS;",D";DD: PRINT
GOSUB 3860: GOTO
1040
1120 REM
1130 REM 0440/44444484#444#44
1140 REM #
DELETE FILE
#
1150 REM #44411444444444449444
1160 REM
1170 GOSUB 1640: IF 2$ = CHR$ (27) THEN 1040
1180 PRINT
PRINT "ARE YOU SURE (Y/N)?".: GOSUB 3930: IF Z$
= CHR$ (27) THEN 1040
1190 IF Z$ < > "Y" THEN 1040
1200 PRINT Q$: PRINT D$;"DELETE";Z$;",S";DS;",D";DD: PRINT :
PRINT "FILE DELETED": GOSUB 3860: GOTO 1040
1210 REM
1220 REM
1230 REM #
LOAD FILE
1240 REM
1250 REM
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1260
1270
1280

1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030

GOSUB 1640: IF Z$ = CHR$ (27) THEN 1040
PRINT D$;"OPEN":Z$C,S":DS;",D":DD: PRINT D$;"READ";Z$
INPUT DP: INPUT XH$: INPUT Y11$: FOR I = 1 TO DP: INPUT
X(I): INPUT Y(I): NEXT I: PRINT D$;"CLOSE": FOR I = DP +
1 TO 150:X(I) = 0:5)1) = 0: NEXT
GOTO 1040
REM
REM 11#41#########*########
REM #CHANGE SLOT & DRIVE#
REM #########44##########
REM
PRINT : PRINT "SLOT #?";DS;:LL = 1:Z$ = STR$ (DS): GOSUB
3940: IF Z$ = CHR$ (27) THEN 1040
> 6 AND Q < > 4 THEN PRINT BPS:
Q = VAL (Z$): IF Q <
GOTO 1340
DS = Q
PRINT : PRINT "DRIVE #?":DD,LL = 1:Z$ = STR$ (DD): GOSUB
3940: IF Z$ = CHR$ 27) THEN 1040
Q = VAL (Z$): IF Q < > 1 AND Q < 1 2 THEN PRINT BPS:
GOTO 1370
DD = Q: GOTO 1040
REM
REM ####################
#
REM #
VERIFY FILE
REM ####################
REM
GOSUB 1640: IF Z$ = CHR$ (27) THEN 1040
ER = 0
PRINT DWOPEN";ZW,S";DS;",D";DD
PRINT DWREAD";Z$:ER = 0: PRINT
INPUT 0: IF 0 < > DP THEN PRINT BP$;"ERROR — NUMBER 0
F DATA POINTS": GOTO 1550
> XH$ THEN PRINT BP$;"ERROR — X—VAL
INPUT Q$: IF Q$ <
UE HEADING":ER = 1
> YH$ THEN PRINT BPS;"ERROR — Y—VAL
INPUT Q$: IF Q$ <
UE HEADING":ER = 1
INPUT
(3: IF Q < > X(I) THEN PRINT BP
FOR I = I TO DP:
$;"ERROR — X—VALUE FOR POINT ";I:ER = 1
INPUT Q: IF Q < > Y(I) THEN PRINT BPS:"ERROR — Y—VALU
E FOR POINT ";I:ER = 1
NEXT I: PRINT D$;"CLOSE": IF ER = 0 THEN PRINT "OK"
GOSUB 3860: GOTO 1040
REM
REM ####################
REM #
READ FILE
#
REM ##############*#####
REM
GOSUB 1640: IF Z$ = CHR$ (27) THEN 1040
SD = 1: PRINT D$;"OPEN";Z$;",S";DS;",D";DD: PRINT D$;"WR
ITE";Z$
PRINT DP: PRINT XH$: PRINT YEIS: FOR I = 1 TO DP: PRINT
X(I): PRINT Y(I): NEXT I: PRINT D$;"CLOSE": GOTO 1040
PRINT
PRINT "FILENAME?", GOSUB 3930: IF Z$ = CHR$ (
27) THEN RETURN
IF LEN (Z$) > 15 THEN Z$ = LEFT$ (15,15)
Q = ASC ( LEFTS (Z$,1)): IF Q < 65 OR Q > 90 THEN 1640
E = 0: FOR I = 1 TO LEN (Z$):0 = ASC ( MID$ (Z$,I,1))
IF Q < 46 OR Q > 122 OR Q = 47 OR (Q > 57 AND Q < 65) OR
(Q 1 90 AND Q < 97) THEN E = 1:I = 16
NEXT I: IF E THEN PRINT BPS: COTO 1640
RETURN
REM
REM ******* ******* *Q.*"
PRINT DATA
*
REM *
REM *****&,,,,,,,toct**++.
REM
GOSUB 3640
PRINT
PRINT "ALL POINTS (Y/N)?";: GOSUB 3930: IF Z$
CHR$ (27) THEN 80
IF Z$ = "Y" THEN SN = 1:EN = DP: GOTO 1840
IF Z$ <
"N" THEN PRINT BPS: GOTO 1770
PRINT
PRINT "STARTING NUMBER?",: COSTA? 3930: IF IS =
CHR$ (27) THEN 80
SN = VAL (ZS): IF SN = 0 OR SN > DP THEN PRINT BPS: COTO
1800
PRINT
PRINT "ENDING NUMBER?";: GOSUB 3930: IF Z$ = CHR$
(27) THEN 80
EN = VAL (Z$): IF EN < SN OR EN > DP THEN PRINT BPS: GOTO
1800
PRINT
PRINT "LINES PER PAGE?", GOSUB 3930: IF Z$ = CHR$
(27) THEN 80
PL = INT ( VAL (Z$)): IF PL < 1 OR PL > 65 THEN PRINT
BPS: GOTO 1840
SN = SN — I
PN = INT ((EN — SN) / PL) + 1: IF PN > 1 THEN PRINT : PRINT
"THIS WILL TARE ";PN;" PAGES"
GOSUB 3860: IF ES = 1 THEN 80
ML = (66 — PL) / 2
PRINT D$;"PR#";PS
FOR I = 0 TO PN — 1: FOR J
1 TO ML — 1: PRINT : NEXT
PRINT "8"; TAB( 6);XH$; TAB( 23);YH$
FOR J = 1 TO PL:Q = J + (I
PL) + SN: IF Q > EN THEN 1
950
PRINT Q; TAB( 6);X(Q); TAB( 23):Y(Q)
NEXT J: FOR J = I TO ML: PRINT : NEXT J,I: PRINT D$;"PR
#0": GOTO 80
REM
REM ***** .A.Q.,,QQ.*********
REM *
REGRESSION
*
REM
REM
REM 1970-80: FIRST SUBMENU CALL
F = 22:L = 26:N = 5: GOSUB 3620:U = L: IF L = 2 THEN 251
0
IF L = 6 THEN 80

2040 REM 1990-2000: SECOND SUBMENU CALL
2050 F = 18:L = 21:N = 4: GOSUB 3620:RT = L: IF L < > 5 THEN
ON U GOTO 2120,2510,25390,2920,2680
2060 GOTO 2020
2070 REM
2080 REM ######$##################69
2090 REM #COMPUTE REGRESSION VALUES#
2100 REM ####4##########P44#######;*
2110 REM
2120 SI = 0:52 = 0:S3 = 0:54 = 0:S5 = 0:TP = DP: GOSUB 3640: IF
RT < 4 THEN PRINT "PLEASE WAIT": PRINT
2130 REM 2070: GOTO SEPARATE REGRESSION ROUTINES
2140 ON RT GOTO 2150,2170,2200,2230
2150 FOR I = 1 TO DP:S1 = SI + X(I):S2 = S2 + Y(I):S3 = 53 +
X(I) " 2:54 = S4 + Y(I) " 2:S5 = S5 + X(I) * Y(I): NEXT
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210

2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530

2540
2550
2560
2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
2680
2690
2700
2710
2720
2730

GOSUB 2410:RV(I) = 1: GOTO 2050
FOR I = 1 TO DP: IF Y(I) < = 0 THEN TP = TP — 1: NEXT
I: GOTO 2190
SI = Si + X(I):52 = S2 + LOG (Y(I)):S3 = 53 + X(I) " 2:
S4 = S4 + ( LOG (Y(I)))
2:S5 = S5 + X(I) * LOG (Y(I))
: NEXT I
GOSUB 2410:RV(2) = 1:A(2) = EXP (A(2)): GOTO 2050
FOR I = 1 TO DP: IF X(I) < = 0 OR Y(I) < = 0 THEN TP =
TP — 1: NEXT I: GOTO 2220
SI = SI + LOG (X(I)):S2 = S2 + LOG (Y(I)):S3 = S3 + ( LOG
(X(I))) " 2:54 = S4 + ( LOG (Y(I))) " 2:55 = S5 + LOG (
X(I)) * LOG (Y(I)): NEXT I
GOSUB 2410:RV(3) = 1:A(3) = EXP (A(3)): GOTO 2050
PRINT "DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL?":: GOSUB 3930: IF Z$ = CHR$
(27) THEN 2050
PRINT :DO = VAL (Z$): IF DG <1 INT (DG) OR DO < 2 OR
DG 1 7 OR DP — I < DG THEN PRINT BPS: GOTO 2230
PRINT : PRINT "PLEASE WAIT": FOR I = 1 TO DG + 1: FOR J
= 1 TO CG + 2:M(I,J) = 0: NEXT J:YS(I) = 0: NEXT I:SY =
0
FOR J = 1 TO 2 * DG:XS(J) — 0: NEXT 2: FOR I — 1 TO DP:
FOR J = 1 TO 2
DG:XS(J) = XS(J) + X(I) " J: NEXT J
(J —
FOR J = 1 TO DG + 1:55(J) = YS(J) + Y(I)
(X(I)
1)): NEXT J,I: PRINT : PRINT "MATRIX VALUES CREATED"
FOR J = 1 TO DG + 1: FOR K = 1 TO DG + 1:M(J,K) = XS(J +
K — 2): NEXT K:M(J,DG + 2) = YS(J): NEXT J
M(1,1) = DP: PRINT : PRINT "MATRIX FILLED"
FOR R = 1 TO DO + 1:0 = M(R,R): IF Q = 0 THEN W = 1: GOSUB
2340
FOR C = 1 TO DG + 2:M(R,C) = M(R,C) / 27: NEXT C: FOR S =
1 TO DG + 1: IF S = R THEN 2330
E = M(S,R): FOR C = 1 TO DO + 2:M(S,C) = M(S,C) — E * M(
R,C): NEXT C
NEXT S,R: GOTO 2370
PRINT "4230": IF M(W,R) < 1 0 THEN FOR C = 1 TO DG +
2:M(R,C) = M(R,C) + M(W,C): NEXT C:Q = MIR,R): RETURN
W = W + 1: IF W < DG + 2 THEN 2340
PRINT : PRINT BP$;"NO UNIQUE SOLUTION": GOSUB 3860: GOTO
2050
FOR I = 0 TO DO:GE(') = M(I + 1,DG + 2): NEXT I
GOSUB 2600
RV(4) = 1: GOSUB 3860: GOTO 2050
REM COMPUTE A, [3, R FOR NON—POLY. REGRESSION
B(RT) = (TP
55 — SI * S2) / (TP * S3 — SI " 2)
A(RT) = (52 — B(RT) * Si)
TP
(S5 — Si * S2 / TP)) / (54 — (S2 "
R(RT) = SOR ((B(RT)
2) / TP))
ON RT GOSUB 2530,2550,2570,2600: GOSUB 3860: RETURN
REM
REM ##############f#**#“#####*
REM #COMPARE REGRESSION VALUES#
REM ##############*####FF######
REM
REM 2420-2520: GOSUB SEPARATE DISPLAY SECTIONS
GOSUB 3640: VTAB 2: FOR I = 1 TO 4: ON I GOSUB 2520,254
0,2560,2580: NEXT I: GOSUB 3860: GOTO 2020
IF A(1) = 0 AND B(1) = 0 AND R(1) = 0 THEN RETURN
INVERSE : PRINT "LINEAR": NORMAL : PRINT "Y=A+B*X"; TAB(
18);"CORREL.=";R(1): PRINT "A=";A(1); TAB( 18);"B=";B(1)
: PRINT : RETURN
IF A(2) = 0 AND B(2) = 0 AND R(2) = 0 THEN RETURN
INVERSE : PRINT "EXPONENTIAL": NORMAL : PRINT "Y=A`e"(8
*X)"; TAB( 18);"CORREL..";R(2): PRINT "A=";A(2); TAB( 18
RETURN
):"B=":8(2): PRINT
IF A(3) = 0 AND B(3) = 0 AND R(3) = 0 THEN RETURN
INVERSE
PRINT "GEOMETRIC": NORMAL : PRINT "Y.A.X"B": TAB(
18);"CORREL.=";R(3): PRINT "A.";A(3); TAB( 18);"B=";B(3)
: PRINT : RETURN
E = 0: FOR W = 0 TO DG: IF CF(W) <
> 0 THEN E = 1
NEXT W: IF E = 0 THEN RETURN
INVERSE : PRINT "POLYNOMIAL";: NORMAL : PRINT TAB( 18)
:"Y=A+B*X+C.X"2+..."
FOR I = 0 TO DG: PRINT CHR$ (65 + I);"=";CF(I): NEXT I
: PRINT : RETURN
RETURN
REM
REM ###############;####
REM #EXTRAPOLATE VALUES*
REM ####################
REM
GOSUB 3640
PRINT : PRINT "X VALUE?";: GOSUB 3930: IF 2$ = CHR$ (2
7) THEN 2050
IF VAL (Z$) = 0 AND LEFT$ (2N,1) < > "O" THEN 2750
X = VAL (Z$): IF X < = 0 AND RT = 3 THEN PRINT BP$: SOTO
2690
REM 2630: GOSUB COMPUTE Y VALUE LINES
REM NOTE: ALSO USED FOR GRAPHING ROUTINE
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To boldly go at speeds
no Apple has gone before.
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With the TransWarp accelerator, your HeTm or H-P'
is 40% faster than the IIGs!
Computing at warp speed!
It's an experience you shouldn't miss. And with TransWarp,
you won't have to. Because TransWarp will run your He or
II+ software 3.6 times faster — that's 40% faster than
Apple's IIGS!
No more yawning while your Apple" slowly rearranges
text or calculates spreadsheets. With 256K of ultra-fast RAM,
TransWarp speeds up all Apple software—including AppleWorks, and all educational software, graphics and games. And
it's compatible with all standard peripheral cards (such as RamWorks and Apple memory cards), hard disks, UniDisk 3.5's,
80-column cards, modems, clock cards, mouses and more! You
name it, TransWarp accelerates it. There's even a 16 bit upgrade
chip available.

"TransWarp is great' I have
replaced all my other
accelerators with it!"
Steve Wozniak the creator
of Apple Computer

An important difference.
With TransWarp, software runs up to three times faster than
with other cards, since the other cards can't accelerate programs
in auxiliary memory. That's why TransWarp is so much faster
than the rest. Nearly all of todays more powerful programs run
partially or completely in auxiliary memory: programs like
AppleWorks, Pinpoint, Managing Your Money, SuperCalc 3a, BPI
and Apple Pascal, to name a few. Why settle for a card that
accelerates only part of the memory?
There's one more important difference. Since TransWarp
doesn't use memory caching, you get consistent high speed
performance.

A cinch to use.
Simply plug TransWarp into any slot in your Apple II, II+ or
He including slot 3 in the He. Instantly you'll be computing

at speeds you only dreamed about before. And should you
ever wish to run at normal speed, press the ESC key
while turning your Apple on.
Since TransWarp is completely transparent, you won't need
preboot disks or special software. It's ready to go right out of
the package!

Speed = Productivity
Imagine the productivity gains you'll achieve when your
programs are running over three times faster. TransWarp is so
powerful, your Apple will make IBM PCs' and even ATs'
look like slowpokes.
• Totally transparent operation
• 3.6 MHZ 65CO2
with all software
• 256K of ultra-fast on-board
• Plugs into any slot, including
RAM
slot 3 on the Apple He
• Accelerates main and
• Accelerated 16 bit option
auxiliary memory
• Low power consumption for available
cool operation
• 5-year warranty

Satisfaction guaranteed!
Give your Apple the TransWarp advantage. With our risk-free
15-day money back guarantee, you have nothing to lose but
wasted time. Call today!
$219
TransWarp accelerator
$69
16 bit upgrade (may add later)

For fast response:
See your dealer of call Applied Engineering 9 am. to 11 p.m.,
7 days at (214) 241-6060. MasterCard, VISA and C.O.D. welcome.
Texas residents add 61/4% sales tax Add $10.00 if outside U.S.A.
Or mail check or money order to Applied Engineering P.O. Box
798, Carrollton, TX 75006.

AE APPLIED ENGINEERING'
The Apple enhancement experts
P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006

(214) 241-6060
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2740
2750
2760
2770
2780
2790
2800
2810
2820
2830
2840
2850
2860
2870
2880
2890
2900
2910
2920
2930
2940
2950
2960
2970
2980
2990
3000
3010
3020
3030
3040
3050
3060
3070
3080
3090
3100
3110
3120
3130
3140
3150
3160
3170
3180
3190
3200
3210
3220
3230
3240
3250
3260
3270
3280
3290
3300
3310
3320
3330
3340
3350
3360
3370
3380
3390
3400
3410
3420
3430
3440
3450
3460
3470
3480
3490
3500
3510
3520
3530
3540
3550

ON AT GOSUB 4670,4680,4690,4700: PRINT : PRINT "Y=";Yl:
GOTO 2690
IF RT = 4 THEN 2690
PRINT
PRINT "Y VALUE?";: GOSUB 3930: IF Z$ = CHR$ (2
7) THEN 2050
IF VAL (Z$) = 0 AND LEFT$ (Z$,1) < > "0" THEN 2690
Y = VAL (Z$): IF Y < = 0 AND RT > 1 THEN PRINT BP$: GOTO
2760
REM 2680: GOSUB COMPUTE X VALUE LINES
ON RT GOSUB 2810,2820,2830: PRINT : PRINT "X=";Xl: GOTO
2760
X1 = (Y - A(1)) / B(1): RETURN
X1 = ( LOG (Y / A(2))) / B(2): RETURN
X1 = (Y / A(3))
(1 / B(3)): RETURN
REM
REM #####################
REM #GRAPH & PLOT VALUES#
REM #####################
REM
PP = 0
IF RV(RT) = 0 THEN 2050
PT = RT: GOSUB 4090: GOTO 2050
PP = 1: GOTO 2900
REM
REM ********************
REM * INTERPOLATION
*
REM ********************
REM
F = 8:L = 11.N = 4: GOSUB 3620
ON L GOTO 3050,3390,3400,3230,80
REM
REM ##############################
REM #COMPUTE INTERPOLATION VALUES#
REM ##############################
REM
GOSUB 3640: PRINT "PLEASE WAIT": PRINT : GOSUB 3060: GOTO
3110
SW = 0: FOR I = 1 TO DP - 1
IF X(I) < = X(I + 1) THEN 3090
SW = 1:B = X(I):X(I) = X(I + 1):X(I + 1) = B.B = Y(I):Y(
I) = Y(I + 1):Y(I + 1) = B
NEXT I: IF SW = 1 THEN 3060
RETURN
PRINT "SORT COMPLETED": PRINT
FOR I = 2 TO DP - 1:A = Y(I) - Y(I - 1):6 = X(I + 1) X(I):C = Y(I + 1) - Y(I):D = X(I) - X(I - 1)
(D * D + A * A)) / (D
P(I) = (A * (B
B + C * C) + C
(B * B + C * C) + A * (D * D + A * A)): NEXT I
Q = X(2):12 = Y(2).14 = X(1):Z = Y(1):0 = 1:M = 2: GOSUB 3
160
0 = DP,M = DP - 1:0 = X(M):R = Y(M):W = X(0):Z = Y(0): GOSUB
3160: PRINT "COMPLETED": GOSUB 3860: GOTO 2980
S = (R - Z) / (Q - W): IF (S > 0 AND S > P(M)) OR (S < 0
AND S < P(M)) THEN P(0) = 2 * S - P(M): RETURN
P(0) = S + (( ABS (S) * (S - P(M))) / ( ABS (5) + ABS
S - P(M)))): RETURN
REM
REM ####################
REM #INTERPOLATE VALUES#
REM ####################
REM
GOSUB 3640
PRINT "X VALUE?";: GOSUB 3930: IF Z$ = CHR$ (27) THEN
2980
W = VAL (Z$): IF W < = X(1) OR W > = X(DP) THEN PRINT
BP$: GOTO 3240
GOSUB 3280: IF Y1 < > 9E20 THEN PRINT Y1: PRINT : GOTO
3240
GOTO 3240
PRINT BPWDISCONTINUITY": PRINT
Q = 0: FOR F = 1 TO DP: IF X(F) > W THEN Q = F:F = DP +
1
NEXT F,J = Q - 1:S = (Y(Q) - Y(J)) / (X(Q) - X(J)).Z =
Y(J) + s * ( W - X(J)):D = Y(J) + P(J) * (W - X(J)) - Z:E
= Y(4) + P(Q) * (W - X(Q)) - Z
F = D * E: IF F = 0 AND D < > 0 AND E < > 0 THEN Y = 9
E20: RETURN
IF F = 0 THEN Y1 = Z: RETURN
IF F > 0 THEN Y1 = Z + (F / (D + E)): RETURN
Y1 = Z + (F * (W - X(J) + W - X(Q)) / ((3 - E) * (X(Q) X(J)))). RETURN
REM
REM ####################
REM #GRAPH & PLOT CURVES
REM ####################
REM
PP = 0,PT = 5: GOSUB 4090: GOTO 2980
PP = 1:PT = 5: GOSUB 4090: GOTO 2980
9E20: RETURN
IF X < X(1) OR X > = X(DP) THEN Y1
W = X: GOSUB 3280: RETURN
END
REM
REM ********************
QUIT
REM *
REM ********************
REM
GOSUB 3640: PRINT "ARE YOU SURE (Y/N)?";: GOSUB 3930: IF
Z$ = CHR$ (27) THEN 80
IF Z$ = "N" THEN 80
IF Z$ < > "Y" THEN PRINT BP$: GOTO 3490
PRINT
IF SD = 1 THEN END
PRINT "YOU HAVE NOT SAVED THIS DATA": PRINT "DO YOU WIS
H TO SAVE IT (Y/N)?"7: GOSUB 3930: IF Z$ = CHR$ (27) THEN
80
IF Z$ = "Y" THEN 1040
IF Z$ < > "N" THEN PRINT BP$: GOTO 3530

3560
3570
35E10
3590
3600
3610
3620

END
REM
REM %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
REM %
MENU MODULE
%
REM %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
REM
RESTORE
IF F > 1 THEN FOR I = 1 TO F - 1: READ Z$: NEXT

3630

FOR I = 1 TO N. READ N8(I), NEXT I: GOSUB 3640: GOTO 36
50
HOME
HTAB 13: INVERSE : PRINT "CURVE ANALYSIS": NORMAL
: PRINT
RETURN
3650 5 = 0: FOR I = 1 TO N.S = S + LEN (WI)), NEXT I.S = S
/ N:TS = 19 - INT (S / 2)
3660 FOR I = 1 TO N: VTAB 2 * I + 1: HTAB TS: PRINT N$(1): PRINT
NEXT I
3670 L = 1: GOTO 3790
3680 Q = PEEK ( - 16384): POKE - 16368,0: IF Q = 155 THEN L
= N + 1: RETURN
3690 IF Q = 141 THEN RETURN
3700 IF Q = 201 THEN Q = 139: GOTO 3740
3710 IF Q = 205 THEN Q = 138: GOTO 3740
3720 IF Q = 138 OR Q = 139 THEN 3740
3730 IF Q < 177 OR Q > 176 + N THEN 3680
3740 VTAB 2
L + 1: HTAB TS: NORMAL : PRINT N$(L): IF Q > 1
76 AND Q < 177 + N THEN L = Q - 176: GOTO 3790
3750 IF Q = 138 AND L < N THEN L = L + 1: GOTO 3790
3760 IF Q = 138 THEN L = 1: GOTO 3790
3770 IF Q = 139 AND L > 1 THEN L = L - 1: GOTO 3790
3780 L
N
3790 VTAB 2
L + 1: HTAB TS: INVERSE
PRINT N$(L);: NORMAL
GOTO 3680
3800 DATA "1 - INPUT DATA","2 - EDIT DATA","3 - DISK I/O","
4 - PRINT DATA","5 - REGRESSION","6 - INTERPOLATION","7
- QUIT"
3810 DATA "1 - COMPUTE INTERPOLATION VALUES","2 - GRAPH CURV
E","3 - GRAPH & PLOT CURVE","4 - INTERPOLATE VALUES"
3820 DATA "1 - LOAD FILE","2 - SAVE FILE","3 - VIEW CATALOG"
,"4 - DELETE FILE","5 - VERFIY FILE","6 - CHANGE SLOT/DR
IVE"
3830 DATA "1 - LINEAR","2 - EXPONENTIAL","3 - GEOMETRIC","4
- POLYNOMIAL"
3840 DATA "1 - COMPUTE REGRESSION VALUES","2 - COMPARE REGRE
SSION VALUES","3 - GRAPH CURVE","4 - GRAPH & PLOT CURVE"
,"5 - EXTRAPOLATE VALUES"
3850 DATA "1 - ADD NEW POINTS","2 - EDIT POINTS","3 - EDIT H
EADINGS"
3860 ES = 0: VTAB 24: HTAB 7: INVERSE : PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY
TO CONTINUE";: NORMAL
GET X$, PRINT : IF X$ = CHR$ (2
7) THEN ES = 1
3870 RETURN
3880 REM
3890 REM %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3900 REM %
INPUT MODULE
%
3910 REM %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3920 REM
3930 Z$ = “":LL = 0
3940 GET 8$: IF B$ = CHR$ (13) AND Z$ < > "" THEN PRINT :
RETURN
3950 IF B$ = CHR$ (13) THEN 3940
3960 IF 8$ = CHR$ (27) OR B$ = CHR$ (127) THEN Z$ = 6$: PRINT
: RETURN
3970 IF B$ = CHR$ (8) OR B$ = CHR$ (127) THEN 4000
3980 IF B$ < " " THEN 3940
3990 PRINT (3$;:Z$ = Z$ + B$:LL = LL + 1: GOTO 3940
4000 IF LL = 0 THEN 3940
4010 PRINT CHR$ (8);" "; CHR$ (8); ,
4020 LL = LL - 1: IF LL > 0 THEN Z$ = LEFT$ (Z$,LL): GOTO 39
40
4030 Z$ = "". GOTO 3940
4040 REM
4050 REM %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4060 REM %GRAPH/PLOT MODULE%
4070 REM %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4080 REM
4090 GOSUB 3060: GOSUB 3640
4100 PRINT "MINIMUM X VALUE?";: GOSUB 3930: IF Z$ = CHR$ (2
7) THEN RETURN
4110 XA = VAL (Z$): IF XA < 0 AND PT = 3 THEN PRINT BP$: GOTO
4100
4120 IF XA > 0 THEN XA = 0
4130 PRINT : PRINT "MAXIMUM X VALUE?";: GOSUB 3930: IF Z$ =
CHR$ (27) THEN RETURN
4140 XB = VAL (z$): IF XA > = XB THEN PRINT BP$: GOTO 4130
3640

4150
4160
4170
4180
4190
4200

IF XS < 0 THEN XB = 0
PRINT
PRINT "MINIMUM
CHR$ (27) THEN RETURN
YB = VAL (Z$): IF YB <
BPS: GOTO 4160
IF YB > 0 THEN YB = 0
PRINT : PRINT "MAXIMUM
CHR$ (27) THEN RETURN
YA = VAL (26): IF YA <

Y VALUE?";: GOSUB 3930: IF Z$ =
0 AND (PT = 2 OR PT= 3) THEN

PRINT

Y VALUE?";: GOSUB 3930: IF Z$ =
= YB THEN

PRINT BP$: GOTO 4190

4210 IF YA < 0 THEN YA = 0
4220 DX = 270 / ABS (XB - XA):DY = 159 / ABS (YB - YA)
HCOLOR= 3:X0 = 270 - (XB * DX): IF XA > 0 OR XB <
4230 HGR
0 THEN 4250
4240 HPLOT X0,0 TO X0,159
4250 Y0 = 159 + (YB
DY): IF YA < 0 OR YB > 0 THEN 4270
4260 HPLOT 0,Y0 TO 270,Y0
4270 E = 0:TX = 10 - ( INT ( LOG ( ABS (XA - XB) / 3) / LOG
(10))):TY = 10 - ( INT ( LOG ( ABS (YA - YB) / 3) / LOG
(10)))
4280 XC = TX:YC = TY:TX = TX
DX:TY = TY * DY
4290 IF X0 < 0 OR X0 > 270 THEN 4320
4300 FOR I = X0 TO 270 STEP TX: GOSUB 4350: NEXT I

Listing continued.
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Turn Your Computer
Into A Video Studio!!
Bring any video performance to life with VIDEO TITLE
SHOPTM. This exceptional application lets you combine a
computer and VCR to create title animations and graphics
effects never before available in such an inexpensive, easyto-use program.
Whenever a presentation needs pizzaz, VIDEO TITLE
SHOP makes it shine! It spices up any video production—
from multi-media shows to educational and training seminars to product exhibitions. And of course, VIDEO TITLE
SHOP turns home movies into hot-popcorn crowd-pleasers!

An Zen M.P.
GC1.1F.EA` .5.

"BEACHCOMBING"
..nom :1!_ifiaiialEaVii3SEtriSfiEiFilat3Eiflaia.i.91):719U

Superimpose text
over artwork.

Add waves of colorful
graphics by using
MICROPAINTERT"
PLUS.

Produce special effects
like wipes, scrolls,
fizzles, fades, and more!

Design borders and
choose from an array
of font styles and sizes.

VERSATILE . . . AND REFRESHINGLY EASY TO USE
•
•
•
•
•

Use the enhanced design and editing options
Create on the entire screen (no menu clutter)
Import graphics for use as title backgrounds
Control when and where art pens and colors are used
Chain screens together, a different effect on each, to design full-length
Title Sequences
• Learn from the Introductory Demonstration (major features are shown
on-screen).
Available for Atari' XE/XL, Commodore 64'7128' and
Apple'll Series computers.
Visit your retailer or call 800-245-4525
(in California call 800-562-1112) for ordering information.
Video Title Shop and Micropainter are trademarks of IntelliCreations, Inc.
Datasoft is a registered trademark of IntelliCreations, Inc.
©1987 IntelliCreations, Inc.
Atari is a registered trademark of Atari Computers, Inc.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Commodore 64 and 128 are trademarks of Commodore Business Machines, Inc.

Circle 235 on Reader Service Card.

Dat4Sofr
We chaffenge you

19808 Nordhoff Place
Chatsworth, California 91311, (818) 886-5922

Listing continued.
4310
4320
4330
4340
4350
4360
4370
4380
4390

4400
4410
4420
4430
4440
4450
4460
4470
4480
4490
4500
4510
4520
4530
4540
4550
4560
4570

FOR I = X0 TO 0 STEP — 1
TX: GOSUB 4350: NEXT I
IF YO < 0 OR YO 5 159 THEN 4450
FOR I = Y0 TO 159 STEP TY: GOSUB 4400: NEXT I
FOR I = YO TO 0 STEP — 1 * TY: GOSUB 4400: NEXT I: GOTO
4450
IF YO < 0 THEN HPLOT I,0 TO 1,3: RETURN
IF YO < 3 THEN HPLOT 1,0 TO 1,10 + 3: RETURN
IF YO a 159 THEN HPLOT 1,156 TO 1,159: RETURN
IF YO 5 156 THEN HPLOT 1,10 — 3 TO 1,159: RETURN
HPLOT I,Y0 — 3 TO 1,10 + 3: RETURN
IF X0 < 0 THEN HPLOT 0,I TO 3,1: RETURN
IF X0 < 3 THEN HPLOT 0,I TO X0 + 3,1: RETURN
IF X0 5 270 THEN HPLOT 267,1 TO 270,1: RETURN
IF X0 5 267 THEN HPLOT X0 — 3,1 TO 270,1: RETURN
HPLOT X0 — 3,1 TO X0 + 3,1: RETURN
IF XA = 0 THEN XA = 1E — 8
IF X8 = 0 THEN XB = 1E — 8
IF YA = 0 THEN YA = 1E — 8
IF YB = 0 THEN YB = 1E — 8
G = 0: FOR I = 0 TO 270
TEXT
IF PEEK ( — 16384) = 155 THEN I = 271: NEXT I: HOME
POKE — 16368,0: RETURN
X = (I / DX) + XA: ON PT GOSUB 4670,4680,4690,4700,3410
IF Y1 5 YA OR Y1 < YB THEN G = 0: GOTO 4550
J = (YA — Y1) * DY: IF G = 0 THEN HPLOT I,J
HPLOT TO I,J.G = 1
NEXT I. GOSUB 4620, PRINT CHR$ (7): GOSUB 3860
TEXT : RETURN
IF ES = 1 OR PP = 0 THEN HOME
VTAB 24: PRINT : VTAB 24: PRINT "HIT ANY KEY TO BEGIN P
RETURN
LOT";: GET Z$: IF Z$ = CHR$ (27) THEN HOME : TEXT

4580
4590

PRINT
PRINT D$;"PFW:PS: PRINT CHR$ (28): PRINT GC$: PRINT :
PRINT XH$;" VS ";YH$: PRINT : IF PT < 7 THEN ON PT GOSUB
2530,2550,2570,2600
4600 PRINT
PRINT "X-RANGE=";XA;" TO ";XB, PRINT "Y-RANGE="

Listing 2. Speedup program.
0 IF PEEK (104) < > 64 THEN POKE 103,1: POKE 104,64: POKE
16384,0
1 PRINT CHR$ (4);"RUN CURVE ANALYSIS"

.•
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From our fan mail:

The Power of Nation States is an example
of high-quality education software that is
AppleWorks-based. It not only teaches lessons in history and geography, it teaches
lessons in thinking and analysis. It not only
trains students how to use elementary principles of quantitative analysis, it also trains
them to recognize how ambiguous a concept
such as "power" can be. It doesn't propose
■ to teach anything about AppleWorks, but
most teachers and students will learn a
■ great deal about AppleWorks by using it. For
a complete review, see the September 1987
Open-Apple, page 3.58.

I've been a subscriber to your newsletter
for two years, and of course I bought your
firstyear's back issues, too. Besides the high
level of its technical content, the quality of
your writing in Open-Apple sets it apart
from the rest of the computer press. I especially enjoy your "baloney," a refreshing
integral part of your informal editorial style.
Although this letter, as you can see, was
written on my Mac, Open-Apple is one of
the major reasons that I've kept my Apple
11c.
John Seifarth
Brussels, Belgium

■
0 Yes, here's my $24 for 12 issues.
0 Maybe, send me a couple of issues
and bill me. If I don't pay, cancel
my subscription at no cost to me.
0 No, but send me information on your
indexed volumes of back issues.

■

4770
4780
4790
4800
4810

0
4920
4830
4840
4850
4860

IF EC = 4 THEN PRINT "DISK WRITE PROTECTED": GOSUB 386
0: GOTO 1040
IF EC = 53 THEN PRINT "DATA OUT OF RANGE": GOSUB 3860:
GOTO 80
IF EC = 163 OR EC = 133 THEN PRINT "DATA ERROR": GOSUH
3860: COTO 80
IF EC = 69 THEN PRINT "OVERFLOW": GOSUB 3860: COTO 60
TEXT : HOME : PRINT "ERROR CODE=": EC: STOP

End of listing.

Mark Murphy is a physics student at Pennsylvania State
University. Write him at 6 Atherton Hall, University Park,
PA 16802.

VCICIE 81141ATIEV

Compared to other Apple II publications, Open-Apple has the
highest new-idea-per-issue ratio, the clearest writing, the funniest
cartoons, the longest index, the only warranty (all your money back
if you're not satisfied), and it takes up the least shelf space. The only
thing it doesn't have is the most subscribers. Yet.

■

4700
4710
4720
4730
4740
4750
4760

THE AMAZING

Open-Apple i s Tom Weishaa(s monthly newsletter for knowledgeable Apple II users. It's thin but packed tight with Apple II lore,
humor, letters, tips, advice, and solutions to your problems.

■

4630
4640
4650
4660
4670
4680
4690

;YA;" TO ";YB: PRINT "X-TICKS=";XC: PRINT "Y-TICKS=";YC
PRINT D$;"P12;0": HOME : TEXT
RETURN
FOR I = 1 TO DP:XP = (X(I) - XA)
DX:YP = (YA - III)) *
DY
IF XP < 1 OR XP > 268 OR YP < 1 OR YP 5 158 THEN 4668
HPLOT XP - 1,YP - 1 TO XP + 1,YP - 1
HPLOT XP - 1,YP TO XP + 1,YP
NEXT I: RETURN
Y1 = A(1) + B(1) * X: RETURN
Y1 = A(2) * EXP (B(2) * X): RETURN
Y1 =A(3) *X
B(3): RETURN
Y1 = CF(0): FOR W = 1 TO 00:Y1 = Y1 + CF(W)
(X " W): NEXT
W: RETURN
REM
REM %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
REM %ERROR TRAP. MODULE%
REM %%88888%88%8%MM%
REM
PRINT BP$;:EC = PEEK (222): IF EC = 6 THEN PRINT "FIL
E NOT FOUND": GOSUB 3860: GOTO 1040
IF EC = 9 THEN PRINT "DISK FULL": UOSUE 3860: GOTO 104
0
IF EC = 5 THEN PRINT "FILE ERROR": GOSHB 3860: GOTO 10
40
IF EC = 10 THEN PRINT "FILE LOCKED": GOSUB 3860: GOTO
1040
IF EC = 13 THEN PRINT "NOT A TEXT FILE": GOSUB 3860: GOTO
1040
IF EC = 8 THEN PRINT "I/O ERROR": GOSUB 3860: GOTO 104

Mg

Hicues
■

4610
4620

Visa/ Mastercard
toll-free order line:

1-800.445-4943
Ad code: MI74

■
■

SPEECH
DIGITIZER,
VOICE
RECOGNITION
AND MORE . . .
There is nothing else like
it. Voice Master gives
both speech output
and voice recognition with this single hardware product! Your voice
controls programs, or home appliances, robots, and more with spoken
commands. Verbal response back gives status, verifies, or requests your
reply! Speech output and recognition patterns are recorded into
memory with your voice. Programming Is simple with new commands
added to BASIC. Demo programs get you up and running quickly. A
music bonus program lets you write and compose musical scores merely
by humming a tune. Unlimited applications for fun, education, or
commercial use. Design your own programs for profit. Speech and
recognition quality the finest available. Only Covox provides this hightech marvel for unlimited applications at a very affordable price.
The Covox Voice Master comes complete with all hardware and software
for only $89.95.30 day satisfaction guarantee. One year warranty. (Add
$4 shipping and handling for USA. $6 Canada, S10 overseas.) Available for
Commodore 64/128, Apple II, 11+,11c, Ile, Atari 800, 800XL, 130 XE (IBM PC
and compatibles version available soon). Specify when ordering. Visa,
MasterCard phone orders accepted.

Call or write today for FREE
Covox product catalog and newsletter
•

5' mg

L
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COVOX INC.
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery of first issue. Free airmail worldwide.

Cirde 81 on Reader Service Card.

675-D Conger Street • Eugene, Oregon 97402 • U.SA
Area Code (503)342-1271 • Telex 706017 (Av Alarm UD)
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1987 - Expanding Scenery disk
coverage; East Coast, Japan,
& Europe
1986 - Flight Simulator II for the 68000
computers

1985 - High-performance Jet flight
simulator for the IBM,
Commodore 64, and Apple II
computers

1982/1983 - Microsoft Flight Simulator
& Flight Simulator II

1979 - 3D graphics applied to the
original FS1 Flight Simulator for
the new Apple II and TRS-80
computers
1977 - SubLOGIC's 3D graphics
package in BASIC and M6800
Assembly Language

Some say our technology has helped us define the state of the art in flight simulation. We believe our ten years of dedication
have gotten us where we are today.
SubLOGIC's first black & white 3D graphics routines, developed in 1977, paved the way for our introduction to flight simulation and aerial combat gaming theory. Our second-generation Flight Simulator 11 was so well conceived that even we find it
difficult to improve upon. Jet's spectacular land and sea battle scenarios set another classic milestone in state-of-the-art
simulation gaming. Scenery concepts incorporated into SubLOGIC flight simulation products right from the start continue to
evolve as we introduce new, more beautifully detailed areas of the world to explore. And coming in 1988 - a flight control yoke
for even more realism!
We invite you to help us celebrate our first decade of success, and share in our anticipation of the next ten years to come.
SubLOGIC tenth-anniversary promotional shirts and posters are available at your dealer or directly from SubLOGIC. See your
dealer, or write or call us for more information.

gwIlOGIC
Corporation

713 Edgebrook Drive
Champaign 1L 61820
12171359-8482 Telex 206995

ORDER LINE: (800) 637-4983
(except in Illinois)
Circle 156 on Reader Service Card.
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Planning
W
Your Budget:
Part 1
Create a monthly
budget that will keep
you in the black.

by Ruth K. Witkin

120

hat more appropriate time to
resolve to manage your
money better than New Year's,
when resolutions traditionally are
made? And what better way than with
a budget?
Figures 1 and 2 show an
AppleVVorks budget spreadsheet
loaded with categories to help you allocate your spending virtually to the
penny. When you enter your net income and projected expenses, the
formulas produce the total amount
budgeted in each category, the gr'and
total of all categories, and how much
your budget is under or over your income. When you enter what you actually spent, the, formulas show each
expense as a percentage of your income, which expenses are under or
over the amount budgeted, whether
total expenses are under or over the
total budgeted, and your monthly bottom-line cash flow (what came in minus what went out).
This spreadsheet is easy to create,
but you'll need some tips, techniques,
and explanations, as welt as illustrations and detailed formatting instructions. In this session, you'll enter the
labels, lines, formats, and the first
group of formulas. Next month, you'll
enter the rest of the formulas, fix the
headings in place, and open a second window to the spreadsheet.
When you see key combinations
such as OA-L, hold down the openapple key and type L. With repeated
key combinations, such as OA-right
arrow (19 times), hold down the openapple key and press the, right-arrow
key 19 times. If you save to disk with
a one-drive system, follow the screen
prompts telling you when to swap the
program disk for the data disk.
Use the AppleWorks startup and
program disks to make a new file for
the spreadsheet. Name this file
BUDGET. You should now see the
spreadsheet review/add/change
screen *with the cursor in Al.
Figures 1 and 2 show the budget
lines and labels. First, enter the line
across row 2: Place the cursor on A2
and type quotation marks. Hold down
the equal sign key until the sign
reaches the right edge of the highlight in E2. Press the return key.

Rows 4, 108, and 112 contain a
similar line. The fast way to enter
them is with the clipboard: Leave
your cursor on A2 and press OA-C to
start the Copy command. Type T to
select to clipboard and press Return.
Now move the cursor to A4. Press
OA-C. Type F (for from clipboard)
and hit the return key. Next, move
the cursor to row 108. (Pressing OAdown arrow a few times gets you
there quickly.) Press OA-C, type F,
and hit Return again. And finally,
place your cursor on A112. Press
OA-C, type F, and press Return.
Press 0A-1 to jump the cursor to
Al, then move the cursor to A7. Now
use a minus sign to enter a line
across row 7: Type quotation marks;
hold down the minus sign key until
the sign reaches the right edge of the
highlight in E7, and press Return.
Each column is now nine characters wide. Increase the width of column A to give the labels the
necessary space: Leave the cursor on
A7 and press OA-L to start the layout
command. Type C to select columns,
and press Return. Type C to select
column width. Now press OA-right arrow (19 times) to increase the width
of column A to 28 characters, and hit
Return again.
Next, increase the width of columns
B-E to 11 characters each: Place the
cursor on B7 and press OA-L; type C
and press the right-arrow key three
times (to highlight columns B-E) and
hit Return. Type C and press OA-right
arrow twice. Hit Return again.
LABELS AND FORMATS
Refer to Figures 1 and 2 for the
labels. Labels falling under a general
heading, such as Bank, credit union
(A9) under Savings & Investments
(A8), are indented one space. Labels
identifying a total are indented two.
To indent, place the cursor on the
cell receiving the label, type quotation
marks, press the spacebar the appropriate number of times, and type the
label. Don't press Return. Simply
move the cursor to the next cell containing a label, and the label you just
typed enters its cell. When you get to
E6 (% of Inc), type quotation marks
before you type the percent sign.
December 1987

Notes*N*Files
An Office System for Home or Business
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1. In this picture of Notes • PP Files, the "file
cabinet" is ready to be accessed.
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3. Open up any number of
some quick mouse-clicks.

411111
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2. Using the Mouse, just pop open a drawer
and your "database" is revealed. (By the
way, a drawer can bold over 3,000 folders
with a single 31/2 ' disk!)
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Trash
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4, Then, as an option, you can write a
letter, memo, etc, by merely grabbing a
piece of stationery—and that letter or
memo will be filed directly "inside" the
folder of your choice

Simplicity without Sacrifice.
Here's how:

Notes * N * Files, written exclusively for the new Apple IIGS, captures most of the power
of Appleworks;" but with gentle
simplicity and ease of use.
Notes * N * Files contains "lifelike" file folders in place of
those complicated text-oriented
screens, making your work not
only fun and interesting but
making it familiar to a real
office environment.
As a MAIL-LIST-MANAGER,
Notes * N* Files is excellent—it
has full mail-merge, mailing
label, and zip-code sorting
capability.

• Import Appleworks files—
an excellent upgrade to the
new IIGS
• Fully mouse-driven, colorful,
and "alive"—makes work go
FASTER and more FUN
• Generates professional correspondence with choices of Font,
Size, and stylized type faces,
with excellent print quality
• Build customized lists of
persons, places, things, appointments, and more—with
fast look-up and Mousedriven access
• Cross-reference your files
three different ways, customized
to your specifications.

Imports
AppleworksTm
Files

$129.95

List
requires Apple H GS with
512K or more
Order your Notes * N* Files
TODAY! Here's how:
1.See your Apple Dealer;
—OR2. Call (818) 905-6419

Apple IIGS and Appleworks are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. The Apple logo is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Datapak Software, Inc.
14011 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 402
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
Circle 21 on Reader Service Card.

ORDER TOLL FREE
800-526-5313
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APPLEWORKS IN ACTION

computer sales

Apple and Apple IIGS are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

APPLE IIGS 512K Color System
System includes:
• Apple JIGS 256K CPU with Mouse
• Apple Color RGB Analog Monitor
• Apple 3.5 Disk Drive
• Apple 5.25 Disk Drive
• Apple Imagewriter II 220 CPS Printer
• Applied Engineering GS-RAM 256K
• Color Rainbow Ribbon for Imagewriter
• Maxell 3.5 Diskettes (Box of 10)
• Maxell 5.25 Diskettes (Box of 10)
• Dust Covers for IIGS & Imagewriter
• Package of Paper (Package of 500)
NOW

When Ordering
specify
package #8717

..

ONLY . T,
$2,399

Suggested
list price
$3083
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This system includes 512K of RAM required by most Apple
IIGS Software and two drive formats for running both Apple
II Software and new 3.5 format software.
Apple Hardware
Hayes
Apple IIGS
$799 Smartmodem 1200A
$299
Apple Ile 128k
649 Kensington
Apple Ilc
649 System Saver GS
79
Uni/Duo Disk Controller
29 MDldeas
3.5 Drive Controller
59 Octoram 256K
119
5.25 Disk Drive
229 Octoram 1 Megabyte
285
3.5 Disk Drive
319 Conservor
119
Unidisk 3.5 (11e/11c)
319 Supersonic
49
Color RGB Anlg Monitor 399 Didgitizer
49
Color Monitor Ile
299 OrangeMicro
Color Monitor (11c/IIGS) 299 Rampak 512K
149
Imagewriter II w/cable
479 ProGrappler
75
Applied Engineering
Imagebuffer 64K
59
PC Transporter
CALL Juice Box
59
GS-RAM 256K
139 SMT
GS-RAM 512K
169 No Slot Clock
59
GS-RAM 1 Megabyte
229 Sony
GS-RAM 1.5 Megabyte
289 RGB Monitor
379
GS-RAM Plus 1 Megabyte 449 RGB Monitor/Remote TV 499
Datalink Modem
179 Thunderware
Applied Vision
ThunderScan
189
Future Sound
179 Disk Drives
AST Research
Hitech IIGS 525 (DaisyAST Ramstack 256K
99
chainable)
179
AST Ramstack 512K
139 American Mitac IIe
129
AST Ramstack 1 Megabyte 219 American Mitac Ilc
134
AST VisionPlus
259 Central Point 3.5 800K
185
Bose Inc.
Central Point Universal
Roommate II
229
Drive Controller
80
Digital Vision
CMS Hard Drive 20 with
Computer Eyes II
109
SCSI Controller
699

ORDERS ONLY 800-526-5313
NO-RISK 30-DAY SATISFACTION GUARANTEE If you're not 100°/0
satisfied with any Hardware or Ac-cessories purchased from
CDA Computer Sales, we will refund your purchase price 100%
no questions asked!
FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT We support our customers with
knowledgable technicians on all products we sell.
ORDER VIA TELEPHONE - Toll-Free 800-526-5313, in N.J.
201-728-8080
ORDER VIA MAIL - Write: CDA Computer Sales P.O. Box 648. West
Milford, NJ 07480. Please include full name, address. phone
number.
ORDER VIA COMPUSERVE'S ELECTRONIC MALL - 24 hours a day! GO
CDA
FREIGHT - UPS ground shipping - add 2% of total order ($3.50
minimum): APO/FPO - add 4% ($4.50 minimum). Alaska. Hawaii,
PR add 6/o ($6.50 min.). Two-Day Delivery, Overnight Delivery
and Foreign Orders -Please Call.
CUSTOMER SERVICE - 201-728-8082 9am-5pm EST.
EXPANDED HOLIDAY HOURS - Nov. 8 Dec. - Mon.-Fri. 9am-12pm/
Sat. 10am-6pm/Sun. 12pm-6pm.
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Figure 1. Top portion of AppleWorks monthly budget spreadsheet.
Escape: Main Menu
REVIEW/ADD/CHANGE
File: JANUARY 1988
E
C ---D
B
A
11
MONTHLY BUDGET
21
3,385.00
31NET INCOME
41
Und(Dver) Spent as
Amount
Amount
51
% of Inc
Spent
Budget
Budgeted
6IEXPENSES
71
81Savings & Investments:
0.01,
25.00
25.00
0.00
91 Bank, credit union
1.5%
50.00
0.00
50.00
101 Stocks & bonds
25.00
.7%
25.00
50.00
11! Mutual funds
0.00
0.0%
121 Other investments
0.00
0.00
131
E
2.2%
75.00 [2] 50.00
141 Total Savings/Investments E 125.00
151
16IHousehold:
19.3%
654.15
654.15
0.00
171 Mortgage or rent
0.00
1.4%
18! Taxes, insurance
48.23
48.23
2.9%
(11.89)
97.89
86.00
19! Utilities
(8.12)
1.31<
43.12
35.00
201 Phone
0.01<
0.00
50.00
50.00
211 Maintenance, repairs
11.4%
(28.00)
387.00
359.00
221 Furnishings, improvements
231
36.3%
1.99
1,230.39
El 1,232.38
241 Total Household
251
26IPersonal:
13.2%
(21.72)
425.00
446.72
27! Food, beverages
1.9%
36.00
100.00
64.00
28! Clothing
.5%
0.00
18.00
18.00
291 Grooming
1.0%
32.78
17.22
50.00
301 Miscellaneous
311
16.6%
561.50
31.50
593.00
321 Total Personal
331
341Transportation:
(12.00)
3.3%
113.00
101.00
351 Commutation
1.1%
45.00
36.50
8.50
361 Gasoline
371 Parking, tolls
50.00
27.83
22.17
.8%
38! Car repairs, maintenance
'20.00
123.45
(103.45)
3.611.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.0%
391 Car registration, license
401
8.9%
411 Total Transportation
5] 216.00
300.78
(84.78)
421
43llnsurance:
0.00
186.00
5.5%
186.00
441 Life, disability
0.0%
0.00
0.00
0.00
451 Car
0.00
3.0%
103.00
103.00
461 Medical, dental
0.00
0.0%
0.00
0.00
471 Personal property
481
289.00
289.00
0.00
8.51.
49! Total Insurance
501
511 Income Taxes (not withheld):
0.00
3.2%
110.00
110.00
521 Federal
0.00
.51'.
17.00
17.00
531 State
6.00
0.00
.2%
6.00
541 Local

Now type all the labels.
Now set a standard value of commas with two decimal places: Leave
the cursor where it is and press OA-V
to start the value command. Press the
return key to confirm value format.
Now type C2 and hit Return again.
Next, format E9 for "percent" with
one decimal place: Place the cursor
on E9 and press OA-L to start the
layout command. Press the return key
twice (to confirm entry and value format). Type P1 and hit Return again.
Entering a formula in E9 and copying
it down the column will carry the percentage format into the other E cells.

Finally, center the labels in columns
B-E, rows 5 and 6: Place the cursor
on B5 and press OA-L. Type B to select block. Press OA-right arrow, then
down arrow to highlight the labels,
and hit Return. Type LC to select label format center. This completes the
formatting, so press OA-S to store the
spreadsheet on disk.
ENTERING FORMULAS
Lines labeled "Total..." in Figures 1 and 2 require you to type in
appropriate formulas. Most of the formulas use the SUM function to add
numbers in a category. These SUM
December 1987

Figure 2. Bottom portion of budget spreadsheet.
561 Total Income Taxes
571
58ILoans & Debts:
591 Car loan
601 College loan
611 Other loans, debts
621
631 Total Loans/Debts
641
651Health Care (unreimbursed):
661 Doctor
671 Dentist
681 Medication
691
701 Total Health Care
711
721Educational & Professional:
731 Tuition, books, board
74! Day care, lessons
751 Memberships
761 Books, periodicals
771
781 Total Educ/Professional
791
801 Recreation:
811 Meals out
821 Movies, plays
831 Sports, hobbies
841 Vacation
851 Baby sitter
861 Cable TV
871
881 Total Recreation
891
90IGifts & Contributions:
911 Holidays
921 Weddings, birthdays
931 Political
941 Charitable
951
961 Total Gifts/Contributions
971
9810ther Expenses:
991 Children's allowances
1001 Legal, financial services
1011 Child support
1021 Alimony
1031
1041 Total Other Expenses
1051
1061 Total Monthly Expenses
1071
---------1081
109IBUDGET UNDER (OVER) INCOME
1101 SPENT UNDER (OVER) BUDGET
111ICASH FLOW THIS MONTH

I 1I 133.00

133.00

0.00

3.9%

168.00
119.00
0.00

168.00
119.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

5.0%
3.5%
0.0%

287.00

287.00

0.00

8.5%

30.00
65.00
13.00

55.00
45.00
22.00

(25.00)
20.00
(4.00)

1.6%
1.3%
.6%

113.00

122.00

(9.00)

3.6%

0.00
150.00
15.00
35.00

0.00
150.00
15.00
27.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
8.00

0.0%
4.4'(
.4%
.8%

200.00

192.00

8.00

5.7%

65.00
28.00
35.00
0.00
22.00
37.00

86.48
36.00
19.75
0.00
20.00
37.00.

(21.48)
(8.00)
15.25
0.00
2.00'
0.00

2.6%
1.1%
.6%
0.0%
.6%
1.1%

187.00

199.23

(12.23)

5.9%

0.00
50.00
50.00
10.00

0.00
50.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
50.00
10.00

0.0%
1.5%
0.0%
0.0%

110.00

50.00

60.00

1.5%

20.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

20.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

20.00

20.00

0.00

.6%

LI 3 ,505.38

3,459.90

45.48

102.2X

[i] (120.38)
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45.48

ZBASIC4.0
Full-Featured
COMPILER
For ANY Apple
Iles, lle, /lc or II+ (Mac too!)
V The Most Accurate Math: Up to 54 digits
✓ ProDOSTM Compatible (128K and 64K)
V Incredible Graphic Support:
Double Hi-Res (16 Colors)
Regular Hi-Res
Integrate text and graphics!
Customize your character sets
V Multi-line IF/THEN/ELSE and FN
V BUILT-IN FULL SCREEN EDITOR:
Memory-to-memory compilation saves
time. No need to switch back and forth
between the editor and the compiler.
Works in 80 or 40 column modes!
V DO/UNTIL and WHILE/WEND supported
V NO ROYALTIES OR RUNTIME FEES
V COMPLETE MOUSE SUPPORT
V /RAM DISKS to 8 megabytes! •
Experts Agree... ZBasic

is Superior!

ZBasic is a step-up for those that have a specific need which
outstrips Applesoft...the $90 investment (nowonly$50) will be
well rewarded when you think about the lime you save.'

A.P.P.L.E. C.O.O.P.

10 (74.90)

'ZBasic is unquestionably an excellent implementation of the
language... (and) it comes with one of the best user manuals
in the industry'

InCIDER

formulas include the empty cell to the
right of the category title (for example,
cell B8 to the right of Savings & Investments). This way, you can later
insert rows anywhere between the
empty cell and the last item in the
list, and AppleWorks will adjust the
formula to include the new items.
First, read how the formula works.
Then place the cursor on the cell receiving the formula, move the cursor
to the cell locations the formula
needs, and type everything else. With
a SUM formula, type @SUM( and
move the cursor one cell up. Type a
period (AppleWorks turns it into three
inCider

periods) and move the cursor up to
the empty cell before the first number
in that category. Press the return key,
type a closing parenthesis, and hit
Return again.
When the formula is complete,
compare it with the one described. If
they agree, press Return. If you have
a problem with a formula, press Escape and start again.
Formula 1 sums the four items in
the savings-and-investments category
(column B, rows 9-12) and enters the
result in B14.
Cell location: B14
Description: @SUM(B12.B8)

'...fast, generates stand-alone programs, requires modest
amounts of memory, has outstanding compilation speeds
and... was bug free and felt solid,'

COMPUTER LANGUAGE

ORDERTOLLFREE
Compare for Yourself:
800-482-4567 BENCHMARKS
SIEVE SORT
(602) 8E113101
ZBasic 4.0
368
137
(602) 795.3996
3614 976
AppkasoftNot Copy
Protected
ApplePASCALri
246
496
onlf

$499'

PmD0Svemion
60 Day Money
Back Guarantee

DOS 3.3 & CP/M
versions also
available:

Sieve: Byte 1/83.10 iter. SneWetzner sort
2000, 5 character strings: S
'BASIC for
ScientLsts and Engineers.' Times In seconds on
a standard Apple //e...

ZEDCOR
Pioneers in Software Technology

You may order these
versions of ZBasic for
another $39.95 each
(same manual).
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APPLEWORKS IN ACTION
You can protect formulas from accidental change as you proceed or
after entering every formula. If you're
going to copy a formula, protect it immediately after creating it, because
AppleWorks also copies the protection, which saves you steps later on.
Protect formula 1 now: Leave your
cursor on B14 and press OA-L to
bring up the layout screen. Press Return to confirm entry and type PN (for
protection nothing).
Now copy formula 1 so that it adds
the four entries in the Personal category: Leave your cursor on B14.
Press OA-C to bring up the copy
screen. Press the return key to confirm within worksheet, and hit Return
again, confirming B14 as the source.
Now press OA-3 to jump the cursor
to B25. Move the cursor to B32, and
hit Return again.
AppleWorks now highlights B12 on
the entry line and asks whether B12
is a no change or relative reference.
Both B12 and B8 are relative, so
type R twice.

Formula 1 can also calculate the
four items in the Insurance category,
so copy it again: Leave the cursor on
B14 and press OA-C. Press the return
key twice. Move the cursor to B49
and press Return. Type R twice.
Follow the same procedure to copy
formula 1 into the other categories
that contain four items: Educational &
Professional in B78, Gifts & Contributions in B96, and Other Expenses in
B104. In each case, leave your cursor on B14 and press OA-C. Press
the return key twice. Move the cursor
to the cell in which you need a formula and press Return. Type R twice.
Formula 2 sums the six items in the
household-expenses category (column
B, rows 17-22) and enters the result
in B24.
Cell location: B24
Description: @SUM(B22.B16)
Before you copy formula 2, protect
it: Leave the cursor on B24, press
OA-L, and press Return. Type PN.
Now copy formula 2 to the Recreation category, to add all six items

ATTENTION:
SPORTS JUNKIES!
At Last
COMPUTER SPORTS WORLD
a computerized database with over 4200 files of
UP TO THE MINUTE
sports and horse racing information including
FANTASY FOOTBALL STATS.
At your fingertips and available
24 hours, 7 days a week!
CALL NOW AND SPEAK TO A
REPRESENTATIVE FOR YOUR
DEMONSTRATION ACCOUNT NUMBER
AND PASSWORD.

1-800-321-5562

In Nevada Call 702-294-0191
Mt* on the Line'

COMPUTER SPORTS WORLD'
A Service of The Chronicle Publishing Company, San Francisco

1005 Elm Street, Boulder City, Nevada 89005
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there: Leave the cursor on B24, press
OA-C, and press the return key twice.
Press OA-7, then move the cursor to
B88 and press Return again. Type R
twice.
Formula 3 sums the five items in
the transportation-expenses category
(column B, rows 35-39) and enters
the result in B41.
Cell location: B41
Description: @SUM(B39.B34)
Now protect formula 3: Leave the
cursor on B41, press OA-L, and
press Return. Type PN.
Formula 4 sums the three items in
the income-tax (not withheld) category
(column B, rows 52-54) and enters
the result in B56.
Cell location: B56
Description: @SUM(B54.B51)
Now protect formula 4: Leave the
cursor on B56, press OA-L, and
press Return. Type PN. Copy formula
4 to add the three items in the Loans
& Debts (B63) and Health Care (Unreimbursed) (B70) categories. In each
case, leave the cursor on B56, press
OA-C, and hit Return twice. Move the
cursor to the cell into which you want
to copy the formula and press Return
twice. Type R twice.
Formula 5 sums the total of each
expense category and enters the total
monthly expenses in B106.
Cell location: B106
Description:
+ B14 + 1324 + B32+ 1341 +B49
+ B56 + B63 + B70 + B78 + B88
+B96+B104
Next, copy formulas 1-5 from column B to column C. Press OA-2 and
move the cursor to B14. Press OA-C,
hit the return key to confirm within
worksheet, press OA-9 to highlight
B14-B112, and hit Return. Now move
the cursor to C14 and press Return
again. Cell B12 (highlighted on the
entry line) is relative, as is every other
cell reference in formulas 1-5, so
type R 36 times. If you lose count,
press Escape and start again from
the copy screen.
Formula 6 subtracts the total
amount budgeted (8106) from your
monthly income (B3) to show, in C97,
how much you're under or over your
income.
Cell location: C109
Description: + B3 - B106
Now protect formula 6: Leave your
cursor on C109, press OA-L, and
You won't want to create formula 5
again, so protect it now: Leave your
cursor on 8106, press OA-L, and
press Return. Type PN.
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WordPerfect taps
the power
of mice and menus.
The most powerful word processor you can buy for
your Apple®IIGe is wearing a brand new face these days.
One that gives you the simplicity of a mouse and menudriven interface, the speed of keyboard commands, and
the power of literally hundreds of features.

Tapping Your IIGs.
Using WordPerfect for the Apple IIGs is as easy as
looking at a menu, clicking on the feature you want, and
typing away. Yet, WordPerfect offers another option that
gives power typists the ability to invoke sophisticated
features without ever leaving the keyboard.
With WordPerfect, you can produce flawless footnotes
and endnotes. Or check your spelling with a 115,000-word
dictionary. Or find the right word using the thesaurus.
With the flick of a finger you can open an unlimited number
of windows, each containing different documents. You can
interchange text between documents. And you can

perform scores of other functions like mail merge, macros,
on-screen formatting, super/subscript, automatic page
numbering, and more.

WordPerfect Flexibility.
In addition to running on the IIGs, WordPerfect is
available for the IIe/IIc (with a 50,000-word dictionary).
And files from both versions can be interchanged with
WordPerfect files generated on other machines, including
IBM'PC compatibles and some minicomputers.
No other word processor lets you flex the word
processing muscle of your IIGs like WordPerfect.
For more information, including special programs for
educators, call or write WordPerfect Corp., 288 West
Center St., Orem, Utah 84057 (801) 225-5000.

WordPerfect
CORPORATION
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APPLEWORKS IN ACTIO\
AppleWorks Q and A
Launching
BusinessWorks
We do our bookkeeping with
Manzanita's BusinessWorks General
Ledger system (One SierraGate
Plaza, Suite 200-A, Roseville, CA
95678, 916-781-3880, $395). You
can go directly to AppleWorks
through BusinessWorks' quit option
without rebooting. Can you patch
AppleWorks so that you can go
from AppleWorks to BusinessWorks, too, without rebooting?
Karen McKinsey
Omaha, NE
No, but there are several alternatives to patching AppleWorks. One
is to simply quit AppleWorks and
answer the prompt ENTER PREFIX
(PRESS RETURN TO ACCEPT)
with the name of your BusinessWorks disk (/BW.MAIN, for example). To the next prompt, ENTER
PATHNAME OF NEXT APPLICATION, type BASIC.SYSTEM to start
BASIC, which will then run STARTUP automatically. STARTUP is a
BASIC program that begins
BusinessWorks.
This path to the next application
isn't actually part of AppleWorks,
but is built into the ProDOS operating system under which AppleWorks runs. When you quit
AppleWorks, the program calls this
short ProDOS routine in case you
want to start some other ProDOS
program from AppleWorks. Just
type in the name of the disk on
which your new program resides,
then find the first file on it that
ends in .SYSTEM. That's the file
ProDOS chooses automatically
when you boot your disk, and
should be the name of the file you
enter as the pathname of the next
application you want to start from
AppleWorks.
Another alternative is to use a
press Return. Type PN. It's been a
while since you stored the spreadsheet on disk, so press OA-S.
Now we'll bid BUDGET a temporary farewell. So that you don't alter
the original, save BUDGET under another name: Press OA-N to bring up
the name screen; type MY (so that
the filename becomes MYBUDGET),
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multiprogram launcher, such as
Catalyst 3.0 (Quark, 2525 West
Evans #220, Denver. CO 80219,
303-934-2211, $149) or the
Launcher or Mouse Desk programs on the GS' System Disk.
Quitting AppleWorks takes you to a
menu of other programs; just select one and it boots automatically.
A program launcher is especially
valuable if you have to switch
often between applications.

Printing Screens
and Spreadsheets
How do you print a screen image (not a file), such as AppleWorks' main menu? Also, can you
underline values and labels or
make them boldface in the
AppleWorks spreadsheet?
Gerard P. Mollet
Fort Rucker, AL
To print the contents of your
screen, first tell AppleWorks what
printer you're using: From the
Other Activities menu, choose
"specify information about your
printer," then the first item on the
menu, "open apple-H printer," and
the appropriate model. Then just
press Open apple-H from virtually
anywhere within AppleWorks to
print the contents of your screen.
You can't underline items in the
spreadsheet or make them boldface directly, but here's a trick that
will give you the effect you want.
From the spreadsheet, type Open
apple-P (print), then select
"to the clipboard (for the word
processor)." Create a new wordprocessor document, then press
Open apple-C to copy the contents
of the clipboard to it. You may
need to adjust the margins and
the number of characters per inch
to match your spreadsheet settings
so that the file will print correctly
and press Return. Press OA-S to
store MYBUDGET on disk.
Between now and next month, let
thoughts about your own budget
ripen and bear fruit. Remember, an
AppleWorks budget spreadsheet can
make managing your personal finances much easier.■

Now go to the areas you want to
underline or put into boldface and
enter those commands. Remember
that these commands insert carets,
which will appear to tamper with
the alignment of the columns of
your spreadsheet in the word processor and may even cause word
wrap if you insert a number of
them. Don't worry: Leave them
alone and don't try to realign
them; your document will print just
fine. You're placing additional characters on screen, but they're
printer commands that won't show
up on paper.

Database Categories
How can I add categories to an
AppleWorks database file after I've
entered data—without redoing layouts and retyping all my information?
James McBride
Houston, TX
You can't prevent AppleWorks
from changing your custom-designed layout back to its original
form when you add a new category; you'll have to set it up again.
It's a good idea to add a few extra categories anytime you're creating a database; you can remove
them from your layout until you
decide to use them later.
You don't have to re-enter your
data, though. The material you've
already typed in continues to reside in the appropriate categories.
Just move the categories to their
correct positions in your customized layout, then enter your data in
the new categories you've created
in your existing records.0
—Kelly Stirn
Got an AppleWorks question? Write
to Kelly Stirn c/c inCider, 80 Elm
Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.
Ruth K. Witkin is a consultant in computer applications for business. Write
to her at 5 Patricia Street, Plainview
NY 11803. Enclose a self-addressed,
stamped envelope if you'd like a
personal reply.
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ore than two years in the making, Warriors
of Destiny sets the new standard fox roleplaying games. No other game can oaryou as beautifully detailed a world
or as exciting an adventure.
Ultima V is the game for all
4
role-playing gamers: Warriors
SIT
of Destiny will enchant the
novice and challenge the expert.

Highlights of Ultima V
• Powerful new combat and magic
systems, increasing in sophistication
as your skill increases.
•Over twice the graphic detail, animation and sound effects of earlier games.
• Hundreds of truly life-like people who can
carry on complex conversations
and interactions
with yo

Screen displays shown from the
Applen' . Others may vary.
Allows the use of Ultima IV

136 Hatygy
Building 'B'
(terry, NH 03053

characters. No previous Ultima
experience required.
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You've decided to buy a new Apple
home and opened the box.
You've taken it
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Introducing BEGIN COMPUTING. • •
Just beginning?
Sit down with BEGIN COMPUTING. And when you've finished
enjoying this easy-to-read information-packed guide, you're a
beginner no more!
This special issue from in Cider, America's favorite magazine for
the Apple II, makes you a confident, productive Apple II user.
You'll learn — and understand — how to:
choose and use the best Apple II software — word
processors for writing, programs to enhance your child's
education, spreadsheets for budgeting, databases for making
lists, communications for gathering information, music, games,
and more.
expand the capabilities of your IIc, IIe or IIGS: extra memory,
hard disks, RAM disks, multifunction cards, etc.
complete your system with peripherals and essential add-ons:
monitors, disk drives, printers, mice, modems, memory,
accessories. What they do — and what to pay!

And you'll find a special Shopping Guide listing all the products
mentioned in the magazine, with prices and manufacturers.
Created by the experts who publish inCider, America's leading
magazine for the Apple II, BEGIN COMPUTING is a great
proven source of facts and help for recent buyers and those
planning to purchase an Apple II computer.
BEGIN COMPUTING is available wherever inCider is sold. Or use
the coupon to order by mail. Orders will begin shipping Sept. 21, 1987.
Mail to: CW Communications/Peterborough,
80 Elm St., Peterborough, NH 03458

r Yes! Please rush me

copies of BEGIN COMPUTING.
I am enclosing $3.95 for each copy ordered.
E Am. Express
CI Visa
E MasterCard
EI Check or Money

Order Enclosed.
Card #

Exp. Date

Signature

Answers...hints...profiles...dictionaries.

Name

That's just a small sample of the information packed into
BEGIN COMPUTING. You'll also find a Q&A section that
anticipates your questions...a dictionary of computer jargon...
fascinating facts about the Apple II and its software...
profiles of Apple II's inventors and celebrities who find this
great computer indispensable.

Address

(please print)

City

To order toll-free, call:
1-800-258-5473
(In NH 1-924-9471)

State
MAT Communications
Peterborough
80 Elm Street
Peterborough, NH 03458

Zip
Canada & Mexico $4.50,
Foreign Surface $5.50, US
Funds drawn on US Bank.
Foreign Airmail, $9.50.
Orders will begin shipping
Sept. 21, 1987.

APPLESOFT ADVISER

Menu
Selector
Dress up your programs
with menu bars and help
windows. Move from
option to option in one
keystroke—without
leaving your screen.

Ask
by Dan Bishop

oday's sophisticated, "userfriendly" software makes running
an application and choosing program options much easier than such
tasks used to be. Two important ingredients are the inclusion of menus
and help screens of various styles. In
this month's column, let's look at
menu bars and three-line help windows and how you can incorporate
them into your own programs. First, a
little background.

T

TYPES OF MENUS
A menu is a list of program options
displayed on screen while your computer waits for you to enter a selection. Most programs contain at least
one menu, even if it consists of only
two options, such as DO YOU WANT
TO QUIT? (YIN). The menu routine
displays the list of options, often with
a message describing how to make a
selection. It also obtains your response (usually through keyboard input), validates it to ensure it's
acceptable, and returns it to the main
program, which then runs the appropriate subroutines for the selected
function.
There are several ways to set up
menus in your programs. The simplest is to clear the screen (HOME)
and use BASIC's PRINT command to
display the list of options. An INPUT
or GET command obtains your response; an IF statement handles validation. If the entry is valid, program
execution RETURNs to the main program. If not, GOTO repeats the menu
routine, perhaps after displaying an
appropriate error message.
As your programming expertise becomes more sophisticated, you'll find
yourself looking for alternatives to this
rather mundane approach. Professional programs use scroll bars, secondary menu windows, help screens,
and, with advanced graphics, icon
displays and "pull-down" menus. Using Menu Selector, the Program
listing presented here, you, too, can
add some pizza77 to your own program menus.
THE DISPLAY
Menu Selector uses the top row of
the screen as a menu window to list

inCider

keys you can press to select specific
options. One of these characters is always highlighted, along with a word
defining that key's function. The definition appears in the selection window
at the end of the row; pressing the
right- or left-arrow key changes both
the highlighted character and its
descriptor.
Each character in the menu list is
different. I prefer to use characters
that correspond to the first letter of a
specific option, such as Q for QUIT
or E for EDIT. That may require some
imaginaton: For example, while one of
your programs uses S for SEARCH,
in another you may want to use S for
SORT, forcing you to substitute another character, such as F for FIND,
for the search option.
This program structure lets you
make a menu selection either by
pressing the appropriate letter key or
by highlighting the desired option with
the arrow keys and then pressing Return. A novice user will probably use
the highlighted bar, since it reveals
the complete word in the selection
window. Choosing good character
mnemonics, however, helps you remember each character's corresponding option so that you can just press
the appropriate letter key.
A solid white bar beneath the menu
row separates the menu from the rest
of the screen. The bar is simply 40
blank spaces, displayed in highlighted
(INVERSE) mode. The menu routine
- doesn't affect the remaining rows; you
can display both your information and
the menu at the same time. If you
need the extra row for information,
delete line 230 from the Program
listing. The Figure shows an example of the menu display the program
produces.
Since the Program listing is a sample program illustrating how the Menu
Selector routine works, all valid selections send the program to a useless
subroutine at line 400 to display the
message YOU HAVE MADE A VALID
SELECTION FROM THE MAIN MENU.
In an actual program, the menu routine
would contain a RETURN to the main
program (instead of GOSUB 400),
where an ON M —1 GOSUB... state-
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Figure. Menu-window display with highlighted selection window.
MAIN MENU: ? A E D L P Q

Menu Window

PRINT

Selection Window

Program listing. Menu Selector.
]LIST

MENU SELECTOR ROUTINE
1 REM
WITH HELP MESSAGES
2 REM
BY DAN BISHOP
3 REM
APPLESOFT ADVISOR
4 REM
5 REM
INCIDER, DECEMBER 1987
6 REM
10 GOSUB 100: REM INIT.VARS.
20 GOSUB 200: REM DISPLAY MENU
30 GOSUB 300: REM MENU ROUTINE
40 GOTO 20
90 END
95 REM
96 REM ***********************
97 REM INITIALIZE MENU ARRAY
98 REM ***********************
99 REM
100 HOME
105 READ Ml: DIM M1$(M1,2): READ M1$ (0,0)
110 FOR I = 1 TO Ml
115 READ Ml$(1,0),M1$(1,1),M1$(1,2)
120 NEXT I
125 RETURN
195 REM
196 REM ************************
197 REM DISPLAY COMPLETE MENU
198 REM ************************
199 REM
200 HOME
205 FOR I = 0 TO Ml
210 PRINT M1$(1,0);" ";
215 NEXT I
220 M = 1: GOSUB 250
225 INVERSE
230 VTAB 2: HTAB 1: PRINT SPC( 40);
235 NORMAL : RETURN
245 REM
246 REM *********************
247 REM DISPLAY 1 MENU ITEM
248 REM *********************
249 REM
250 VTAB 1: HTAB LEN (M1$(0,0)) + 2 * M
255 INVERSE : PRINT M1$(4,0);
260 HTAB 33: PRINT M1$(M,1);
265 NORMAL : RETURN
266 REM
267 REM. *********************
268 REM UN—HILITE ITEM
269 REM *********************
270 VTAB 1: HTAB LEN (M1$(0,0)) + 2 * M
275 NORMAL : PRINT M1$(M,0);
280 HTAB 33: PRINT SPC( 7);
285 RETURN
293 REM

ment would direct program execution to
the selected functions.
THE HELP WINDOW
Menu Selector contains an additional feature you may want to incorporate into your programs: a help
window that uses the bottom three
rows of the screen to describe briefly
the menu option you've highlighted.
The first row (row 22) is a solid white
bar separating the help message from
the rest of the screen. Delete line 380
and change line 375 to the following
if you choose to eliminate this bar:
375 VTAB 23: HTAB
The next two rows provide space for
a 79-character message.
Help messages appear only if you
enter a question mark while your cursor is resting somewhere along the
menu row. The program first determines the menu character you've
highlighted, then creates a help window displaying the appropriate
message.
Suppose you've highlighted the letter P in the menu window, with the
word PRINT appearing in the selection window. Entering a question mark
will display the message USE THIS
OPTION TO PRINT MAIL LABELS in
the help window at the bottom of the
screen.
Your menu should also include a
question-mark prompt along with your
letter options. Highlighting the question mark and pressing Return should
reveal a help window explaining how
to access your program's other help
screens—the ones corresponding to
the other menu options in row 1.
Pressing an arrow key or making a
valid menu selection erases the help
window from the screen. Of course,
the help window obliterates any information originally displayed in these
last three rows; your data won't reappear when you erase the help window. I'll present the solution to this
dilemma in next month's column on
windows.
PROGRAM OPERATION
All of Menu Selector's options and
help messages are contained in DATA
statements at the end of the program
(lines 5000-5007) to make altering the
menu contents and messages simpler.
The first two data items give the number of options in the list (seven) and
the title of the menu display (Main
Menu).

Listing continued
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Sit Do And o Shopping.
CompuServe
you on a
coast-to-coast shopping spree
from the comfort and
convenience of your home.
Now you can shop the entire country
through THE ELECTRONIC MALL" from
CompuServe. Stop in online at Waldenbooks,
Express Music, even the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. It's an easy and exciting
way to buy goods and services from the
nation's top merchants and businesses
without ever having to leave home.
Plan your shopping adventure by
department: Apparel & Accessories,
Automotive, Books & Periodicals, Gifts
& Novelties, Computing, Gourmet &
Flowers, Hobbies & Toys, Merchandise
& Electronics, Online Services, Premium
Merchants, Music & Movies, Health &
Beauty, Financial, Travel & Entertainment,
Office & Supplies, Sports & Leisure.
You can also join Comp-u-store, a
computerized discount shopping service.
Access over 250,000 products with savings
of up to 50%.

Take the 15-Minute Shopping
Comparison Test:
Here's what you can do in 15 minutes
shopping THE ELECTRONIC MALL
way:
• Look up the latest in computer
accessories.
• Select one and enter the order
command.
• Shop for unusual and unique gifts for
every member of the family.
• Get information on that new car you've
been thinking about buying.
• Request a department store catalog.
Pick out a new wardrobe. Toys. Tools.
Anything you wish.

THE ELECTRONIC MALL—another
valuable service from the vast world
of CompuServe.
Only CompuServe subscribers can
shop online in the fabulous ELECTRONIC
MALL. So join now and find an exciting
selection of top-quality merchandise and
useful product information services
24 hours a day, seven days a week.
CompuServe Information Services
bring you information, entertainment,
personal communications and more. You
can access CompuServe with almost any
computer and modem.
Start your own cross-country shopping
spree today. To buy a CompuServe Subscription Kit, see your nearest computer dealer.
To receive our informative brochure or
to order direct, call or write.

• Place your order.

CompuServe®

Compare all that with what you can do
in 15 minutes of shopping the old way:

Information Services, PO. Box 20212
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd., Columbus, OH 43220

• Round up the family and get in the car.

In Ohio and Canada, call 614-457-0802

800-848-8199
An H&R Block Company

Circle 124 on Reader Service Card.
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REM *********************
REM KEYBOARD ENTRY OF
REM MENU SELECTION AND
REM CHOICE VALIDATION
REM *********************
REM
300 GET Z$: IF MF THEN GOSUB 450
305 IF M > 1 AND ASC (Z$) = 13 THEN GOSUB 400: RETURN
310 Z = 0: FOR I = 2 TO M1
315 IF Z$ = M1$(1,0) THEN Z = 1:M = I
320 NEXT I
325 IF Z = 1 THEN Z = 0: GOSUB 400: RETURN
330 IF ASC (Z$) < > 21 THEN GOTO 350
335 GOSUB 270:M = M + 1
340 IF M > M1 THEN M = 1
345 GOSUB 250: GOTO 300
350 IF ASC (Z$) < > 8 THEN GOTO 370
355 GOSUB 270:M = M - 1
360 IF M < 1 THEN M = M1
365 GOSUB 250: GOTO 300
370 IF Z$ < > "?" AND NOT ( ASC (Z$) = 13 AND M = 1) THEN
GOTO 300
375 VTAB 22: HTAB 1
380 INVERSE : PRINT SPC( 40);: NORMAL
385 PRINT Ml$(M,2);:MF = 1
390 GOTO 300
395 REM
396 REM **********************
397 REM MESSAGE VERIFYING THAT
398 REM SELECTION WAS OK.
399 REM **********************
400 HOME
405 HTAB 1: VTAB 12
410 PRINT "YOU HAVE MADE A VALID SELECTION"
415 PRINT "FROM THE MAIN MENU."
420 PRINT
425 PRINT "
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE...";
430 GET ZZ$
435 IF M < > M1 THEN RETURN
440 PRINT : PRINT
445 PRINT "YOUR CHOICE WAS TO END. GOOD-BYE!": END
450 VTAB 22: HTAB 1
455 PRINT SPC( 119);
460 MF = 0: RETURN
4995 REM
4996 REM **********************
4997 REM DATA FOR MAIN MENU
4998 REM **********************
4999 REM
5000 DATA 7, "MAIN MENU:"
5001 DATA "?","HELP","PRESS <7> WHEN ANY OPTION IS HIGHLIGH
TED TO RECEIVE HELP MESSAGE FOR THAT ITEM."
5002 DATA "A","ADD","USE THIS OPTION TO ADD A NEW NAME TO
YOUR MAIL-LIST."
5003 DATA "E","EDIT","USE THIS OPTION TO CHANGE INFORMATION
ON ANYONE ALREADY IN YOUR MAIL-LIST."
5004 DATA "D","DELETE","USE THIS OPTION TO PERMANENTLY REMO
VE A RECORD FROM YOUR MAIL-LIST."
5005 DATA "L","LIST","USE THIS OPTION TO DISPLAY YOUR ENTIR
E MAIL-LIST ON THE SCREEN."
5006 DATA "P","PRINT","USE THIS OPTION TO PRINT MAIL-LABELS
5007 DATA "Q","QUIT","SELECT THIS OPTION TO END THE PROGRAM
End of listing.
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Three DATA entries represent each
succeeding menu item: first, the keyboard character you press to select a
given program function; next, the keyword (up to seven characters) that will
appear in the selection window when
you highlight that option; third, that
menu option's help message. The
help message should contain no
more than 79 characters; otherwise,
the screen display scrolls upward,
forcing the menu display on row 1 off
the screen.
The beginning of the program
READs the number of menu options
into Ml; it creates a two-dimensional
string array, M1$, and uses DIM
M1$(M1,2) to dimension it to hold M1
rows and three columns. Column zero
will contain the single-character menu
selection; column 1 is for the keyword; and column 2 will contain the
help message. The program now
reads the rest of the DATA items into
their appropriate array positions.
In Menu Selector, M always represents the character you're highlighting
currently in the menu window; it can
have any value between 1 and Ml.
Its value determines which character
to highlight, M1$(M,0); where to place
that character in the menu window;
which keyword to display in the selection window, M1$(M,1); and which
help message to display in the help
window, M1$(M,2).
MF is a flag variable with a value
of 1 if the program is displaying a
help message currently on screen,
and a value of zero if not. If MF is
set when you make a keyboard entry,
the program erases the help window
and resets MF to zero.
Lines 300-390 contain Menu Selector's keyboard-entry and validation
routine. It uses Applesoft's GET command instead of the more common
INPUT command, to let the routine
respond immediately to the press of a
single key. The actual key pressed is
stored in Z$.
Line 305 handles the case in which
you press Return to make a selection.
In this event, the ASCII code for Z$ is
13. So if the highlighted character in
the menu window is anything other
than the question mark, and
ASC(Z5)=13, the program uses the
value of M -1 to determine the
proper subroutine to call to carry out
the selected program option. (When
M =1, the highlighted character is the
question mark, which calls up the
help prompt and doesn't require a
RETURN to the main program.)
December 1987

Fun For The Entire Family
SOLITAIRE ROYALE

Available on IBM 256K
(EGA, CGA. Tandy).
Macintosh and
Amigo coming soon.

Solitaire doesn't necessarily mean you play
alone. Eight kinds of solitaire are presented in a unique and entertaining format to be played individually or competitively. Choose from 10 beautiful card
decks. For the children, three additional
games are included. It's a "must see"
product and one you'll play for years!
IBM EGA version

SOKO-DAN

Available on
Commodore 64K,
IBM 256K,
and Apple n 128K.

This maze strategy game will capture your
interest the first time you ploy. Your challenge is to solve 50 levels of increasingly
difficult mazes, then create an infinite
number of mazes yourself with the option
to save 49 of them at a time. Number of
moves and pushes plus time elapsed are
important factors in scoring. Improve upon
your scores each time you play.
IBM version

LUNAR EXPLORER

Available on
Apple ,/ 48K
and IIIM 128K

You are in control of a lunar landing vehicle. While exploring the moon and investigating all its rills and craters, take time to
marvel at "out the window" views of constellations, the Earth rising over the lunar
horizon and the Apollo 11 landing site.
Eight exercises are available to learn piloting maneuvers. Scores measure accuracy of navigation and efficiency of fuel
consumption.

Apple // version

WILDERNESS

Available on
Apple // 48K
and IBM 256K

IBM is o registered trademark of Inrernotional Business Machines Corp.
Apple is o registered trodemork of Apple Computer Inc Commodore 64
and Amigo are registered trademarks of Commodore Electronics Limited.
Mocintoshis o rrodemork licensed to Apple Computer. Inc

Spice up your life with adventure; your
plane has crashed in a desolate area high
in the Sierra Nevada. Relying on your
wits, a few supplies, and any natural resources available, attempt to find your
way to the ranger station. The comprehensive survival guide included could save
your life in this computer adventure and
could provide useful tips for your real-life
adventures!

Spectrum

Apple // version

TM

2061 Challenger Drive, Alameda, CA 94501 (415) 522-3584
Circle 99 on Reader Service Card.
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The program executes lines
310-320 when you press any key
other than Return, or when you press
Return while the question mark is
highlighted. These lines contain a
loop that cycles through the array of
allowed characters to see whether Z$,
the key pressed, matches any valid
menu option (except the question
mark).
If it finds a match, it gives M the
same value as that cycle's loop
counter, and sets a flag, Z, to indicate it has indeed found a match. M
now has the same value it would
have had if you had moved the highlighted bar and pressed Return to select the desired option. If Z has been
set, program execution resumes, using the value of M -1 to determine
which subroutine to call.
When you incorporate the menuselector routine into a real program,
be sure you delete the GOSUB 400
statements in lines 305 and 325, and
delete lines 400-435. These latter
lines are included in the Program
listing only to illustrate how the menu
selector works.
Lines 330-365 handle the rightand left-arrow keys. The ASCII code
for the right arrow is 21; for the left
arrow, 8. In both cases, the program
invokes the subroutine at line 270 to
display the highlighted character
again in standard mode and to erase
the keyword in the selection window.
Then the program either increments
(right arrow) or decrements (left arrow) M by one.
It then checks the resulting value
for wraparound. That is, if the program increments M to a value greater
than the number of options (M1), it
resets M's value to 1; if it decrements
M to zero, it resets M's value to Ml.
Finally, in both cases, the program
highlights the option corresponding to
M's new value and displays the appropriate keyword in the selection
window. The program now cycles
back to the beginning of the menu
routine.
The last valid keyboard entry to address is the question mark. If Z$
doesn't match any of the options described above and isn't a question
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mark, Menu Selector just repeats the
menu routine without an error message. If you do want to display an error message within the help window,
a logical place is in array element
M1$(0,2); the program can read in
the message as a data item in line
5000, right after the menu title. To alter line 105, add a colon and READ
M1$(0,2) at the end of the line. Then
change the GOTO 300 in line 370 to
M=0 and add,line 386:
386 IF M=0 THEN M=1
Lines 375-385 handle the helpwindow display, and are executed
only when Z$ equals the question
mark. M's value selects the help message the program will display; a flag,
MF, tells the program a help message
is on screen. The program cycles
back to the beginning of the menu
routine; if it has set MF, the program
clears the help window (subroutine
450) and resets MF to zero as soon
as you press a key (line 300).
WHAT ABOUT SUBMENUS?
Menu Selector, as illustrated here,
uses a single menu. Many programs
use an extensive set of secondary
menus for each main-menu option.
That is, when you select an option
from the main menu, the program
displays a list of suboptions before
continuing. You can include suboptions as part of your help message or
use row 2 to present them as you
did the selection-window display. This
way, each time you highlight a new
main-menu option, row 2 will reveal
that particular selection's list of
suboptions.
You can also use the single-row approach: Submenu options will replace
the main-menu options across row 1.
Make M1$ a three-dimensional array,
with the third dimension handling the
submenu options, keywords, and help
messages. Let J contain the value for
the submenu list. If J equals zero, the
menu data will apply to the main
menu. M1$(J,M,O) will be a mainmenu character when J equals zero.
Suppose J equals zero and M
equals 3 when you press Return;
you've selected main-menu option 3.

You now want to display option 3's
submenu. Simply set J equal to M,
and use the display routine as before.
J will now be 3, and as your program loops through the values allowed for M, it displays the entire
submenu for option 3. Now, of
course, the values for M and J together determine the subroutines the
program selects for execution. Also,
the last option presented in each submenu should allow return to the main
menu. Selecting this option resets J
to zero and repeats the menu-selector
routine.
MENU MAGIC
Using one character to show all
available options and displaying one
keyword at a time compress your entire menu into a single row on screen
without decreasing your program's
"user friendliness." This lets you use
the rest of the display for the program's applications without having to
clear the screen to display a lengthy
menu. Your program runs more
smoothly and looks more professional.
If you use a mouse, you can write
a subroutine similar to lines 300-390
to check the position of the mouse
and its button and to perform the
same operations Menu Selector does
with arrow keys and the return key.
Menu Selector requires that you reserve at least one full row for the
menu display and additional rows for
help messages. Many programs now
on the market use "pull-down"
menus—windows formed over existing
text on the display. When you select
an option, the window disappears
and the previously hidden text reappears. Although assembly language
performs this bit of "magic" easily,
you can also do it in BASIC. Next
month, I'll show you how.■
Dan Bishop owns and operates a microcomputer consulting business.
Write to him at 4124 Beaver Creek
Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80526.
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The World's Fastest floppy Disk
Controller Card
For The Apple II, II+ and Ile

Power Supply

Power Supply
With Battery
Back-Up

Printer Cable

EEPROM

Expander Module

Expander Module Cables

The Kache Plus Card is the World's fastest 51/4" floppy
disk controller card you can buy for the Apple II, II+ and Ile!
It replaces your standard Apple controller board, giving you
the power to operate up to 6 floppy drives and the speed to
access data from those floppies several times faster than a
hard disk drive!*
But that's not all it offers! The Kache Plus Card is also a multifunction board that gives you the following bonus options-each
of them supercharged to run faster* than the same functions
on competitive boards! Multi-Disk Controller Duo-Disk Controller Clock Card Serial Printer Card RS-232 Port Parallel
Printer Card 512K Memory Option Printer Buffer - Cache
Memory RAM Disk
You can't go wrong with our 30 day trial period! Buy a Kache Plus
Card today, and prove to yourself that it is the WORLD'S FASTEST
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER CARD for your Apple 11, II+ or Ile
computer—plus a whole lot more.
Call us toll free at...

1-800-338-0050
or write for a free brochure.

Ohio Kache Systems Corp.
4166 Little York Road
Dayton, Ohio 45414-2566
513-890-3913
®Ohio Kache Systems is a developer of
computer enhancement products.
'Faster data accessing is made passible by the power of the Kache Plus Card's cache memory
and its on-board microprocessor operating at 6 MHz.
Ohio Kache Systems, ()KS and Kache Plus Card are registered trademarks of Ohio Kache
Systems, Inc. Apple, Apple II, II+ and lie are registered trademarks of Apple Computers Inc.

Order Today!

1

You can't go wrong with our 30 day trial period!
Check appropriate boxes to indicate choice of options.
Standard & Optional Packages

ID Standard Package
$595.00
On-board 64180 microprocessor
floppy disk controller for 2 floppies
256K Memory (capable of being configured as RAM disk or Cache Memory)
Clock Card
Complete software utilities on floppy
disks (Master and back-up supplied)

EI Option Package #2
$43.00
Memory upgrade to 512Kcapable of being configured
as RAM disk, Cache Memory and/or Buffer Memory
0 Option Package #3
$45.00
EEPROM option only (allows you to save your set-up
configuration)
O Option Package #4
Power Supply without battery back-up
0 Option Package #5
Power Supply with battery back-up

0 Option Package #1
$19,.00
Expander Module, an external plexiglass
cartridge that offers...
•Printer Buffer
•Parallel Port
•TWo Serial Ports
• floppy disk controller for up to 6 floppy
disk drives.
•EEPROM Option

0 Optional Cables
Call for ordering information

$3.5.00
$175.00
$25.00
Each

Sub Total
6% Sales 'Pax Ohio Residents Only
$10.00 Shipping and handling
Total

0 Please send me a free brochure on the Kache Plus Card. VISA, MasterCard accepted. Make
checks payable to Ohio Kache Systems Corp., 4166 Little York Road, Dayton, Ohio 45414-2566.

Card #
Expiration Date
Company Name
Name
Address
City
siness Phone #

L

State
Zip
home Phone #

MASTERING THE I IGs

Speaking
in Tongues
It's word processing ,
with a European flavor:
Your GS lets you
display and print text in
six foreign languages,
plus American and
British English.

by Cynthia E. Field
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id you know your GS is fluent in
eight languages? It is—sort of.
The GS doesn't translate automatically from English to French or
German to Danish, but it can change
its display and the layout of its keyboard to process words in Italian,
Spanish, even Swedish.
With a word-processing program
like AppleWorks and a dot-matrix
printer, such as the ImageWriter II,
that can generate foreign-language
fonts, you can prepare correspondence and reports in any of the eight
languages available. Unless you're
doing your master's-degree thesis in
Swahili, Russian, or Japanese, you
don't have to purchase a dedicated
foreign-language word-processing program. Your biggest cash outlay may
be just a few dollars for blank stick-on
labels for some of the GS' keycaps.

D

PARLEZ-VOUS GS?
Difficile? Not at all. First, boot up
AppleWorks (or another GS-compatible,
text-mode-based word processor). Once
the program loads, press ControlOpen apple-Escape to access the GS'
Desk Accessories. Select "Control
Panel." From there, pick "Options."
The first two choices listed are "Display Language" and "Keyboard
Layout."
To change from American (USA)
English to another language, just
press the left- or right-arrow key repeatedly until the one you want appears. When you've set both options
(display and keyboard) to match,
press the return key.
Exit from the GS Desk Accessories
to get back to the AppleWorks main
menu. You'll notice one change right
away: The left- and right-hand borders
around the AppleWorks file card may
display a column of accented us or
os with umlauts, depending on the
language you've selected. This alteration is harmless. In fact, you can use
it as a clue to the language your GS
is currently "speaking."
Add a new file to your desktop
from the word processor. Name it
"French" or "German" or something
else that refers to the particular layout
you've selected.

Now, beginning with the top row of
keys on the GS (the number row),
press each number, letter, or symbol
key from left to right. Skip the special
command keys, such as Escape and
Delete—they work the same in any
language.
Hold down the shift key the first
time you move across the row. Press
Return. Then press all the keys in the
row again, without holding the shift
key down. Press Return twice.
Continue with the same procedure
for the QWERTY row, then the home
row (ASDF) and the bottom row
(ZXCV). Finally, test the keys to the
left and right of the spacebar.
Notice from the display which keys
have been reprogrammed by your
GS. The French layout, for instance,
involves changing 26 keys. The Danish set alters only six; the UK (United
Kingdom, that is, British) layout
changes only three.
POLYGLOT PRINTERS
You'll want a printout of the new
keyboard layout, so dig out your
printer's reference manual to see
whether your model can generate
foreign-language fonts. If it can, usually all you have to do is reset some
DIP (dual in-line package) switches.
Sometimes the hardest part is finding the DIP switches in the first place.
In some Epson printers, DIP switches
are recessed behind a panel on the
back of the printer. In the Brother
M-1109AP, they're inside the printer
on the right. In the ImageWriter II,
they're located conveniently on the
"floor" in the front left corner.
For the ImageWriter II, you have to
worry about changing only the first
three switches. Note that up is
"open" and down is "closed." I use
a ballpoint pen (with the point retracted) to change DIP switches. The
correct settings for each language are
listed on page 86 in the ImageWriter
II Owner's Manual; the accompanying
Table summarizes this information.
Whenever you change DIP-switch
settings, it's a good idea to turn the
printer off before doing so and on
again when you've finished. That way,
you can be sure the printer has "forgotten" English and learned French,
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Try Canada's
There is a place,
ridiculously difficult
probably a long, long
log roll. Or ski the
way from where
brutal, wintry slopes
you're sitting right
of France.
now, where grown
Then it's back to
men actually wear
Anyone who can throw a tele- the good old US of
dresses and throw
phone pole long distance is
entitled to wear a dress.
A to ride a bucking
telephone poles
bull. And off again to
in the air as a sign
bully Moscow with
of athletic prowess.
some heavy-duty
It is true.
weight lifting.
There is another
If you manage
rather bizarre land
to upset enough
where grown men
haven't lived until you've
countries,
actually throw them- Youtaken
a log out fora spin.
your name
selves in the air as
will be permanently
a sign of athletic prowess.
Right off the edge of a cliff. inscribed in the
World Hall of Fame.
We're talking, of course,
This then, is
about Scotland's famous
a
challenge
Caber Toss and the deathof global
defying divers of Acapulco.
Two of the events you'll find proportions.
in World Games;" the newest
One to eight players.
Amiga, Apple II &
sequel in our bestselling
compatibles, Atari ST,
"Games" series.
C64/128, IBM &
compatibles.
Here's your chance to dash
around the globe as a big-time
international athlete competing in 8 extraordinary sports.
Go stomach to stomach
with a 400 pound sumo. Jump
barrels in
Germany.
age
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The
question is,
are you ready
to go the
distance?
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Table. DIP-switch settings for foreignlanguage fonts on the ImageWriter 11
(adapted from ImageWriter II Owner's
Manual). USA includes Dvorak and
French Canadian.
Switches
Language 1
2
3
USA open open open
UK
closed closed open
French open closed closed
Danish open closed open
Spanish closed closed closed
Italian
closed open open
German open open closed
Swedish closed open closed
or forgotten French and learned Italian. Turning the printer off first clears
anything extraneous in its memory.
Using your word processor's print
command, generate a hardcopy. If
you're using AppleWorks, press Open
apple-P to print—unless you've selected the Dvorak keyboard layout. If
so, the P key is where the R used to
be! Dvorak isn't a foreign language,
though it might as well be for those
of us who learned touch typing the
QWERTY way. Proponents claim the
Dvorak method lets you type faster: It
concentrates the most frequently used
letters in the easiest-to-reach places
on the keyboard.

Figure 1. American. English keyboard layout, printed on ImageWriter
!9*$%^&*( )_+
1234567890-=

Number Row

QWERTYUIOP()

qwertyulop13

First Row (QWERTY)

ASDFGHJKL:"
asdfghjkl:'

Home Row (ASDF)

ZXCVBNM<>?
zxcvbnm,./

Bottom Row (ZXCVB)

-1
Keys to 1 and r of spacebar
0.123456-789+=/*

Numeric Keypad: I to r, bottom to top

Figure 2. French keyboard layout, printed on ImageWriter
1234567890 °_
8we" ' (86!gett)-

AZERTYUI0P-*
azertyuiop"$

Top Row (use SHIFT for numbers)
QWERTY is AZERTY in French!

QSDFGHJKLM%

gsdfghjk lmia

The home row...

WXCVBN?./+
wxcvbn,;:=

Bottom row...

THE GS GOES COSMOPOLITAN
If everything has worked right so
far, you should have a printout of the
appropriate foreign-language keyboard
layout. (See Figures 1 through 4.)
You'll notice that certain keys have
changed their identities: QWERTY becomes AZERTY in French; the M key
moves to a new position in French
and Italian. You'll notice some characters you may never have seen before
on the GS—including accented vowels and the symbol for British pounds
sterling.
Perhaps the easiest way to determine the keys you've altered is to first
copy pages 52 and 53 from your
Apple JIGs Owner's Guide: You'll see
a large picture of the GS keyboard in
all its default (USA QWERTY) glory.
Using your screen display (or the
printout you just made), mark one by
one the keys that have undergone an
identity change. (Red ink makes the
changes stand out.)
Now, print the new keycap identities on some self-adhesive, removable
labels. The first label change in
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The two keys left and right of
SPACEBAR

Figure 3. German keyboard layout,
printed on ImageWriter 11.

Figure 4. Italian keyboard layout,
printed on ImageWriter 11.
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ASDFGHJKLOA
asdfghjklöN

ASDFGHJKLM%
asdfghjklmQ

YXCVBNM;:_
yxcvbnm,.-

WXCVBN?./!
wxcvbn,;:c5
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Apple IIGs
Entertainment

PBI Software brings
5 new entertainment
products to your Apple
IIGs. They will dazzle and astound you with
their stunning color graphics and digitized
stereo sound (when used with MDldeas
SuperSonic stereo card).

All have been
developed exclusively
for the GS and utilize
all of its new powers. We have games which
can occupy a five year old and ones which
can give fits to a Rhodes scholar. Enjoy!

Sea Strike. The screen is dark, it's night

Cavern Cobra.Your mission is to

Monte Carlo. Experience casino games as

time and you must defend your convoy of
oil tankers from attack. Missiles have been
launched at your ships, your only visible
target is the light generated from the
plume of the rockets. You maneuver your
helicopter into position and fire 4
bursts from your 20mm cannons. You
destroy one, but there's no time
to rest; motorized
sea and aerial mines,
patrol boats, ships,
missiles, and planes
are bearing down
on you.
$39.95

neutralize the world's most dangerous
terrorist who's hiding in secret underground caverns in the mountains of Tibet.
Your Cobra chopper is equipped with the
most advanced weaponry in the world.
The cavern is fortified with antiaircraft guns, magnetic mines, radar
guided missiles, and
even heat-seeking
missiles. Advance
to higher levels
and complete the
$49.95
mission.

you've never played before. Play blackjack,
roulette, craps, baccarat, poker, trente-etquarante, and more just like the Casino
de Monte Carlo. The GS enables Monte
Carlo to present
stunning graphics,
sound, and animation. Unlike any
other. Parlez-vous
francais?
$39.95

Tower of Myraglen. A perplexing action
adventure game with startling sound and
graphics. Vanquish hideous creatures from
beyond and dodge the sudden perils of the
Tower while frantically seeking the
Medallion of Soul Stealing. You only have
one chance to save the kingdom from a vile
fate. Digitized,
full stereo sound
puts you right in the
middle of the action.
Are you up to the
challenge? $54.95

Strategic Conquest II. Simply the most
addictive strategy wargame ever. Begin in
an unknown world, explore continents,
develop forces and eventually confront
your mortal enemy, the computer. Lead
the three pronged assault of your army,
navy; and air force. There are two billion
different world
maps and 15 levels
of play, enough to
challenge corporals
and generals
alike.
$49.95

Available Now.
See Your Dealer or
Order Toll Free
800-843-5722 ext. 201
or in California

800-572-2746 ext. 201
Cirde 52 on Reader Service Card.

SeaStrike. Cavern Cobra. Tower of Mvraglen. and Monte Carlo all require an Apple Iles with 5I2k. Strategic Conquest 11 available
for Apple Iles or Apple Ile & Ile. All support mouse interface, windows, pull down menus etc. ...SeaStrike, Cavern Cobra.
'rower of Mvraglen. and Strategic Conquestare trademarks of PB1 Software. Apple Ilcs. Ile. and I lc are trademarks of Apple
Computer. Inc.

PRI 3SOVIANiklit:„ INC.
1163 Triton Dr.,Foster Cit)., CA 94404 $(415)349-8765
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"My copy of
AppleWorks is
now gathering
dust!"
—Mark ShaftStall, 16iincr ,tppic t

Hscr

"If you use AppleWorks, switch to Nine to
Five... Its report writing capability is without
peer, and it's smoothly integrated mail-merge
was the answer to my prayers. At $199.95,
this program is a steal!"
—Bryant Sandburg, Nine to Five enthusiast
"AppleWorks' database isn't nearly as capable
as Nine to FiveTM in filing searching, sorting,
and reporting..."

—inCider - Nov. '86
"Nine to FiveTM ... is a nearly ideal tool for
people who build collections of facts and then
want to get at those facts quickly and easily in
reports and form letters."

— A+ - Dec. '86
"At the risk of being accused of heresy against
Apple Works, I'd like to say that Apple II owners have rarely had a truly powerful, yet easy-touse, database manager and report generator.
Now, however, there's Nine to Five—a program
with enough muscle for business applications
yet simple enough for home users...
The three functions that determine the success
or failure of any database manager are creating a
database, entering and editing data, and producing on-screen or printed reports. Nine to
Five excels at all three..."

—inCider - Aug. '87 - Four Stars!
Try the program all the experts are
raving about! Use Nine to Five for the next
six months RISK FREE! See for yourself if
it's right for you. To order or for more information call 317-887-2156.

Software Company
PO Box 915 • Greenwood, IN • 46142
' Add $4 ;naive and handling, IN add 5%, Ku and Maslelcad accepted.
Apple ite i ec ere repialersd trethearksol Apple Ccanpuler,

Circle 167 on Reader Service Card.
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Figure 5. Paragraph taken from brochure accompanying Philips CD recording of Mozart's Requiem, printed in American English on Image Writer 11.
"The Compact Disk Digital Audio system offers the best
possible sound reproduction--on a small, convenient
sound-carrier unit. The Compact Disc's remarkable
performance is the result of a unique combination of digital
playback with laser optics."

Figure 6. Same paragraph in French on Image Writer
"Le systeme Compact Disc Digital Audio permet la meilleure
reproduction sonore possible a partir d'un support de son de
format reduit et pratique. Les remarquables performances du
Compact Disc sont le resultat d'une combinalson unique du
systeme numerlque et de la lecture laser optlque."

Figure 7. Same paragraph in German on Image Writer
"Das Compact Disc Digital Audio System bietet die
bestmoglIche Klangwiedergabe--auf einem kleinen, handlichen
Tontrager. Die besonderen Eigenschaften der Compact Disc
resultieren aus der elnzigartigen Kombination von digitaler
Wiedergabetechnik and Laser-Abtastung."

Figure 8. Same paragraph in Italian on Image Writer
"II sistema audio-digitale del Compact Disc offre la
mIgllore riproduzione del suono, inciso su un piccolo e
comodo supporto. La notevole realizzazione del Compact Disc
e it risultato di un'unica combinazione: la riproduzione
digitale con l'ottica laser."

French, for example, involves the 1
key in the number row: In the French
layout, you have to use the shift key
to generate the number 1. Pressing
the same key without a shift generates an ampersand. With that same
ballpoint pen you used to change
DIP switches, print an ampersand
with a 1 above it on your first Frenchlayout label. Continue until you've
printed all necessary labels. At my local office-supply store, I found labels
(Avery #0-806, Avery International,
Consumer Products Division, Azusa,
California) that fit each GS keycap
and provide plenty of room to print
the new key's identity.
Before you attach the labels, take a
moment to clean the keycaps. Oil
from your fingertips or common
house dust may interfere with the label's ability to adhere properly. I use
a lint-free cloth moistened (sparingly)
with CRT/terminal cleaner. At low-tech
moments and in the privacy of my
own home, I've used ordinary window
cleaner—with no harmful effects. Be

careful never to spray cleaner directly
onto the keys: The liquid could drain
into the keyboard, and heaven knows
what language your GS would display.
Once you've selected the foreign
language you want from the GS'
Control Panel, set the DIP switches
on your printer and attach your keycap labels. You're ready to process
words in any of the GS' eight languages. (See Figures 5 through 8 for
the results.) Imagine how impressed
your Spanish teacher, your French
penpal, or your German client will be
now that you no longer have to pencil in tildes, cedillas, and umlauts!
Cynthia E. Field is the author of Field
Trip, inCider's bimonthly column on
educational software. She teaches botany at the University of Rhode Island
and is a free-lance journalist specializing in computer-related topics. Write
to her at 60 Border Drive, Wakefield,
RI 02879. Enclose a self-addressed,
stamped envelope if you'd like a personal reply.
December 1987
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59.95
ACT (Harcourt)
30.95
Adventure Const.
22.95
Airheart
26.95
Algeblaster
ea. 26.95
Algebra I thru IV
33.95
Algebra V & VI
18.95
Alphabet Zoo
20.95
Alpha Plot
31.95
Alter Ego
24.95
American Challenge
42.95
Animate
23.95
Archon II
73.95
ASC II Express
13.95
Assembly Lines Bk.
32.95
Auto Duel
32.95
Auto Works
22.95
Award Maker Plus
28.95
Bag of Tricks #2
34.95
Balance of Power
14.95
Ball Blazer
22.95
Ballyhoo
39.95
Bank Street Filer
39.95
Bank Street Mailer
34.95
Bank Street Music
49.95
Bank St. Writer Plus
Bank Street Speller
39.95
29.95
Bard's Tale
30.95
Baron
14.95
Beagle Bag
18.95
Beagle Basic
41.95
Beagle Compiler
30.95
Beagle Graphics
18.95
Beagle Screens
Bnth. Apple Pro DOS 12.95
18.95
Big U
26.95
Black's Law Dict.
27.95
Blazing paddles
64.95
Bookends
81.95
Bookends Extended
18.95
Bop & Wrestle
22.95
Borrowed Time
27,95
Breakers
26.95
Bureaucracy
69.95
Cad Apple
27.95
California Games
Carmen Sandiego USA 28.95
Carmen Sandiego World27.95
13.95
Cat Graphics
29.95
Certificate Maker
19.95
Library Vol. 1
19.95
Chshp. Load Runner
23.95
Chart 'n Graph Tlbx.
27.95
Chessmaster 2000
54.95
Clan Accountant
27.95
Classmates
16.95
Clip Art Vol. 1 or 3
21.95
Clip Art Vol. 2
57.95
Commworks
Complete Graphics
25.95
21.95
Compuserve Starter
24.95
Conflict in Vietnam
Copy 11 418.95
17.95
Create a Calendar
Crimson Crown
11.95
29.95
Crossword Magic
23.95
Crusade in Europe
20.95
D Code
39.95
Database Toolbox
36.95
Dazzle Draw
20.95
Decision in Desert
26.95
Destroyer

16.95
DiskQuick
43.95
Document Checker
69.95
Dollars & Sense
13.95
DOS Boss
18.95
Double-Take
Dragonworld
10.95
20.95
Early Games
23.95
Easy as ABC
14.95
Eidolon
45.95
816 Paint
22.95
Enchanter
Essential Data Dup 4 19.95
Europe Ablaze
30.95
20.95
Extra K
20.95
F-15 Strike Eagle
26.95
Facemaker
31.95
Factory
149.95
Family Roots
Fantavision
29.95
Farenheit 451
10.95
Fat Cat
18.95
29.95
Financial Cookbook
14.95
Flex Type
49.95
Fleet System III
32.95
Flight Sim, II
13.95
Flight Scenery
Fontrix
59.95
Fntpaks 1 thru 13 ea. 13.95
34.95
Forecast
Fontworks
32.95
17.95
Fraction Factory
17.95
Fraction Fever
16.95
Frame-Up
32.95
Game Maker
27.95
Gato
27.95
Gertrude's Puzzles
27.95
Gertrude's Secrets
22.95
Ghostbusters
20.95
GI Joe
18.95
Gratin Pro
Grammar Gremlins
27.95
Graphics Department 64.95
23.95
Graphics Expander
25.95
Graphics Magician
16.95
Graphics Scrapbook
25.95
GPLE
20.95
Gulf Strike
Gunship
22.95
24.95
Hacker or Hacker II
59.95
Handlers Package
24.95
High Stakes
Hitchhiker's Guide
24.95
Home Connection
6.95
19.95
Home Data Manager
Homeward #
43.95
Homeward Filer
41.95
Homeworker
51.95
Impossible Mission
23.95
Infomerge
47.95
Infiltrator
18.95
1.0. Silver
16.95
Jet
28.95
Karateka
21.95
Key Player
30.95
Kid Writer
24.95
Kinder Comp
27.95
Knight of Diamonds
20.49
King's Quest I, II or III 29.95
Koronis Rift
23.95
Leather Goddess
25.95
Legacy of Llylgamyn 24.95
List Handler
36.95
Locksmith
38.95
Lode Runner
21.95

Macroworks
18.95
21.95
Magic Spells
CALL
Man. Your Money
Master Type
23.95
Math Blaster
27.95
Math Rabbit
24.95
Medical Dictionary
26.95
Megaworks
34.95
39.95
Merlin
Merlin 816
88.95
Merlin Pro
57.95
Merlin Combo
67.95
26.95
Micro Cookbook
Micro Lg. Baseball
23.95
Micro Lg. Manager
23.95
Micro Lg. Team Disk
13.95
Micro Lg. Stats
17.95
Millionaire
31.95
Minipix 1, 2 or 3
15.95
Missing Links
31.95
Moeblus
39.95
Monty Plays Scrabble 31.95
Moon Mist
24.95
Mouse Talk
58.95
MouseWrite
87.95
Multiplan DOS 3.3
69.95
Multiscribe
44.95
Multiscribe GS
64.95
13.95
Multiscribe Fonts
Munch-A-Bug
23.95
Music Construction
10.95
Nam
24.95
NATO Commander
20.95
Newsroom
33.95
On Balance
60.95
10.95
One-On-One
13.95
Paper Graphics
PFS: File & Report
69.95
PFS: Graph
69.95
PFS: Write
69.95
PFS: Workmates
148.95
Piece of Cake Math
20.95
Picture Builder
22.95
Pinball Construction
10.95
Pinpoint
47.95
Pinpoint Spell Chker. 43.95
Pinpoint Toolkit
27.95
Pitstop II
14.95
Pixit
31.95
Planelf all
22.95
Point-to-Point
68.95
Pond
31.95
Power Print
20.95
Prince
48.95
Printographer
24.95
Printmaster Plus
24.95
Print Quick
34.95
Printrix
44.95
Print Shop
28.95
Print Shop Gs
42.95
Print Shop Holiday
14.95
Pr. Shp. Gr, 41,2 or 3 14.95
Print Shp. Companion 23.95
Print Shop Refill
11.95
Probyter
18.95
Profiler
68.95
Program Writer
32.95
Pronto DOS
14.95
33.95
Quicken
Reach for the Stars
30.95
Reader Rabbit
23.95
Report Card
32.95
Report Works
34.95
14.95
Rescue on Fractalus
Rescue Raiders
21.95
Road Race
10.95
Rocky Horror Show • 13.95

SILICON EXPRESS
5955 E. Main St. Columbus, Ohio 43213
1-614-868-6868

Robot Odyssey I
29.95
Rocky's Boots
29.95
Run Run
29.95
Sargon III
29.95
Sat (Harcort Brace)
24.95
Science Tool Kit
43.95
Sensible Grammar
52.95
Sensible Speller
64.95
Sensible Writer
57.95
Shanghai
24.95
Shape Mechanic
20.95
Shard of Spring
27.95
Sideways Pro Dos
38.95
Silent Service
20.95
Silicon Salad
13.95
Skyfox
24.95
Smart Money
48.95
Soft Switch
34.95
Solo Flight
20.95
Speed Reader II
38.95
Spellicopter
24.95
Spell It
27.95
Spellworks
27.95
Spin Dizzy
10.95
Springboard Publisher 94.95
Squire
31.95
Star Fleet I
33.95
Star Trek I or II
24.95
Sticky Bear ABC
22.95
Basic
22.95
Basket Bounce
22.95
BOP
22.95
Car Builder
22.95
Drawing
22.95
Math Word Problems 22.95
Music
22.95
Math 1 or 2
22.95
Numbers
22.95
Opposites
22.95
Parts of Speech
22.95
Printer
22.95
Reading
22.95
Rd. Comprehension 22.95
Shapes
22.95
Speligrabber
22.95
Town Builder
22.95
Typing
22.95
Word Problems
22.95
Story Maker
27.95
Sub Battle
27.95
Sub Mission
24.95
Sum. Games I or II
23.95
Super Huey
20.95
25.95
Super Macroworks

Take 1
34.95
Tass Times
24.95
Technical Dictionary
26.95
Temple of Apshai Tri. 22.95
59.95
Terrapin Logo
Terrapin Utilities
13.95
Think Quick
34.95
Think Tank
79.95
Thinkworks
34.95
Tip Disk 01
12.95
T-Shirt Shop
32.95
Toy Shop
32.95
Transylvania
11.95
Trinity
24.95
Triple-Dump
20.95
44.95
Turbo Pascal 3.0
Turbo Database Tlbx
39.95
Turbo Tutor
21.95
Tycoon
31.95
Type!
28.95
Typing Tutor IV
30.95
39.95
Ultima III or IV
Understanding IIE
17. 95
Utility City
16.95
32.95
Variable Feasts
Video Toolbox
23.95
V.I.P. Professional
164. 95
Visualizer IIE
48.95
Visualizer IIGS
64.95
31.95
Visable 6502
Webster Spell Chker. 37.95
Wilderness
33.95
Will Writer
27.95
Winter Games
23.95
24,95
Wishbringer
Wizardry
29.95
Wizard's Toolbox
23.95
Wlzprint
15.95
27.95
Word Attack
Word Handler
36.95
Word Perfect
84.95
84.95
Word Perfect GS
World Karate Champ
20.95
World's Great. Bball
14.95
World's Great. Ftball
14.95
Writer Rabbit
34.95
Write Choice
41.95
Zork Trilogy
46.95
HARDWARE
80 Col. 64K Card (II 8) 49.95
Apple Cat II
184.95
Apple Cat 212
349.95
Datacase
7.95
Datalink Modem
179.95
Disk Hatcher
4.95
Disk Drive Con. Card 46.95

Disk Drive American 129.95
Essential Data Dup 4- CALL
Flip-n-File
10.95
114.95
Grappler Buf. (16K)
Grappler 73.95
Grappler (serial)
73.95
Grappler C
73.95
Hotlink
44.95
77.95
Koala Pad 27.95
Kraft 2 Button
34.95
Kraft 3 Button
Laser 128 Computer 388.95
26.95
Lemon
26.95
Mach II 11-, Joystick
26.95
Mach II IIE Joystick
32.95
Mach III II- Joystick
32.95
Mach 111 IIE Joystick
Mach IV Joystick
58.95
Micromodem IIE
138.95
173.95
Multiram CX 512K
Multiram HEX (16 bit) 153.95
Mltrm CX 512K (16 bit) 249.95
Multiram RGB 64K
153.95
Multiram RGB 512K
233.95
Multiram RGB 1024K 311.95
Multiram IIE 80/64K
119.95
Multiram IIE 801512K 194.95
49.95
No Slot Clock
26.95
Paddlesticks
Parallel Printer Card
44.95
Print-It
122.95
Ram Factor 256K
184.95
Ram Factor 512K
219.95
Ram Factor 1 Meg
289.95
Ramworks 64K
139.95
Ramworks 256K
164.95
Ramworks 512K
199.95
269.95
Ramworks 1 Meg
84.95
Super Serial Card
60.95
System Saver Fan
Uni Drive American
149.95
Univ. Disk Controller 79.95
Wildcard II
69.95
54.95
ZEE BOA Checkmate
99.95
Zoom IIE
PRINTERS
Citizen 120D
Star LV-1210
Star NX-10
Okidata 182P
Okimate 20
Printer Stand
Printer Ribbons
Imagewriter Black
Imagewriter Color
Imagewriter II Color
Color Paper Pack

174.95
189.95
249.95
249.95
209.95
16.95
CALL
4.49
4.99
11.99
12.95

MONITORS
Magnavox Monitors

CALL

SILICON EXPRESS
5955 E. Main St. Columbus, Ohio 43213
Name

Address
City
Charge
QTY.

Compu er Type
Phone No

Zip

State

Exp. Date
DESCRIPTION

PRICE

SHIPPING
TOTAL

Add $3.00 min. U.S. shipping, C.O.D. $5.00 extra. Hawaii and Alaska $4 95 min. Orders
outside U.S. are not insured. Canada & Mexico 10% min. $10.00. All othe countries 25%
min. $30.00. MasterCard, Visa and school purchase orders accepted. Personal checks allow
3 weeks. 5.5% sales tax for Ohio residents. Defective replaced within 20 days 20% restocking
fee if not replaced with same item. Compatibility not guaranteed. Prices subject to change
without notice.
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TEACHERS' CHOICE
Descriptive
Statistics
with
AppleWorks
An AppleWorks
spreadsheet template
can calculate statistical
information and weight
your data appropriately.

by David Goodrum

and Joel Robbins

142

eachers, as well as students,
tend to view statistics with a
wary eye. And often there's
good reason: Understanding what all
those averages and ranges represent
can be confusing. This month's
spreadsheet template calculates descriptive statistics on almost any set of
numerical facts to give you an accurate (and easily accessible) account of
all your data. In addition, teachers
can use this template to convert raw
scores to standard scores to grade
more fairly.
Although AppleWorks calculates
sums, averages, and ranges (minimum and maximum), it lacks the
standard-deviation function some other
spreadsheets include. This handy feature indicates the spread, scatter, or
variability of scores or numbers.
Say, for example, two cities have
the same average temperature of 60
degrees. Does that mean you need
the same seasonal clothing for both
places? Not if one city's temperature
has a standard deviation of 5 degrees (temperatures ranging from 50
to 70 degrees), and the other, 20 degrees (temperatures ranging from 20
to 100 degrees.) The Statistics template presented here shows how even
one extremely high or low score can
dramatically change the average.

T

FORMATTING
THE STATISTICS TEMPLATE
To format the template, first open a
new spreadsheet file from AppleWorks' main menu and name it Statistics. Now determine column widths:
Place your cursor in column A and
use the open apple-L (OA-L, layout)
command. Choose columns, highlight
column A, and press Return. Select
column width, and, using OA-left
arrow, expand the column width by
nine additional characters. Press Return. Using the same procedure, expand column B by 15 characters.
Before entering any formulas or
numbers, change the standard values
for calculation: Press OA-V, and
choose recalculate, frequency, and
manual. Change the standard value
for labels: Press OA-V, then select
label format and right justify. Figure 1
shows the list of standard values ap-

pearing at the bottom of the AppleWorks spreadsheet HELP screen.
(Use OA-? and arrow down to compare your screen with Figure 1.)
Leave room in the first 50 rows for
your scores or numbers and the necessary calculations. Enter the labels
for rows 51-74 as shown in Figure
2. Notice that changing the standard
value for labels to right justify lines up
all the labels on the right side of the
columns. Remember, too, that when
entering dashes or broken lines
across the screen, as well as labels
beginning with a left parenthesis, you
must start with Shift-".
FORMULAS
Table 1 lists the formulas, their
functions, and the cells in which you
enter them. Many of the formulas will
display an ERROR message at first,
but these will disappear after typing in
some sample data.
The formula in cell C1 requires different formatting to display one decimal place: Place your cursor on cell
C1 and press OA-L (layout). Choose
entry, value format, and fixed, enter 1
(one), and hit Return.
Similarly, the formula in cell D1
needs different formatting to display
only whole numbers. Again, place
your cursor on cell D1 and press OAL (layout). Choose entry, value format,
and fixed, and hit Return to accept 0
(zero).
It's a good idea to protect these
three formulas in columns B, C, and
D before copying them. To do so,
place your cursor on cell B1. Press
OA-L and choose block. Press the
right-arrow key twice to finish highlighting all three formulas; hit Return,
then select protection, nothing.
Now you're ready to copy the formulas in cells B1, C1, and D1 down
the columns of the template. First,
place your cursor in cell B1, press
OA-C (copy), and choose within worksheet. Hit the right-arrow key twice to
highlight all three formulas as the
source, and press Return.
Hit the down-arrow key once to position the start of the new location,
then press the period key to start the
range. Using the down-arrow key,
highlight the three-column-wide block
December 1987
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"If you don't see it
call us - we'll get it"
SOFTWARE - HARDWARE - PERIPHERALS AT

r

DISCOUNT

PRICES

Jr,

MILLIKEN Grate States Race, Addition,

SOFTWARE
ENTERTAINMENT
ACCOLADE Dambusters, Hardball

ea. 19.50
ea. 19.50
Fight Night, Law of the West
ea. 25.00
Mean 18 (IIGS), Hardball (11138)
ACTIVISION Shanghai. Hacker II (IIGS) ea. 25.00
24.00
Tess Times (IIGS)
ea. 24.00
Hacker II, Space Shuttle, Shanghai
Championship Baseball or Football
ea. 23.40
Championship Basketball
23.40
ea. 28.15
Gamemaker
BRODERBUND Airheart. Lode Runner ea. 21.75
Championship Lode Runner, Karateka
ea. 21.75
Ultima I, Ill
ea. 26.90
40.15
Ultima IV
25.00
ELECTRONIC ARTS Bard's Tale
Bard's Tale (IIGS)
33.00
Chessmaster 2000, Bard's Tale II
ea. 24.00
EPYX Word Games, Winter Games
ea. 24.00
Summer Games I or II, Pitstop II
ea. 24.00
Street Sports: Basketball or Baseball
ea. 24.00
Championship Wrestling, Destroyer
ea. 24.00
HAYDEN SOFTWARE Sargon III
21.00
41.00
INFOCOM Zork Trilogy
Moonmist, Ballyhoo, Leather Goddesses
Bureaucracy, Hollywood Hyjinx
ea. 24.00
Hitchhikers Guide to Galaxy
19.50
MICROPROSE Silent Service, Solo Flightea. 21.50
I F-15 Strike Eagle
21.75
I Silent Service DIGS)
24.00
SIERRA ON-LINE King's Guest I. 11, III ea. 29.15
Thexder OIGS)
25.00
King Quest (1IGS). Space Quest (IIGS)
ea. 29.15
ea. 2140
SIMON & SCHUSTER Star Trek I. II
SIR-TECH Wizardry
29.15
Knight of Diamonds, Rescue Raiders
ea. 21.50
Legacy of
ea. 23.40
STRATEGIC SIMUI:ATION Gettysburg, Warship
Battlegroup U.S.A.A.F.
ea. 33.50
Phantasie, Phantasie II Roadwar 2000 ea. 23.40 :
SUBLOGIC Flight Simulator II, Baseball ea. 32_50
Jet, Football
ea. 26.90 •
Scenary Disk 1, 2, 3
ea. 14.75

EDUCATION
BARRON'S Study Program For SAT V2.0
BRODERBUND Science Tool Kit

32.50
40.70
Science Tool Kit Module 1, 2
ea. 23.40
Where in the USA is Carmen San Diego
27.40
Where in the World is Carmen San Diego
24.40
DAVIDSON & ASSO. Homeworker
49.75
Math Blaster Plus, Alge-Blaster
ea. 27.00
' Read and Roll
27.00
Word Attack. Spell It, Grammar Gremlins ea. 27.00
DESIGNWARE Spellicopter, Math Maze ea. 23.00
Grammar Examiner. States & Traits
ea. 23.40
Mission Algebra
25.85
The Body Transparent, European Nations ea. 25.85
EDU-WARE Algebra I, 11,111, IV
ea. 23.00
Algebra V & VI
28.60
Decimels, Compu-Spell,
Webster's Numbers
ea. 23.00
FIRST BYTE Oor IIGS) (786K Req)
Mathtalk First Shapes, Kidtalk
ea. 29.50
Speller Bee, Smoothtalker
ea. 29.50
Mathtalk Fractions, First Letters &
Words
ea. 29.50

HARDCOURT, BRACE, JOVANOVICH
Computer Prep for the ACT, GRE
`Computer Prep for the SAT

ea. 53.00
24.50 j

Subtraction, Multiplication, Division,
Fraction. Percent
ea. 2140
33.00
MINDSCAPE Crossword Magic
41.00
Perfect Score SAT
RANDOM HOUSE Garfield, Double Dares,
Fix It, Garfield Eat Your Words
ea. 20.00

SCHOLASTIC
Storymaker, Storytree. Math Shop
Success with Typing
SIMON & SCHUSTER Typing Tutor IV
Typing Tutor IV (IIGS)

ea. 23.40
ea. 29.15
29.15
30 00

SPINNAKER
Homework Helper/Writing (IIGS)
Homework Helper/Math (IIGS)

29.15
ea. 29.15

SPRINGBOARD Early Games, Piece of
ea. 20.50

Cake

THE LEARNING COMPANY
(1100)
Reader Rabbit
29.15
Gertrude's Secrets, Gertrude's Puzzles
ea. 26.40
Reader Rabbit, Math Rabbit,
Writer Rabbit
ea. :23.40
Rockys Boots, Robot Oddyssey
ea. 29.15
WEEKLY READER Sticky Bears ABC's, Numbers,
Shapes, Opposites, Reading, Basics, Typing,
Drawing, Music, Spellgrabber,
Town Builder
:
ea. 23.00

BUSINESS
APPLE Appleworks
BPI General Accounting, AP, AR, Payroll,

199.00

Inventory Control (Pro Dos,
runs on IIGS)
ea. 148.00
BRODERBUND Bank Street Writer Plus
48.00
43.50
DAC SOFTWARE DAC-Easy Accounting
90..00
DATAPAK Graphics Writer (IIGS)
Notes and Files (IIGS)
82.80
HUMAN EDGE Sales. Negotiation,
MICROPRO INTERNATIONAL Wordstar 1 8 1 .2 5
Wordstar Professional
25100
MICROSOFT Multiplan (DOS)
61.00
131.00
Multiplan (CP/M)
51.45
PBI Visualizer IIGS or 11c/Ile
126.25
PEACHTREE Back to Basics Acct. Sys.
ea. 61.60
Invoicing, AP, GL AR
PINPOINT Spellchecker,
Document Checker
ea. 37.75
Speller/Document Checker Combo
53.45
Graphics Edge. Profiler 3.0
ea. 66.85
51.70
SENSIBLE SOFTWARE Sensible Writer
Sensible Speller IV (DOS, PRO DOS)
ea. 64.60
Sensible Grammar Checker
51.70
Graphics Department
64.60
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING PFS: Graph, Plan
(128K PRO DOS)
ea. 68.75
PFS: File & Report (Combo 128K PRO DOS) 68.75
PFS: Workmates (128K PRO DOS
F/R/W/P)
137.50
PFS: Write w/Speller (128K PRO DOS)
68.75
SOFTWOOD Softwood GS File
87.00
SPRINGBOARD Publisher
78.20
STYLEWARE Multiscribe (IIGS)
60.40
Multiscribe 2.0
46.20
Font Paks 1-5
ea. 15.00
WORDPERFECT Wordperfect OIGS)
83.60
Wordperfect 1.1 w/Speller
83.60

HOME/PERSONAL
ACTIVISION Writer's Choice Elite (IIGS)
Paintworks Plus, Music Studio (IIGS)
Draw (IIGS)

Clip Art Gallery GIGS, Req. Paintworks Plus) 19.50
BAUDVILLE 816/Paint (IIGS)
39.10
BRODERBUND The Print Shop.
Fantavision (IIGS)
ea. 34.95
The Print Shop
29.15
Th Print Shop. Library 1.'2. 3
The
ea. 15.25

ELECTRONICS ART
Delux Paint II (IIGS)
70.00
Arts Part I, II, Seasons & Holidays
ea. 20.00
Music Construction Set (IIGS)
36.00
36.00
Instant Music (IIGS)
ea. 16.00
EPYX Graphics Scrapbook 1, 2, 3
FUNK SOFTWARE Sideways
41.00
INTUIT Quicken
31.00
MECA Managing Your Money 2.0
88.55
MONOGRAM Dollars & Sense 128K
ea. 69.85
or 48K
PINPOINT Micro Cookbook
4
21.
6.5
15
Bon Appetit
ROGER WAGNER The Write Choice
37.95
Mousewriter (llc/Ile, IIGS)
87.45
SIMON & SCHUSTER Your Money Manager 52.55
SPRINGBOARD The Newsroom
34.95
ea. 17.00
Clip Art Collection 1. 3
Clip Art Collection 2
21.75
Certificate Maker
27.25
STYLEWARE Top Draw (IIGS)
59.40

UTILITY/LANGUAGE
BEAGLE BROS. Double Take, Fat Cat. Pro-Byter,
Big II, Macroworks, Beagle Screens
ea. 20.50
Triple Dump, 0 Code, Power Print, ExtraK ea. 21.00
Supermacroworks, GPLE
ea. 25.85
BORLAND Turbo Pascal
41.75
19.00
CENTRAL POINT Copy Two Plus
MICROSOFT Applesoft Compiler
115.00
Fortran Compiler
70.00
PINPOINT Pinpoint IIGS Starter Pak (IIGS) 83.50
Pinpoint
46.20
Run, Run, Key Player
ea. 25.60
Point to Point
4
61.
6.0
80
Infomerge
Command Com, Tool Kit
ea. 35.45
ROGER WAGNER Merlin (PRO DOS & DOS) 58.30
Softswitch (IIGS)
39.60
60.00
TERRAPIN Logo
UNITED SOFTWARE ASCII Express
(DOS & PRO DOS)
ea. 70.00
ASCII Express Mousetalk
57.00

HARDWARE

AST RESEARCH
Rampack Plus 1105 (256K exp. to I MB)
Visionplus Digitizer (IIGS)
ORANGE MICRO Hotlink (11c)
Grapier C/MAC/GS
Prograpler Ole)
Rampak (512K exp. to 4MB) DIGS)
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS Graphicard
STREET ELECTRONICS Echo Plus

95.70
220.00
48.20
65.00
74.00
168.00
54.50
125.00

HARD DISK DRIVES
CMS External w/Controller (Ile, IIGS)
20MB (Stackable or Portable)
40MB (Stackable or Portable)
60MB

661.00
725.00
990.00

MODEMS
ANCHOR AUTOMATION
Signalman Express (1200 BPS)
Signalman Lightning (2400 BPS)
APPLIED ENGINEERING Datalink

199.10
309.00
167.25

EPIC TECHNOLOGY
Smartmodem 300 w/Smartcom (11c)
Micromodem Ile w/Smartcom
Micromodem II (300 BPS)
PROMETHEUS Promodem 300c (11c)
Promodem 1200A

160.00
290.00
185.30
156.00
234.40
82.00
184.00

MONITORS
MITSUBISHI 14" RGB
THOMPSON 14" RGB/Composit

315.00
258.00

Epic 2400 BPS (Internal)

HAYES Smartmodem 1200A

ACCESSORIES
CH PRODUCTS Mach !Ow/Fire Button
ea. 32.00
44.00
49.50
Ruby Plus (includes Phone/Modem Port)
69.30
61.00
KENSINGTON System Saver
70.00
System Saver IIGS
82.50
KOALA TECHNOLOGIES Koala Pad Plus
321.00
KURTA Apple IS/GS Tablet (IIGS)
74.80
MOUSE SYSTEMS A + Mouse
Apple ADB Mouse (IIGS)
88.50
Ile, IIGS
Mach IV

445.90
89.00
185.00
41.00
ea. 16.00
16.00
88.00
51.00

MEMORY & INTERFACE
APPLIED ENGINEERING

Ram Factor 256K (II+. Ile, 116S)
Ram Factor 512K (II+, Ile. IIGS)
Ram Factor 1MB (II+, Ile, IIGS)
58.30
Ram Works III 256K (Ile)
ea.49,75
Ram Works III 512K (Ile)
49175 jRam Works III 1MB (Ile)

130.00
168.00
229.00
726.00
285.00
345.00
210.00
110.00
122.00
77.00
137.50
117.30
137.00

CURTIS Ruby (Surge Protector/Filter)

COMPUTERS
CENTRAL POINT
Laser 128EX
External Disk Drive (5V4")
External Disk Drive (31/2")
Laser Expansion Box (2 slots)
Parallel Printer Cable, Serial Cable
RGB Cable
Amber Monitor
Mouse

GS-Ram 256K (IIGS)
GS-Ram 512K DIGS)
GS-Ram 1MB GIGS)
GS-Ram PLUS 2MB
Z-Ram Ultra 3 512K + Clock + Z-80 (tic)
Z-Ram Ultra 3 1MB + Clock + 2-80 (11c)
Trans Warp (II+, Ile)
Z-80c (II+, Ile, IIGS)
2-80c (11c)
Timemaster H.0 (II+, Ile, IIGS)
Phasor (11+. Ile, 116S)
Serial Pro (II+, Ile, IIGS)
Ramcharger

PRINTERS
CITIZEN MSP 120D (80 col., 120 cps)

167.00
275.00.
MSP 10 (80 col.. 160 cps. NLQ)
350.00
MSP 15 (132 col., 160 cps. NLQ)
335.00
MSP 40 (80 col., 240 cps, NLQ)
390.00
MSP 50 (80 col., 350 cps, NLQ)
Premiere 35 (132 col., 35 cps, Daisy Wheel) 470.00
Tribute 224 (132 col., 200 cps, NiO. LQ) 645.00

180.00
215.00
282.00
153.00
PANASONIC
la 10801(80 col., 120 cps. NLQ)
191.40
253.00 AkKX-1091i (80 col., 160 cps, NLQ)

184.00
210.00

Monday thru Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE CALL 1-805-499-7766

(

To order call toll free or send check or money order, VISA/MC. C.O.D. orders welcome. Personal and company checks allow 10 working days to clear. Specify if to backorder mu) send refund. California
residents add 6% sales tax. Include phone number with order. Shipping and handling: All shipments U.P.S. if possible. Continental U.S. add $3.00 min. APO, FPO Alaska, Hawaii and Canada add $6.00
min. All hardware shipped U.P.S. - include 5% for shipping & handling ($4.00 min.). C.O.D. orders add $1.90. ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL 1-800-248-0363 Monday thru Friday 7 a.m. to 6 p.m., Saturday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Pacific Time

ill* CALL NOW! - ORDERS ONLY 1-800-248-0363
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Advertisement

Thanks
for the Kind Words
About the Newsletter
"[It] is the single best investment I
have made for AppleWorks.
Thanks."

"Thanks for a very informative
newsletter. I look forward to
receiving it each month."

Jack Stalcup, Subscriber

Charles Litwin, Subscriber

"My curiosity does not allow me to
pass up an issue of your interesting
publication."

"Impressive publication..."
Call A.P.PL.E. magazine

Thomas B. Franzmann, Subscriber

"...it is one of the most worthwhile
computer related items I receive."

"Great Publication!"
Margery Callegari, Subscriber

"Thanks for doing a great job!"
Dr. Tom Patterson, Subscriber

John de Arrieta, Subscriber

"If you want the inside scoop on
AppleWorks, this is the one to get."
Pinpoint Publishing

The AppleWorks Journal

A Sage Productions Publication

Get the AppleWorks Journal, the most widely read AppleWorks newsletter available.
Prepay your order and save $10 off the regular rate of $39.95 for a year. Use
the return card to start your subscription with the next issue!
Your satisfaction is guaranteed or your money back on all unshipped issues!

Back Issues
Available

The AppleWorks Journal was created by combining two former newsletters:
The Main Menu and Exclusive Reference. Get the back issues of both
publications in two collected, bound books. Probably the best tip books
on the market.
Send $15 for one or $25 for both volumes to:
Sage Productions, Inc. • 5677 Oberlin Drive • San Diego, CA 92121
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Spend more time
at the holiday party
and less time
at the keyboard
We turned four hours of tedious keyboarding into more
hours of holiday fun for you. Use the Cauzin SOFTSTRIP®
System and the strips on the right to input this program
into your Apple® II computer — error free!
The program is called TEL and is a part of the Auto Dialprogram published in the February 1987 issue of inCider.It
is ProDOS® only and contains a READ.ME.DIAL text file.
Treat yourself to an affordable Cauzin Softstrip Reader this
holiday season. The complete system is available for under
$220.00. To order, or for further information, call Cauzin
toll-free today.

L.
111111111111111111

/ll11111/1/1111111111
17, 17.74

Cauzin Systems
835 South Main Street , Waterbury, CT 06706
1-800-533-7323
(In CT 203-573-0150)

11

21
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TEACHES' CHOICE

Figure 1. List of standard values
for Statistics template.
Current settings of standard values
Protection is
Label format is
Value format is
Frequency is
Order is

On
Right Justify
Appropriate
Manual
Columns

through row 50 and press Return.
Now, press the following sequence of
letters to set the cell references as either relative or no change: R, R, R,
N, N, R.
To finish setting up the template,
protect the report area starting with
row 51: Move the cursor to row 51
and press OA-L. Choose rows, then,
using the down-arrow key, highlight
through row 74. After pressing Return, choose protection, nothing. Now
use OA-S to save the Statistics template to disk. Figure 3 shows the relative placement of all formulas.

Figure 2. Labels for Statistics template.
File:

REVIEW/ADD/CHANGE

STATISTICS
A

B

X squared

Observ.'s (X)
52
53
Sum of X
54
55
56
57 (Sum of X) squared
58
59
No. of Scores
60
61

(raw score formula)
Standard
Dev. for N

Type entry or use @ commands

DISKS

GOV'? PROGRPO GURNNITEEC0

versions
for your
Duplicator, Epp, makes back up
copies available
of more protected

VATIA OD
Oat?

disks than any other copy program. Tack
Essential
rare'.

EDD 4

EDD 4 PLUS

Runs on apple II, II +, Ile, 11c, Ilgs and III.
Easy to use copy program backs up
protected disks at an unbelievable low
pricel We've included several useful utility
options. Everyone should own one of these
at . . .

Runs on apple 11,11+, Ile and Ilgs. Copy
program includes a special hardware
interface card, giving you even more
copying power for those really tough
protections. (Duodisk, Platinum and
Unidisk 5.25 owners need a $15 cable
adapter). s7a• 95

plus $3 s/h

plus $5 s/h
For more information or MasterCard/VISA orders call 1707) 257-2420 or mail prepaid order to:

UTILICO MICROWARE

3377 Solano Ave., Suite 352, Napa, CA 94558.

Overseas add 53.

We guarantee you will be satisfied with EDD or return it with our receipt within 30 days
for full refund (less shipping/handling).
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DEV T score

Sum of
(X squared)

62
Variance
Mean
63
64
65
High
66
Low
67
Range
68
69
70
71 To sort, first enter scores below in any
72 order. Arrange using 0A-A. Then use OA-C
73 to copy scores to the top of column A.
74 Use OA-K to calculate STATISTICS.

Id P
S29 .95

Escape: Main Menu
E=---

51

our(

apple compute

C

@-? for help

Use the ten listed scores in column
1 of Figure 4 to test the accuracy of
your formulas and to practice using
the template. After entering the sample data, press OA-K to recalculate.
Your results should agree with the calculations shown in columns B-D and
in the report area in rows 51-68. Disregard the calculations in rows in
which you haven't entered a score.

CHANGING THE NUMBER OF ROWS
Creating additional rows, should
you have more than 50 scores, is a
fairly straightforward process. Place
the cursor on row 50, press OA-1,
and choose rows. If AppleWorks
warns, "You are about to clear or remove protected cells. Do you really
want to do this?" choose yes. Now
enter the appropriate number between 1 and 9; if you need more
than nine additional rows, repeat
steps 2-4 as often as necessary. Using the OA-C command, copy formulas to the new blank rows. Remember
to press the following keys to set correct cell references for the three formulas: R, R, R; N, N, R.
If you have fewer than 50 scores,
you can delete your empty rows to
improve the appearance of your printout or speed up recalculation time.
Starting at the last row (row 50 here),
use the OA-D (delete) command.
Choose rows, use the up-arrow key
to highlight what you want to remove,
then press Return.
December 1987
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THE PERFECT
$5 GIFT!
Public Domain and Shareware
Apple II Family — And Now IIGs!
Table 1. Formulas for Statistics template.

INTRO OFFER! IIGS 31/2 " Disks

Cell

Formula

Function

A55
A58
A61
A64

@SUM(Al...A51)
(A55*A55)
@COUNT(Al...A51)
@AVG(A1...A51)

Totals the scores
Squares the total of the scores
Counts the number of scores
Calculates the Mean or Average of the scores

B1
B56
861
B64
B66
B67
B68

(Al*A1)
@SUM(B1...851)
@SORT((B56-(A58/A61))/A61)
(B61*B61)
@MAX(Al...A51)
@MIN(Al...A51)
(866-867)

Squares the score
Totals the squares of the scores
Calculates the Standard Deviation
Calculates the Variance
Finds the highest score
Finds the lowest score
Calculates the Range of the scores

CI

((Al-A64)/B61)

Calculates the deviation of the score from
the mean

D1

(10*C1+50)

Calculates the Standardized T-Score for the
score

Figure 3. Formulas for Statistics template.
A
1
2
3
4
5
/ \/ \ / \/ \ / \/
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

C

B

( (A1-A64)/1361)
((A2-A64)/861)
((A3-A64)/861)
((A4-A64)/861)
( (A5-A64)/1361)

(Al*A1)
(A2*A2)
(A3*A3)
(A4*A4)
(A5*A5)

D
(10*C1+50)
(10*C2+50)
(10*C2+50)
(10*C3+50)
(10*C4+50)

\/ \ / \ / \ / \ / \/ \/ \ / \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \ / \ / \ / \/ \/ \ / \/ \ / \/ \ / \/ \/ \ / \ / \ / \ /
(A48*A48)
(A49*A49)
(A50*A50)

( (A48-A64)/B61) (10*C48+50)
((A49-A64)/861) (10*C49+50)
NA50-A64)/B61) (10*C50+50

@SUM(A1...A51)
@SUM(B1...B51)
(A55*A55)
@COUNT(A1...A51) @SORT((B56-(A58/A61))/A61)
@AVG(A1...A51)

A

(B61*B61)
@MAX(Al...A51)
@MIN(A1...A51)
(866-867)
B

SORTING SCORES
If you want to arrange your scores
in order from highest to lowest and
list them accordingly, you can use the
area below the report. First, starting
below the report area, enter the
scores down column A. Use DNA
(arrange), highlight all scores, and
press Return. Now choose to sort
them in either decreasing (9-0) or increasing (0-9) order
With the cursor at the top of the
list, press the OA-C (copy) command.
Choose within worksheet and use the
down-arrow key to highlight the entire
list, then hit Return. Press, 0A-1 to
jump to the top of the template and
after you've made sure your cursor is
on cell Al, press Return. Finally, use
OA-K to recalculate.
inCider

USING STATISTICS
If you're gathering information on
income, rainfall, or bowling scores,
you'll be most interested in mean and
standard deviation. Degree of variability among numbers can be as important as the average; the smaller the
standard deviation, the more consistent the numbers.
For example, do you want to bet
on the football team that always
scores about 21 points (mean =21,
standard deviation =1), or the team
that averages 21 points but has a
good chance of scoring 0-40 points
(mean = 21, standard deviation =10)?
Table 2 lists a variety of statistical
equations and their spreadsheet
equivalents in your Statistics template.

E GS1-GS4 Diversi-Key, Diversi-Cache,
other DAs (4 disks)
$20
❑ GS5 Utilities: Transfer Mac files to
ProDOS, plus more
$5
❑ GS6 Free Term telecommunications . $5
❑ GS7-GS9 Lots of pictures: TV series,
astronomy, etc. (3 disks)
$15
❑ GS10 Music files for use with
Construction Set
$5
D Or Get all 10 for Only
$39.95
Designing Your Own Greeting Cards is Easy!
With our 10 Print Shop Public Domain
graphics disks (needs Print ShopTM).
Over 800 pictures — many categories.
❑
For Only $39.95!
CAD
❑ 310/311/312 CAD & graphing pkg. iachsks).$15
Genealogy
❑ 194 Family Tree—Trace your roots
$5
Business/Home
E 039 G/L, 15 financial programs, payroll $5
E 056 Versatile check balancer, w/doc
$5
❑ 404 Personal & home accounting
$5
El 406 Address/phone Dbase w/RAM drive $5
Word Processing
❑ 037 Freewriter (II+ needs paddles or joystick) . . . $5
Education
O 062 Alphabet, spelling, word games
$5
D 064 Drills: typing, spelling, history, SAT $5
D 066 Teacher aid: grader, make tests
$5
El 069 Geography, fractions/decimals
$5
E 085 Elem math: +,—,x,±, 23 levels
$5
E 502 Flash cards, speed reading, Spanish $5
E 503 Science Tutors: w/graphics
$5
❑ 505 Grammar Quest II adventure game $5
D 602 Genetics, anatomy, biology
$5
E 605 Chem: gases, acid/base, quant mech $5
Games
❑ 123 Missile Command, Star Trek, Life
$5
El 124 English dice game, space orbit, etc $5
El 126 Anti-Gravity—Fast action—Addictive! $5
O 127 Defender (like arcade version), D-Day .$5
Tutorials
O 000 Integer BASIC & assembler
$5
Art
023
❑
Make drawings, paint w/23 textures . $5
0 026/027 Make animated movies! (2 disks) .$10
Communication
ID 260/261 Bulletin board syst. w/doc (2 disks) . $10
0 262/263 Up/download—Hayes util. (2 disks) .$10
Music
O 186 Compose, edit & play music, w/doc .$5
Passion
E 190/191 Graphics, adults only (2 disks) . . .$10
Utilities
❑ 213 Best of Utilities
$5
0 244 30 useful disk & programming util. $5
O 250 ProDOS extensions, file packer
$5
O Book: NEW! 350 pg. directory of disks .$9.95
E 1 W. Membership: Quarterly bulletins,
discounts plus directory
$20

Any 6 disks plus

SPECIAL! Apple directory
Only $3995

1 Yr. Membership

(Ilas disks may be included)
Add $4 shipping for disk orders, or $2 if ordering
directory only. California orders add sales tax.
Enclosed $

by E Check E VISA ❑ MC

Card no.

Exp

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

NOW!
THE 0 PUBLIC • DOMAIN CALL
800-331-8125

EX ,

In California
408-496-0624

2074C Walsh, Ste. 754, Santa Clara, CA 95050
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Circle 269 on Reader Service Card.
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TEACHERS' CHOICE

Order Form

Software Special!
Start Boosting Your Personal
Productivity Now!

Figure 4. Sample data and results.
File:

010

"Hints & Techniques"
Featuring over two dozen of the best
utilities from inCider, including:

Easy Letterheads
ao- Pseudo Random Numbers
ra- Peek to Poke
► Text Tricks
► Applesoft Shortcuts
10- Paddle Reading
10- Creative Sound Effects
to- Print-Using Subroutines
ti- Picture Combine, 1, 2 and 3
. Super Startup
Easy List
op- Double Vision
► Apple Numbers
► The Calendar Printer
► Superfriendly Menu
to- Mini-Catalog
to- Applesoft FILL Command
Po- Programming Above Hi-RES
Page 1
to- Computed Gotos
ill- Keypad
► Multipage Dump
► Ditto
Ito- Turn the Page
0- Memory Search
Po- Ampersand Number Converter

10-

Yes, I want to build my Apple It software
library. Please send the Hints & Techniques
disk with the complete documentation booklet at the special reduced rate of only $9.97
each.

STATISTICS
A

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

REVIEW/ADD/CHANGE
D
256
225
196
169
169
169
144
144
121
121

16
15
14
13
13
13
12
12
11
11

/WWWWWWW \/\/ \/\/

-1.3
-1.3

Escape: Main Menu
E===
69
63
56
50
50
50
44
44
37
37

\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ \ /WWWWWWW

W

51
Observ.'s (X)
52
53
54
Sum of X
55
130
56
57 (Sum of X) squared
58
16900
59
No of Scores
60
61
10
62
Mean
63
64
13
65
66
High
67
Low
Range
68

1.9
1.3
.6
0.0
0.0
0.0

X squared

DEV

T score

Sum of
(X squared)
1714
(raw score formula)
Standard
Dev. for X
1.5491933
Variance
2.4
16
11
5

Table 2. Statistical equations and their spreadsheet equivalents
for Statistics template.

Spreadsheet
Label

Symbol

Spreadsheet
formula

Location

x

numerical value

Cell Al

(41*41)

Cell B1

Sum of X

x'
Ex

@SUM(Al..Al)
5

Cell A55

Sum of (X squared)

Ex2

@SUM(51 B51)

Cell B56

(455`455)

Cell 458

@COUNT(Al 451)

Cell A61

@AVG(Al ..A51)

Cell A64

@SORT((B56-(458/461))/461)

Cell 861

(B611361)

Cell B64

Z=

((A1-464)/1361)

Cell C1

10( z), 50

(10*C1+50)

Cell D1

score or value
X squared

(EX )2

(Sum of X) squared
L Payment Enclosed C Visa 0 Amex
Card#

N

No. of Scores

exp date

Signature

E. X

Mean
Name

N
Standard Deviation

Address
City

State

Zip__

( zx
zX

Mail to: HOT CIDER
80 Elm St.
Peterborough, N.H. 03458

—\//
Variance

02
X - 11

Deviation Score
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-258-5473
(in N.H., dial 1-924-9471)

L
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SOFTWARE DISCOUNTERS
OF AMERICA • Free shipping on orders
For Orders Only-1-800-225-7638
PA Orders-1-800-223-7784
Customer Service 412-361-5291

1ACTIVISION.
Postcards-off the
wall, not off the
rack. The wackiest
cut, paste and print
program ever.
Specify Ile, Ilc or GS

Postcards
List $29.95
Our Discount Price $19
ACCESS
Famous Course
Disk #1 for WCLB
514
World Class
Leader Board
525
ACCOLADE
Comics
$19
Famous Course Disk 2
$14
for Mean 18 GS
Famous Course Disks #3 &
.4 for Mean 18 GS $23
Graphic Studio GS
S39
Hardball
$19
Hardball GS
S25
Killed Until Dead
S19
Mean 18 Golf GS
525
ACTIVISION
Aliens 128K
$23
Draw GS
557
Gary Kitchen's
Gamemaker
S32
Ghostbusters
59.88
Hacker 2
$24
Hacker 2 GS
$29
Labyrinth 128K
519
Little Computer People $9.88
Call
List Manager GS
Maniac Mansion 128K .S23
Might and Magic
$30
Music Studio GS
557
Paintworks wiClip Art GS $57
Portal
127
Shanghai
$23
Shanghai GS
529
Tass Times
S21
524
Tass Times GS
Writer's Choice Elite GS 357

ARTWORX
Bridge 5.0
$19
International Hockey $19
Strip Poker
519
Data Disk .1 (Female) 514
Data Disk .2 (Male)
$14
BAUDVILLE
Award Maker Plus
$24
Video Vegas
519
BRODERBUND
Airheart 128K
521
Animate 128K
$42
Bank St. Writer
Plus 128K
S47
Captain Goodnight 59.88
Carmen San Diego
USA
527
World
S24
Dazzle Draw 128K
$34
Fantavision GS
539
On Balance 128K
S.39
Print Shop (Enhanced) 529
Print Shop Companion 523
Print Shop GS
539
P.S. Graphics Library
.1, 2 or 3
$14 Ea.
P.S. Graphics Library
Sampler Edition GS S23
Toy Shop
$32
Type!
S27
Wings of Fury 128K
$23
CENTRAL POINT
Copy 2
519
COMPUSERVE
Starter Kit ($25 Usage
S19
Credit)

EpYX
Shoot the tube
while surfing at
Santa Cruz, do hand
plants skateboarding .
in Hollywood, &
cruise Venice in
roller skates.
California Games
List $39.95
Our Discount Price $24

128K

S.D. of A.

over $100 in continental USA
• No Surcharge for VISA/MasterCard
• Your card is not charged until we ship

DAC
Easy Accounting
544
DATA EAST
524
Commando 128K
S14
Karate Champ
Kung Fu Master
514
Tag Team Wrestling $24
DAVIDSON
527
Algeblaster
Grammar Gremlins .. S27
$27
Math Blaster
Math Blaster Plus 128K $27
327
Read 'N Roll 128K
S27
Spell It
S27
Word Attack
ELECTRONIC ARTS
$9.88
Adv. Const. Set
Archon 1 or 2....59 88 Ea.
$26
Arcticfox
529
Bard's Tale
532
Bard's Tale GS
532
Bard's Tale 2
$29
Chessmaster 2000
Deluxe Paint II GS
S65
519
D. Paint Art .1 GS
. 319
D. Paint Art .2 GS
D. Paint Art Seasons &
519
Holidays GS
532
Deluxe Print 2 GS

inFocom
Eight tales of
Cliches,
Spoonerisms, and
other Verbal
Trickery.

#3 School
514
Street Sports
$24
Baseball 128K
Sub Battle Simulator $24
$24
Sub Battle Sim. GS
Summer Games 1
$14
324
Summer Games 2
Temple Apshai Trilogy $14
Winter Games
524
Winter Games GS
524
World Games
524
World Games GS
524
FIRST BYTE
Kid Talk GS
32
Math Talk Fractions GS 532
Speller Bee GS
532
'These programs reg. 768K
GAMESTAR
Champ. Baseball 128K 324
Champ. Basketball 128K 524
Champ. Basketball GS 529
Champ. Football 128K 524
Star Rank Box. 2 128K 524
Top Fuel Eliminator 128K $19
INFOCOM
532
Beyond Zork 128K
.324
Bureaucracy 128K
Hitchhikers Guide
.519

Nord and Bert
--- Couldn't Make
-- Head SpowIrm.
or Tail of It
ord 011,

4

t

holiwAr

Nord and Bert
Couldn't Make
Head or Tail of It.
List $39.95
Our Discount Price $24.
Earth Orbit Station.
523
Instant Music GS
$32
Legacy of the Ancients 526
Lords of Conquest ...$9.88
Marble Madness 128K 523
Movie Maker
$9.88
Murder Party
59.88
Music Const. Set .. S9.88
Music Const. Set GS $32
One-on-One
$9.88
Pegasus
$23
Pinball Const. Set ...59.88
Scrabble
$26
Seven Cities of Gold $9.88
Skyfox
39.88
Strike Fleet
Call
Super Boulder Dash $9.88
Twist & Shout
$26
World Tour Golf GS
326
EPYX
California Games 128K $24
Champ. Wrestling 1285 $24
Destroyer 128K
$24
Destroyer GS
$24
Movie Monster 128K 514
P.S. Graphics Scrapbooks:
.1 Sports
514
02 Off The Wall
$14

128K

Hollywood Hijinx
524
Leather Goddesses
$24
Plundered Hearts
S24
Stationfall
$24
The Lurking Horror
$24
Trinity
524
Zork 1
524
Zork Trilogy
544
MEGA
Andrew Tobias: Managing
Your Money 2.0 .. . S95
M IC RO PROSE
F-15 Strike Eagle
$21
Silent Service
$21
Silent Service GS
S25
MINDSCAPE
Balance of Power 128K 329
Bop & Wrestle
$19
Defender of the
Crown GS
532
Indoor Sports
525
Infiltrator
S19
Infiltrator 2
S25
S44
Perfect Score SAT
ORIGIN
Autoduel
532
Moebius
536

ACCESS

Software 1 ,1(0,00rate0

Play the same
courses that have
challenged golf's
greatest legends.
World Class Leader Board
List $39.95
Our Discount Price $25.
Ultima 1 or 3
524 Ea.
Ultima 4
S36
Ultima 5
539
SHARE DATA
Family Feud
58.88
Jeopardy
$8.88
Wheel of Fortune
S8.88
SIERRA
Black Cauldron
$24
King's Quest 1 or 2 530 Ea.
Leisure Suit Larry GS
325
Thexder GS
S23
Wrath of Denethenor S16
SIMON & SCHUSTER
Typing Tutor 4
S32
SIR TECH
Deep Space
524
Wizardry Series:
Knight of Diamonds Call
Legacy of Lylgamin S24
Proving Ground
532
Wiziprint
519
SSI
B-24
$21
Battle of Antietam
530
Battlecruiser
535
Eternal Dagger
524
Gettysburg
$35
Phantasie 1, 2, or 3 $24 Ea.
Realms of Darkness
$24
Rings of Zilfin
524
Roadwar 2000
$24
Roadwar Europa
524
Shard of Spring
524
Shiloh: Grant's Trial
in the West
524
War in S. Pacific
535

64K

Warship
535
Wizard's Crown
$24
SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE
Gato
59.88
Intrigue .
S19
Wilderness .
519
SPRINGBOARD
Certificate Maker..524
C.M. Library Vol. 1
S19
Early Games .
.524
Easy as ABC
S24
Newsroom
532
N.R. Clip Art .1 or •3 S17
N.R. Clip Art .2..523
Publisher
579
STYLEWARE
Multiscribe 3.0 (128K)
Multiscribe GS
Top Draw GS
SUB LOGIC

S49
565
$59

Flight Simulator 2
S32
F.S. Scenery Disks
Call
Jet
S26
ROGER WAGNER
Softswitch GS
$39
WEEKLY READER
Stickybear Series:
ABC's
523
Math 1 or 2
523 Ea.
Numbers .
$23
Parts of Speech
323
Printer
523
Reading
523
Reading
Comprehension 523
Spellgrabber
$23
Word Problems
523

NEW WORM COMPUTING, INC.
Discover the
surprising secret of
the inner sanctum.
200 monsters, 94
spells, 250 magic
items. 64K
Might & Magic
List $49.95
Our Discount Price $30

P.O. BOX 111327-DEPT. AP -BLAWNOX, PA 15238
•Please Read The Following Ordering Terms & Conditions Carefully Before Placing Your Order: Orders with cashiers check or money order shipped immediately on in stock items.
Personal & Company checks, allow 3 weeks clearance. No C.O.D.'s! Shipping: Continental U.S.A.-Orders under $100 add S3; free shipping on orders over $100. AK, HI, FPO,
APO-add S.5 on all orders. Canada & Puerto Rico-add 510 on all orders. Sorry, no other International orders accepted! PA residents add 6% sales tax on the total amount of order
including shipping charges! REASONS FOR CALLING CUSTOMER SERVICE-412-361-5291 (1) Status of order or back order (2) If any merchandise purchased within 60 days from S.D.
of A. is defective, please call for a return authorization number. Defective merchandise will be replaced with the same merchandise only. Other returns subject to a 15% restocking
charge. After 60 days please refer to the manufacturers warranty included with the merchandise & return directly to the manufacturer. Customer service will not accept collect calls or
calls on S.D. OF A.'s 800. order lines! Have you seen our on line catalog of 1300 software titles for Commodore, Atari, Apple, IBM and Amiga? It's on Compuserve's Electronic Malljust type GO SDA and shopping for software will never be the same again! HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9 AM-5:30 PM, Sat. 10 AM-4 PM Eastern Time. Because this ad had to be written 2-3 mos.
before it was published, prices & availability are subject to change! New titles are arriving daily! Please call for more information! Holiday Hours: Nov. 2-Dec. 17; Mon.-Thurs.
9 AM-8 PM, Fri. 9 AM-5:30 PM, Sat. 10 AM-4 PM Eastern Time.
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Figure 5 shows the equivalents

Figure 5. Standard scores and percentile equivalents.
Standard Scores
Deviation
Score '
-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

among deviation scores, T-scores,
and percentiles. (Many of the template's calculations may interest only
those readers with some background
in statistics.)

T -Score

Percentile
Equivalents
.1%

2%

50%

98%

84%

99.9%

Learn Appleworks
the easy way with
"How To Use
AppleWorks Video"

"NEW!

-

*
*
*
*

16%

Covers all major Appleworks functions
Learn in the comfort of your own home
Over 110 minutes of instructions
Excellent for training employees

Only

$39-95

roar Apple GS Source
Applied Engineering Disk Drives
Datalink Modem 179
GS Ram 256k
139
169
GS Ram 512k
229
GS Ram 1meg
GS Ram 1.5 meg 289
GS Ram + 1meg 359
Ramworks 3 256k 179
Ramworks 3 512k 209
Ramworks 3 1meg 279
Ramfactor 256k 189
Ramfactor 512k 229
Ramfactor 1meg 289
Battery Backup 149
59
Power supply
ZRam Ultra 2 256k 209
ZRam Ultra 2 1meg 309
ZRam Ultra 3 256k 259
ZRam Ultra 3 1meg 359

Hardware
Laser 128
Laser 128 EX
Koala Pad +
System Saver
Bose Speakers

395
495
82
72
199

Pico Ile Ilc 5.25
Laser 5.25
Laser 3.5
Laser Controller

Apple Software
139
138
179
98

Orange Micro
Prograppler
80
Hotlink
59
Image Bufffer 64k 59
59
Juice Box
Rampack 512k 149
Rampack 1meg 349
Rampack 2meg 749

Ribbons
Imagewriter
4
Prowriter
4
Epson 80
4
Epson 100
5
Okidata
4
Imagewriter 4part
10
Disk Notcher
10
Disk Cleaner
7
Universal Joystick 27
Drive Ile/lIc adapter 19

Paintworks+
59
816 Paint
55
47
Print Shop
Fantavision
47
Graphic Writer
109
42
Music Cont.
Deluxe Paint II
70
39
Instant Music
70
Visualizer
199
VIP Pro
116
Mouse Write
SpringBoard Pub 99
79
Top Draw
72
Multiscribe GS
Mouse Talk
69
Word Perfect
109
Fontworks
28
Dollars & Sense 70
Manage y Money 95
111
Supercalc 3a
Mathtalk
32
Think Quick
29
Home Acct 128k 49
Appleworks 2.0 199

Computer Network
211W. Fiesta #25 0 Carlsbad,NM 88220
Shipping $4.00 min. 0 No COD's Please
NM residents add %5.5 Sales Tax
We do not guarantee compatibility.
Prices & availability subject to change.
Checks allow 20 days to clear.
MC/Visa no surcharge.

Call Toll 'FREE

THE VALUE
OF STANDARDIZED SCORES
You can implement your Statistics
template immediately in your classroom. Using standardized T-scores,
teachers can assign grades more
fairly. Say, for example, you give four
100-point tests during one marking
period. At grading time, you then add
the scores together, assuming that
since they're all based on 100 points,
you can weight them equally. That's
not always true, though.
The tests are of equal value or
weight only if your class, as a whole,
achieved similar marks on all four exams. If the level of difficulty fluctuated,
the tests don't have equal weight
when averaged together. Obviously,
you'll view a score of 74 for a test on
which most students received 90 differently from the same score for a test
on which most students received 65.
Converting a class set of test
grades to standardized scores—such
as the T-score—lets you compare all
scores on the same basis. A T-score
of 70 on one test is equal in performance to the same T-score on another class test. Now you can
average the T-scores, knowing you've
weighted them evenly, then assign
cut-off levels for particular letter
grades.
Standardized scores don't work in
every classroom situation, but they
can create a fairer basis for assigning
grades that truly reflect class
performance.
Next time, we'll develop a template
for class or home that helps you estimate the cost of a room addition or
some other improvement project.•
David Goodrum and Joel Robbins are
developers of School Works templates
for AppleWorks, published by K-12
MicroMedia Publishing, and other educational software. Write to them at
Tulip Tree House 1016, Bloomington,
IN 47401. Enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope if you want a
personal reply.

''''I 'illi1114300 li !1 1 1 1 1 31

21.0937

Customer Service 505 885-6023
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Take command of your computer system
while protecting it from
surges and spikes with the
Remote Power Controller
from =
special introductory price of only
Controller:
3s/,"x Sa/ex 11/4 "

Base Unit:
51," x 51/4 " x 21/4 "

Shipping/Handling: $2.50
Compare to others costing $199.95!
• Convenient push-button switches with power indicators for separate control of up to 5 devices
• For computers, monitors, printers, disk drives, etc.
• Five 120 V outlets provide 3-way protection against surges and spikes • 6-foot power cord
• High-impact plastic base unit and controller are colored to compliment • Panel mounted fuse
any system and are separated by a 6-foot cable for ease of placement
• Base unit mounts behind/under desk to keep your work area clear of unsightly cables
• In/out telephone jacks protect valuable communications equipment against phone line surges

Quality acoustic enclosure made affordable
Introducing the "Sound Trap" from 4-CETEK
We offer the total solution to complete your "office at home" for the
special introductory price of only
• Fits all popular 80 column printers, 132 columns also available
• Sturdy wood construction
• Sound absorbing foam lining reduces printer noise up to 90%
• Tilted for easy printer viewing
• Attractive woodgrain finish compliments any surroundings
• Clear acrylic lid keeps sound in and dust out
• Unique slide-out shelf catches printout, eliminating the need
for a costly catch-basket

Dimensions:
Inside 201/2 "W x 16"D x 81/4 "H
Outside 221/2 "W x 18"D x 15/"H

Compare to other enclosures of similar quality and dimensions costing at least
$139.95! That doesn't include "extras" like a catchbasket
and a stand to raise the enclosure which are already
incorporated into our design!

N

O
Unique Design
allows for
many spacesaving paper
management
configurations.

Cramped for extra space? Our optional cart is
specially designed for use with the "Sound Trap".
It has the same quality wood construction and
casters for mobility.
$149.95
Cart Dimensions: 24'/,"W x 18"D x 25"H

Shipping/Handling:
Sound Trap $12.00
Cart $19.00

The "Sound Trap" is available with an optional fan to dissipate
heat build-up. Integrated AC outlet and master power switch
activates both printer and fan.
$49.95

CD] Order Toll Free 1-800-626-4582
VISA

Or Send Check or
Money Order to:

Iowa Residents Call 1-319-338-7123

Name
Address
City

P.O. Box 203, Oakdale, IA 52319
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We Won't Be UNDERSOLD
• On items marked "No One Sells This

For Less". Copy of valid ad required.

15 Day Free Trial • 90 Day Immediate Replacement Policy • Prices Expire 12-31-87

Complete Apple® Compatible

Computer System
Word Processing For • Home • Business • School
Two Apple

computers in
one. Runs
virtually all
Apple 11c and
Ile programs
(over 10,000).

Look At All You Get for only $499.00
Ask about our color monitor and
printer upgrade specials.

List Price

1 Laser 128 Apple Compatible Computer
2 Big Blue Printer
3 12" 35 MHz Hi-Resolution Monitor
4 Magic Window He wordprocessor
5 Magicalc Spreadsheet
6 Magic Memory Data Base
7 Laser 128 Big Blue Printer Interface
8 2 Rolls of Heat Transfer Paper

$499.00
199.00
229.95
150.00
150.00
60.00
19.95
19.95

Comparable Apple System ($2495.00)

$1327.85

All 8 Pieces Only $499

Magicalc: Rated as the best electronic
spreadsheet on the market for Apple.
The speed with which Magicalc solves
number problems allows you to
accurately analyze decisions.

Magic Memory: File anything, any way
you want to: names, addresses,
important numbers, dates and notes.
Your information is organized simply,
and easy to maintain.

Magic Window He: Word processing is
easy and more efficient because of a
simple-to-read menu system and editing
commands. Many powerful features of
professional quality programs.

Apple® is the registered trademark of Apple Computers Inc.

(312) 382-5050
Call

We Love Our Customers!

Complete System

$499
(Add $35.00 shipping 8 handling.*)

COMPUTER DIRECT
Mail

Circle 205 on Reader Service Card.

22292 N. Pepper Road
Barrington, IL. 60010

1st In Price, Support, & Warranty
15 Day Free Trial • 90 Day Immediate Replacement Policy • Prices Expire 12-3147

Genuine IBM
Letter Size Printer

22 CPS 20 Daisy
Wheel Printer

10" Dot Matrix
NLQ Printer

81/2 " Letter Size • 80 Column
1st Come, 1st Serve Basis

Wide Carriage Letter
Quality Daisy Wheel Printer

With Near Letter Quality
Best Quality In The U.S.A.

(Limited Quantities)

;AMEMNIER -

Sale $4995 Sale s
List
$199

Add $7.50
shipping.*
•
•
•
•
•

Dot Matrix - Heat Transfer Printer
Enlarged
Underline
Graphics (Apple, Atari & Comm.)
Upper & Lower Case with true
ower Descenders
• Low Cost Adapters For Apple, Atari
Commodore and Compatibles

Add $10.00
shipping.*

95 Sale $ 3
List
$499

• Daisy Wheel Printer
• 22 CPS AAA Text
• Friction Feed
• 13" Form Width
• Print Wheel (Courier 10) & Cartridge
Compatible with Diablo® & Qume®
• Parallel Centronics Interface Port
• Way Below Wholesale Costs!

Add $10.00
shipping.*

995
List
$349

• 100 CPS Draft & 20 CPS NLQ
• Underline - Condensed - Italics
Bold - Pica - Elite - Double Strike
• Dot Addressable Graphics
• Automatic Paper Loading
• Tractor & Friction Feed
• Superscript & Subscript
• Right & Left Margin Settings

No One Sells These Printers For Less!
NLQ 180
(180 CPS) Printer

Super Hi-Speed
(200 CPS) Printer

300 CPS Draft - 50 CPS NLQ

Near Letter Quality
Lifetime Warranty*

200 CPS Draft LV-2010 Printer
with Crisp Near Letter Quality

Ultra-High Speed Printer With
Color Printing Capabilities

Ilitra-Hi Speed

fN.
m
ve
Sa

Sale $

Add $10.00
shipping.*

89"
List
$499

• Near Letter Quality Selectable
From Front Panel
• High Speed Dot Matrix - 8K Buffer
• Letter Quality Modes - Graphics
• Elite - Pica - Italics - Condensed
• Tractor & Friction Feed
• Lifetime Warranty on Print Head*
• 6 Month Immediate Replacement
Policy For Printer

Sale $
Add $10.00
shipping.*

2 0 995 Sale $2 9 995

•
•
•
•

List
$499

200 CPS Draft - 45 CPS NLQ
Dot Matrix - IBM Compatible
Near Letter Quality Printing
Standard Pull Tractor &
Automatic Single Sheet Loading
• Standard Parallel & Serial
Interface Ports
• Ultra High Resolution Bit Image
Graphics - Continous Underline

COMPUTER DIRECT (A Division of PROTECTO)
22292 N. Pepper Road, Barrington, IL. 60010

Call (312) 382-5050 To Order
We Love Our Customers!

Add $10.00
shipping.*

List
$599

• 300 CPS Draft - 50 CPS NLQ
• Superb Near Letter Quality
• Variety Of Characters/Graphics
• IBM & Epson Modes - 10K Buffer
• Auto Paper Loading & Ejection
• Parallel & Serial Interface Ports
• Download Character Setting
• Front Panel Margin Setting
• Optional 7-Color Printing Kit...$99.95

• Illinois residents add 6 1/, % sales tax. All orders must be in U.S. Dollars. We ship to all
points in the U.S., CANADA, PUERTO RICO & APO-FPO. Please call for charges outside
continental U.S. or C.O.D. MAIL ORDERS enclose cashier check, money order or personal
check. Allow 1,1 days delivery, 2 to 7 for phone orders and 1 day express mail. Prices and
availability subject to change without notice. (Monitors only shipped in continental U.S.)

VISA — MASTERCARD — C.O.D.
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NEW PRODUCTS
by Late Low

Software
WEIRD WORDS
AND WIZARDS
Two of Infocorn's latest
releases have you frolicking
through facets of the English language and searching for a secret treasure.
The eight short stories in
Nord and Bert Couldn't
Make Head or Tail of It
challenge you to decipher
messages and word
puzzles to restore order to
the amusing and confusing
town of Punster. The plots
entangle you in clichds,
corny jokes, idioms, and
"spoonerisms"; you'll have
to finish all seven of the
previous stories to "meet
the mayor" in the final
scene. The going gets
tough, but for the first time,
Infocom has included builtin hints. Also, the game
shows your position and
possible moves at the top
of the screen. Tangle yourself in tales of trickery for
$39.95.

Beyond Zork combines
interactive fiction with the
combat and character
building of role-playing
games. In this new Zork
scenario, you'll face many
familiar hazards and a
number of new ones as
you complete tasks leading
up to your final mission—
the search for the fabled
Coconut of Quendor. Create your character with
strength, endurance, compassion, and luck, then
hone your abilities and attributes in actual encounters.
Beyond Zork's new interface makes playing more
natural and realistic. Single
keystrokes let you strike a
blow in combat, a window
shows the weapons at your
disposal, and an on-screen
map indicates your progress. The search for treasure in Beyond Zork begins
for $39.95, from Infocom,
125 CambridgePark Drive,
Cambridge, MA 02140,
(617) 492-6000, or seach
for number 355 on the
Reader Service card.

Combat and adventure await as you search for the Coconut
of Quendor in Infocom's new release, Beyond Zork.
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lconix-GS adds super-hi-res graphics and animation commands to Applesoft.

GRAPHICS GRACE

THEY'RE BACK

Enhance your GS programs with Iconix-GS, a
super-hi-res graphics and
animation interface for
use with Applesoft and the
Apple IIGs. lconix-GS features 14 new PEEK, POKE,
and CALL commands that
link your programs to the
super-hi-res screen. You
can plot the GS' entire palette of 4096 colors in 320
mode; you can edit, float,
plot, or animate icons, or
plot super-hi-res fonts in
any color.
Create your own menus
and screen environments
with Iconix's mouse-linked
cursor and color or inverse
selector boxes. You can
also increase the potential
size of your Applesoft programs by 16K and still
have room for animation
and graphics. Liven up
your BASIC programs with
lconix-GS for $29.95 (plus
$1.50 shipping and handling), from So What Software, 10221 Slater Avenue,
Suite 103, Fountain Valley,
CA 92708, (714) 964-4298.
Circle Reader Service number 351 for more information.

Make your way down to
the surface of LV-426 to do
battle with scores of grisly
aliens, or fly down a
quarter-mile strip in a drag
racer. Whatever your taste
in gaming, Activision has
something to suit you.
Aliens, the computeradventure version of the
popular film, features six
scenarios that follow the
plot of the movie closely.
Pilot the drop ship to the
surface of the planet; then
help four marines find their
way back to their armored
personnel carrier. Fend off
aliens with a flamethrower;
find your way through a
maze of air ducts and
search for the little girl
Newt. When you return her
to safety, you'll do battle
with the Alien queen.
In Top Fuel Eliminator,
you're in the cockpit of a
2500-horsepower drag
racer. Select your tire pressure, fuel mixture, engine
timing, and wing angle according to track conditions;
when the lights turn green,
you have to start at precisely the right moment.
After the race, if you don't
crash and burn, you're
graded on how well you
started, steered, and
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Image Technology's board
expands your Epson's storage buffer to let you work
while your printer's running.
shifted. Once you've got
the hang of it, you race
against the best in elimination rounds.
Grapple with hordes of
hungry aliens for $34.95, or
cruise down a drag strip at
150 miles per hour for
$29.95, from Activision and
Gamestar Software, 2350
Bayshore Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, (415)
960-0410. For more information, circle Reader Service number 354.

Hardware
YOUR OWN
TWO FEET
Keep your printer up
and running on Curtis' PS-2
Universal Printer Legs. This
new printer stand holds
any model regardless of

carriage size. Molded of
durable beige plastic, the
PS-2 printer stand is compact and functional and
blends in with your computer system. PS-2 Universal Printer Legs retails for
$12.95, from Curtis Manufacturing, 305 Union Street,
Peterborough, NH 03458,
(603) 924-3821. Circle
Reader Service number
357 for more information.

EXTRA, EXTRA
Expand your Epson
printer buffer by 64K,
128K, 256K, or even 512K.
Image Technology's buffer
mounts inside your Epson
printer, letting you transfer
data to your printer and get
back to work while it's running. It works just like Epson's own printer buffer,
storing data automatically
every time you print. You
can get the board with
zero K and furnish your
own DRAM chips, or have
it outfitted with 256K or
512K. The board with zero
K sells for $109; 256K
costs $133; 512K is $157,
from Image Technology,
8150 South Akron Street,
Suite 405, Englewood, CO
80112, (303) 799-6433. For
more information, circle
Reader Service number 360.

TALKING RAM
Electronic Learning System's RAMTalker Plus
multifunction RAM board
features 256K of low-power
static RAM with battery
backup, a clock and calendar, SmoothTalker speech
synthesis in a separate
battery-backed 32K of
RAM, 8-bit digital-to-analog
converter for synthesized
and digitized sound, an 8ohm speaker driver with
volume control, and a builtin expansion port.
RAMTalker Plus fits any
slot in your Apple II Plus,
Ile, or GS, except slot 3,
and is compatible with
ProDOS and DOS 3.3. It
comes with a 30-day
money-back guarantee and
a two-year warranty. It retails for $279, plus $3 shipping and handling, from
Electronic Learning Systems, 2630 N.W. 39th Avenue, Gainesville, FL 32605,
(904) 375-0558. For further
information, circle Reader
Service number 358.

Product descriptions contained in this section are
based on information supplied to us by the respective manufacturers. These
announcements are provided solely as a service
to our readers and do
not constitute endorsement
by inCider of any given
product.

EPSON

Disturbing the Microsafe
Protector II fiber-optic cable
sets off an alarm for remote
or local response.

SAFE AND SECURE
Fiber-optic technology
can protect all your computer equipment from
theft—your CPU, monitor
and other peripherals, even
your expansion boards. The
Microsafe Protector II features a fiber-optic cable you
wrap through openings and
brackets on your hardware
and plug back into the
wall-mounted or line-bracket
Microsafe unit. Any interference with the cable, such
as attempting to remove
the enclosed items, triggers
an alarm.
You set security modes
with a keyswitch, and you
can adjust alarm sensitivity
and local or remote response options. The Microsafe security system is also
available with a resettable
circuit breaker, surge and
spike protection, and multimode EMI/RFI filtering. Protect your investment and
your valuable data: The
Microsafe Protector II retails
for $235.50; Professional II
model includes line filtering
for $266.50. Both are available from Microsafe Products, P.O. Box 2393,
Kirkland, WA 98083, (206)
881-6390. Circle Reader
Service number 361 for
more information.

Curtis' Universal Printer
Legs supports any model
regardless of carriage size.
inCider
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NEW PRODUCTS
TAPED UP
Make sure your data are
stored safely with TapeStack, a compact tapebackup subsystem with 40
megabytes of storage.
TapeStack is housed in a
portable cabinet you can fit
beneath your Apple Ile or
GS. It uses SCSI protocol
with an embedded SCSI
tape drive for full
compatibility.
The unit features streaming and file-by-file backup

and restoration capabilities,
using the QIC quarter-inch
DC-2000 cartridge tape.
The tape drive also features
two SCSI ports, so the
TapeStack can be daisychained with other SCSI
devices. TapeStack comes
in an Apple-platinum case
to complement your system
and retails for $995, from
CMS Enhancements, 1372
Valencia Avenue, Tustin, CA
92680, (714) 259-9555. Circle Reader Service number
359 for more information.

Product Updates

Circle 198 on Reader Service Card.

Leroy's Cheatsheets ®
PLASTIC
LAMINATED

$5.95
each
*0
1

14

01)
lie DIE-CUT Keyboard Overlays or 1k

Reference Cards

Our Appleworks Cheatsheet shows ALL the commands for the word processor,
database and spreadsheet, grouped separately for easy reference, making
Appleworks a breeze to work with. Leroy's Cheatsheets help you get into
your program right away. Now use your software more easily and more
effectively. With Leroy's Cheatsheets you'll never have to hunt for a program
command again!!! Cheatsheets also available for: Newsroom, Elite, Flight
Simulator II, Applesoft Basic (3.3 or ProDOS), ProDOS Utilities &
many others (over 25 available).
When ordering, please specify Ile Overlay or Ilc Reference Card

Add 75
square inches
of usable space
to your Apple 11c

Leroy's DOCU=TOAV

TM

$12.95

Get your reference material off your lap and
put it where it does the most good - - right on the
computer. Leroy's Docu-Tray TM is made of sturdy
vacu-formed plastic. Supports heavy manuals or our
own reference cards. Does not block the air flow.
SHIPPING:
TOTAL
ORDER

CON. APO.FPOAK
U.S.
HIPRDAN

UP TO $10 $2.00
$2.00
$10-$25
$3.00
$4.00
$5.00
$25-$50
$4.00
$50-UP
$5.00
$6.00
U.S.
PA s'
. TiddgescalDes tax

Name
Address
City
State

Zip

CIDR12

CHEATSHEET PRODUCTS, INC.

• Activision is now bunture programs. Contact
Sunburst Communications,
dling its three creativity
39 Washington Avenue,
packages for the Apple
Pleasantville, NY 10570,
IIGs. Paintworks Plus,
(914) 769-5030.
Writer's Choice Elite,
and Draw Plus will be
•The bargain integrated
sold together for $229.95,
DoReMe is now
package
.
as opposed to the sepa
ans
tiaib
a
naye
nig
e under a site
rate retail price of $89.95
Ac:,
per program. ContactMachete-Can get up to
tivision for details at; 2350
cOpieS, of, the proBayshore Parkway, Mou
::gram and manual for $25
tain View, CA 94043,
each.Above that number,
(415) 960-0410.
copy-Costs $15. The
includes free
-:,
• AppleWorks: The Pr : --- Tpdgrarri
gram for the Rest of Us technical support and uphas been updated and re- grades. Youth centers in
minority neighborhoods
vised in a second edition
to include screen displays, may be granted full permission to copy the proexamples of applications,
gram upon signing the
and descriptions of hardsite-licensing agreement.
ware enhancements for
For details, contact Multiversion 2.0. This handy
soft, 120 East 90th Street,
reference work is pubBox 5J, New York, NY
lished by Scott, Foresman
10128, (212) 534-4047,
and 'Company, 1900 East
Lake Avenue, Glenview,
• If you control your
IL 60025,
home with your Apple II
• Sunburst is adding I-nks and the X-10 Powerhouse, now you can use
to its M-ss-ng L-nks sethe GS as your watchdog
ries. The M-ss-ng L-nks:
Science Disk teaches vo- and coffee maker. New
software works through
cabulary and science;
re : GS' modem port and
kids solve word puzzles
available from Mainthat double as short pas
,
Software, 255
sages in nine categorise,
.
,
Ohelf,load, Cape Elizaof science, such as Aft''
'
E
ii04107
(207)
Earth, Water, Land Ani$.8812, You'll need
mals, Water Animals, en,
12K of memory, $20 for
Birds. Also available are
the software, $15 for a
updated editions of the
custom connecting cable,
Classics Old and New,
and $5 for shipping.
MicroEncyclopedia, and
Young People's Litera-

P.O. Box 111368 Pittsbur h PA. 15238
Order TOLL FREE 1-800-3344896 PA Orders call (412) 781-1551
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Circle 266 on Reader Service Card.
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TEAR
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Please print or type your
name and address where
indicated.

he numbers on the card that
correspond to the reader
service numbers on the
advertisements that interest
you.

a one year subscription to
nCider by circling 400 on the
card.

MAIL
the card with your check,
money order or U.S.
currency to:
inCider
Reader Service Dept.
P.O. Box 336
Dalton, MA 01227
Or, you may request
billing.

LOOK FOR
your subscription in
10 to 12 weeks.

REMEMBER

the postage is on us.

inCider
THE APPLE II MAGAZINE

READER SERVICE

0 Mr.

December 1987

0 Mrs.

This card valid until January 30, 1988.
► Are you a subscriber'?
1.0 Yes

0 Ms Name
Trite
Address

B. Which of the following microcomputers do you own?
1.0 Apple II or II +
5. 0 Macintosh

City/State/Zip

2. 0 Apple He
3.0 Apple lic
4.0 Apple III

Telephone
1
2
3
4
5

8
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15

18
17
18
19
29

21
22
23
24
25

151
152
153
154
155

156
157
158
159
160

101
152
163
164
165

166
167
168
169
170

171
172
173
174
176

301
302
303
304
305

28
27
24
29
30

31
32
33
34
35

XI
37
38
39
40

41
42
43
44
45

46
47
48
49
50

176
177
178
179
1130

181
132
183
194
135

166
187
168
189
190

191
192
193
194
195

196
197
196
199
200

51
52
53
54
55

56
57
58
59
80

61
62
63
84
65

66
67
68
89
70

71
72
73
74
75

201
202
203
204
205

206
207
208
209
210

211
212
213
214
215

210
217
218
219
220

76
77
76
79
80

81
82
83
84
85

86
87
88
89
90

91 96
92 97
93 98
94 99
96 100

226
227
226
229
230

231
232
233
234
235

101 106 111
102 107 112
103 106 113
109 114
106 110 116
128
127
128
129
130

131
132
133
534
535

316
317
316
319
320

321
322
323
324
325

C. For which of the folcming applicators do you MOO use an Apple II computer?
3.0 Scientific
4. 0 Home/Hobby
1.0 Business/Prodessional
2.0 Education
D. Did you request information on this card for:

326 331
327 332
328 333
329 334
330 335

336
337
333
3343
340

341
342
343
344
345

346
347
348
349
330

E. If you requested information for purchasing, when do you plan to buy?

221
222
223
224
225

351
352
353
354
355

304
367
358
359
360

361
362
363
364
365

3503
367
3158
369
370

371
372
373
374
375

236
237
236
239
240

241 246
242 247
243 248
244 249
245 250

376
377
378
379
380

361
382
383
384
385

388
387
386
389
390

391
392
393
394
395

390
397
390
399
460

261
262
2113
284
285

121
122
123
124
125

251
252
253
254
255

256
257
256
259
260

268
267
268
269
270

271
272
273
274
275

138 141
137 142
533 543
139 544
140 145

148
147
148
149
150

276
277
278
279
280

281 288 291
282 287 292
283 288 293
264 289 294
265 290 295

298
297
298
299
300

305
307
308
309
310

6. 0 Apple compatible
7.0 Other
8.0 Apple Ikcs

311
312
313
314
315

116
117
118
119
120

194

2. 0 No

A. How many people, other than yourself, read your copy of inCider?
1. 0 One
2.0 Two
3.0 Three
4.0 None

To onder
1 year of
inCider,
circle 400
on this card.

0 Mr.

December 1987

0 Mrs.

This card valid until January 30, 1988.

1.0 Purchasing decision

3.0 in 6-12 months
1.0 next 3 months
F. Which of the following products do you plan to buy? Choose only five:
6. 0 Hard disk drive
2. 0 RGB Monitor
7.0 Modem
3. 0 Monochrome monitor
6. 0 On-line service
4. 0 Ram expansion card
9. 0 Uni-cisk 3.5
5. 0 Mob-Function card
10.0 Apple llos
G. Do you use an on-line service?
1. 0 Yes
2.0 No
H. On a scale of I (no interest) to 4 (great interest), please rate your interest in the following
inCider contents. Circle your rating number:
1.inCiders View
1234
S. News Line
1234
2.E.G. For Example
1234
9. Stattus Report
1234
I 2 3 4
10. Teacher's Choice
1234
3.Features
4.Reviews
1234
11. Apple Clinic
1234
5.Editors' Choice
1234
12.
in Action
1234
1234
6.New Products
1234
13.
front cover
14. AoVedisements
1 2 34
7. Applesoft Adviser
1 23 4
10- If you would like a one year absorption to inCider, please circle co on the Reader Service
Card. Each subscription costs $24.97. (Canada & Mexico $27.97, Foreign Surface $44.97,
one year only). Please allow 10-12 weeks for delivery. US Checks and Bank Funds only.

erii Are you a subscriber'?
1.0 Yes

0 Ms. Name
Tale

2.0 Reference only
2.0 in 3-6 months

2.0 No

A. How many people, other than yourself, reed your copy of inCider?
1. 0 One
2. 0 Two
3. 0 Three
4.0 None

Address

B. Which of the following microcomputers do you own?
1. 0 Apple II or II +
'
2.0 Apple Ile
6: 0 Apple compatible
3.0 Apple Ilc
7.0 Other
4. 0 Apple HI
II. 0 Apple too

City/State/Zip
Telephone
I
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

55
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

151 156 161 106
152 157 182 167
153 158 163 188
154 159 184 169
155 160 165 170

171
172
173
174
175

301
302
303
304
305

306
307
306
369
310

311
312
313
314
315

316
317
318
319
920

321
322
323
324
325

28
27
26
29
36

31
32
33
34
35

38
37
39
39
40

41
42
43
44
45

46
47
46
49
50

176
177
176
179
180

181
182
163
184
135

186
187
188
169
190

191
192
193
194
195

196
197
198
199
200

326
327
328
329
330

331
332
333
334
335

336
337
338
339
340

341
342
343
344
345

346
347
348
349
350

51
52
53
54
55

58
57
58
59
80

61
62
33
64

ea

66
67
68
69
70

71
72
73
74
75

201
202
203
204
205

206
207
208
209
210

211
212
213
214
215

218
217
218
219
220

225
222
223
224
225

351
352
353
354
355

356
357
358
359
380

361
362
363
384
365

366
387
388
369
370

371
372
373
374
375

76
77
78
79
80

61
62
83
64
65

88
67
BO
89
90

95 96
92 97
93 98
94 99
95 100

226
227
228
229
230

231
232
233
234
235

238
237
238
239
240

241
242
243
244
245

246
247
248
249
250

378
377
378
379
380

381
362
383
344
385

388
387
396
389
390

NI are
392 397
393 398
394 309
395 400

101
102
103
104
105

106
107
106
109
110

111
112
113
114
115

116
117
118
119
120

121
122
123
124
125

251 256 261 286 271
252 257 262 267 272
253 258 263 268 273
254 259 264 289 274
255 260 265 270 275

126
127
128
129
130

131
132
133
134
135

136 141
137 142
138 143
too 144
140 545

146
147
148
149
150

276
277
278
279
280

291 286 291 298
282 287 292 297
283 288 293 296
284 289 294 299
285 290 295 300

To order
1year of
inCider,
circle 400
on this card.

C. For which of the following applications do you most use an Apple II computer?
1.0 Business/Professional
2.0 Education
4.0 Home/Hobby
3. 0 Scientific
D. Did you request information on this card for.
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MACE ON GAMES

Games for Future Managers
by Scott Mace
eans of U.S. business
schools, take note: As
you screen applications for the class of 1992,
be sure to look under
"hobbies" or "sports" for a
key phrase: computer
gamer.
Why? Because in 1987,
computer games are teaching business and management skills to 17-year-olds,
and they don't even know it.

D
"Computer
games are
teaching
business skills
to 17-year-olds,
and they don't
even know it."

inCider

AN ADVENTURE
IN BUSINESS
Take Earth Orbit Station
from Electronic Arts (1820
Gateway Drive, San Mateo,
CA 94403, 415-571-7171,
$34.95). Before you assume it's just another adventure in space, take a
closer look.
This simulation, designed
and programmed by Karl
Buiter, lets you run your
own space program. Here's
the twist: Would you believe
your very first space station
has to be profitable, or
you'll quickly cut short your
visit to the void?
Anticipating the expansion of private economy
into space, Earth Orbit Station isn't a governmentsubsidized junket to the stars.
You'll face tough choices
right off the bat. Should you
manufacture agricultural
products, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, forestry products,
or communications equipment? Should you select
modules for research and
development? Market demand for products, and thirst
for new ones, dictate the financial success of each
space station.
Moreover, each basic
space station needs modules for command, logistics,

Above, screen shot
depicting enemy
alien in Legacy of
the Ancients. Right,
set up your own
space center in
Earth Orbit Station.

solar power, and life support. Configuration is key;
once you've maneuvered
modules into position and
connected them to the
space station, you can't
change their configuration.
The game includes 39
different modules from
which to choose. It's the
closest many students can
come to true manufacturing
experience—except for Junior Achievement—before
they enter the doors of
their chosen business
schools.
But that's just the beginning. Earth Orbit Station is
a modern bit of software in
its own right, with pull-down
menus, windows, and vivid
color graphics. You start

each turn with a summary
of your income. An activities menu reveals market
events to help you determine the most profitable
ventures on which to base
your next space station.
Once you begin to establish a space-station empire,
you can set up more stations outside Earth's orbit,
using Cargoliners to deliver
supplies to distant planets.
Entrepreneurs are rewarded
as they invest in a drydock
to build the Cargoliners.
Then you go for the Big
One: the search for life in
outer space. You launch
unmanned probes and
hope for the big payoff in
prestige. With up to four directors (players), there's
competitive pressure to be
the first to Pluto, or the first
161
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NEW FOR APPLE IIGS
Diversi-Key'"

Diversi-CACHE"

Keyboard Macro Program

Apple Disk 3.5 Speed-up

Boot Diversi-Key once at power-on, and
add macro control to ALL your programs!
One macro keystroke can type in thousands of pre-programmed keys for you.
Call up to 100,000 macros in 320K memory! Define, edit, display, load, or save
your macros at any time. Powerful programming options include nested macro
calls, repeat, if/while, counter macro,
time/ date, and keyboard input.

Diversi-Cache brings your new Apple Disk
3.5 up to Ramdisk speed, without Ramdisk
hassle. Just boot Diversi-Cache once at
power-on, and watch your Disk 3.5 programs run up to 5 times faster! Works with
ProDOS, Pascal 1.3, DOS 3.3.

Add mouse control to any program! Each
mouse movement triggers one of 10
user-defined mouse macros.
Works with ProDOS, Pascal 1.3, DOS 3.3.
Full set of Appleworks macros included.
Includes FREE Diversi-Hack", a programmer's dream! Lets you enter the monitor
any time, then return to your program.

Boot times for Apple //gs System Disk
Without Diversi-CACHE
41.0 sec
With Diversi-CACHE
19.2 sec
Reboot With
Diversi-CACHE
9.6 sec
Speeds up "dumb" 3.5 drive only.
For Apple //gs with
512K minimum
Includes FREE Diversi-HACK

$35

Also from DSR (For //gs, //e, //c, II+)
Diversi-DOS"
$30
For Apple //gs with 512K minimum .
$45
Top-rated DOS 3.3 Enhancement.
Diversi-DIAL"
$475
7-line BBS/Chat Demo
$5
Diversi-COPY`"
Fast 3.5 & 5.25 Back-up
Now you can copy or mass-produce
unprotected 3.5 or 5.25 disks at maximum
speed. Uses up to BOOK memory in the
//gs, //e aux. slot RAM card, or Apple RAM
card for 1-drive, 1-pass copying.

"It's indispensable"- inCider magazine
Editors' Choice for Jan. 1987.
For Apple //gs, //c, //e, II+

$30

24-Hour Toll-Free Ordering
800 835-2246 ext. 127 (orders only).
For information call 313 553-9460.
Sold by mail-order only. Price includes 1st-class or
foreign airmail. Return within 30 days for full
refund if not fully satisfied. Visa/Mastercard (with
exp. date). Check, Purchase orders accepted.

Diversified Software Research, Inc.
34880 Bunker Hill
Sr
Farmington, MI 48018-2728

Circle 108 on Reader Service Card.

MODEM MGR®

$499°

• ••• •••••

plus $3 ship/hand • plus tax (Calif. only)

For Apple ][+, //c, //e, IIGS
Both DOS 3.3 and ProDOS support
Supports most serial and modem cards
Supports most smart and non-smart modems
Fast operation (110 to 19200 baud)
Text capture and auto disk-save
Screen capture (snapshot)
Full-screen editor
Full- or split-screen display with block
send (for CB, chat, packet radio)
• Macro script files for auto log-on
• Programmable function keys
• XMODEM and BINARY II file transfer
• Supports Apple or Videx 80-column card
• On-screen time-of-day or elapsed-time
display (with most clock cards)
• Unattended mode with password protection
• Emulates DEC VT-52, DG 200, others
• Supports most printer cards
• Choice of carrier or "smart" modem control
• Not copy-protected
• Available direct only. Send check to:

MGR
SOFTWARE

Suite 101
305 So. State College Blvd.
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 993-0294
Apple, ProDOS are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.

Circle 251 on Reader Service Card.
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to find E.T. Your Apple can
act as one of your opponents, too.

SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST
Finding E.T. is all well
and good, you say, but as
a famous maker of personal computers once said,
business is war. How will
you stack up?
Your Apple II is also an
arena for the development
of combat skills and cunning. Take a look, for instance, at Electronic Arts'
Legacy of the Ancients
($39.95). Combining elements from Wizardry, UItima, and various arcade
games, Legacy is the story
of one reluctant warrior's
triumph over evil. Scrolling
through three-dimensional
mazes, you learn what it
takes to survive.
Legacy of the Ancients,
designed and programmed
by Chuck and John
Dougherty of Quest Software, takes place in the
Tarmalon Galactic Museum.
A mysterious race of
beings, the Ancients, began
building such museums
50,000 generations ago,
and they now dot the civilized portions of the universe. Providing education
and entertainment for their
creators, the museums act
as windows revealing the
history, legends, and cultures of each host planet.
As the story begins, one
of the museum's most valuable artifacts has fallen into
your hands; it's your ticket
to the adventures that
await. Vivid graphics and
sound effects, plus intriguing puzzles, will keep you
engrossed long after quitting time—a good way to
adjust to the rigors of the
80-hour work week.
BEATING THE MARKET
And after you've learned
how to run startups and
ace the competition, maybe
you'll be ready for Wall
Street. In Millionaire II,
Britannica/Blue Chip Software's stock-market simula-

tion game (185 Berry
Street, Suite 185, San Francisco, CA 94107, 415-5461866, $59.95), newly improved for the Apple II,
your objective is to earn a
million dollars as quickly as
possible by making shrewd,
timely investments in stocks
and options. As your net
worth rises, the game allows you greater investment
alternatives, such as buying
stocks on margin.
Fifteen stocks in five industry groups comprise the
Millionaire II market: autos
(Ford, Chrysler, and General Motors), computers
(Digital Equipment, HewlettPackard, and Unisys), oil
and gas (Gulf, Shell, and
Texaco), aerospace
(Boeing, Lockheed, and
General Dynamics), and
food (General Mills, Beatrice Foods, and United
Brands).
For the news, there's The
Financial Journal, a compendium of events that
make the stock market
swing and sway. Hit B for
"buy" and you can move
the cursor around a grid
showing various stocks and
their prices for four different
transactions (buy long or
sell short for stocks, call
and put for options). A battery of charts and graphs
reveal market trends—bear
markets and bull markets—
and your own investment
track record. Your status
determines whether you
can engage freely in some
or all transactions.
When you've finished all
three of these challenging
simulations, you'll be well
prepared for the rigors of
business school: You'll tackle those courses with the
skills you've developed on
the proving ground of Apple II simulations.•
Scott Mace is editor and
publisher of Microcosm, a
monthly newsletter on computer games. You can write
him at 6510 Copper Ridge
Drive #T-1, Baltimore, MD
21209.
December 1987
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Lssi

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

$35 $24
S40 $28
S50 $34
60 $41
$60 $41
$40 $28
$60 $41
$15 $12
$30 $21
$60 $41
$40 $28
$60 $41
$60 $41
$35 $24
$50 $34
$40 $28
$40 $28
$40 $28
$25 $18
$50 $34
$40 $28
$50 $34
$40 $28
$40 $28
$40 $28
$40 $28
$40 $28
115 $12
60 $41
60 $41
$80 $54
$60 $41
$40 $28
$40 $28

Baltic 1985
Battalion Commander
Battle of Antietam
Battlecruiser
Battlegroup
Broadsides
Carrier Force
50 Mission Crush
Gemstone Healer
Gettysburg
Imperium Galactum
Kampfgruppe
Mech Brigade
Norway 1985
Operation Market Garden
Panzer Grenadier
Phantasie I, II (each)
Phantasie III
President Elect '88
Questron
Realms of Darkness
Rebel Charge
Rings of Zilfin
Roadwar 2000
Roadwar Europa
Shard of Spring
Shiloh
NEW
Six Gun Shootout
U.S.A.A.F.
Warship
War in Russia
War in the South Pacific
Wizard's Crown I
Wizard's Crown II

LIST

OUR
PRICE PRICE

EPYX
Champ. Wrestling 128k
Destroyer
Movie Monster
Street Sports Baseball
Summer Games II
Temple Apshai Trilogy
Winter Games
World's Greatest Football

_SSG

$40
$40
$20
$40
$40
$20
$40
$20

$28
$28
$15
$28
$28
$15
$28
$15

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

Battlefront
$40
Battles in Normandy NEW
$40
$50
Carriers at War
Europe Ablaze
$50
Reach for the Stars
$45
Russia
$40
Run 5 Magazine #7
$4 each issue
Run 5 Magazine #1-6 $5 each issue

YOUR ORDER

•

$28
$28
$34
$34
$31
$28

LIST OUR
PRI CE PRICE

MICROPROSE
Conflict in Vietnam
Crusade in Europe
Decision in the Desert
F-15
Nato Commander
Silent Service
Solo Flight

140
40
40
35
$35
35
25

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

ACCOLADE

145
35
35
$15
$15
$40

Comics
Hardball
Killed Until Dead
Law of the West
Spy vs Spy I & II
Sundog

$50 $34
$60 $41
S30 $21
S40 $28
$60 $41
$60 $41

NEW

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

ACTIVISION
Aliens
Maniac Mansion
Might & Magic
Portal
Shanghai
Tass Times

NEW
NEW

SIM. CANADA
Battle of the Atlantic
Golan Front
Operation Overlord
Rommel at Gazala NEW
Seventh Fleet
Stalingrad Campaign

For the IIGS
Bard's Tale
Hardball
Instant Music
Mean 18
Music Constr Set
Print Shop
Shanghai
Silent Service
Thexder

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

$31
$24
$24
$12
$12
$28

L
OUR
PC
IC
EPRICE

ORIGIN SYS.
Auto Duel
Moebius
Ogre
Ultima
Ultima IV
Ultima V

$28
$28
$28
$24
$24
$24
$18

$35 $24
$35 $24
50 $34
44 $31
$35 $24
$35 $24

LIS T OUR
PRICE PRICE

$60
$60
$60
$60
$60
$60

$42
$42
$42
$42
$42
$42

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

$50
$45
$50
$45
$50
$60
$45
$40
$35

$34
$31
$34
$31
$34
$41
$31
$28
$24

ELEC. ARTS

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

Adventure Constr. Set
Age of Adventure
Amnesia
Archon I or II
Arcticfox
Bard's Tale
Bard's Tale II
Chessmaster 2000
Earth Orbit Station NEW
Lords of Conquest
Marble Madness
One on One
Pegasus
Robot Rascals
Scrabble
NEW
Seven Cities of Gold
Skyfox

INFOCOM

$15
$15
$45
$15
40
45
$50
$40
$35
$35
15
35
45
40
$15
$15

UST OUR
PRICE PRICE

Bureaucracy
Hitchhiker's Guide/Galaxy
Hollywood Hijinx
Lurking Horror
Moonmist
Nord & Bert
NEW
Plundered Hearts NEW
Stationfall
Trinity 128k
Invisiclues

140
30
40
40
$40
$40
$40
$40
40
8

We ship every order the same day
it's placed. Just call before 3:30
and we'll ship your order via UPS.
U.S. Mail service also available.

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-554-1162

_ETC.
Airheart
Alternate Reality
Balance of Power
NEW
Blue Powder, Grey Smoke
Choplifter-Mid. Magic
Dark Horn
NEW
Deep Space
Elite
Flight Simulator II
Full Count Baseball NEW
Guderian
Gulf Strike
Infiltrator
NEW
Intrigue
NEW
Jet Simulator
King's Quest I or II 128k
Micro League Baseball
Pawn
Star Fleet I
Super Bowl Sunday
Triple Pack
Under Fire
Universe I or II
Where U.S.Carmen San Diego?
World Class Leader Board
Wrath of Denethenor

$35
$40
$50
50
15
35
40
35
$50
$40
$30
$30
$30
$30
$40
$50
$40
$45
$50
$35
$20
$60
150
45
40
30

Ancient Art of War
Battles of the Civil War
Beyond Zork
California Games
Alt. Reality - Dungeon
Halls of Montezuma
King's Quest III
Legacy of the Ancients

Pirates
Sons of Liberty
Space Quest
Battle

Write for FREE CATALOG
Open 9-8 Mon. - Fri. 10-5 Sat.

$28
$21
$28
$28
$28
$28
$28
$28
$6 8

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

COMING SOON

Same Day
Shipping

$12
$12
$31
$12
$28
$31
$34
$28
$24
$12
$24
$12
$24
$31
$28
$12
$12

VISA
Georgia residents call 404-934-5059. ORDERING AND TERMS: C.O.D. orders
welcome. When ordering by phone use VISA or MASTERCARD. When ordering
by mail send money order. Include phone number. SHIPPING: Add $3.00 for
4205 First Ave, Suite 100
shipping and handling charge. Georgia residents add 4% sales tax. Shipping
for Canadian orders is $4.00 or 5% of order. APO & FPO orders add $3.00 or 5%
Tucker, GA 30084
of order. Shipping for all other fonegn orders is $10.00 or 15% of order.
Circle
282
on
Reader
Service
Card.
404-934-5059
All software is dis only. Prices subject to change
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$24
$28
$34
$34
$12
$24
$28
$24
$34
$31
$21
$21
$21
$21
$28
$34
$2
$31
$34
$24
$15
$41
$34
$31
$28
$21

HI\TS/TECH\IQUES
Apple users know that there's always
an easier way to get the job done.
A shortcut here, an elegant twist
there. That's what Hints/Techniques
is all about. It's an information swap
for readers who want to share their
programming pointers, DOS tips,
hardware secrets, Apple Works applications, WPL enhancements, and all
those other insights that make you go
"Aha!" in the night. Look for accompanying data strips on p. 157.

Setting lic Ports
by Vincent D. O'Connor
Anyone who owns a Ilc knows that
the recommended method for reconfiguring the machine's two ports is to
use the Utilities Disk. That works fine,
but there's one drawback—it's a cumbersome procedure.
Let's say you want a program to always echo to the screen everything
you send to your printer. Using Apple's recommended port-setting procedure, you'd have to run the Utilities
Disk, set port on so that characters
are echoed to the screen, exit the
Utilities Disk, run the selected program (or reboot it if it runs under
DOS 3.3), and exit the program. Then
you'd run or boot the Utilities Disk
again, change the port so that it no
longer echoes characters to the
screen, and run or boot the next
program—an awkward and timeconsuming process.
An easier way is to change the
port settings directly from Applesoft,
as illustrated in the subroutine in
Listing 1. It works under DOS 3.3 or

ProDOS, and the settings remain until
you change them again or turn off
your system.

OPENING AUXILIARY RAM
Screen holes in auxiliary RAM hold
the Ilc's port configurations; to
change them, you must first access
the normally hidden auxiliary RAM.
Line 63710 sets three soft switches—
STORE80, HIRES, and PAGE2. A
POKE to decimal 49153 ($0001)
turns on the STORE80 soft switch,
while a POKE to 49238 ($0056) turns
off the HIRES switch. A POKE to
49237 ($0055) then turns on the
PAGE2 soft switch, letting you access
auxiliary memory.
Once you've opened up auxiliary
RAM, you have to change the screen
holes that hold the port settings. Although each port has seven settings,
there are only four memory locations
per port. The decimal memory locations and setting information are as
follows:
1144: baud rate and data and stop bits,
port 1
1145: parity, port 1
1146: video echo and linefeed, port 1
1147: line width, port 1
1148: baud rate and data and stop bits,
port 2
1149: parity, port 2
1150: video echo and linefeed, port 2
1151: line width, port 2

Before you can POKE changes into
these locations, you need to know
what to POKE. Listed below are the
variables for each port-setting option, the options available, and the
variables' required values for each
setting:

Listing 1. Subroutine to set Ilc ports.
63700 Ml = 0:D1 = 128:81 = 30:R1 = 11:El = 0:L1 = 64:C1 = 80:
REM PORT 1 SETTINGS
63705 M2 = 1:D2 = 0:B2 = 22:R1 = 11:E2
0:L2 = 0:C2 = 0: REM
PORT 2 SETTINGS
63710 POKE 49153,0: POKE 49238,0: POKE 49237,0: REM ACCESS
AUXILIARY MEMORY
63715 POKE 1144,131 + DI: POKE 1145,R1: POKE 1146,L1 + El + M
1: POKE 1147,C1: REM SET PORT 1
63720 POKE 1148,B2 + D2: POKE 1149,R2: POKE 1150,L2 + E2 + M
2: POKE 1151,C2: REM SET PORT 2
63725 POKE 49236,0: POKE 49152,0: RETURN
164

Ml, M2: mode port 1, mode port 2; 0 if
printer mode, 1 if communications mode
D1, D2: data and stop bits port 1, data
and stop bits port 2
6 data bits/1 stop bit: 64
6 data bits/2 stop bits: 192
7 data bits/1 stop bit: 32
7 data bits/2 stop bits: 160
8 data bits/1 stop bit: 0
8 data bits/2 stop bits: 128
Bl, B2: baud rate port 1, baud rate port 2
110 bits per second: 19
300 bits per second: 22
1200 bits per second: 24
2400 bits per second: 26
4800 bits per second: 28
9600 bits per second: 30
19,200 bits per second: 31
R1, R2: parity port 1, parity port 2
no parity: 11
even parity: 107
odd parity: 43
mark parity: 171
space parity: 235
El, E2: video echo port 1, video echo
port 2; 0 if no echo output on
screen, 128 if echo output on
screen
Ll, L2: linefeed port 1, linefeed port 2; 0
if no linefeed is inserted after a
carriage return, 64 if a linefeed is
inserted atter a carriage return
Cl, C2: line width port 1, line width port
2; any number from zero to 255,
where the number is equal to the
number of characters to be
printed before a carriage return is
inserted; standard settings are
zero (used when port is in communications mode), 40, 72, 80,
and 132

Lines 63700 and 63705 establish
these variables. Their settings are the
defaults for which the ports are configured when you first turn on the 11c,
with port 1 as a printer port, and port
2 as a communications port.
Once the program has assigned
these settings to the variables, it
POKEs them into the appropriate
memory locations (lines 63715 and
63720). Turning off PAGE2 with a
POKE to decimal 49236 ($0054) and
turning off STORE80 with a POKE to
49152 ($0000) return the settings to
main memory in line 63725.

APPLICATIONS
Insert this subroutine into your own
programs to establish the variables for
the port settings you want. For example, if you want to echo to the screen
December 1987

When You Care Enough
To Send The Very Beast.
Or the very wackiest. Or the silliest. Or the most
outrageously original.
That's when you'll want POSTCARDS—a collection of
crazy clip art, bizarre backgrounds and catchy captions.
You just mix and match, copy and paste, print and
glue—to concoct your own fabulously funny postcards.
It's so easy, you can create quite a collection in no

time at all. Then use 'em as notes, memos, announcements, invitations—or even as postcards!
So show someone how much you care. Send them
postcards that are off the wall, not off the rack.
And best of all, it's at a great price. So, if you can't find
POSTCARDS at your retailer, you can order by mail. Call
800-227-6900.

$24.95 suggested retail price for
Apple II, IBM and compatibles,
Tandy and Commodore 64/128.
$29.95 suggested retail price for
Apple IIGS and Macintosh.
Look for specially
marked packages
featuring this special
offer.

Circle 125 on Reader Service Card.

Apple is a registered trademark and Apple IIGS
and Macintosh are trademarks of Apple Computer,
Inc. Commodore 64 and 128 are trademarks of
Commodore Electronics, Ltd. IBM is a registered
trademark of International Business Machines
Corp. Tandy is a registered trademark of
Tandy Corp.

ACTIVISION.
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everything you send to your printer
(assuming the printer is in port 1),
simply change El in line 63700 from
zero to 128. To switch back, make El
zero again.
If you omit the RETURN in line

63725, you can also use ,this subroutine as a STARTUP (ProDOS) or
HELLO (DOS 3.3) program to configure the ports automatically when you
boot a disk, or you can move it to

Dater

Write to Vincent D. O'Connor at MAH
Software Services, 24 Balsam Circle,
Babbitt, MN 55706.

Listing 2. Dater.

by Frank F Goto
Those of you who bought a Ilc before clock cards entered the market
have probably noticed that the machine stamps many of your BASIC
programs <NO DATE>. Dater (see
Listing 2), using ProDOS' Get File
Info and Set File Info commands, corrects this by letting you modify the
date of existing programs directly on
disk.
Dater first asks for the complete
ProDOS pathname of the program
whose date you're about to change.
It then asks for the date and time
and whether you've made any mistakes. If so, the program lets you correct your information, then modifies
the date and time.
If you want only the date, delete
lines 80-100, line 140, and POKEs
804 and 805 in line 160. As listed
here, Dater is strictly a no-frills program, but you can add a catalog
command and other extras to make it
even easier to use.•

/RAM under ProDOS for quick and
easy access between progranns.IN

10 REM DATING PROGRAM BY FRANK F. GOTO
20 FOR C = 768 TO 810: READ B: POKE C,B: NEXT
30 DATA 169,10,141,24,3,32,0,191,196,24,3,96,169,7,141,24
,3,32,0,191,195,24,3,96,0,42,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
,0,0,0
40 HOME : PRINT "What file
";: INPUT F$: = "" THEN 40
50 PRINT "Month
";: INPUT M: IF M > 12 OR M < 1 THEN 5
0
60 PRINT "Day
";: INPUT D: IF D > 31 OR D < 1 THEN 60
70 PRINT "Year ":: INPUT Y: IF Y < 1 THEN 70
80 PRINT "Hours ";: INPUT H: IF H > 12 OR H < 1 THEN 80
90 PRINT "Minutes ":: INPUT MM: IF MM > 59 OR MM < 0 THEN 9
0
100 PRINT "AM/PM
";: INPUT AP$: IF AP$ < > "AM" AND AP$ <
> "PM" THEN 100
110 PRINT "Any changes (Y/N)";: INPUT A$: IF A$ = "Y" THEN 4
0
120 IF A$ < > "N" THEN 110
130 HD = Y * 2 + (M > 7):LD = (M - (M > 7) * 8) * 32 + D
140 H = H + ((AP$ = "PM") * 12)
150 POKE 810,( LEN (F$)): FOR C = 1 TO LEN (F$): POKE 810 +
C, ASC ( MID$ (F$,C,1)): NEXT
160 CALL 768: POKE 802,LD: POKE 803,HD: POKE 804,MM: POKE 80
5,H: CALL 780
170 PRINT "More programs (Y/N)";: INPUT A$: IF A$ = "Y" THEN
GOTO 40

Write to Frank F Goto at Dai-ni Imura
Building #1003, 3-25-35 Kaminagoya,
Nishiku, Nagoya, Japan 451.

Faster GS Utilities

Figure. New Utilities disk catalog.

by Jeffrey Gifford

/UTILITIES

For anyone used to booting up the
Apple Ilc's System Utilities in 35 seconds, getting to the IIGs' System Utilities is a trial of patience. To speed up
the process, bypass the Program
Launcher by putting the System Utilities files on a separate disk. Just follow the simple three-step procedure
outlined here.
First, from the System Utilities on
the GS System Disk, format a blank
disk, either 314- or 5y;
inch, and call it
/UTILITIES. Next, copy the entire contents of /SYSTEM.DISK/SYS.UTILS to
your new disk. Then from the
/SYSTEM.DISK/SYSTEM folder, copy

NAME
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SYSUTIL.SYSTEM
GSSUO
GSSU1
GSSUE1
PRODOS

TYPE BLOCKS MODIFIED
SYS
BIN
BIN
BIN
SYS

BLOCKS FREE: 100

3
48
62
28
32

<NO
<NO
<NO
<NO
<NO

DATE>
DATE>
DATE>
DATE>
DATE>

BLOCKS USED: 180

file P8 and rename it PRODOS. (See
/UTILITIES' disk catalog in the accompanying Figure.) This new disk boots
up in about 20 seconds—faster than
the

ENDFILE SUBTYPE

CREATED
12-JUN-87
12-JUN-87
12-JUN-87
12-JUN-87
12-JUN-87

20:02
20:02
20:02
20:03
20:01

1024
23600 A42000
31152 A40E00
13412 A42000
15872

TOTAL BLOCKS: 280
Write to Jeffrey Gifford, P.O. Box
1578, Kingsville, TX 78363.
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Introducing the Most Powerful
Business Software Ever!
FOR YOUR IBM • APPLE • MAC • TRS-80 • KAYPRO • COMMODORE • MSDOS OR CP/M COMPUTER*

50% OFF!

Tired Cif 'YOur
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Series

Each VERSABUSINESS module can be purchased and used independently,
or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated business system.
VERSARECEIVABLES"

$99.95

VERSA RECEIVABLES.
" is a complete menu-driven accounts receivable, invoicing, and
monthly statement-generating system. It keeps track of all information related to who
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for past due accounts. VERSARECEtVARI FY- prints all necessary statements, invoices, and summary
reports and can be linked with VERSA! FneER IP" and VERSAINVENTORY-%

VERSAPAYABLEST"

$99.95

VERSA PAYABLES- is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you
in touch with all information regarding how much money your company owes, and to
whom. VERSA PAYABLES- maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks,
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports,
and more. With VERSAPAYABLES-, you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid.

VERSAPAYROLL"

$99.95

VERSA PAYROLL- is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that
keeps track of all government-required payroll information. Complete employee records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with
totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payroll can be run totally, automatically, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter
information on it. If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSALEDGER IP" system.

VERSAINVENTORY"

$99.95

VERSAINVENTORY" is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access
to data on any item. VERSAINVENTORr• keeps track of all information related to what
items are in stock, out of stock, on backorder, etc., stores sales and pricing data, alerts
you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and print
invoices directly or to link with the VERSA RECEIVABLES- system. VERSA INVENTORY- prints
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value reports, period and year-to-date sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc.

ECIURITHEIMICSi
50 N. PASCACK ROAD, SPRING VALLEY, N.Y. 10977

$149.95

VERSALEDGER

VERSA LEDGER IV" is a complete accounting system that grows as your business
grows. VERSALEDGER IF" can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,
expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large
corporate general ledger system without any additional software.
gives you almost unlimited storage capacity
• VERSALEDGER
(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on the system),
• stores all check and general ledger information forever,
• prints tractor-feed checks,
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,
balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account
listings, etc.
VERSA LEDGER IF" comes with a professionally-written 160 page manual demanual will help you become
signed for first-time users. The VERSALEDGER
quickly familiar with VERSALEDGER IF", using complete sample data files
supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts.

it

FOR APPLE & MACINTOSH OWNERS ONLY! •
Apple and Macintosh owners only may now take 50% off our listed
price of any module(s) from our VersaBusiness Series. All sales are
final (our normal 30-day money back guarantee does not apply to
sale items).
(inside NY State)
To Order:
(outside NY State)
Write or Call Toll-Free 1-800-431-2818,
1-800-331-0362

Other inquiries call 914-425-1535
'add $4.95 for shipping in UPS areas
'add $5.95 for C.O.D. or non-UPS areas-

'add $6.95 Canada or Mexico
'add proper postage elsewhere

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
All prices and specifications subject to change / Delivery subject to availability.
Circle 66 on Reader Service Card.

HINTS/TECHNIQUES

Listing 3. Intro Create.
HOME
1 C = 1:D = 16384
2 HGR2
10 PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#5": PRINT CHR$ (1)
20 PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#0"
30 PRINT CHR$ (4);"IN#5"
35 HGR : POKE - 16302,0
40 VTAB 1: INPUT "";X,Y,S
45 POKE D,94
50 HCOLOR= 3: HPLOT X,Y:
55 HCOLOR= 0: HPLOT A,B
60 A = X:B = Y
70 IF S = 1 THEN 100
80 GOTO 40
100 POKE D,1
101 HCOLOR= 3: HPLOT X,Y
105 LS = 1
110 D = D + 1
120 POKE D,X:D = D + 1: POKE D,Y:D = D + 1
130 VTAB 1: INPUT "";X,Y,S
135 IF S < 0 THEN 500
140 IF S = 4 AND LS = 1 THEN HCOLOR= 3: POKE D,1:D = D + 1:
LS = 4
150 IF S = 1 AND LS = 4 THEN HCOLOR= 0: POKE D,0:D = D + 1:
LS = 1
151 HCOLOR= 3
155 IF S = 1 THEN HPLOT X,Y: GOTO 170
160 HPLOT TO X,Y
170 GOTO 120
500 PRINT CHR$ (4);"IN#0"
510 PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#5"
520 PRINT CHR$ (0)
530 PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#0"
540 TEXT : HOME
545 POKE D,3
550 INPUT "INTRODUCTIONS TITLE: ";A$
560 A$ = A$ + ".INTRO"
565 LGH = (D - 16384) + 5
570 PRINT CHR$ (4);"BSAVE "A$",A$4000,L"LGH
0

Listing 4. Intro Plot.
0 A$ = "TEST": REM OR 'WHATEVER'
1 HGR : POKE - 16302,0: PRINT CHR$ (4);"BLOAD"A$".INTRO"
2 D = 16384:A = PEEK (16385):B = PEEK (16386)
3 P= PEEK (D):D = D+ 1
4 IF P = 1 THEN HCOLOR= 3: GOTO 3
5 IF P = 0 THEN HCOLOR= 0: GOTO 3
6 IF P = 3 THEN 10
7 X = P:P = PEEK (D):D = D + 1:Y = p
8 HPLOT X,Y TO A,B:A = X:B = Y
9 GOTO 3
START PROGRAM HERE
10 REM

Creative Introductions
by Paul Morville
An attractive title page adds a
professional flair to your programs,
but creating one is often a timeconsuming effort. The following listings
offer an easy solution. Using the
Apple Mouse II and the program presented here, Intro Create (see Listing
3), you can design your own introductory material, then convert your
picture to a language that Intro Plot
(see Listing 4) interprets and draws
into your program.
First, enter each program. Type in
Intro Create as an Applesoft BASIC
program and save it to disk. Use
your word processor to enter Intro
Plot and save it as a text file, or use
MAKE TEXT on your DOS 3.3 disk. If
you're working with ProDOS, and
your word processor doesn't use text
files, enter the listing at the beginning
of your program.
Activate the programs by running
Intro Create first. Then move the cursor to the point at which you want to
start drawing and click the mouse
button. Draw with the button up; a
depressed button draws a dotted
line, representing an invisible (black)
line. When you're finished, hit the
spacebar.
Create then asks you to type in the
title of your picture. (Name it after the
program that introduces it.) Create
adds the suffix .INTRO and saves
your screen.
To use Listing 4, load the program
you're introducing and type EXEC
Intro Plot. This code replaces the first
ten lines of the program with your
display routine. Change line zero so
that A$ equals the title of your picture, and run your program. It should
draw your picture exactly as you entered it. (Note that it even replicates
your pauses, so you should know
what you want to draw before executing Intro Create.) And there's your
masterpiece, a custom-designed illustration that'll dress up any program.M
Write to Paul Morville at 17 Twin
Lakes Drive, Waterford, CT 06385.
Got a hint of your own? inCider would
like to see it. If we can use it in Hints/
Techniques, we'll buy it from you. Send
your tip to inCider, Elm Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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After 7 years
of gripes,
complaints and
suggestions from
more than 50,000
DB Master users ...
... you bet I know what you
want in a data base manager!
Sure DB Master was great back in 1980 when we first
introduced it. After all, it was the first serious data base
management program for the Apple II. In fact, two years later,
Softalk magazine reported that "many Apple dealers are
selling a copy of DB Master with every computer they sell."
And yes, we fixed it and added to it and improved it over the
years, as we watched all of the serious software development
move to other computers.
But when the time came to improve the program one more
time, we decided it just wasn't worth it. If we were going to
the trouble, then the only thing to do was throw it away, and
start over. After all, we've learned a lot in the last seven years,
and the Apple // has improved a lot, too. This time we'd really
do it right.
So we set out to write the ultimate data base manager for
the Apple H!
It had to be powerful, with features and capabilities
exceeding any other program you could find.
And it had to be easy to use. But not just easy—it had to be
convenient to use. Fast. Efficient. Forgiving. And compatible.
In a word, it had to be elegant.

Barney Stone

So we took everything
we'd learned about
database management and
report generators,
about what you like and
don't like in computer programs, about making
software easy to learn
and convenient to use and as
flexible as possible...
And we wrote DB Master Version Five—The Data Base
Manager You've Always Wanted for Your Apple !
You're going to love it!

AppleWorks Users —
Take advantage of DB Master's higher power, capacity, and
superior report generator. DB Master can convert your
AppleWorks data base files to DB Master files. It's easy!

Coming Soon—

DB Master Version Five Professional
All the features of Version Five, plus multi-file relational
capabilities, keystroke macros, and much more! Call or write
for information.

Specifications
Hardware Requirements:
Apple //e (Enhanced, with extended 80
column card), //gs, //c or Laser 128. At
least two 5 1/4" floppy disk drives, or any
combination of 51/4' and 31/2' floppies,
ProDOS compatible hard disk, or RAM
disk. NOT COPY PROTECTED.
Capacities:
• 2000 bytes/record
• 200 fields/record
• 30 screen pages/record
• 250 characters in alphanumeric fields
• Hard disk files—up to 40 Megabytes
• Floppy disk files—up to 50 disks
Field Types:
• Alphanumeric, 1 to 250 characters
• Numeric-3 types
• Dollar/cents, to $99,999,999,999,999.99
• Yes/No—only accepts "Y" or 'N'
• Date-11 formats available
• Add Date—date when record was added
• Edit Date—last date when record edited
• Add Time—time when record was added
• Edit Time—time when record last edited
• User Defined—for phone & social
security numbers, part #'s, etc., 2-20
characters, control over type of
characters allowed in each position
• Label Only—no input area—useful for
customizing screens

Computed Fields:
Floating point numeric, dollar & date fields
can be computed fields.
Examples: (the F stands for Field)
F10 = F74849,06*F12
F28 = F10*(F50>=F10)450*(F50<F10)
F5 = (F10,100 AND F20k 1000) OR (F27> F26)
Report Generator:
• report width: 20 - 255 characters
• up to 255 lines/record on up to 3 pages
• up to 255 fields per report
• print labels up to 5 across
• header and footer lines: separate lines of
text (including normal and computed
fields) at beginning/end of report, page,
group of records, and/or column
• column subtotals and totals, page #s,
record #s, & date or time report is
printed can be printed anywhere on the
page or in header and/or footer lines
• set justification, printstyles, case conversion, number formatting, statistics,
date formats, etc. on field-by-field basis
• statistics: count, total, average, min.,
max. & standard deviation
• complex computed field formulas,
including calculations based on column
totals and subtotals
• sort on up to 9 fields at a time; case sensitive/insensitive ascending/descending
• print to printer, disk (text file), or screen

Designer, DB Master

DB

wwwc#

The Ultimate Data Base Manager
for the Apple //
List price: $179. Demo version: $10.
Available now from your local dealer or direct from:
Stone Edge Technologies, Inc.
P.O. Box 200, Maple Glen, PA 19002
(215) 641-1825
DR Master is a registered trademark of DB Master A. tams. Apple is a registered trademark and AppleWorks
is a trademark 01 Apple Computer. Inc.

Circle 290 on Reader Service Card.

THE MARKETPLACE
/
SOFTWARE for IIGS
FORMSWORKS

DELUXE PAINT II 768K IIGS $69, TOP DRAW
$59
DRAW PLUS $59, PAINTWORKS +$49016 PAINT $59
WRITER'S CHOICE ELITE $59, MULTISCRIBE GS $79
GRAPHIC WRITER $99, WORDPERFECT IIGS
$99
VISUALIZER GS $79, PINPOINT STARTERPAK GS $99

• 100 legal/business forms to
use with Appleworks
• Save hundreds of dollars on
legal fees
• Save hours of typing/clerical
effort
• Legal consultant:
Gerald Hecht, Esq
• 30 day free trial
• Master Card / Visa accepted

SOFTWOOD FILE $99,SOFTSWITCH $49,MOUSETALK
$69 TML PASCAL GS $99,TML SOURCE CODE LIBRARY $39 ORCA/M MICRO ASSEMBLER $59, ORCA/
PASCAL $99 BEAGLE BASIC COMPILER $49,
SUPERMACROWORKS $35 RAMUP $39, UNIDOS
3.3 + $29, BAG OF TRICKS $39 DAC EASY ACCOUNTING IIGS, Ile, Ilc $59

ONLY $39.95

COMPUTO2c5 PI,Uc5 CONOAN)/

BRICKHOUSE SOFTWARE
PATTERSON, N.Y. 12563
0141 878-2041

TALKING READER RABBIT $39, MATHTALK FRACT $39
MATHTALK $39, FIRST SHAPES $39, COPY II + $29

VISA

Cirde 149 on Reader Service Card.

//

1
APPLE COMPATIBLES
PRICES ANYWHERE!

LOWEST

IMEG/80 COL BD w/256K+Software (Ile)
$99
$89
IMEG RAM BD for IIGS w/256K
Above w/512K add $39.1 MEG add $99
64K/80 COL BD. New Lower Power (Ile)
$35
16K RAM Board (II+)
$35
$69
128K RAM BD. New Lower Power (II+)
$49
80 Column Board. Videx Comp. (II.)
$49
Super Serial Board (I1+/e)
$45
Graphic Par BD w/6FT CBL (I1+/e/gs)
$38
Z80 CP/M BD Microsoft Comp. (./e/gs)
Cooling Fan w/surge protect (I1+/e)
$29
$25
GS Super Cooling Fan (1Igs)
Numeric Keypad. 16 Keys. (Ile)
$35
Joystick (Specify 11+/c/e/gs)
$15
Joystick w/Fire on stick (+/c/e/gs)
$25
Mini Vacuum Cleaner w/ Attachments.
$10
A/B Switchbox. Parallel or RS-232.$29
Disk Drive H/H (Specify 11,
$t29
/c/e/gs)
$39
Disk Controller Board (I1+/e/gs)
Eprom Programmer (11,-/e/gs)
$49

ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS
A CALL/WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST
A ADD S3 SHIPPING (Per ORDER, nol per item)

6,

2303 N. 44TH ST. #2
A,
PHOENIX AZ 85008 Ask
Will'
PHONE: 602-955-1404

Circle 142 on Reader Service Card.

ACE COMPUTER CO.
$165
GS-RAM 1.5 Mb:$249 1Mb: $199 512k.
GS-RAM+ 1Mb RAMPAK 4GS 512k exp to 4Mb.. Call
1Mb: $249 512k. . .$199
RAMWORKS III
RAMFACTOR
1Mb: $289 512k. . .$239
$249 III .
5349
Z-RAM Ultra
512k: II:
MultiRAM RGB 1Mb: $249 Plus 256k . . $199
$39
ADAPTOR ['GS to two 5.25" Old Drives. .
AST VISION PLUS Video Digitizer Card IIGS $269
"SUPERSONIC" Digitized Stereo Card IIGS . . $59
II GS System Saver $89 Super Cooler . . . $49
DAIALINK Modem 12008 Int. Applied Engr $179
Call
SIDER HARD DRIVE 10/20 Mb
AppleWorks 2.0 or VIP Professional IIGS. . . $199
VISUALIZER $79
816 Paint
$69
WordPerfect or MouseWrite for IIGS
$99
MATHTALK or FIRST SHAPES for IIGS . . $39
WRITER'S CHOICE ELITE or DRAW PLUS . . $59
SOFTSWITCH $45 READER RABBIT IIGS. . $39
MULTISCRIBE $79 TOP DRAW IIGS . . . $99
TOWER of MYRAGLEN or MEAN 18 GOLF . . $35
ORCAJM Assembler . $59 MAD LIES IIGS . $39

VISA, MASTERCARD and COD accepted.
Call for a FREE Catalog

NEXO DISTRIBUTION
914 East 8th Street, Suite 109
National City, CA 92050
(619) 474-3328 10am-6pm Mon-Fri

(602) 821-9393

OD
922 N. Alma School Rd., Chandler, AZ 85224

UNIV & SCHOOL P.O.'s WELCOME!
VISA/MC OKAY—C.O.D. ADD $2.00

Circle 98 on Reader Service Card.

MUSIC STUDIO $59, MUSIC CONSTRUCTION SET $39
INST. MUSIC $39,KIDSTIME2 $35,HARDBALL GS$39
MEAN 18 GOLF IIGS $39,SHANGHAI $39,MADLIB $19
STRATEGIC CONQUEST $39, TOWER OF MYRAGLEN
$39 BARD'S TALE $39, TASSTIMES $39, HACKER II $39

/

Circle 70 on Reader Service Card.

CANADIAN MAILORDER

Pte, Po'

A complete AppleWorks
reference book with over
65 pages. Explains all
AppleWorks commands
and options.

Fits in your pocket!

$3.95
Pocket Book
5677 Oberlin Drive #100
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 455-7513
VISA/NIC
Circle 118 on Reader Service Card.
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VISA

OFTWARE
411/P*ANDAM
'We specialize in Apple Software & Peripherals"
249.95
289.95 NP 10
STAR NX-I0 PRINTER
319.95
ROLAND PR-1012 PRINTER
LASER 1 28EX 2 YR. CANADIAN WARRANTY 699.95
299.95
DATA LINK 300/1200 BAUD MODEM
359.95
GS-RAM 256K .... 229.95 1 MEG
389.95
RAMWORKS III 256K ... 259.95 1 MEG
159.95
APPLE II COMPATIBLE DISK DRIVE 5.25'
6995
NO SLOT CLOCK
77.00 FOR THE GS.. 109.00
MULTIS'CRIBE 2.0
131.25
SPRINGBOARD PUBLISHER
15.50
. 5.25" DS/DD
FUJI DS/DD
PRICES TO CHANGE
''''' WITHOUT NOTICE

Send for free Catalogue
P.O. Box 3374 Tecumseh,

Ontario. N8N 3C4 • Canada

(519) 979-3134 1-800-265-4812 ONTARIO
Circle 80 on Reader Service Card.

/

Recommended by Roger Wagner'

inCider SUPER IN I
On-disk database
summarizes
LnCider
Magazine, including programs, tips & Ietters.
Cross-references corrections and updates.
Ends fruitless searches through stac ks of
magazines. Like a "tip-book" cites 10f O's of
fixes. Guaranteed to save TIME and MIONEY!
$5 for 1986, $9 for 1984 and 198:5

FASTFIND

SEA ?CH
UTIL ITY

Up to 100 times faster than word proci3ssors!
AND/OR/NOT logical operators & wilc card.
Search multiple disks with single ke I press.
Find lost files, even if you forget their Inames!
Print reports. A.P.P.L.E's best soIIS , Bonus
SPEEDOS. Any APPLE II or III.

1111

$12& get either INDEX above FR

Add: $2 Ship/handing, CA resid. 6.5% tax, Overs1 as $3
FASTFIND CO., 28503 Coveridge Dr., Dept. C187
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274
VISA or MasterCharge (213) 544-2350

Modem orders save 4%, 300/1200 baud, 8 bit, no parity (213) 377-0804

Circle 11 on Reader Service Card

itE APPLIED ENGINEERING'
256K

512K

1Mb

1 5Mb

RarnWorks III
$150
5179
$230
Z-Ram Ultra III
$246
$276
$331
Z-Rarn Ultra II
8197
$235
$285
$181
Z-Ram Ultra I
$148
RarnFactor
$166
$200
$264
GS-Ram
$152
$195
$120
GS-Ram Plus
RarnCharger (Battery Backup)
TransWarP
Senal Pro
Time Master H.O.
DataLink Modem
Viewmaster
PC Transporters all saes complete web cable Ms 1 a 2 dive systems
IBM keyboards and SONY monlas

$317
-

$242
CALL
$128
$170
$104
$74
$163
$107
CALL

CHECKMATE TECHNOLOGY:
ProTerm Commurvcations
Memory Saver

$ 70
$117

KENSINGTON SYSTEM SAVERS: IIGS
CMS Hard Drive Systems

$ 62
CALL

All prices subject to availability & change w/o
notice. Add $3 only shipping ($5 Canada)

HI-TECH DISTRIBUTORS
1227 CYPRESS DEPT 110
RICHARDSON TX 75080
214-458-4411
UNIVERSITY & SCHOOL P.O.'S WELCOME)

411110

VISA

Circle 17 on Reader Service Card.

CARDS: LOWEST PRICES
Extended 80 Column w/64K (Ile)
ALS Z-80B w/64K, CPM 3.0
ALS Dispatcher (RS-232 Serial)
Z-80 CP/M card (Microsoft comp.)
16K RAM card (I, +)
128K RAM card (II, +)
Disk controller
Hi-speed EPROM burner (2716-128)
Music (2 speakers stereo) card
Genuine Apple 80 Column Card (Ile)
80 Column Card (Videx comp.; II, +)
Parallel Graphic Prt. card w/cable
Super Serial card
II + Case w/numeric keys ($10 S&H)
Apple to/from IBM data exchange
Disk Notcher
Cooling Fan (Ile, II+)

$29.95
99.95
59.95
29.95
29.95
89.95
29.95
49.95
35.95
17.95
42.95
29.95
54.95
69.95
39.95
4 95
29.95

FREE 1 year warranty
Add 5% shipping (minimum $5); VISA/MC Add 4%

P.I.E. Dept IC.
P.O. Box 13509, Minneapolis, MN 55414
612-379-1020

SCHOOL P.O. & DEALERS WELCOME
Circle 77 on Reader Service Card.
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FRENT
SOFTWARE
Nation's largest library
SELL & SWAP software
21 Day rental period
Rent applied to purchase
10 to 20% of list price
$2.00 shipping charge
Money-Back Guarantee?!

DISCOUNT PRICES
NEW - TOP QUALITY

2 HR PORTABILITY
RECHARGEABLE
ON LINE UPS
SNAP ON FEATURE

1
-4

-_,,,
-i--- i

*.APPLE, Imagewriter I-II
APPLE Imagewriter II 4-Color .
*C.ITOH Pro-Writer I-11
*EPSON MX-FX-RX-80

$4.95

SILVER REED EX-EXP-SERIES.

$4.95

Dozen, or any fraction. SEND CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER. MASTER CARD & VISA.

ORBIC CONTROLS
SAN DIEGO, CA
(619) 268-0064

— SCHOOL P.O.'S ACCEPTED

Master-Media

The HAYES Co. presents.
getting organized with . .

HOMEWORKS

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE
FULLY APPLE COMPATIBLE

I

,.

includes:

(A complete set of AppleWorks
templates for home use.) includes:
The Housekeeper
The Traveler
The Investor
complete set

PRINCIPALS PAL

19.95
19 95
19 95
50.00

includes:

The Informer
Text Book Locator
All in a Days Work
The Appraiser
complete set

TEACHERS AIDE

19 95
19.95
19 95
19.95
65.00

includes:

Band Aide
The Guys in Vocation
Teachers with Class
Meal Planner
complete set

19.95
19 95
19 95
19.95
65.00

ASSEMBLED. TESTED & WARRANTEED
SCHOOL & INSTITUTIONAL P.O. ACCEPTED
Shipping & Handling Under $100/10%—Over $100/5%

COMPUTER SUPPLY

please include $100 for slipping and handing

P.O. BOX 164R, VALLEY STREAM, NY 11582
(516) 239-1854 HOURS 9-6 M -F EST

(214) 298-0246
242 W. Cherry St. Duncanville, TX 75116
\

Z-80 CP/M CARD (MICROSOFT COMP)
$37
80 COL CARD W/INVERSE (VIDEX COMP)
$49
EXTENDED 80 COL W/64K(APPLE 11E)
$39
1 MG/80 Col. w/256K (Apple II)
$109
DISK CONTROLLER FOR 2 DRIVES
$39
GRAPHIC (PARALLEL) PRINTER CARD WICABLE
$45
SUPER SERIAL CARD W/CABLE
$69
16K RAM CARD W/CABLE
$35
128K RAM CARD W/SOFTVVARE AND INSTRUCTIONS
(TITAN, SATURN COMPATIBLE)
$99
NUMERIC KEYPAD FOR APPLE IIE
$35
SUPER COOLING FAN W/2 OUTLETS
LIGHTED SWITCH SURGE/FILTER
$29
JOY STICK CENTER RETURN OR FREE FLOATING
(HAYES MACH III COMP)
$28
DISK NOTCHER W/GUIDE, ALL STEEL, SQUARE CUT ..$8
SLIM DISK DRIVE SUPER QUIET 1 YR WARRANTY
APPLE II + /IIE
$120
APPLE IIC, UNI
$130
1200/300 BAUD MODEM (100% HAYES COMP)
$160
DATA SWITCH BOX PARALLEL OR RS232 (SPEC)
AB
$49
ABDE
$69

(517) 548-3620
Circle 6

\

* Use

-,-.......-_
_........- ..,

--.‘

.., APPLE
Ile, 11c, IIGs
DESIGN SOFTWARE
discovercAD-5209.00 — (#A1990)
128K, 2-51/4" Drives req'd. Access pull-down
menus with mouse. Printer & Plotter capable.
CNC Lathe Simulation - $89.95 —
(#A375) Write a program & see it cut a
workpiece thru realistic on-screen animation.

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Call today Toll-Free 800-622-1000.
OH & AK call Collect 513-324-5721.

,,
cc

HEARLIHY & CO.
714 W. Columbia St. • P. 0. Box 869 r .
2N
Springfield, OH 45501
Circle 34 on Reader Service Card.

inCider

ROBOT
ARM II
Teach robotics! For Apple II + & He and
IIgs computers. Built-in interface. Cable
just plugs into Apple. Keyboard and "Programmed" operation.
Classroom tested! Every Arm includes
operating manual, "Primer" with 10 projects & disk with "Beginner & Advanced"
programs.
ROBOT ARM II (16 pin dip only) . $229.95
ROBOT ARM II (avoid broken pins with
a "D type" disconnect plug . . . . $249.95

Now two systems available:
$249

* The new Scannit 25

$179

Both systems Compatible with:
-Apple II GS, 11c, Ile (enhanced), or
Laser 128
-ImageWriter I, ImageWriter II, or
Epson LX-80
Full specs available on request.
JED design, Inc
3300 Central Ave. SE
Canton, Ohio 44707

(216) 484-1834
Circle

36 on

$4.00 s/h

VISA/MC/CK/M0

2-4 week delivery

Reader Service Card.

N

IFYVVVV
For further information about
how you can display your products in the Marketplace, call
toll-free today.

800-441-4403
oric),11) .-b a L)A..0_
Fiona D. Davies
Sales Manager

ROBOT ARM II

AAAAAA

2756 Lake Rd., Hilton, NY 14468
NY res. 7% sales tax
Circle 33 on Reader Service Card.

digitize flat art

* The original Scannit

sor-

moo,

your printer to

or photos. Fast, easy.

TEACHERS!

"eY,ti,„,

on Reader Service Card.

6cann.0

Circle 20 on Reader Service Card.

Circle 101 on Reader Service Card.

—

Supply

P.O. BOX 705 • HOWELL, MI 48843

ORDER LINE 800-433-4221 (OUTSIDE WA STATE)
8 a.m. — 5 p.m. PACIFIC TIME
Circle 72 on Reader Service Card.

$4.95

IBM PROPRINTER-4201

TERMS: Add $2.50 Shipping & Handling per

ME•II• inCider REVIEW—JUNE 1987

\

$3.85
$2.95

*COLORS - ADD 75' EACH:
RED. GREEN, BLUE. BROWN

PPD

Circle 225 on Reader Service Card.

$3.85

$11.95

*EPSON MX-FX-RX-100

$16995

Black Sun, Inc.
1988 Chestnut Street
Emmaus, PA 18049
(215) 967-3300

APPLEWORKS
TEMPLATES
for School and Home

N.,

RIBBONS
NO MIN. ORDER • *COLORS, TOO !

•
•
•
•

OVER 2500 APPLE TITLES!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

N

UNINTERUPTABLE
BATTERY POWER
FOR THE tic

\

.
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THE MARKETPLACE
Save
Over

AL .&

'V 74)

RIBBONS

RODEO
PRODUCTS

COMPUTER DIRECT
Apple • IBM • Laser 128

We have over 10,000
items in stock

For Free Catalogs
Write or Call
22292 N. Pepper Road
Barrington, IL 60010

(312) 382-5050

Rodeo Products are vendors to over 2,300
school districts nationwide. We build and sell
the finest industrial strength Apple hardware on
the market. All Rodeo Products come with one
year warranties.

VISA'

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-354-6655

'SCRG

1987 FEDERAL TAX
FORMS for
APPLEWORKS users

Highly acclaimed AppleWorks Spreadsheet
templates that automatically calculate & reproduce 12 commonly used tax forms.•
The 1040 prints directly to the IRS. In addition, Depreciation, Amortization, and tax
calcualtors are provided. Only $39.95 (plus
$3, S + H). Additional forms available upon
request at $5 per form.

/

PERIPHERALS FOR
APPLE COMPUTERS

Other products available:
SWITCH-A-SLOT EXTEND-A-SLOT
quikLoader
PROmGRAMER
Call or write for catalog

We accept check, money order and/or COD
(include $2.00 extra for COD orders). Send
your order and/or request for additional information to:

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
RESEARCH GROUP
P.O. Box 593-R Moorpark, CA 93020
(800) 821-0774 (CA)
(800) 635-8310 (U.S.)

Sky Computer Resources
P.O. Box 204 Dept. I
Portland, Oregon 97207

(805) 529-2082

Reviewed in the March '87 issue of InCider.
pg. 38
•Included are forms 1040, 2l06, 2441, 3903 & 4552,
and Schedules A,B,C,D,E,F & SE.

VISANC/COD/CK•Shipping $2.50 U.S. & Canada
10 day return • 6 month warranty

/ QUALITY AT A DISCOUNT
$550
$499
$950
$1450
$190
$505
$165
$210
$265
$128
$160
$267
$439
$1050
$390

Sports Scheduler
Create a schedule in minutes for any
league with 4 to 22 teams
Select days, times and locations for
each game
Produces a "bye" for an odd number
of teams
Reg $11999
Ile(128K),11c, Ilgs
IBM PC & compatibles

$89.99into

PCR Software
45 Pond Street
Norwell, MA 02061
(617) 871 - 5398

NORTH FORTY ENTERPRISES
Box 172-B, E. Meadow NY 11554
(516) 679-8790 7 days to 11 PM

172

BLACK COLORS
2.95
3.45
3.50
3.50
4.35
2.95
355
3.85
5.10
3.95
5.25
6.95
1.25
1.45
4.60
5.20
4.50
5.40

Circle 134 on Reader Service Card.

/

BEST PRICES & SELECTION
BEST ] Computer Centers
LASER 128 main c.p.u. $375.00
$95.00
LASER Ext. Drive
LASER 12" Mono. Monitor $109
STAR NP-10 parallel printer $159.00
Serial Com/prtr. cables
$9.50
* Con-11)10c Systems Available *
VISA

Order by phone

1 (319) 235-3000
Best Computer Centers
2026 Falls Ave.
Waterloo, IA 50701

POWER LANGUAGE
For He/IIc
PROMAL®

$379
$425

Free illustrated catalogue. NY orders r Sales Tax.
We accept certified checks. COD and cash

Circle 89 on Reader Service Card.

APPLE IMAGEWRITER
DIABLO HT II M/S
EPSON LX-80/90
EPSON MX-FX 80
EPSON MX-FX 100
IBM PROPRINTER
NEC P1, 2, 6
NEC P3, 7
OKIDATA 82-92
OKIDATA 182-192
PANASONIC KXP

Circle 234 on Reader Service Card.

Circle 59 on Reader Service Card.

Laser 128
Laser 128 EX-GS Speed
First Class Peripherals:
Sider 20 Meg
B Sider 20 Meg tape B/U
Sider 40 Meg
Same with 60 Meg Tape B/U
Applied Engineering Cards:
RamWorks III: 256K $151- 512K
1 Meg $238- 1.5 Meg $380-2 Meg.
TransWarp (Accelerator)
RamFactor: 256K $178- 512K
768K $240- 1 Meg
RamFactor (Battery Backup)
GS-Ram: 256K $128- 512K
1 Meg $228- 1.5 Meg
GS-Ram Plus: 1 Meg
2 Meg $725- 3 Meg
PC Transporter 256K

Over 350 types
Dealer Discounts Available

a division of Den-Sys Corp.
1220 Wayne Avenue, Dayton, Ohio 45410
EST.: 1979
TERMS: MC, VISA, C.O.D.

PADDLE-ADAPPLE. 16-pin game
port adapter. Plug in 2 joysticks or devices. "Regular" for 2 16-pin, "D" for 2
9-pin, "COMBO" for one of each. $29.95
MOUSTIK SWITCH. Plug joystick &
$29.95
APPLE mouse into //c.
9-16 ADAPTER. Use 16-pin devices
$14.95
on 9-pin //c gameport.
16-9 ADAPTER. Use 9-pin gameport
$14.95
devices on the ][+.

Described as "...the highest quality computer
generated tax forms..." by the IRS Substitute
A Real Work of Art" by our
Forms Inspector. "
customers.

1-800-331-6841
1-513-252-1247 (Ohio)

DAYTON COMPUTER SUPPLY

640 W. PATRIOT BLVD.
RENO, NEVADA 89511

Circle 297 on Reader Service Card.

Circle 111 on Reader Service Card

Nationwide

$129.00
Rodeo Apple II Disk Drive
$129.00
Rodeo Unidisk Drive
$34.00
Rodeo Extended 80 (64K)
$29.95
Rodeo Parallel Card w/Cable
Rodeo Cooling Fan Kensington Style $29.95
Rodeo Disk Controller (Dual Port) ... $29.95
$60.00
Rodeo Unidisk Controller
Rodeo Ile Upgrade Package
$169.00
Drive, Fan, and Extended 80

/

Circle 23 on Reader Service Card.

Become a "power" programmer. Write elegant, fastexecuting code easilyand quickly. PROMALisan ultrafast, compiled, full-featured, structured language. It's
easier than "C" and much faster than Apple Pascal.
Thousands of enthusiastic users agree. Includes:
Pro DOS"-based operating system "Executive:' full
screen Editor, Compiler, Library of 60+ functions and
350 page manual. Graphics Toolbox and complete
Source Code also available (at extra cost).
"...by far the finest language that We seen developed
for the Apple Ile/IIc computers"
Dr. Gary F. Davenport (in a letter to inCider Magazine.)
No-Risk 120- DayTriall
If you're not delighted, simply return for a full refund
To order by credit card call: 1-800-762-7874 or send
check/money order.
Single user system: $49.95 (plus $5.00 shipping)
Developer's system: $99.95 (plus $7.50 shipping)
(For transportable, stand-alone programs. No royalties.)
NOT COPY PROTECTED
Systems Management Associates, Inc.
3325 Executive Drive, Dept. IC-3
Raleigh, NC 27609
(919) 878-3600

ads(ds4

Circle 90 on Reader Service Card.
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HARDWARE FOR IIGS, Ile, Ilc N

SEE THE
VIDEO,
THEN READ
THE BOOK!

GSRAM 256K $139,
256K Chipset
$40
GSRAM PLUS 1 MEG . .$399 1 Meg Chipset ...$249
THUNDERSCAN for IIGS, Ile, Ilc
$199
AST VISION PLUS Video Digitizer for GS
$299
Ramworks III 256K
$169
TRANSWARP Ile $229, Z80+ $109, DATALINK
$179
2400 Baud Practical Modern External
$229
Color Monitor for IIGS, 13" Magnavox Pro
$349
Color Monitor for Mac 0, 14" Taxan 770
$599
JUICEBOX for IIGS $79, SYSTEM SAVER IIGS
$79
MDIDeas Supersonic Card $59,
DIGITIZER
$49
CH MACH III JOYSTICK IIGS,e,c Plat/Beige
$39
ADAPTOR for IIGS to Apple Disk II (20pin)
$39
Ten 3.5" SSDD Disks $18, DSDD $26; 5.25"
$10

Learn to use AppleWorks' quickly
and easily with the help of a video.
AppleWorks Video: The First Step is the
first step in self-training that prepares the
beginner to start using AppleWorks the
very first day. The large AppleWorks
manual then becomes an understandable
reference work to help explain details.
$39.99 each, plus $3 shipping.
Mastercard & Visa accepted. Dealer
and quantity pricing available.
PCR Video, Inc. 45 Pond Street
Norwell, MA 02061 (617) 871-5398

op

..\\,

1MEG

$179

,____.„2 Year AST Warranty. Limited Quantity._

Laser-128 $395/128EX $495 Shipping pd
Expansion Box 99.95, Drives 5129, Monitors $119 (Shipping paid)
51219 $179 1 Meg $249
AE GS RAM 256K $139
5128 8199/1 Meg $299
PardatorksZII 25619 8169
512K 5219/1 Meg 5289
RarnFactor 2561( 5189
.
_,—_—........Transwarp Speed up Card 5199 ..
1200 Baud Ext. Modem 51091/20 Meg CMS Hard Drive 5695
SCSI Interface Card for Ile/DIGS $119
14" Color Ccrposite Moniotr for IIGS $229
.,_._._,_....3.5" AMR Disk Drive for DIGS 5199,_„_,.,..,..,...,_
School P.O.o

-800-992-7446

Orders 1

Circle 26 on Reader Service Card.

GBBS 'Pro' v1.3

\\.. \

N.

$139
$ 79
CALL
CALL
$175
$279
$259
$ 39
$ 69
$ 39
$ 99
$ 99
$ 39
$39
$ 39
$ 39
$ 45
$ 59
$ 39

Circle 65 on Reader Service Card.

Trade-Ins & Upgrades
Apple //e To Apple //gs

I I . 1

* II '

RAMUP-RAM Utility Software
PRODUCT

PRICE PRODUCT

RAMUP 3.0
ESS-FLEX

$39.95

Central point

$213.95
$169
$133
$122
$69
$59
$36

drive controller
Central point 3.5"
drive
MouseTalk
MultiScribe
Print Shop GS
Data Link

TRANSWARP
RAMCHARGER
Serial Pro
Power Supply
System Saver
RAM sets of 256K

PRICE
$72
$192
$99
$54

Call
$175

PRODUCT
RAMWORKS

512K
$195

1MEG

RAMFACTOR

$218

ULTRA II
ULTRA Ill
GSRAM
GSRAM +

$249

$279
$309
$364
$239
$349

$294
$174
—

$239

Full 30 day trial period.

800-443-6697
QUALITY COMPUTERS
SEE OUR FULL PAGE ADS
in inCider and A+ Magazines
N. \

Circle 136 on Reader Service Card.

\\..

FULL PAGE
$49.95

CHARTS

Apple's price: $499
$299

Apple //c Upgade
W/256K installed. Max 1MB
Allows use of UniDisk 3.5

$169

Only $125

Apple ][+ to Apple //e
$399

Plus $3.00 sbdpplog. Visa and Master Card Accepted.
Colorado residents add 7.1% salts tax.

L&L Productions
P.O. BOX 5354
Arvada, CO 80005-0354
(303)420-3156 (Voice 2-8 pm MST)
(303)420-3568 (Modem 24 hes)
Apple and ProDOS are registered trademarks
of Apple Computer, Inc.

inCider

lit

Circle 4 on Reader Service Caro.
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14021 N. 51st Avenue
Glendale, AZ 85306

Is the most powerful Bulletin board system designed for the Apple // computer. Some of its
many features include:
• Easy Installation
• Powerful Message Base
• Private Electronic Mail
• Xmodem Up/Downloads
• Survey Section
• Complete Editor w/Word-wrap
• Auto Data Compaction
• Over 35 Security Flags
• Custom Password Protection
• Machine Language Speed
• 300-9600 Baud Support
• Most Modems Supported
• ProDOS Format only

Circle 2 on Reader Service Card.

\

(602) 938-1160

1-319-277-6648

loquiriesSIowa Calls
Microtech Consulting Carpany, Inc./ 909 West 23rd/P.O. Box 52 i
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613

\

• PROTECTS CONTINUOUSLY - 24 HOURS A
DAY - Against computer downtime due to liquid spills,
dust, ashes, staples, paper clips and other environmental
hazards.
• REMAINS IN PLACE during the operation of your keyboard. Safeskin is precision molded to fit each key - like a
"second skin."
• EXCELLENT FEEL - The unique design eliminates any
interference between adjacent keys, allowing smooth
natural operation of your keyboard.
Available for Apple II, II+, Ile, 11c, G5, MAC, MAC, and
most other popular PC's. List $29.95, check, MO, Visa,
MC. Specify computer type. Dealer inquiries invited. Free
brochure available.
Merritt Computer Products, Inc.
4561 S. Westmoreland / Dallas, Texas 75237 / 214/339-9753

Circle 57 on Reader Service Card.

Checkmate Memory Saver Ilgs
Kensington System Saver Ilgs
Sider 20/40 MEG Hard Disk
AE & Checkmate Memory Cards
2400 Baud INT Modern Ilgs
2400 Baud EXT Modem
AST Vision-Plus
Mach III Platinum Joystick
ProTERM Terminal Program
Mean/18 512 Ilgs
Word Perfect Ile/lIgs
GraphicWriter 2.0
Hardball 512K Ilgs
Basketball 512K Ilgs
Sea Strike 512K Ilgs
Cobra Cavern 512K Ilgs
Print Shop Ilgs
MDI SuperSonic Stereo Card
Optical Mouse Ilc

AST RarriStakPlus for IIGS with 9 E/EEPROM Sockets
2561( $99 1 MEG $179.. ....

Visa , MC, AMEX 0:0(add$5.00),

N

AZ-TECH COMPUTER
111 JUST A FEW OF THE BARGAINS
FOR YOUR APPLE II

AppleWorks Comaptible for 11+, Ile, (ICs, and Laser-128

$109 /512K $129/

Finally! A Keyboard Protector That:

AZ-TECH COMPUTER SERVICES N

AST SprintDisk
256K

nteSitTh
Sa
d n ..
KEYBOARD PROTECTOR

AppleWorks is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc

Circle 142 on Reader Service Card.

\

....,

Wr

COMPLITI:QcS P1116 C01110ANY
2303 N. 44TH ST. #2
PHOENIX AZ 85008.
PHONE: 602-955-1404

Apple

se
. 04
...a. 4.4
Wi

Sider 10 MEG Hard Drive $549, 20M Sider
$699
128K Internal Buffer for Imagewriter II
$59
GRAPPLER IIGS/Mac for Parallel Printer
$79
IMAGEWRITER Compatible Printer 130 cps
$279
4GOLDR RIBBON for Imagewriter II
$12ea,$60/6
Pack of 6 Ribbons for Imagewriter Blk/clr
$30

\SSA

N

NEW!

Please call for Details

Pre-Owned Electronics, Inc.
(617) 891-6851
N.

Circle 27 on Reader Service Card.

Flowcharts
Org Charts
1 Floor Plans
1 Gantt Charts
Forms
&
More

CHARTS UNLIMITEDTM
For Apple II/IIe/IIc
To Order Phone (513) 424-6733
(VISA/MC/CHECK/C.O.D.)
Graphware, Inc • PO Box 373 • Middletown, OH 45042

Circle 105 on Reader Service Card.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Education

Hardware

Software

PROJECT OPPORTUNITY
We are looking for a company or a
group of people interested in finishing an educational project for the
Apple II, consisting of both software
and hardware. The project teaches
arithmetic using a finger calculation
method similar to the abacus.
Please contact us for further details.
Creative Educational Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 658
Los Altos, CA 94023
415-852-2706

CHRISTMAS HARDWARE
SPECIALS
Sider D2 20 Meg Drive ... $509.00
B-Sider 20 Meg Tape B/U . $401.00
Sider D4 40 Meg Drive ... $879.00
Sider C46 40MB TPBU $1550.00
CV 72 Mb Hard Drive
$1395.00
2400 B P.P. Hayes
Modem
$199.00
AE Transwarp Accelerator
$199.00
Hitachi 13" RGB Monitor . $239.00
256K Ram, Set of 8-15Ons .. $29.95
1 Meg GS Ram Card
$229.95
Panasonic 1080i 120cps
$189.00
Panasonic 1091i 160cps
$221.00
US Robotics HST
9600 Modem
$699.00
Coming Soon
Sider 140 MB SCSI 29ms
Order NOW to avoid
Christmas Rush!
Arbuckle Computer Supply
3613 Arbuckle Drive
Plano, TX 75075
(214) 867-8724

CHRISTIAN SCENES
AND SYMBOLS"'

Insurance
INSURE YOUR COMPUTER
Safeware provides full replacement
of hardware, media, and purchased
software. As little as $39 a year
provides comprehensive coverage.
With blanket coverage, no lists of
equipment are needed. One phone
call does it all! Call 8am to 10pm
ET (Sat 9 to 5).
SAFEWARE, THE INSURANCE
AGENCY INC.
2929 N. High St.
P.O. Box 02211
Columbus, OH 43202
(800) 848-3469 Nat;
(614) 262-0559 (OH)

Games
ENHANCE YOUR
BILLIARDS GAME
"Diamond System-Three Cushion
Billiards Tutorial" Disk for the Apple
II+, Ile, and 11c. 48K required.
Learn the theory of Connecting
Diamonds, Bank, and Carom Shots.
HiRes plots of many basic and advanced shots. Pocket Billiards applications, basic 3-C billiards rules,
review quizzes and more. Send check
for $29.95 (Canada add $10.00) to:
T.C. BOLTON
P.O. Box 232
Mohall, ND 58761-0232
(701) 756-6968

174
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PHENOMENAL APPLE PRICES
First Class 20
meg hard drive:
$559.00
First Class 40
meg hard drive:
$959.00
FCP 40 meg hd.
w/60 m tape bu:
$1495.00
First Class 20 meg
tape bu:
$559.00
Migent Pocket
Modem-1200 Baud:
$159.00
800K 3.5" drive for lie:
$189.00
5.25" drive for //c:
$119.00
Kensington System Saver: $64.00
Applied Eng.
GS Ram 1 meg:
$249.00
Imagewriter
Compat. Printer:
$199.00
Laser 128K:
$375.00
Prac. Periph.
2400 Baud Modem:
$229.00
Visa, Master Charge & COD accepted
Many other Apple II products available, call for info. We also carry a full
line of Macintosh products.
Teletran Electronix
6625 17th St. South
St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 864-2454 24 hrs.

VOLUME II NOW AVAILABLE!!
Volume I and Volume II are both libraries containing 85 graphics and
10 borders for use with Broderbund's PRINT SHOP"'. These
unique packages were designed for
Christians of all denominations and
ages. Contains graphics of Christian
worship, family prayer, and much
more. Specify Apple 11+/IIc/Ile,
IBM, Commodore 64, and Atari;
Volume I and/or Volume II. ONLY
$24.95 + $1.50 shipping; PA residents add 6% tax. Dealer inquiries
invited.
TECK/PARRY ASSOCIATES
220 First St.
Dravosburg, PA 15034
(412) 466-4065

SOFTWARE TRADING SERVICE
For Apple II+, Ile, 11c, GS and
compatibles. Trade your Apple software with our customers worldwide!
Thousands of the newest and best
adventures, educational software,
business titles, word processors, arcade games, utilities, etc. are available. Join our many happy traders
who are saving BIG money on software! We also act as a clearinghouse, which ensures you complete
security when trading your disks.
Write for more info on this exciting
new service, and stop paying those
OUTRAGEOUS prices for the software that you want!
SOFTRADERS WORLDWIDE
NETWORK
17602 N. Cave Creek Rd., Dept. IC
Phoenix, AZ 85032

APPLE COMPUTER RENTAL CLUB
World's largest computer club. We
have over 10,000 free public domain programs. Just pay a small
copy charge. The club commercial
and professional library has over
5,000 programs for rent or sale.
Choose from 5 categories, 1) utility,
2) personal, 3) business, 4) education, 5) recreation. You can trade or
sell your old unwanted programs
and perhiperals. Year's membership
is only $10.00. You get a "software
catalog on a disk" and the "catalog filer." This is a $30.00 value.
$25 will get you a lifetime membership with a 10% rent rate, and the
deluxe catalog file system with 10
disks. Visa and MC orders 502-2754343. Free details and brochure.
CSU/INTERNATIONAL
9720 Old Hartford Rd.
Utica KY 42376

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
SPECIALS
LITTLEJACK headphone jack & volume control for private listening on
the Apple II, II+, and //e! Works
with all software. Installs in minutes-no tools needed. $29.95 + $2
s&h (includes headphones).
CARD PARTNER EUCHRE hi-res
card game for Apple II+, //e, //c,
IIGS. You play 1 hand, computer
plays other 3. Lots of features and
great fun, game after game!
$17.95 +$2 s&h.
PRODUCTS WARRANTED
FOR 90 DAYS
FL RESIDENTS ADD 5% TAX
SEVEN HILLS SOFTWARE
2310 Oxford Road
Tallahassee, FL 32304
(904)576-9415, 9am-5pm EST
VISA/MC/COD ORDERS ONLY:
1-800-531-3122, 8am-4:30pm PST

FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS
INVESTMENT DECISION
SUPPORT SOFTWARE
Advanced, sophisticated investment
advice available for Apple II computers. For the serious investor.
Easy to use. Removes all subjectivity from stock selection. Enter key
parameters readily available from
newspaper/library. Discounts future
earnings to Present Value. Tells
whether stock meets required rate
of return at current price or whether
you should look elsewhere. Employs Sensitivity Analysis techniques;
change parameters to see if stock
holds up as "BUY" over range of
potential "situations". Play "What if"
games with parameters. Vary market price until you arrive at the
market price to buy to meet rate of
return objectives. To order send
$21.95 CK/MO, (PA +6% sales tax).
Specify model; II/+, e/c/gs.
ORION'S BELT ENTERPRISES
807 N. Fairway Rd.
Glenside, PA 19038
TWO APPLEWORKS CLASSICS
AppleWorks: Tips and Techniques.
Second editon. SYBEX. 420 pages.
Includes new problems and options
in version 2.0. $20 postpaid.
120 Practical Macros. Written for
UltraMacros, AutoWorks, and Super
MacroWorks. Also includes templates from the SYBEX book. 5%inch disk. $12 postpaid.
ROBERT ERICSON, AICP
P.O. Box 16064
Rumford, RI 02916
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ATT'ACTIO\S
• A look at the
genealogy of the 11c: If
you're having trouble
running certain
programs, the problem
may be your earlymodel Apple 11c, not
the software.

GIFT

• inCider analyzes the
leading investment
packages—which one
meets your financial
needs?
• What's CD-ROM?
inCider assesses a new
medium that promises
to revolutionize the way
we access information.
• inCider's Applesoft
Adviser shows you
how to add help
windows to your
programs for enhanced
ease of use.
• Field Trip: Which
programs help build
your child's
vocabulary?
• AppleWorks in Action:
Designing a homebudget spreadsheet,
part 2
• More on the IIGs:
Introducing Apple's
new System Disk and
Finder
• Reviews: RamUp,
Thunderscan,
Postcards, Games
Editors Play, and more

he Echo Hb speech synthesizer is compatible with the
Apple®He, II + and the new Apple
IIGS. It offers both text-to-speech
and natural sounding speech
capabilities. Its unique text-tospeech program gives the Apple an
unlimited vocabulary. The Echo
lib also features distinctive natural
sounding speech in a female voice.
The fixed vocabulary of 720 words
is supplied on disk and can easily
be added to BASIC programs.

T

The Echo IIb, like the Echo II,
Echo + , and Cricket;" is compatible with numerous educational and
special needs programs from over
90 software manufacturers. Contact Street for a list of companies
offering these talking programs.

Street Electronics Corporation
P.O. Box 50220 Santa Barbara
California 93150 (805) 565-1612
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EDITORS CHOICE

MemorySaver: RAM Is ROM
and Not Fade Away
hy can't I just attach a battery
to my memory-expansion card
and keep all my files on it all
the time?" A faithful reader caught us
with that question at quarter to five
one Friday.
We pointed out that there's a big
difference between RAM and ROM.
RAM means "random-access memory," but just think of it as "run-away
memory": It fades when the electricity
does. ROM, read-only memory, does
stay live when the power dies, but
you can't just plug a battery into your
existing RAM card. It's just not that
simple.
Or is it? Maybe we were rushing
into the weekend too fast: Checkmate
Technology (509 South Rockford
Drive, Tempe, AZ 85281, 800-3257347, 602-966-5802) sneaked up
behind us with MemorySaver
($149.95)—a simple board that attaches to your Apple, Applied Engineering, Orange Micro, or, of course,
Checkmate memory-expansion card
for the Apple IIGs. Memory Saver
backs up only GS RAM boards.
Remove your RAM card from the
memory-expansion slot in your GS
and plug it into the MemorySaver

W

board. Install the MemorySaver/
RAM-card combination in the GS'
memory-expansion slot; plug in the
transformer, which keeps the electricity coming when you switch off your
machine, and a bank of batteries (not
included in the package) to keep
your files current when a thunderstorm, blizzard, or tornado shuts off
the lights. The only solution that's simpler is to boot up AppleWorks and
leave your computer on forever. (Just
make sure you turn the video monitor
off at night.)
A MemorySaver ROM disk is a better idea, though. It's like a RAM
disk—a bank of memory chips masquerading as a disk drive; ProDOS
doesn't notice there's no physical
drive behind the mask. But a ROM
disk, unlike a RAM disk, sticks
around when the lights go down,
holding your data files and programs
until you return
tomorrow.

For GS users, a ROM disk means
you don't have to wait three minutes
for the Finder to boot up. It means
turning on your GS in the morning
and seeing AppleWorks' main menu
in 15 seconds. It means time saved.
We like MemorySaver because we
don't want to throw away one of our
other GS memory cards just because
it doesn't support a ROM disk. We
like using the ROM-disk-recognition
firmware that's built into the GS—that
means MemorySaver works with all
Apple IIGs software. We like getting
phone calls from readers with nifty
ideas—but wait for Monday to call.
Checkmate might come up with a
better idea over the weekend"'
Every month, hardware and software
manufacturers release dozens of new
products into the Apple II market. Editors' Choice singles out one product
each month that the inCider editors
feel is a significant addition to the Apple ll family of products. Products evaluated in Editors' Choice are among
the most recent releases and may not
be available yet for retail distribution.

Tax Preparer is not for everybody.

Look. If I were filing a 1040-EZ,

I'd just do it by hand. But my
return is a lot more involved. I
need software that's more than
just blank forms and a calculator.
I need a power tool. So I use
Tax Preparer® by HowardSoft®.

"With Tax Preparer,
all I do is enter my raw data.
The rest is automatic."
I don't have time to calculate all those worksheets
myself, or to worry about subtle
changes from the IRS. With Tax
Preparer, all I do is enter my raw
data. The rest is automatic ...
the worksheets, the forms, and
the printed return that's ready
to mail.
I get total accuracy and
self-consistency. No inadvertent mistakes. And my return
is backed up with the kind of
thorough detail the IRS likes
to see. What's more, if I decide
to make a change, it's reflected
throughout the entire return.
I don't toss the whole
thing out on April 15th, either.
I can test "what if" scenarios
accurately, because the Tax Reform Act is built in past 1990.
And when the next tax season
comes, I just order an update
from HowardSoft. It transfers
the data I've already entered to

whatever new forms and formats
the IRS has come up with.
Doing my taxes just gets easier
every year.
"My return is backed up with

the kind of thorough detail
the IRS likes to see."
And I like the extra touches
they designed for tax professionals. I've got the freedom to move
from line to line, form to schedule, even bypass as much automation as I want. Whatever
works for me. And if I do more
than one return, I have a file
manager and a client organizer
at my fingertips.
It's no wonder reviewers
have called Tax Preparer the
leader in tax software since 1980.
It's like having a tax expert on
your team.

I know everybody doesn't
demand complete control, flexibility, and accuracy when they
work with their taxes. But then
again, Tax Preparer isn't for
everybody.

HowardSoft:
When the money matters.

1224 Prospect Street, Suite 150
La Jolla, CA 92037

Circle 88 on Reader Service Card.
Professional packages at personal prices
available for IBM-PC and compatibles
($295) and the entire Apple II family
($250), with low-priced annual updates.
Related products include our California

Supplement"' for preparing the state return
starting with Federal data; our Partnership
Edition"' for preparing Form 1065 and its
related forms and schedules; and Real
Estate Analyzer® for analyzing income
property before and after taxes.

For more information, or a dealer
near you, call us at (619) 454-0121.
HowardSoft, Tax Preparer, Tax Preparer Partnership Edition,
Tax Preparer Califonna Edaum. and Real Estate Analyzer are
trademarks of HOI1X11d Software Services: IBM of Intematumal
Business Machines Grp racism; Apple of Apple Computer. Inc.
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It uas a beautiful
day in the city,

D
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and publish your own illustrated books!
Now your children can write their own stories, create finely detailed
illustrations, and—with a printer—actually produce their own illustrated books!
It's easy, fun, and highly educational. This interactive program contains
hundreds of graphic images associated with MAIN STREET, FARM, and
SAFARI. Limitless possibilities for new stories and illustrations! Children learn
important story creation skills and design concepts while developing
creativity, confidence, and cognitive growth.
Simple enough for younger children, yet challenging enough for older
ones. Includes three programs—MAIN STREET, FARM, and SAFARI. A
Storybank - disk with samples of illustrated story possibilities is also
included, along with an idea manual showing printouts of illustrated stories.
$39.95
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Teach

•IBM PC-DOS and MS-DOS
compatibles with at least 256K
•Apple II Series with at least 128K
For dealer nearest you, call 1-800-44-TEACH
(CONNECTICUT: 203-777-7738).

EDUCATIONAL
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